
# What gender do you most identify with?If you pressed "Other", write your response hereWhat is your age group?Where is your residence?Do you identify as a Sikh?Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other If you pressed "Other", write your response hereBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other If you pressed "Other", write your response hereIn your understanding, are sex and lust synonymous? In your opinion, what is a Sikh understanding of sex and its relationship to human life?

How open are you to discussing sexuality as a topic (in an abstract way, not as it pertains to you individually)? 

With your family:

How open are you to discussing sexuality as a topic (in an abstract way, not as it pertains to you individually)? 

With your non-Sikh friends:

How open are you to discussing sexuality as a topic (in an abstract way, not as it pertains to you individually)? 

With your Sikh friends:

How open are you to discussing sexuality as a topic (in an abstract way, not as it pertains to you individually)? 

With the larger Sikh community:

How open are you to discussing sexuality (as it pertains to you individually)? 

With your family:

How open are you to discussing sexuality (as it pertains to you individually)? 

With your non-Sikh friends:

How open are you to discussing sexuality (as it pertains to you individually)? 

With your Sikh friends:

How open are you to discussing sexuality (as it pertains to you individually)? 

With the larger Sikh community:How can Sikh institutions (not limited to Gurduaras) address issues related to sexuality?Start Date (UTC) Submit Date (UTC)Network ID
1qeeqhw3uc9m3ng1qeeqas9c2t1t50y2Man Over 60 United Kingdom 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 2 people in love 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 Councilling 2019-10-05 21:29:482019-10-05 21:37:328ed712ec2d
kd2xmtsoadl77t0bpkd2xmtwpup1ct8gPrefer not to answer 26-39 India 0 Other Ttt Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation 0 7 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 No 2019-10-05 21:31:082019-10-05 21:36:41a5f54b93c9
9zcfiarzuh3blotpmt99zckjkrf37kjcWoman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 1 Love 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 7 Love 2019-10-05 20:48:322019-10-05 20:51:307ab3cd3957
f3983qehm2jteef3a7iyrxkxi219rj7aMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 0 To satisfy your desires 1 7 7 7 2 7 7 7 I don't know 2019-10-05 20:10:392019-10-05 20:14:020f84f0c354
3iu6sjvqpgxw0d85j3iu6ak4tl0sqmc4Prefer not to answer 19-25 United States 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Need and pleasure 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I don't know 2019-10-05 19:39:202019-10-05 19:44:087b3c51aa7e
8of5oh9a9imf3oyfi9w8of5ohg679ztaMan 19-25 Bangladesh 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 0 No ans 4 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Fuck yourself motherchods2019-10-05 19:34:002019-10-05 19:37:22f02116580c

eun44tdytegz9k3ykeun4zw6gpibpnx8Woman Under 18 Cape Verde 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 1 love 7 7 7 6 1 3 3 4 2019-10-05 19:29:592019-10-05 19:33:31dda1174a7e
xht4owmseurn7gyxb7u4xht4owmleghjMan 26-39 India 1 Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For love 0 fsdfg 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 gfdf 2019-10-05 19:24:092019-10-05 19:27:39b204cceaa4
xpvn5kbq7mhc63lvadsxpvn2hcbgd57nWoman 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 4 4 5 5 4 3 4 4 2019-10-05 19:19:142019-10-05 19:26:1421ef185570
vqml2p782d4kolg548gvqmlrrw139gfxMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Natural process 1 7 7 3 1 7 7 1 As a basic education2019-10-05 19:21:562019-10-05 19:25:4705d759bafd
m4obr7s5t5gesvb6vjum4obrb1jkh0tlPrefer not to answer 19-25 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is basic need of body that why God made peer of it2 2 2 2 1 2 7 2 They should give clear cutt education on sexuality, people should know the difference between sex and lust2019-10-05 19:14:532019-10-05 19:21:146ae802d3c1
6bswzml5jf3379sm0wc6bswzmqhguqeoMan 19-25 Holy See (Vatican City) 1 Other HiHiHi Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Hi 1 Hi 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2019-10-05 18:44:562019-10-05 18:46:38fed578b617
mr42xd14vnxpqfumgy3mr42xda2js3deWoman 19-25 Bangladesh 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction Other A 1 N 4 4 7 7 4 4 7 7 2019-10-05 18:18:002019-10-05 18:22:423dbc6c90f6
ixkzplnx8nqan97ar8sdixkzpiywp42fMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 2019-10-05 18:14:342019-10-05 18:19:134d66d7670f
cibqcrd6o9jjsav6o54xcibqcrdtnm47Man 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No Idea 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 2019-10-05 18:14:502019-10-05 18:18:09d05264ee83
e3841d6snqmph70yezge3841d83gm9gnMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Procreation is life 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Stop looking down on people when they ask a question. Don’t base their answer on own cultural background2019-10-05 18:13:242019-10-05 18:15:4989423dddd1
ifd9rrq3ffh6856ib6gwdioifd9rr1ogWoman 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Same-sex attraction For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is every individuals requirment.4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 2019-10-05 18:09:302019-10-05 18:13:354a802f2f93
nuzw67i1dufr38dqtynuzw67i8qp696xMan 26-39 Bangladesh 0 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 0 Trust, positive 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 Don't know 2019-10-05 17:56:232019-10-05 18:05:5329fc395b92
way41pkmu0v0jteway41p6itr707d694Woman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other I like Daily Sex Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ For love 1 Peace & love 7 7 7 7 1 1 4 3 Zero tolerance 2019-10-05 17:56:072019-10-05 18:00:246bbcc24cc1
307x9advn044fnhergx86307x9adv54ePrefer not to answer 26-39 Mauritius 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 4 3 2019-10-05 17:54:352019-10-05 17:59:13d283ad29f9

sfe2dg0mudj3favc3ubrsfe2kh5k8mkzMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman For love For pleasure or desire 1 I don't know 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1
I don't know

2019-10-05 17:48:402019-10-05 17:55:079b5970cf80

q84xidfoauze1uaw7tq84xidfcotv7g5Man 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A person should have physical relationship with just one partner who is his or her wife or husband3 7 5 4 2 6 6 4
Social media platform is only I can think of as of now 

2019-10-05 17:44:502019-10-05 17:50:30da9dde7803
dm6w3jqk0pc0c826ca3dm6wtir55z6b8Man 40-60 United Arab Emirates 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Not sure 5 7 7 6 4 7 6 3 2019-10-05 17:39:052019-10-05 17:42:324259a734bc
3w6per6s2qgusuoia7i3w6pex92yhtm4Man 26-39 Bangladesh 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Importan part. 7 4 4 4 1 5 5 4 Nothing 2019-10-05 17:09:452019-10-05 17:13:460ff9433663
yap4nar9qs7g92nyapswtkv45xbgm6e2Man 26-39 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I have no idea. 1 7 7 4 1 4 4 4 No idea 2019-10-05 17:00:372019-10-05 17:05:4091a9ebbac3
kny32swz32b8owskkny32jo6pqazqe4aMan 40-60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Pre-marital sex For love 1 I think this is help line how to improve sex between married couple and may be guide some good1 4 7 1 1 4 7 1 2019-10-05 16:37:572019-10-05 16:53:308922c3b7c6
froin0v7ip5mpyz8froithyr97dlb1q4Woman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Masturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I am a Muslim. Sex is allowed only after 1.حاکن 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 I m not Sikh 2019-10-05 16:35:252019-10-05 16:43:227faaf1df89
txfeb3unn1tuhvctxfeb2pnlbojzdl4bWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Masturbation For pleasure or desire 1 2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-10-05 16:36:232019-10-05 16:41:28e0a00636e7
dzyjydp9gq0d90g0nc3idzyjyi1klkk7Woman 40-60 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 1 4 4 7 4 4 4 Don't know 2019-10-05 16:22:442019-10-05 16:29:242b6878b47a
hjtzfuttyhvxz4owhjtzfuzzxfrvntt0Man 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction Other X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-05 16:00:332019-10-05 16:05:59ac1a71761f
eb5clcx3nf3ob94eqmgleb5clc931ppfWoman 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 Understanding 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 None 2019-10-05 14:56:402019-10-05 15:08:05a98d1a292b
d3ypcqm5sffr9m46t6qd3ypcqmwnue3nGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Any other feeling 0 No idea 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 3 Bring topic to main stream and discuss in families and awareness among masses2019-10-05 14:59:412019-10-05 15:04:52d40d67d6a3
xthrk3idrjwdvt8fyxthrk3ufgegnm5rMan 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 1 Don't know 4 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 Don't know 2019-10-05 14:24:292019-10-05 14:33:3964e203ba5c
td9ln6iojb3z9g76d5ntd9ljf3zw1hbkMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Don't know 7 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 Spreading awareness2019-10-05 14:15:082019-10-05 14:32:4670a686793b
c2uga2irz8281m6fw7pchc2uga2a44aiWoman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 7 7 7 7 2 7 7 7 By adding it as a non optional subject. Or maybe just have a whole under grad course.2019-10-05 13:57:432019-10-05 14:01:264c5abe075b
cg8lyn036n2nwckbsfpkscg8lyn03prgWoman 19-25 United Arab Emirates 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I don't know 4 5 5 4 4 3 4 1 2019-10-05 13:29:542019-10-05 13:33:51cd612ded9e
rjmobxp07950d9yuxscrjm0mj8wchl64Man 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Passion and desire 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7  By being open about it.2019-10-05 12:49:512019-10-05 12:57:493808a20885
f0v5v7d9csvm47vgf0v5qmucjz6af6uxMan 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Same-sex attraction For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don't know 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 Don't know 2019-10-05 11:34:262019-10-05 11:38:476aaa4de538
6mran0jbh4wdruyz2orj6mran0g96mxmMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Pre-marital sex For love 0 ok 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2019-10-05 11:07:472019-10-05 11:11:5759f9f860e3
391v9lms1celc6na391v9a5rftf6thduGender Variant/Non-Conforming 19-25 Pakistan 0 Sex 2019-10-05 10:19:562019-10-05 10:21:308c0b110e72
ixm6nuatrqetew30xazixm6nuoucmii2Prefer not to answer 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Masturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 1 It's human need 1 1 7 3 1 7 7 1 No idea 2019-10-05 9:25:512019-10-05 9:31:287bfb973218
ls4ldtmmvkz63mcocpls4yyti40i1onpMan 40-60 United Kingdom 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other My own brain! Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other De-stress 0 Procreation, heterosexuality 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Make it possible for people of different secual identity to feel safe and have a voice, empower people (regardless of gender identity) to talk about sexual violence 2019-10-05 8:57:572019-10-05 9:04:403b951dbbda
m6s3trjy4bomum1m6s3tnfhgj0g9mnhmMan 19-25 Kenya 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 1 1 7 4 1 4 4 4 2019-10-05 8:39:352019-10-05 8:43:272f267fafa6
haubzkom5s56wi9zh0386xia4gtkbldzWoman 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Its part of life 4 6 1 2 1 7 1 1 Social media platforms..awareness camps2019-10-05 8:27:292019-10-05 8:31:22ba18defade
2t6zys8g72w4pr3dcpv2a6lg2t6zys85Woman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is nothing but a way to pleasure whether in love or not.1 7 7 5 1 7 7 4 They shoulb a little open about it2019-10-05 7:46:492019-10-05 7:51:176883521f33
p4pkpsw0jte7e2k7p4pkp3d2bzfrook1Woman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Sense that keeps u alive 0 Perfect sex understanding 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Absolutely no idea2019-10-05 7:32:072019-10-05 7:42:547746e58f77
y8ota9u81jpzkppjv0y8ota9p8zfgwrsMan 19-25 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I dont know 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I dont know 2019-10-05 7:38:322019-10-05 7:42:45084ea9480b
6bbr4oa61rdmere2yes26bbr4svesq6jMan 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 I think they are not open to it yet except some issues.2019-10-05 6:58:322019-10-05 7:03:37b01567a9b5
2jc0j8m8zj7r8axothf9h42jc0j8m7d2Man 40-60 Egypt 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other School Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love 0 do not know 7 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 good 2019-10-05 6:54:432019-10-05 7:01:02b7ca018540
mevyyway61s6rpoafrmevyywaiqss26cMan 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 No idea 5 5 4 3 4 5 3 3 2019-10-05 6:31:202019-10-05 6:58:118f8cb2c9bc
hu9kvvfg0radoraabsa3hu9kvvfgz3brWoman 19-25 Pakistan 0 Other ‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-05 6:49:212019-10-05 6:52:30204087797a
gtcm22numm6tyh52m34gtcm28aqi9p5yMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Not known 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Not known 2019-10-05 6:42:432019-10-05 6:47:104efa49364b
i6sfmkeagclo7c3a6twi6sfmke0qxbwjMan 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Good 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Good 2019-10-05 6:33:002019-10-05 6:40:362d7a1a89ae
wr1h8u2lnz6did384wr1h8um9bnvlfdzWoman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 Same as other religions 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 Collect, cleanse and make use of survey data2019-10-05 6:26:532019-10-05 6:31:579bb1f9edd4
13hejct54w0uvi7q2j113hejctqc30f1Man 40-60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 Just a mental satisfaction 4 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 Best by education2019-10-05 6:21:372019-10-05 6:31:27769a95f505
lp6ldl3fu5joi4eckwlp6ldzw5itdb9hMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 1 Dont know 3 7 4 4 2 4 4 4 Not sure 2019-10-05 6:23:342019-10-05 6:28:368ad4ddbff8
1hmzu1ddb5lebjd6ky1hmzos0a9x464rMan 26-39 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For love 1 I don't know 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I have no idea 2019-10-05 6:15:132019-10-05 6:19:491a9f142d09
x0ib76bgpcqx3y00qmywb4x0ib7i3edvWoman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Its A way To understand other person on different level like connection of soul but at the same time it's not a bad thing or something to be ashamed of even if you do it for fun4 7 5 5 3 5 5 4 Try to make our community understand that it is ok if two grownups want to have sex it's there right to be comfortable in there thoughts sex is not a bad thing it is a natural proccess and virginity is a boundation for both men and women2019-10-05 6:09:112019-10-05 6:18:15921dcbf821
hssvqm5x7nie934o5tdhssvqm2ywo2xvMan 19-25 Bangladesh 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 idk 1 7 4 4 1 7 4 4 No need 2019-10-05 5:40:562019-10-05 6:14:57eb42c5db50
htqr9a63tkcbvyi7htqr9jy32cek9y79Woman 19-25 Bangladesh 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Pre-marital sex For love 1 Best 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-10-05 6:07:052019-10-05 6:10:37d1bfcd7936
bx668stujzeqiismbx668sv8dfmhbfrfMan 40-60 Bangladesh 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't know 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 I don't know 2019-10-05 5:47:512019-10-05 5:55:228755ccbca9
mkh27k4o73uo87p4c6mkh27kspdhlqb9Prefer not to answer 40-60 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 1 4 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 2019-10-05 5:41:132019-10-05 5:52:0146a98c2848
8khk0rq5vm93w4eobbl8khkiwb4ku3nfMan 19-25 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction For love 0 no 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 no 2019-10-05 5:31:352019-10-05 5:38:3002832195c0
9uzua6pmtlxoxhx8bt469uzuaprxlibsWoman 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Same-sex attraction For love 1 Sikhi 3 2 3 1 1 2019-10-05 5:16:482019-10-05 5:19:544ec435bc85
fljh4uvrkxv903zpmhfljh41lj5xi7jgWoman 40-60 Pakistan 0 Other MUSLIM Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ For love 0 SEX for love 4 4 1 7 4 4 7 4 muslim 2019-10-05 5:09:142019-10-05 5:14:31d2f47d0781
mg42u7n5u2zkclhvzpdfcmg42u7n96ddPrefer not to answer 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 Sex is  physiological need of human and Sikh they are supported the women and never harass. They help the person and sex is a basic need of human life for generation3 6 6 4 2 6 6 4 Sikh institutions are goes very well their  rule and regulations are very hard and verify discipline to each and every thing. They  give knowledge to how seen the a woman, because in Sikh religion they seen the woman as very respectful woman who birth the kings and guru's2019-10-05 4:44:512019-10-05 4:56:52d026b9bb32
43qwvn4isj1f5a943qwows4ms48vplk3Woman 40-60 Bangladesh 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 I don't about sikh 4 7 7 3 4 1 7 4 Not Understand 2019-10-05 4:23:092019-10-05 4:29:432ee228fd4c
fgsyngbkhpb05uu2hafgsyns3oj89z8lMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Other Sex is the fundamental need of humna body and there are right ways to fulfill this need, according to every religon.Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I dont know about sikh religon. 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 I dont know 2019-10-05 4:19:242019-10-05 4:26:053d93903630
3i736zovv6p9n7ks23i73eajh6n7p3e2Man 26-39 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Our need based relationship 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Is not restricted...Free to everywhere2019-10-05 4:19:002019-10-05 4:23:58cb6ea8a686
sku2xtsx52ho59p42obsku2xt49t3i8nWoman 26-39 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 No comment 1 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 No 2019-10-05 4:11:002019-10-05 4:15:4638b2b8b446
hd1x6303i8jfu6ghd1xuv5p1uet0yknkMan 26-39 Pakistan 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction For love 1 Yes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-05 4:02:412019-10-05 4:06:34e4f767febd
zqzazxf77l7dy8k1izqzazxk2izrth5lWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Self informed understanding of identityBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I believe that Sikhism teaches us to live a full and engaged lifestyle. Sex is a big part of human life and one of the most important manifestations of intimacy which is a form of human connection.2 7 7 4 2 7 7 4 Include queer folks in the language they use in their regular programming and hold events geared toward discussing Sikh issues with queer folks.2019-10-05 3:44:182019-10-05 3:49:13fb133ca98c
zlqrnsssoy9xk0hzlqtuiocjfje3k80vMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Before any religion we are human , and it's a God gift of all living beings. We should enjoy it without any obligation 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 There are many kinds of institutions like badhu sahib , in which the students are studying getting full in lust cus this is a fact that when u being stopping someone to do something that person's try more to willing n doing the things2019-10-05 3:23:032019-10-05 3:48:197fe4d6cc1a
bv6svu3gbtpaotrbv6wii3sqtyswy409Man 19-25 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Masturbation For love For pleasure or desire Other Also for baby 0 In my opinion sex is very important in life for pleasure and happiness of two person and also it reduce stress3 7 7 7 3 3 7 7 They make a video about problem occur in sexuality and explain why problen occur and also do inform youth about sex what atual it is2019-10-05 3:34:422019-10-05 3:41:3132d10bc23b
kdv9gpgutcb63vskdvziohduqem26tfkMan 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love 0 Not known 1 2 1 3 1 5 2 2 Not known 2019-10-05 3:21:452019-10-05 3:29:058319324cb2
346kuo979kkqs4fezgyct346kuo9wm4yMan 26-39 Mauritius 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Pleasure 0 No ideq 5 7 7 5 5 7 7 7 Sexual course and risk involved through education2019-10-05 3:07:052019-10-05 3:10:47c99937f2cb
abotcd0sew4f38xrabotfpykniz76u5lMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-10-05 2:58:562019-10-05 3:04:080eafd5fa95
gv3qtkzfbybsv0m39gv3qtkaaikqy5urWoman 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 No idea 2019-10-05 1:44:092019-10-05 2:56:37f76cc4e039
lif9uxuvzhmnc7mlif9zmgeo8o318e0zMan 19-25 Mauritius 0 Other Myself Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 Pleasure leading to beautiful creation5 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 With a non corrupt mind2019-10-05 2:51:422019-10-05 2:56:32fccaddf781
43ie2pzxjv7kcmq43ie2zslpwcrtfr21Prefer not to answer 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-10-05 2:50:362019-10-05 2:56:19e46fd0bf7b
lspafbzunewaghig68fsrq1lspafbzpmWoman Over 60 Mauritius 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 1 Don't know 7 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 2019-10-05 2:41:342019-10-05 2:44:445be6cef48b
ehstkajak9wv8f7wcmehstkatmi2xf41Man 40-60 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-05 2:35:502019-10-05 2:40:21b2208a37e9
q4lg0ndvt85jc1pq4l69pdwbazj5933rWoman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction For pleasure or desire 1 1 1 7 7 1 1 1 1 2019-10-05 2:34:182019-10-05 2:39:27b8a9805b28
gc1pqqagbxujma8ngc1pqw9yzvjr8u58Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship 2019-10-05 2:26:192019-10-05 2:27:27db880496bd
lq8454q8g6wtpietln0v4lq8454me80bMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 necessary to keep working 1 7 7 4 3 7 7 6 they never address2019-10-05 2:16:022019-10-05 2:20:479a5b0ef737
67c93c0y3bqhd3lsgno64mwft67c93cmMan 19-25 India 1 Other H Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 1 Sex 4 2 1 2 2 3 3 4 2019-10-05 2:14:132019-10-05 2:17:372b6d8624b3
wtr9jkxapviquaeiqs7wtr9jkx27yyfxMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Love 7 7 7 4 4 7 7 7 2019-10-05 2:10:152019-10-05 2:14:59b4b80f1e15
wz2yiuz8lfflofpg9e0pijwz2yiuzkbbWoman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 No 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2019-10-05 2:06:362019-10-05 2:09:5597ecbc4f04
0w9knh1wxlauekpicpd0w9knx8w7upp0Man Over 60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 0 No comments 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 No comments 2019-10-05 2:01:132019-10-05 2:08:465ee8686598
bk7ywm14qgq0v0hrmbk7yw6imk9djiy2Man 40-60 United States 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Mj 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-10-05 1:56:112019-10-05 1:58:041d3047b879
1vzzniy13um2h801vzod0sr8p45fb516Man 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don't know 5 5 1 7 1 1 1 Don't know 2019-10-05 1:46:562019-10-05 1:52:03d5a104cedc
9syn5k6p8fhv9qajcwubrj9syn5k6pqbWoman 40-60 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 Normal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Community service2019-10-05 1:43:392019-10-05 1:48:183fb3b306fd
te66si17mwr3hzdp1q2twcete66si03zMan 40-60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction For love 1 7 4 4 7 4 4 4 4 2019-10-05 1:41:032019-10-05 1:47:150a850445a5
tycitc5m9szlhnbktycal5krmzgwn3cfMan 40-60 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 love each other 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 2 2019-10-05 1:27:442019-10-05 1:33:3763979bf98d
bf2z5e35ljjbz9cbf2zrmbz9o607z6jlMan 40-60 0 Other Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Masturbation 4 4 Dont know 2019-10-05 1:17:582019-10-05 1:24:3959d0d2a6bf
ibhsof6rlokiebbibhsofuflg0hoeizzWoman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For love For pleasure or desire 1 I am not sikh 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 2 Don't know 2019-10-05 1:19:352019-10-05 1:23:38c68ce5bc05
48w6sxe2kh8t73ppr048w6s7qmiorvk0Woman 26-39 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 May be 2019-10-05 1:16:112019-10-05 1:21:03d80c6c519a
33xh9w0us917vktfye0e33xh9lm3pbwsPrefer not to answer 19-25 France 1 Other Sorry for that Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I am not Sikh 7 7 7 4 7 7 4 I don't know 2019-10-05 0:52:052019-10-05 0:56:40eb239e19d7
wrcfadmoiozp3w033wrcfa54jbuc6662Woman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Yes Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 No 5 6 6 5 6 6 7 6 Don't know 2019-10-05 0:42:242019-10-05 0:46:5361f2d50125
bhsyy9nvypyij2jkr3jbhsyy9nqqoe18Man 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I don't know 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 Yes 2019-10-05 0:20:282019-10-05 0:25:48ccd6a2803f
tk5c2a0s4lqc7v10s10tk5c2a0jbzolrMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Peace 6 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 Sex education classess2019-10-04 23:57:252019-10-05 0:02:47d3f7aefd33
dp3s73tajye4ux7bbhhkydp3s73y50tlMan 40-60 India 0 Other personsl relationship only Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 good for health and mind blowing relationship7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 no 2019-10-04 23:44:472019-10-04 23:52:30bd3228c5a2
12q07zcngttxkc63otnf712q0w9z9jzvMan 26-39 India 0 Other basic human thing Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 1 7 7 4 1 7 7 4 2019-10-04 23:10:152019-10-04 23:17:130b44f87358
om7ey000dpvlu0lihsiom7ey0edqwsaoWoman 26-39 Bangladesh 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-10-04 23:00:272019-10-04 23:04:491edd47eed1
yapfw32k59ysh4zode6yapfw32wcco4vMan Over 60 United States 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other my personal feelingsBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other anthing agreed upon by participants0 I aProcreation? 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 2019-10-04 22:56:152019-10-04 23:03:42d2b0557682
xr46stat5tqbcxr46pe06lzt57j7ybtqMan 40-60 Mauritius 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Same-sex attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Pleasure  and  procreation 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Sexual education2019-10-04 22:17:472019-10-04 22:23:22e627742c84
y9owolnjlw6acviny9ownwb27ngvh2dqWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Considered impure before marriage and doesn't allow comfortable conversations to occur between parties; tabboo subject which makes it difficult for this generation and the upcoming one1 5 2 1 1 4 2 1 Be more liberal and open-minded2019-10-04 22:00:412019-10-04 22:12:354871d2e87c
mglgl4771oane8inmglg4a8cgidwgjhnMan 40-60 Bangladesh 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Fun 2 2 1 1 5 7 7 4 As they want 2019-10-04 21:53:192019-10-04 21:58:05f31744046f
sg1zgnwfombdmhsfx5sg1zd2bohqvfdlMan 26-39 United States 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Science and personal experience Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 I don’t know what they do now but I can assume they could be better about LGBTQ+ acceptance and general healthy approaches to sexuality and sec because almost no religion does a decent job of that.2019-10-04 21:44:282019-10-04 21:56:27007f2a9b90
aqei1ikkud3u6wun2b8aqei1ikk14zgfWoman 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex furthers/strengthens the connection between a couple but cannot form the basis of that connection. Sex isn't just for pro-creation but you want or need fo it should not control you1 7 7 5 1 7 7 4 Have more open dialogue, possible host events/talks around it. Also allowing younger generation a safe space to discuss matters 2019-10-04 21:44:462019-10-04 21:53:27dca278cf8b
h6bn41cxe13qxb4a8th6bn449yfx3qijMan 40-60 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't know 5 5 4 5 3 5 4 7 I m n't sikh 2019-10-04 21:44:462019-10-04 21:50:59dd50e66d42
nmmim1brru2s7yrc1qanmmimn3m89xezMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 1 1 2019-10-04 21:41:522019-10-04 21:46:13a965a9ce3c
uy1naiz27a0jf9invuy1nagri0a7lcwjWoman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Other Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Pro-creation,love 5 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 Formal 2019-10-04 21:26:082019-10-04 21:35:238b619c02da
a3m04ae4w9qdl5gp7wba3m04ae4kq0s6Man 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Other Normal Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 Natural 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-10-04 21:23:562019-10-04 21:28:45f4b34fd657
hktwalq5reky5ex6vbf2hktwh2w2j0fvPrefer not to answer 26-39 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I dont know 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 No comments 2019-10-04 21:22:052019-10-04 21:26:58de2b852311
9b94ckg4fyt5yih0z9b94cty6tcar9m3Woman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Relationship between those who have done anand karaj to express love and bring new lie to the world.7 2 2 2 5 2 2 1 offer protective services to those in abusive relations or victims of rape.2019-10-04 21:08:322019-10-04 21:15:30fc19d18783
8zh5oqh8sefg532y908zh5oqhdtu2ft6Man 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Pre-marital sex For love 1 its everythng 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 low lebido 2019-10-04 20:57:362019-10-04 21:05:46474e5b455a
bcydwf5eqv0vdsy64mc5xbcydw9j1ta5Woman 19-25 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 Idk 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 Idk 2019-10-04 20:56:572019-10-04 21:01:578507ad5d3a
eau9d7j5znk4s5veajeau9d7ceup8q9cWoman 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Body needs 0 It’s a form of expressing love and experiencing pleasure alongside building a foundation for a new life6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Guide your families first. Make them understand that it’s not a taboo. Make changes within the family first before stepping out and making other people aware. The more awareness you create, the more better understanding people will garner.2019-10-04 20:38:302019-10-04 20:45:221b5ca1c421
vwvg5uip13bafkuq4pgsvwvg5ibmy541Man 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 1 4 7 1 1 4 7 1 Starting some sessions , like they do in schools . Start a sessiin inviting oeople to share their thoughts . It is very much confusing alaboutwhat actually is right and what is wrong  . 2019-10-04 20:17:272019-10-04 20:28:3523e4bca2f0
kpunvt2t66f7i68dfj29epkpunvto74gWoman 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Our religion taught us to stay loyal and faithful and as a human sex is an inevitable part of our lives. All we need to be is true and transparent to the one we are involved with.7 7 7 6 7 7 7 6 I believe we should have some common platforms to talk about sexuality where people can interact openly to each other. In India many people aren’t aware of their sexuality even. Just don’t hesitate to bring this subject up in society. Seminars, workshops and talk shows even open mics can help bring the change. The more we speak the more we learn. Our community is lacking behind in this aspect due to our staunch cultural background. Just talk it out. 2019-10-04 20:16:012019-10-04 20:28:10df4b969c68
x9vms01uymxa38zy4ax9vms0g2nirxovMan 19-25 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Same-sex attraction For love 0 Yes 1 1 3 4 5 7 2 Sex 2019-10-04 20:24:332019-10-04 20:27:332d10ea5764
zm993m3u12mc0k3kjtizm993m792qd2iPrefer not to answer 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Dont know 7 7 6 4 1 7 5 3 Dont know 2019-10-04 20:12:322019-10-04 20:17:02457537fbf7
jb1i3r9s6gawqa93pjb1i3d57n628sn8Prefer not to answer 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Liberal 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 Be more inclusive2019-10-04 20:09:492019-10-04 20:13:00d2373e90f8

2ujtm8yl0valrd2vtb8x2ujtm8d4qttnWoman 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Marriage after sex is the way to go. Prevents a lot of problems4 7 1 4 1 7 1 1
Bring about awareness by explaining that sexuality is not a choice. People can disagree with others way of life but respect it and keep judgement to a minimum

2019-10-04 20:02:342019-10-04 20:09:238e395858c7
abiol94f19vetep3ooqabiolzz9mbc40Prefer not to answer Over 60 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 It is part of life 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 4 Proper education 2019-10-04 19:12:392019-10-04 19:18:07e14fe8ea0c
7p3sw9bw3hjk0rrtq4khz7p3ssncvi63Gender Variant/Non-Conforming 19-25 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I dont know 7 4 7 7 7 7 7 7 I dont know sikh and their ideology of sex2019-10-04 18:59:472019-10-04 19:06:10ae00611978
b14nepe7kp0w4s4ob14nezphyk393iw4Man Over 60 Pakistan 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 No answer 4 5 6 6 4 5 6 6 2019-10-04 18:56:382019-10-04 19:05:047f40a231f1
falb0266hwur0wz8011falb026gr8gx3Woman 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 To have a grahast life it is a norm.3 4 1 1 6 6 1 Need not too. People are messed up. Every one should have right to pursue their opinion2019-10-04 18:41:222019-10-04 18:45:502609d4e01a
95e8c20xseybofgt6i95e8cm5y7thm00Man 40-60 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction For love 0 2 2019-10-04 18:31:172019-10-04 18:37:052570b7ae0d
6yeh6ppsim94p9ug85vy9y6yeh6pp4uaMan 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Just Pleasure 1 4 4 2 1 1 4 1 Social Media 2019-10-04 18:18:462019-10-04 18:23:2449a3ebf876
d04ke5lpupgc35wfbdd04ke5lh4tp0x3Woman Under 18 Pakistan 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Masturbation Pre-marital sex For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I am not Sikh can't understand of sex and it's relationship to human life1 2 7 1 2 7 7 4 Openly to understand the original requirements of human life2019-10-04 18:06:162019-10-04 18:18:51f435395378
i7wcdtykb3cxbi7wce3xw89j54ijhonwMan 26-39 Bangladesh 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Pre-marital sex For love 0 I do not know 4 4 7 4 4 1 1 4 I don't know 2019-10-04 18:03:242019-10-04 18:08:20e63da0234d
kql3fxnuwsfgsqkfl6p73kql3fm0505tMan 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Pre-marital sex For pleasure or desire 1 Long time 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 2019-10-04 18:01:532019-10-04 18:06:55105a33214b
2susaybhdqeyarwas5ssp2suso4aw1ccMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Solely attracted to womenBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 It creates life but can also be abused2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 Actually begin a dialogue and educate about diseases etc to start the conversation. Instead of leaving it as a side thought that everyone should just have the information without speaking about it.2019-10-04 17:52:542019-10-04 17:59:013b05ba5c0e
evqc2okh7dsomheghfoc5u31mb4uos1oMan 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Masturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Pleasure 5 5 6 5 5 6 6 6 Pleasure 2019-10-04 17:55:312019-10-04 17:58:11394657fb64
hlql8jefck43hlk142hlql5jxm5p3da2Man 26-39 Bangladesh 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 1 Good 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 2019-10-04 17:51:152019-10-04 17:57:3946ee7e63bb
td4v6e5jce0l1s2no4hetd4v6ta2d6xaMan 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other No Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No answer 6 7 5 1 1 1 1 1 No answer 2019-10-04 17:43:092019-10-04 17:49:089ca2319ab2
qatv83b0ostxut2orm3qatv82vi23a9cWoman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Books, and informational videos Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 6 6 6 1 6 6 6 2019-10-04 17:40:552019-10-04 17:44:12f8c810dcae
0ey54wqg4q1vkk00ey5t3yrabhkyhv02Man 40-60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 I'm not sikh 2 2 4 4 7 2 2 1 Not related 2019-10-04 17:37:522019-10-04 17:43:449cb3a0e1b3
q8hml263mj6ofktzq8hm0rynxcn2xogqMan 40-60 Canada 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 Big cock 3 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-04 17:32:382019-10-04 17:34:36ed0f2d9d1b
8kc1yo7glownspp0i8kc1yn2azme78m7Woman 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 1 For love 7 4 7 7 4 4 7 7 Not yet 2019-10-04 17:16:552019-10-04 17:23:331f577c99a0
2l8uk43hb8j8j4a452l8uk47mwcsjlwbWoman 26-39 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 7 7 1 7 7 1 7 7 2019-10-04 16:54:522019-10-04 17:01:42f97833d908
jhs0ad4dkf4ra7ffjhs0zjla6pk7cvriMan 19-25 Pakistan 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Same-sex attraction For pleasure or desire 0 love and relief 4 4 7 4 1 4 4 7 they talk indirectly ,but related to prospective point2019-10-04 16:41:342019-10-04 16:48:13e3e762a70d
bpxfhig00ddf1cy0mbpxfhi1wtjt4fcoWoman 19-25 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) For love 1 Very Good 1 7 7 7 7 1 2019-10-04 16:17:542019-10-04 16:23:07e34f6c6f2d
b2gvnh8q65g9rc4o7mgpbb2gvnh8t2ssMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction For love 0 4 4 4 4 3 3 2019-10-04 16:15:262019-10-04 16:20:419b5640de6e
8eh5z8ys8nrqxcdgf6w8eh5z8yqtbp4mMan 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions 1 What 6 5 5 4 4 4 4 6 Good 2019-10-04 16:15:282019-10-04 16:18:59ab784b139e
n4vh2bbkhzk6b898linn4vhda8nsxa9mMan 19-25 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 2019-10-04 16:11:302019-10-04 16:18:55221b795573
i5q9v9hg6442gy7xi5q9v9zu6l7ru2piMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Not anyone else but me. My intellect to change based on how want it to be likeBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 like in any other religion, it has different understanding for different people, conservative or liberal, man or women. So similarly it much more casual and for other it is more meaningful and pure that they want to have it with their spouse only. For me it’s very important for healthy mind and body. But like any other cravings in life, you have got to control it and have a healthy and good sex life6 6 6 2 4 6 7 2 Don’t want to comment on this. It doesn’t bother me much what other do or don’t, it matter me to what I believe in.2019-10-04 15:46:382019-10-04 16:09:1519b4e294af
ntv6je8des70xxs7yjntv910gfpr9f3sWoman 19-25 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Understanding 4 7 7 5 4 5 5 5 Annoy 2019-10-04 15:53:562019-10-04 15:59:1201969a9fbd
6r91r37aezhpgbb56r91rhd14m862xzdMan 40-60 Canada 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Books Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 A natural human need 7 7 4 7 7 7 2 Discussing with kids2019-10-04 15:39:092019-10-04 15:44:09203f25cc89
mpectnw0krc925gh8mpectnwxgo1f9h5Woman 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 4 5 6 3 3 5 6 3 2019-10-04 15:30:292019-10-04 15:32:4256a73cf18d



y6kf0q70vl9sgc4zo0oy6kf0q7djr0zjMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ For love 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 2019-10-04 15:19:512019-10-04 15:27:39352b048b5d
lpfwt4tp0gqqr0hwl6flpfwlk8olwuduWoman 26-39 Pakistan 1 Other Hello Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 Don’t know 1 1 1 1 5 5 4 4 2019-10-04 15:15:452019-10-04 15:19:38816845607e
1ovn8d55xoi8nn1ovn8dmqk8zlin87axMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't know 5 3 5 2 5 3 3 5 Timing is the issues2019-10-04 15:11:492019-10-04 15:17:28856881f97a
kh7wrusbnuevn6fdz4yyfkh7wrusx5rhMan 40-60 Japan 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a gift from God to procreate and for husband and wife to find pleasure and comfort in each other5 6 6 4 7 6 6 4 Have forums for discussion and invite our parents to open up and share what it really is.2019-10-04 15:11:572019-10-04 15:16:10e05595946c
3uqq2f12ztw4cv2j3uqqa4o7xakjpywzWoman 26-39 Western Sahara 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Like other religious 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Teach about sex education2019-10-04 15:03:502019-10-04 15:11:552ff9549334
30usn13j4vocr3kmh30uwmx39fqta7hrMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Physical relationship between man and women4 5 5 6 1 4 5 2 Don't know 2019-10-04 15:04:062019-10-04 15:10:20b6b6d8aea5
s6dwszqgf7q41s6d7otl360v9key818rMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 a responsibility 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 a good initiative 2019-10-04 14:20:172019-10-04 14:27:4685f54b72f3
d0lzcru5x2wvtjcrns3d0lzcr3jdpq48Woman 19-25 Kenya 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 5 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 2019-10-04 14:07:062019-10-04 14:10:42b33d3e4fc1
b9pw6ro1srtjmtcot56i5b9pw6r2kw27Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 They Don’t break anyone heart for sex6 6 6 7 7 7 7 5 2019-10-04 14:01:322019-10-04 14:04:25f776a4532f
f268plcpr435wsewlhe94f268plmua54Woman 40-60 Pakistan 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman 1 Very important 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Love and fuking 2019-10-04 13:55:532019-10-04 14:02:37e0297fdeb9
hft8922kkblxg7t6ihft8922huoz47ijMan 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 2019-10-04 13:54:142019-10-04 13:59:499af349113d
bxmr4xggdxxja6lm97bxmr4vqx0uxwwoWoman 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea 2 7 7 7 2 7 7 4 By giving lectures2019-10-04 13:47:122019-10-04 13:51:19f7daaa0b89
1405bh3meg5sqfi6m1405em3skh4f5udWoman 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other I observe and try to have my own view point on sexuality related issues. Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don't think my religion says anything about sex. Though nam simran while observing grihsath is said to be highest kind of tap in my religion.1 4 4 5 1 5 5 5 I don't know 2019-10-04 13:34:362019-10-04 13:43:0529229eeba8

s3w0qiuxmh0vmwx4yids3w0qgplfy95vMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire Don't know 7 7 7 5 7 7 6 1
Don't know 

2019-10-04 13:23:372019-10-04 13:28:41fcc1635b62
d6t6nlp3k2c2my7ch5d6t57rr5l5r6g0Man 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Any 1 Sikh 7 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 No 2019-10-04 13:19:042019-10-04 13:25:121422838cb4
ofv3pctqvzwztvij9cibofv3pcj3q9yzMan 19-25 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction For pleasure or desire 1 Yes 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 More 2019-10-04 13:16:132019-10-04 13:19:386627e0d6c5
s7snc1t7bgawzo3ajs7ua586ha0necw2Man 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think it would be the same for all religions. Sex is a taboo everywhere.7 7 7 1 1 7 2 1 By making every generation aware about sex education.2019-10-04 12:59:042019-10-04 13:04:47cf9b55840d
zqhc0ez02456uloykzqhc0ezjtygsx60Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is not about power or control.  It can be about connection, procreation, love, growth including spiritual growth. It requires respecting oneself and the other.  It is beautiful and is not to be misused or abused nor used to judge others.5 6 5 4 4 4 4 3 Talk about the Sikh perspective on sexuality without rendering judgement or creating exclusion. What creates healthy sexual exchanges and relationships?2019-10-04 12:47:492019-10-04 13:04:133165556ff3
9da31wh8a8s6i3q39da31aoxi9ekvka4Woman 26-39 Pakistan 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 Its the part of life 4 7 4 1 7 1 3 4 No 2019-10-04 12:58:162019-10-04 13:02:54676a88f87a
h5nlz7jso6e393kbi8h5nlz7jskt4ym9Man 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Mostly, That it is a sin. But it 4 7 7 7 6 7 7 4 Reach out to People with the references of it, to groups of people. 2019-10-04 12:52:342019-10-04 13:01:34890578b9a9
sz9qp6l9sbc0vsz9tepohw7wm73mn0teMan 40-60 Australia 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 3 5 4 4 4 2019-10-04 12:45:552019-10-04 12:50:37d714b87631
cwdm0lo1ih30p3bsbf69jcwdm0lodlu8Woman 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 I think its plain simple a man and a woman in a married institution should have sex and not look at anyone outside the marriage. Its mutual respect and love that my sikhism teaches me .5 5 6 4 5 5 5 5 YouTube videos. interactive social media pages. Nice short animated clips maybe that I could show to my son.2019-10-04 12:31:212019-10-04 12:35:37813aebe70d
y8vgvocoesivduxy8vgvqecrq0hh39zaWoman 26-39 India 0 Other It's just in the mind to show love,not lust Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 No idea 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 1 No idea 2019-10-04 11:37:132019-10-04 11:41:2733b8b064fe
t26kudk419zs19t26wrdfjvpksnp00pwMan 19-25 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I am not a sikh so no idea 1 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 never attended any sermon2019-10-04 10:14:352019-10-04 10:20:24a89c209641
6tgbfz4c6yu9vj9yl16tgbfzmgdy4p2xMan 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other It's all about perspectiveBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Na 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 NA 2019-10-04 10:13:022019-10-04 10:16:082fe979815b
assd6o1dnk4cumfgfcd13assd6o1w4l9Man Over 60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Other Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For love 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-10-04 9:39:082019-10-04 9:46:124254e17e2d
rcza2pjpdb1lf7qnrcza2pde5qcvgavmWoman 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Same-sex attraction For pleasure or desire 1 1 4 4 1 4 4 7 4 2019-10-04 9:20:432019-10-04 9:29:19f3fb20843a
v3kqetg4nw5aiionaav3kq80lt5phi0sMan 19-25 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-04 9:19:352019-10-04 9:23:04ccaf979ee4
ml6hrcjm13yjyd9beml6hbqb5k5m8brvMan 19-25 Mauritius 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Other Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Nil 7 7 7 4 3 7 7 4 2019-10-04 9:08:362019-10-04 9:12:3822f0c37e69
6kvfe6mf3yuv082ns3i6kvfe6eq2xpkwMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 In sikh religion sex is just to increase5 5 5 4 6 5 5 4 Human life cycle. Just for reproduction.2019-10-04 9:04:212019-10-04 9:12:30daf2fa4995
rvu1q499gmol1s850brvu1q49pk0b4f4Man 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction For love For pleasure or desire 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-04 9:06:072019-10-04 9:09:34a98e84a11b
dmyh8qp8xc53g97q4pbbdmyh8q5vdypvPrefer not to answer 19-25 1 Other Sexuality is innate-Body's natural response Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is involves the union of two people who are in love amd want to create new life4 4 5 1 4 4 4 1 2019-10-04 8:53:052019-10-04 9:01:292bdb2b8bfb

o7i96ubj47d6v5zlkqx3m6o7i96ubju7Man 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love 0 He should always be helpful ,provide sensation and comfort feeling5 6 3 1 2 5 3 1

1. By compensating
2. By teaching him 

2019-10-04 8:48:442019-10-04 8:58:10 5360937473
5w3t4gqt948mmdh85w3gyzvcs68y1vveMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 3 7 7 4 2 7 7 4 2019-10-04 8:51:182019-10-04 8:57:256cc9782d62
gm1etiflfb8ts4xgm1etifec295nbmhvWoman 19-25 Kenya 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-10-04 8:38:272019-10-04 8:41:541095cb4ca7
38408pobwxjsc7ao3840g7fdz3ps0co4Man 26-39 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 1 Sikhism has always celebrated sex.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Acceptance 2019-10-04 8:09:572019-10-04 8:12:5764d7fc85c9
wi6c28xisva2iavpdwi6cpfcfliqg7ohMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-10-04 7:14:482019-10-04 7:18:54addca6ea60
8s06hj44z08v1888s0632fkp3tm2lx0hGender Variant/Non-Conforming 19-25 Malaysia 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Mentors Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is given as as gift by God, therefore it being something that has a lot of meaning, sex is needed to pro create 7 7 7 4 6 7 7 4 By putting up talks and opening the minds of Sikhis2019-10-04 7:01:322019-10-04 7:06:397f0e0144bf
6upd8a2taojxkp6x789j6upd8a2gv9t4Woman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I clearly have no idea 2 7 5 6 7 7 6 6 2019-10-04 6:58:302019-10-04 7:01:5707cd2ff528
lbm07ety47pidc647h38bqlbm0ve7oziMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Pro creation and need of body 4 7 7 5 4 7 7 4 I can not say 2019-10-04 6:41:002019-10-04 6:48:216fc347d5a0
rzbbo74zcr67eaypu4rzbbo7goa4xrwoMan 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I don't know 1 7 4 2 2 7 5 3 2019-10-04 6:38:552019-10-04 6:44:1314d57a1190
anbz2pr2576ciermv0manbzkf6b8ik11Woman Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation 1 WHO HAS A CONTROL OVER BODY AND MIND AND " KAAM KRODH LOBH MOH HUNKAR AND BE CONTENT AND HAPPY AND DO SEVA, AND BELIEVE IN VAND CHHAKO TE NAAM JAPO  7 7 7 7 7 7 5 Through Gurbani Quotes.2019-10-04 6:34:122019-10-04 6:43:2859cfe7a5f9

8uhemam20trm3ky73248uheziq04avoaWoman 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Satisfying the urge of love,emotion and body for well being of self and the larger society as well.4 7 7 4 4 7 7 4
They could not be much able for the subject yet.

2019-10-04 6:22:242019-10-04 6:35:4070457193ef
w1kyb9qp3c55k6rf9b9w1kyb9qz58uqmWoman 19-25 India 0 Other Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other 0 2 6 6 2 1 4 4 1 2019-10-04 6:31:162019-10-04 6:34:1437a317f67a
6ssesutpftbraqkmt6ssees6cyymp2mqWoman Over 60 Philippines 0 Family life/Cultural norms Other Between a consenting married man and woman Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pleasure or desire 1 7 7 4 4 1 4 4 2019-10-04 6:15:282019-10-04 6:19:11dfa19b6dcb
miyzg7oovcitnmiyze7n8syqvqtw42wsMan 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ Same-sex attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a nature thing , we should do it after marriege with our life partner in loyality4 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 In colleges also 2019-10-04 5:55:572019-10-04 6:03:28fdce88be86
9pkjop5a04576pw03u09pkjop4bbpbzfWoman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Education being a doctor Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I have no clue 7 7 5 2 1 7 6 1 Educational camps2019-10-04 5:56:592019-10-04 6:00:544319c978e1
yflfcx9xqgtdznd9was69yflfckvb2t4Man 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other 347302822311 Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 ghhhh 5 7 4 5 1 7 7 7 talk open and freely2019-10-04 5:51:592019-10-04 5:56:1357ca6b2454
13gh46sea9xsd113ghbp85o1eeok17kaWoman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Mostly its between two people who are in love spiritually as well as physically1 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 Well i dont think parents want to discuss these topics with there kids2019-10-04 5:39:572019-10-04 5:48:08beb865d91c
4mvs2beefjigif37aj6mn4mvs2be4phdWoman 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Family 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Average 2019-10-04 5:42:442019-10-04 5:47:09271861913a
rafzfa8fvel67db5rafzfas4iiqechw8Woman 26-39 Bangladesh 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Masturbation For pleasure or desire 1  7 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 2019-10-04 5:39:032019-10-04 5:43:251c5d072519
ie7dxjc7czh994362ympvnie7dxji1ynWoman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 4 4 4 1 4 4 3 2019-10-04 5:30:172019-10-04 5:36:18ab2f6c4dc7
lohqk06tfl1h6z8clohqk0irrvqhra28Man 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 One should sex with other partner's consent. One should first understand the relationship with other partner3 4 3 1 1 3 3 1 2019-10-04 5:23:352019-10-04 5:30:45f5649289c9
ooj9ejy9otknooj9einenc3ozsmyv8pnMan 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-04 5:22:362019-10-04 5:26:0650da0240e7
e6g37bn5084cbe6g3t4mgiqxyq5xdq1rMan 26-39 Australia 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Pre-marital sex For pleasure or desire 1 its a part of life 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 hmm 2019-10-04 5:14:382019-10-04 5:20:202e09de16ef
b6phy9wcrjm4lijvu6b6phyw84g3wihcMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sex is a part in love, but love is not for only sex7 7 7 7 4 7 7 6 2019-10-04 5:14:272019-10-04 5:19:227bd0da73e3
1vumf285b06sg1vtvlguhihb09sbiw6tMan 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Don't know 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 1 Don't know 2019-10-04 5:08:322019-10-04 5:13:016dc6fe1675
sc7idqaimypj49osc7i8p4p4vw6vk31nWoman Under 18 Bangladesh 0 Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 1 6 6 1 6 2019-10-04 5:04:182019-10-04 5:09:19e27428aa19
7oi45j56vvl81zpixl7oi45jcidul2r6Woman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 our Gurus have considered everybody an equal and it also teaches to respect everyone no matter what their sexual prefrences and identity are. Sex is not given much improtance except for procreation under sikhism. This belief is backed by certain rational reasons  which i believe are correct.3 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 They are not really open about this topic. Mostly sikh Community have rigid and negative opinions about sexuality and other issues associated with it.2019-10-04 4:23:322019-10-04 4:41:03b8a03a4a54
u4wlxsbcqdrfvv27mct0cu4wlxsby1xrMan 19-25 Philippines 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 Don't know 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 2 Don't know 2019-10-04 4:36:122019-10-04 4:40:184beb5895ca
4slrqhea6sfg35jt4slrqsou2594gmleWoman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Movies Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 I have known Sikh people who believe that sex is what is called lust. I believe that Gurbani says that lust is something that takes over our sound minds inhibiting our interests and intellectuallity to perform other activities that can give pleasurable experience and make us happy in this life.7 7 7 7 4 7 7 3 By being more open to the teenagers and educating them about sexuality freely. And not just by telling them what is written in Gurbani.2019-10-04 4:27:322019-10-04 4:39:43ccf639e501
2ccbdipwmlenzwqc8g72ccbelhrfhvkaWoman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 0 Not aware 7 7 7 7 2 7 7 7 Not aware 2019-10-04 4:32:532019-10-04 4:38:56e6cb4d6656
m5l0wjiozf1mctbotud3y1m5l0wjelsxMan 26-39 Bangladesh 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 1 Human life's relationship with sex is very important7 4 3 3 4 3 3 3 Through their medical procedures2019-10-04 4:21:392019-10-04 4:36:457f9f551a34
qcjj96y2sj768z7jaaqcjl4y1ug1wursMan 40-60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 as sex to others 1 7 5 5 4 4 4 4 rducate 2019-10-04 4:19:202019-10-04 4:23:0336cf1ece38

2nh7z3da7itq80o2rwl2nh7z7fb3i1ixWoman 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other
For understanding each other, maintaining trust and love,care rather than just pleasure some emotional and sentimental values do matter

0 1 7 4 1 7 4 1 2019-10-04 4:08:262019-10-04 4:16:48c9229bf066
ntysp3mh32jnk52uuntysimqsxgwzxukWoman 19-25 Germany 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 good 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 don't know 2019-10-04 4:10:232019-10-04 4:16:24b6ae1bee4e
rk6wup6ys2a82pzqf69s1rk6wup6yp2yWoman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Being more aware of oneself 0 I dont have a "sikh" understanding of sex 7 7 6 7 2 6 6 6 Start with conversations. Sexuality as a taboo restrains people from exploring their sexual realm.2019-10-04 4:09:182019-10-04 4:14:563ef7d8e971
3ixwcr51rzp7s4x8ywfz83ixwcru6d52Man 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 3 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 2019-10-04 4:08:502019-10-04 4:12:04834514b6df
msjs31po73vrkrk5izmsjs3akj5a89hpMan 19-25 Kenya 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is part of being human 1 4 7 4 1 3 3 3 Sex is so under rated2019-10-04 4:05:402019-10-04 4:11:565b4c571eef
df35zk1jq7xka65ddf35zkki6gh35zy5Woman 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Masturbation For love 0 4 4 4 1 4 1 1 1 2019-10-04 3:57:372019-10-04 4:01:02209bc759b9
y0v704h7zx2x38rjeiwxhy0v704mb2sfMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I dont know. 1 7 7 2 2 7 7 2 Dont know 2019-10-04 3:40:142019-10-04 3:45:35983857ece1
70wymsjvttyrfwp70wui98fta41j3xrnMan 26-39 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For love 1 5 4 5 1 2 3 4 2019-10-04 3:30:532019-10-04 3:35:13bf21aa7fd4
uhghr50ewd5c7ikfuhghxxqkvokqlycdWoman 19-25 Australia 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Well,sex is imp. As per i have been told,acc to sikh understanding, its just a way to continue the progeny.6 7 1 1 2 7 2 2 It must start from home, parents,elder siblings. No one must hesitate to talk about it. 2019-10-04 3:28:362019-10-04 3:35:02c082657786
87rttk5xdaxp2i1ilcs87rttsuy08ingWoman 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is pious to a Sikh 5 6 6 6 5 6 5 5 By seeking help from a counselor, friends 2019-10-04 3:27:232019-10-04 3:32:24895beec14e
3riircn6f0s91dciufb1ml3riirt3wrjMan 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Sex is good but never let lust overcome your inner self1 7 5 3 1 7 5 3 In India it is believed to be a taboo, no community shares theri views openly, but if parents are encouraged to support their children, then that would be very helpful2019-10-04 3:21:592019-10-04 3:30:408cd20cfcd5
ts8xqp6499xq6udts8xc9adv98j7mdhiWoman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Fun 5 6 6 4 4 5 6 4 By books 2019-10-04 3:17:542019-10-04 3:21:3319cc62d067
aqdttmfth977amqaqdttmf2idd9y2tn5Man Under 18 Pakistan 0 Other Friends Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don't know 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I don't know 2019-10-04 3:17:072019-10-04 3:21:238a65be71ac
uywd34mit4f059ouywdq7f95co53eg3sPrefer not to answer 19-25 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Sex is for having baby 3 5 3 3 3 4 3 3 I don't know 2019-10-04 3:09:472019-10-04 3:13:583208adc253
c0cbov2j7840mc0cb6q8lpiwz9ao55jsGender Variant/Non-Conforming 19-25 India 0 Other All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions 0 7 7 7 7 7 5 5 5 2019-10-04 2:16:142019-10-04 3:08:26f44c7f88c6
g06d91dm84rygjdir587g06d9vxu3q9lWoman 26-39 Mauritius 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Other 2 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 2 5 4 2019-10-04 2:55:582019-10-04 3:02:09e021a3baa3
bqq9trh9onbz95aotwegtbqq9dv56mqjWoman 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 No opinion 1 5 1 1 1 6 1 1 Don't know 2019-10-04 2:45:552019-10-04 2:49:301f85fd1b6e
yn6kctmzfv6kaex67jyn6kcwizvlg5yfMan 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 6 5 3 1 7 6 4 2019-10-04 2:37:352019-10-04 2:44:097e3fe48cd1
l0vdh7n6vqpb6k8l0vdy0q8hltebtyxpMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 No idea 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 No idea 2019-10-04 2:32:532019-10-04 2:35:5199c9d3a9ff
2iv6jqjdah7sx2iv6ig9c17aue9925tiMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is important for normal and happy life. It gives u satisfaction if u enjoy it.4 2 3 1 7 4 1 1 They won't 2019-10-04 2:27:272019-10-04 2:34:01d19cc74721
k45sjxaquu2v2jpt73svve1k45sjxaqrWoman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Its jss their own desires 5 6 4 4 4 6 4 4 By teaching n educating sex education to thm2019-10-04 2:22:172019-10-04 2:28:04968d4687cc
1zsybdr17rwb3qhtpyk1zsybd9enk4bbMan 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 It's good 5 5 5 6 5 5 6 6 I can't understand your question.2019-10-04 2:20:312019-10-04 2:27:19ebacde222f
chos7u9fdo0rpqz1xwsmchosvqe02jpyWoman 26-39 Singapore 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 Up to them 2019-10-04 2:22:292019-10-04 2:25:03d66ffcd005
2e684d0maq5vy2e684d7f56qwsh9i9piMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-04 2:22:072019-10-04 2:25:020584f94053
3zahoyzvfjddx313zahtd3pm82eu22orMan 26-39 India 1 Other My own understanding of sexualities that exist in the world around me Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Sex is normal function as any other.1 6 3 2 1 6 2 2 There’s no way one talks about it because people consider it as taboo2019-10-04 2:16:242019-10-04 2:22:44174b998ed8
e2ace7z46ajpfelm5lfe2acfgsjtdzcjMan 40-60 Bangladesh 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 1 Sex before marriage is generally prohibited1 1 4 1 1 4 4 1 2019-10-04 2:08:402019-10-04 2:20:1198f7ef5d5f
y8btqdh85ywv4lz7jb52y8bteiejrqfuMan 26-39 Bangladesh 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 personali 2019-10-04 1:49:182019-10-04 2:12:42255af8f3dd
x9v4byo4h92a673a92jgxx9v4k35emt2Woman 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sex is something which add more love and understanding with your soul mate and it can be used to prob create whenever req.1 7 7 4 1 7 7 1 Have never heard of such things about gurudwara . They are pure2019-10-04 2:03:302019-10-04 2:09:22bd573eb16e
o2vd4r7zry56e9rzyo2vd4rz9xydsy7pWoman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-04 2:00:102019-10-04 2:03:28f0cbd5113b
xvcah3tzp6aphwgxvcjkgvjbsn5bbhsbMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Ardaas 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 Talk it out 2019-10-04 1:53:172019-10-04 1:58:409b96651fc9
h15ojjckw1nrn2u6l1h15odbtjucyyjoMan 19-25 United Arab Emirates 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 0 Its is a part of life 4 2 6 6 2 1 1 1 Dont know 2019-10-04 1:49:532019-10-04 1:54:32c4f18e42f5
qxji5djj2koa0hlhfu8ef5qxji5cp08xMan 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 0 sex within married couple for repaxing mind and body.5 4 5 1 4 4 4 1 by providing the adult education and couselling for neefy person.2019-10-04 1:42:442019-10-04 1:51:027300e84e6e
pbswzwc1bienaab5f8pbswd0ouzx681rMan 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is essential for reproduction and sustain pleasure in life5 5 4 3 5 6 4 4  Rather they create sexual problem ,by let us feel that it sin to talk and think about sexuality 2019-10-04 1:35:032019-10-04 1:41:58d96e72314c
bhqc96njw1g7kkekjbhqlk929vruxempWoman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Feelings 1 Its right of everyone and for new genration1 4 4 1 1 4 4 4 2019-10-04 1:36:442019-10-04 1:40:529328ce9364
h5v9jjak2lafseah5v9j110t58oglt87Man 19-25 Bangladesh 0 Other Inner Voice/Instinct Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 Very disciplinary but necessary at the same time3 4 4 3 2 5 3 3 No Idea 2019-10-04 1:21:062019-10-04 1:37:07306c5b4fba
pz27lpdwg34ak31eisdpz27lpd82es1tMan Over 60 Philippines 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Pro-creation 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 6 2019-10-04 1:27:342019-10-04 1:33:34af2ae76df4
su4vwqj8oge5clk2g0ti8su4vwqjmm87Man 19-25 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation 0 I know very little, but sex is essential as breathing and couples should have controlled sex. 1 4 5 1 1 4 6 1 Give childern information about sex education. Many chlidern get assaulted and they didn't even know what happened. It's ruining image of gurudwaras and sikhs.2019-10-04 1:18:392019-10-04 1:27:0614ff9c151b
7k7emoslefu42xn0l6za7k7ea7ei6i6mMan 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 Not clear 1 1 1 7 7 1 7 7 No 2019-10-04 1:10:552019-10-04 1:26:336174de85ea
7vvac2s8ci3u19qn0qd37vvac2jrjaxcMan Under 18 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Other No 0 For generatoins only 4 7 7 4 1 7 7 1 Donot know 2019-10-04 1:19:212019-10-04 1:25:4791fd7c28fc
w8ngopetb7eon71j3w8ngoupt9bj3j6zMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) Pre-marital sex For love 1 It is creation of god 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 I cant say anything.2019-10-04 0:59:382019-10-04 1:05:09b0f9efbbcd
uqx2yildcebvpn5sfd1uqx2lp2b2yu8sWoman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 2019-10-04 0:50:572019-10-04 0:55:504feb8eef49
l82j7qsh0wjr3t0l82j94no5axhor70oMan 26-39 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex For love 0 Cant answer 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 Cant answer 2019-10-04 0:42:152019-10-04 0:50:43dbdbec8745
wncooewno7lnat2de1490wncooehwi3hWoman 19-25 British Indian Ocean Territory 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For love For pleasure or desire 1 5 5 6 6 7 2019-10-04 0:42:072019-10-04 0:44:1603e54e05f2
tbsal3bn71emosz4zptbsasssooz407oMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction Masturbation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No comments 3 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 It is to be discussed in detail, not here2019-10-04 0:37:482019-10-04 0:43:15300a3de7d0
kegh8nq0b5edke4dc4kegh8n55kbqv3qMan 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea 5 4 1 4 4 4 4 It may help developing healthy living and stop all those immoral thongs happening arround.2019-10-04 0:34:172019-10-04 0:41:52ddbaa7d5ae
2tx35rtt9xfe68sw6k2tx35g9kkepyrsMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 3 5 4 1 4 5 2 1 By openly describing the whole thing2019-10-04 0:21:212019-10-04 0:27:419ca20ef257
qgwfgo56m4lscdxjd9dqgwfgow7eh3t6Gender Variant/Non-Conforming Under 18 Canada 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Masturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Je ne sais pas. 3 7 1 1 2 4 4 4 2019-10-04 0:24:352019-10-04 0:27:2461a04f1060
q3sa0r1qt3junirdme3fy4bwq3sa0r1qMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For love For pleasure or desire 0 Don't know 2 7 4 4 2 2 2 2 Don't know 2019-10-04 0:04:222019-10-04 0:09:4086062e5d39
mddhbads1jjfbaop4j0mddhbc3xh8tuzWoman 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sharing Souls, consensual, love & compassion4 7 7 6 5 7 7 6 There isn't any issues...we dont see sexuality as an issue...just, it should be consensual 2019-10-03 23:34:582019-10-03 23:58:44d29aaa5abf
vl0842w4tb6u9lb3rvl08b1pgniiq1duMan 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is for reproduction 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 Can't say anything2019-10-03 23:37:172019-10-03 23:42:54e6466c824d
ycrjf8r05fy2gmi4hcycro47j4ipvit8Woman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 3 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 2019-10-03 23:31:452019-10-03 23:36:382afadab438
p1nms4jw2ebbofvhp1nms4frd3x1r2b6Man 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Be loyal to your partner and be true to one4 6 6 3 1 5 5 1 Can organise camps during smagms2019-10-03 23:17:532019-10-03 23:24:54ccd6679317
cuosw49h9mvd3vhscuosweh0p3dgubfnMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 ? 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2019-10-03 23:09:452019-10-03 23:15:48cafc372a87
rccakag9bnlrccaka19oxv05yi3klxrpMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 2 7 7 4 1 2 2 1 2019-10-03 22:53:502019-10-03 22:57:12267f56d30a

dloopp3dotin9eodloopybng50cgn3w2Man 19-25 Pakistan 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction For pro-creation 1 ski 1 2 4 6 3 6 7 2 fff 2019-10-03 22:50:122019-10-03 22:53:24e037f8dc8b
3xf5ntc5m1s58gi013xf5l41uj5f39naWoman 26-39 Philippines 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other For survival, i.e. Sex workers 0 Not a Sikh, but I’m assuming sex is the main reason why human life exists5 7 4 4 6 7 4 4 Education. Sex is not dirty, unless you want it to be2019-10-03 22:45:042019-10-03 22:50:403e8c1bf956
5mirk3ejbi0xw1sp5mirso2ueiszde9nMan Under 18 United States 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 ? 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 3 Prejudice is always stemmed from lack of information2019-10-03 22:34:002019-10-03 22:36:27fdcfa214b3
m6jsveqbnvf97p7m6jsvebitegaak33yMan 19-25 Bangladesh 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 1 Thanks for your timely response experiencee7 7 7 7 4 4 1 4 2019-10-03 22:11:042019-10-03 22:27:219690e6248f
t5j7zxfn704e4won3d5zqxt5j7zxel0nPrefer not to answer 19-25 United Arab Emirates 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 2019-10-03 22:03:432019-10-03 22:06:30f441f2b15f
qmy4cwfzery5g0j4qmy4c7x5yg7ugii8Man 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 Traditional views 1 7 7 4 1 1 1 1 Inclusion & visibility.2019-10-03 21:55:152019-10-03 22:00:589f41cde586
honabliks6hc9jme8honab8u2cplragzWoman 19-25 Kenya 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 For marriage 1 7 1 4 1 7 1 7 Sensitize on healthy sexuality2019-10-03 21:49:032019-10-03 21:54:4135109d92f0
jchagqg5xn4f781mljcha4eh62ue1yprMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 most important thing 1 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 like love 2019-10-03 21:46:032019-10-03 21:52:450be48da5e9
yqvazoqb9n4sgl9mwlyqvazwo2sgt1iqMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't know 3 7 6 4 3 6 6 6 I don't know 2019-10-03 21:47:162019-10-03 21:51:21fca62cf1cd
jf6k7qg27q31zgjf6k7zed4uftm7qwtiMan 19-25 Rwanda 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is way of expressing love which ends up having child4 7 7 2 2 7 7 1 Provide them enough knowledge and platforms to understand sec2019-10-03 21:42:592019-10-03 21:47:373cc932c660
qiplwsjwfm8njnrcqiplwbqsioog55qcWoman 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don't know much about how sex is talked about in Gurbani6 7 3 1 3 7 3 1 They should be more open to it and not see it as only child production machine. It is the union of two souls and it gives pleasure.2019-10-03 21:41:482019-10-03 21:44:4355a1233d87
fl4jf5dg1u8bw4og9cfl4jlatbdfaw11Man 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I am not Sikh so I don't know 2 7 1 1 2 7 1 1 Don't know 2019-10-03 21:29:502019-10-03 21:35:12131accd49c
yi8jio8mmcs7v8x1yi8jio0excaj9encWoman 19-25 India 0 Other My own views regarding sex and intimacy and how it is a social construct Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don't have much knowledge 7 7 7 7 5 6 5 5 By teaching it in institutions, especially gender studies2019-10-03 21:22:022019-10-03 21:26:47b8f49ab88f
tmepuuvpvzcfyu6t538etmepuuvnxi7oWoman 19-25 Switzerland 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Same-sex attraction For pleasure or desire 1 I love sex 4 3 2 5 5 6 7 4 Good 2019-10-03 21:21:072019-10-03 21:25:220720cc57ba
q3nmj400xj1hibn8tliq3nmnk6x21jomWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To be performed only in marital Bliss or for the purpose of procreation2 7 4 1 2 7 4 1 Seperate religion and science. Discuss health and anatomy2019-10-03 21:20:312019-10-03 21:24:23908d2f9db1
8qc4vj24zxr2dbdi8qcqlzvdeje75bkuMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 no idea 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 1 media 2019-10-03 21:09:162019-10-03 21:13:41f26a1719c2
aqu4o6dvlj0jrovolqaaqu4o8zcvqebjWoman 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 7 1 1 1 7 1 1 2019-10-03 20:59:322019-10-03 21:03:10e95b35f74f
x8i9r6hk0aiiwnxv2l78x8i9r6hvsb1sMan 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Na 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Not much 2019-10-03 20:29:232019-10-03 20:51:26f358ca264b
fgla62d0hxi140jxb6fgla6774jscpd0Man 19-25 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Masturbation Pre-marital sex For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Love 0 Fuck that 1 1 4 7 2 7 4 4 No 2019-10-03 20:43:372019-10-03 20:49:0699cfda6071
6nl6oxier6znuw6f196nl6oxijt5zi1dWoman 19-25 India 0 Other My partner has that aura, which attracts me for sexual behavior Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea 1 5 1 1 1 5 1 1 By removing tge stigma and making community understand that this is not a sin, but a beautiful thing that any living organism is blessed with2019-10-03 20:42:132019-10-03 20:47:354cc138b353
s1zt71wsy0bl1801o14s1zt71l2cl8wnMan 19-25 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Honestly, I don't know. Please educate after this survey.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 I don't know 2019-10-03 20:33:462019-10-03 20:38:442e0bb4f688
tjzcs5e3q1gmhjj0otjzcs5rti7qkzx0Woman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 I am not a Sikh and I know least about this.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-10-03 20:19:412019-10-03 20:22:4416561c207d
6f9z6bkgc4tk2u36f911ei2bh1p8chiaWoman 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's a part of life & it's very natural.5 5 5 2 5 5 5 2 Discussing it openly2019-10-03 20:15:212019-10-03 20:20:483054ac6b25
0riunsa4g1w9nw0rjglolpgd8cgw5rfwWoman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Don't know 1 7 7 4 1 7 4 Don't know 2019-10-03 20:09:432019-10-03 20:15:51223d754a92
86xnw3gramb8qwz05a86xnw35xtby75xMan 26-39 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 68 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-10-03 20:04:092019-10-03 20:08:166b5b33f4e9
gurmskjnmruk37guiyfvkbo8t1p7nqazWoman 19-25 China 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 1 Need of humans 4 5 7 2 5 2019-10-03 20:01:102019-10-03 20:04:172cff137031
x0gvboxt75zgark4zbx0gvbotc0blcoaMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Personal Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other For good understanding between couple0 Sex is a good communication our good expression of love to wards another gender with a never ending tie called marriage7 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 Nop 2019-10-03 19:43:112019-10-03 19:52:42d3ee75d846
fzemis0gb7m92rka3fzemia1rpm4jvuoWoman 26-39 Pakistan 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Complete of love between Husband and Wife.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I don't know 2019-10-03 19:43:332019-10-03 19:51:2617c683b65d
xbcd0d8zyrkpfxl3kexvd5xboa5xba5rMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It's the process of continuing the world further1 5 3 1 1 5 2 1 Be more open about it and start discussing it in gurudwara and not just consider a sin2019-10-03 19:26:532019-10-03 19:31:457304ba4935
95e2gums2vtx7p95e2dt777l4xp1p23iWoman 26-39 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Pleasure 0 Don't t 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 Don't know 2019-10-03 19:26:242019-10-03 19:30:15a237ce2493
8obyxwfkp8mmsoyai358obyx9vl8ndldMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Cannot define 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 Cannot answer 2019-10-03 19:17:242019-10-03 19:29:56a9567d7277
yv1scaf1a0f0kqpyv12rffyn1108apigWoman 19-25 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 divine order follow to keep yu away from sins3 5 4 4 2 5 5 3 i m muslim 2019-10-03 19:21:372019-10-03 19:26:51d6406b7dc8
69b1tayxd2zwd269b1t1u1rj1d6qq21jMan 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pleasure or desire 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-10-03 19:15:332019-10-03 19:19:3309bc8191eb
corm6eu0ws00zearhcormtv1k0bhev6gMan 19-25 Pakistan 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is a normal thing and should be normal thini 6 6 6 1 3 5 4 2019-10-03 18:58:162019-10-03 19:03:381be5e41dae
kg4fbj2ct72fm6eh1iptkg4fbjhnzscaMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0  I am hindu and according to me sex is the beautiful moment happily enjoyed by two lover4 7 7 5 4 7 7 5 Don't know 2019-10-03 18:39:022019-10-03 18:45:21877df7f885



gvzvwuxk3uzb39pgvzvwuoomt9yrg83eMan 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 1 dont kno 2 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 dont know 2019-10-03 18:33:562019-10-03 18:38:31fe67ee2e0b
5ui9m56y5o7uakd5g45ui9m5cgys69meWoman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Masturbation For pleasure or desire 1 No 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 2019-10-03 18:24:262019-10-03 18:29:233be394f5b9
ujmqdhgwzxspidoi185bwujmqdha5uzzMan 19-25 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is a basic desire of human 1 2 7 1 1 3 7 1 People but brakes barris to talk about sex2019-10-03 18:14:262019-10-03 18:23:322f227ab4e7
ewbyawbo3da8q1ewb4czormwjmgtwm33Woman 19-25 Bangladesh 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 1  Its all about loveing each other sex is a part of human life and love is most importantfor a good relationship   1 1 7 4 1 1 4 4 2019-10-03 17:59:002019-10-03 18:06:032a3640a0c1
erap18yl0c274ec5erap182oqpdvgtgdWoman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Normal 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 Social media 2019-10-03 17:52:122019-10-03 17:58:347daebb77c8
0pxbx8h0bqver0qxr3c50pxbxbm0wrdaWoman 19-25 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 I dont know really 4 4 1 1 1 7 1 1 Idk 2019-10-03 17:38:372019-10-03 17:44:44b1c521175c
fk6n2cb2tuwl6wqfk6n2cbafagkv9of7Woman 19-25 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 I am not a sikh but still took the test, i am sick basically.7 7 7 7 1 7 7 1 Just educate kids in school2019-10-03 17:28:112019-10-03 17:32:379f3aebaa69
t3qeu6ox3tv68jts5iq4t3qeao9wnzwqPrefer not to answer 19-25 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction For love 0 i dont know 4 6 1 1 1 6 1 1 i dont know 2019-10-03 17:26:242019-10-03 17:30:19ff303b8f5c
bmvcl5akh1iyt0uhmv1bmvcl5akf4by2Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is an act of love between two married people with the intent to fulfill emotional, physical and social needs.4 6 6 4 4 6 5 4 by being open to discuss and listen to understand2019-10-03 17:17:252019-10-03 17:24:02332f50db12
ehc6dj814mx11sag7dpehc6dj8t192vrWoman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-10-03 17:09:032019-10-03 17:14:251edaaaab32
azghrrvwl82jrxyz5razghr8ao9xjyzzMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My boyfriend Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 0 I have no idea 2 1 2 1 1 I am nor sikh thats why i have no idea2019-10-03 17:06:542019-10-03 17:11:125ac25fba37
yzs1u16vsv5uizepv39yzs1uijkw1io3Woman 19-25 Pakistan 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Same-sex attraction For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sin 1 1 1 1 2019-10-03 16:54:412019-10-03 16:59:385f88c6c080
xmkoyca1iiua87ehtk6mxmkoyca4y968Woman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 4 4 1 1 5 5 1 2019-10-03 16:53:232019-10-03 16:58:1846e4033cb9
0v5k80jel7vt6kd0v5kd9jf8ecmlnkp6Woman 40-60 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is goodthing being a normal person4 6 5 4 3 5 5 4 Discussing it logically2019-10-03 16:47:272019-10-03 16:53:31b3702e6509
5raago5hsabtfc915raaxzlbzvgoffw6Man 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 Need 5 5 5 4 3 3 4 5 Throught small lectures where sikhs are in a handful2019-10-03 16:47:002019-10-03 16:51:4457cf6792ac

kep46kzpnpbmnzxkep46k9x8gboc3vmhMan 19-25 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Dont know 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1
No opinion

2019-10-03 16:43:102019-10-03 16:47:18a57f82e3c0
t1wnb9ik0br6aav0t1wnbrjsrsgiz1d4Man 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 . 2 6 6 3 1 1 1 1 . 2019-10-03 16:41:592019-10-03 16:45:354f185d7cd1
p5d4k134k10ynoq02v3mzw12v9p5d4k1Man 19-25 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other . Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Don't know 5 5 5 4 2 5 4 4 . 2019-10-03 16:16:072019-10-03 16:20:363daa689b46
0i0fi4sh2cbybhilnlj10i0fiyvepdp5Woman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 I am not a sikh so do not know 5 7 7 1 3 2019-10-03 16:03:222019-10-03 16:10:5644bc53f76a
uv8rqliyflzzd4nws2uv8r5v06yxwpo2Woman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love 1 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 I have no idea since2019-10-03 16:04:472019-10-03 16:09:26b6e4da873d
fa4tcly1qm5koqni6k2fa4tcl842fh8kWoman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 2019-10-03 16:06:072019-10-03 16:09:245dca4c6fa6
vi35glatel1mikeflamip57vi35glptcMan 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2019-10-03 15:48:042019-10-03 15:53:077c2e0bef72
2pwi2x5gnss2ry2bazjn2pwislza01zaMan 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 No idea as I'm not a sikh 2 7 7 7 2 7 7 7 By removing the typical narrow mentality if possible...2019-10-03 15:27:542019-10-03 15:33:07c82112539b
ermdcxdh4wq7qqsq7xtuermdcxloyhnbWoman Under 18 Malaysia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is the type of physical and mental activity that will unite together with full of blessings1 6 5 1 1 3 4 4 2019-10-03 15:24:132019-10-03 15:31:31de301a30e2
4e6029z12df1aqz8u0i4e6029gfr3lgcWoman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For love 0 Not sure 1 7 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-10-03 15:27:292019-10-03 15:29:1271bb1d3623
56ly4a2xi852vo6hs56npsvb8t2dkpzkWoman 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 women 3 1 4 6 7 6 2 1 2019-10-03 15:24:232019-10-03 15:26:362e936682dd
w2v4g37ta9t8epnfwbkkwbiw2v4g3r9iMan 40-60 China 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 l 1 5 6 6 4 4 4 4 2019-10-03 15:06:012019-10-03 15:08:17a03a28b143
x4hhczcy48zuizx4hh0fyllfgk8twls6Man 19-25 Pakistan 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 1 nothing 6 5 7 6 3 6 7 7 by socializing 2019-10-03 14:48:082019-10-03 14:52:312e34273737
d8tnv7e0nwr3hrmjcd8tnvt883wgpdpbMan 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For love For pleasure or desire 0 must 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 asd 2019-10-03 14:48:082019-10-03 14:50:41d9867289ca
cy5i1nrlauvgchnarvcy5i4pmof0i8fgWoman 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 If we love someone then we would like to feel that feelings.... Share our thoughts with whom we love by physically but if second person also feel the same.... There's no right to anybody for having physically attached without second person's consent.... Although it's create our kid's... Which we called our Blood.... It is very nyc way to express our love to our life partner and to whom which we love the most.... But on the other side am very disappointed for the people who aggressively pushed the second person just for their hunger..... Women's also need Love....6 7 7 5 6 7 7 5 Like any other Community, We..as Sikh also right to speak openly....if we are having issues.. If we to speak openly with anyone... Whether it is teacher's, family or friends... 2019-10-03 14:28:052019-10-03 14:48:4293944fd389
2o26t7f6jlk5fte6m8nz2o260j22lg10Woman 19-25 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Some time I feel love when am with my love my body is just attract towards him  feel some type of craving to kiss himBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Can't say anything 1 4 4 1 4 4 4 1 2019-10-03 14:40:012019-10-03 14:46:482febfbb75d
cw1321pcj7ii9hgwcw1i30d8eqv7nptdWoman Under 18 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A soulful connection of 2 people.7 7 7 5 7 7 7 5 I'm not surr 2019-10-03 14:35:152019-10-03 14:38:28bcf78a06a8
5xgxlvhrxtrhxyc8qrk55xgxlvnnedpjGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For love For pleasure or desire 0 Don't want to answer 4 6 6 6 4 5 5 5 2019-10-03 14:32:052019-10-03 14:37:099fbf317b1c
ysuqi2jsi3tmjeya2xdysuqilggmtvdtMan 19-25 United Arab Emirates 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Same-sex attraction Other Ok 1 Fuck 5 4 5 4 2 2 3 3 Fuck off 2019-10-03 14:23:092019-10-03 14:26:031c1176decd
zga7zwafhmvw1567z4uzga7zwqvlhvmkWoman 19-25 Pakistan 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a way to express love and want wjich they have for their partner5 7 1 1 4 7 1 1 2019-10-03 14:06:312019-10-03 14:10:58aad46e5ef6
iybbwzymexdat5qk9edimiybbwzls59cWoman 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Nothing 4 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 Nothing 2019-10-03 14:00:162019-10-03 14:03:24b6c74339b5
apscpzcz64weveh2pdapscpz6z2fn655Man 26-39 Pakistan 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Dnt know 1 4 1 1 2 1 1 1 Don't know 2019-10-03 13:52:102019-10-03 14:03:22803e89b9a2
rimzsf685n6inom6v5rimzui9pxwu4cnMan 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 No idea. I am non sikh with Sikh partners.6 5 5 4 5 6 7 6 Keep it normal 2019-10-03 13:59:262019-10-03 14:01:42862db18ccb
gttr9gojmwdk4ace8gbgttr9gojct6jaWoman 26-39 United Arab Emirates 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other That's many ways other but I can't expressBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 0 No ideas 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I don't know 2019-10-03 13:49:322019-10-03 13:58:21d932379d63
kyw7p4kiw8k94kyw7p16kuqdv6617codMan 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 no idea 7 7 7 5 6 6 6 6 no suggestion 2019-10-03 13:31:432019-10-03 13:49:5767abcca79f
iznvdgr3knja3ss53iznvdl45jxrnwp4Man 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Its just a process of continuing our generation further and attaching them to the beauty of gurbani4 5 7 2 2 5 7 2 They must organise counseling sessions for particular groups,individuals. 2019-10-03 13:41:362019-10-03 13:45:594e506b7879
6pz5k4dxuph56pzoapb59vse4zhdst4pMan 19-25 Singapore 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Life and love 7 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 Love 2019-10-03 13:38:542019-10-03 13:41:53dceb7bada8
1nitfqtq8cxdcfgl61nitfigp916yxc7Man 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not to say 4 7 7 4 4 7 7 7 2019-10-03 13:35:182019-10-03 13:40:36488028c1c1
hzpsv3o07y7zecolepputhzpsrtcjn59Man 26-39 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 It's basis of new life and comfort for oneself4 7 7 3 4 4 4 4 Hmmm 2019-10-03 13:33:462019-10-03 13:40:08b4ef3a83bf
hnpqnohlevjqthhnpqv4c4sdkm1affcuWoman Under 18 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 7 7 4 1 7 7 4 2019-10-03 13:32:272019-10-03 13:35:04c2d74c8004
mtasikdowevfabgmtasixsnvsbqg3vo4Woman 19-25 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I M not a Sikh 4 7 7 3 3 7 7 3 Idk 2019-10-03 13:30:542019-10-03 13:34:09d27ebbca5b
9djonva14ajb72t939djkdvyyrarws94Man 40-60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 1 3 5 4 1 3 4 1 2019-10-03 13:15:522019-10-03 13:24:102e6c2485d4
5gx9o6lmvgx75gxkjqbmnk6igsc74jbkWoman 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 1 1 1 2 4 3 2019-10-03 13:18:292019-10-03 13:22:517bd32cbd77
1xslcxaiiwkpio92htwl1xslc76vc993Woman 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 6 6 4 5 4 4 4 2019-10-03 13:02:322019-10-03 13:14:23f153974d71
31671k8xontjcvbei6j31671k8x994x5Woman 19-25 India 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 It's purely a religious concept 7 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 Talk about it. Sex education is really important to deal with problems these days2019-10-03 13:08:452019-10-03 13:14:015168536fca
wni6zyl8reyu7h1hdt1i6nswni6zy82cWoman 19-25 Bangladesh 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't have any idea about that, sadly, because I haven't met one yet. But I'm sure many of them would be accepting towards all sexual orientations since pretty much everyone has access to media now. Every community has those who are tolerant AND intolerant towards something that is alien to them.5 7 4 4 6 2019-10-03 13:05:202019-10-03 13:12:29a6b4227b39
j7b78p9ah104djj7jsj7b780i6qrzkjlPrefer not to answer 19-25 India 0 Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For love 0 4 4 4 1 7 1 1 2019-10-03 13:03:452019-10-03 13:08:29c0e726a49d
j2ozhsuioqoanu9plpj67j2ozhsufursMan Under 18 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Self-discovery Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is only for procreation . 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 idk 2019-10-03 13:05:302019-10-03 13:07:4553c9179abf
e4eg1olughaw2p2oe4eg1oa6iyfbba5zWoman Under 18 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I dont know 4 5 2 1 5 2 2 1 Education 2019-10-03 13:03:132019-10-03 13:06:24a7c637ff73
ci7rvms2k5rl2zsci7rjszzao3k24zecWoman 19-25 Canada 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 procreation, love, binding a marriage6 6 4 3 1 5 5 3 educate, expose 2019-10-03 12:58:302019-10-03 13:03:0345368e7341
ranshb9liogin12sn7dg2anranshbo3nMan 19-25 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 just another part of one's life 1 5 2 2 1 5 3 1 educations, seminars, focus groups but all within the realm of Gurbani2019-10-03 1:57:192019-10-03 2:01:00a322097b84
e43m50dk3kshh3wpo8e43m50dvy75c9pWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Consensual between man and woman1 6 5 1 1 6 5 1 Via internet chats to keep people anonymous2019-10-02 6:07:112019-10-02 6:11:321e6b9e1abb
vlemdv7hvvnojxwvlemdat0slsgltlpdWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex for procreation and for the divine connection of two bodies to seek pleasure together.7 5 5 3 7 6 5 3 By identifying issues of sexuality between different age groups. Younger people seeing the value of being in healthy sexual relationship rather than an unhealthy one.2019-10-02 5:13:012019-10-02 5:17:3291ef2d850d
uu2zj4h5ozep6jscuu2f97vga5kf8xkvMan 19-25 Canada 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other . 1 . 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 1 Being less misogynistic/transphobic/homophobic, and healing their ties to their own indigenous forms of (monastic!) knowledge keeping (udasis, nirmalas) and like...forming institutions other than the watered down gurdawara where the wifebeaters and misogyny-sepoys gather to wash their sins lol 2019-10-02 0:34:322019-10-02 0:39:148b894ae210

xfdbq49fi5ixfdf6errm1dqpru6shgsfWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Only when married 7 7 7 5 6 6 6 6
Its normal part of humianity, dont shame on it or shy away from the topic

2019-10-01 21:23:262019-10-01 21:28:5634d3d8db6c
cvy9qy3av9eis9nxcvy8mz1e0p7pfueyMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 From women, Gurus, Kings/Singhs and Queens/Kaur are born.  Gotta have sex to create life.4 6 5 5 4 5 4 3 Create safe spaces in Gurduaras; Conduct webinars on the topic of sexuality2019-10-01 12:40:022019-10-01 12:48:192c18c9a0cb

4ov63n6gd25wsqib9q4ov63n6g7olxr5Man 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Need more open debates in Sikh societyBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Same-sex attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other 0 7 6 7 7 6 6 6 4

Open debates with different age groups. Plan design course for each age to make them aware about what is going to happen in your life.

Our most of lectures are abut ideal word where real life is missing. For example to tell kids: if you get in drugs you may be like this on one day, dog will be cleaning your mouth.

If you got sex Addict it may be more dangerous, may have 1, 2,3.   2019-10-01 11:41:412019-10-01 11:56:39bb3d270ce7
52nkui8uw9pmna6bo097ix87352nkuieWoman 40-60 Australia 1 Other psychological works eg Jungian thought, Indian n other spiritual perspectivesBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 part of transient life which can be experienced with awareness just like everything else in life.  key is the awareness behind it, not the action in itself.5 7 7 5 5 7 7 5 see it in a broad context just like anything else in life that needs to be engaged in with awareness.  dont hv to mk it anything special or different.  as just another human function or need.2019-10-01 9:51:562019-10-01 10:01:13bf32fbc3e8
lrhfahaujuronjnaxlrhs97z7uih0i4xMan 26-39 Norway 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex within the marriage with your partner you took Laavan with, being mutually respectful and consenting. Remember Waheguru even during sex, be grateful for the good feelings that come with sex and thank waheguru for the babies you made while having sex :) 4 6 5 3 2 7 7 5 The goal in our life as Sikhs is to use this human life to connect with Waheguru and become one with him. Like everything else, sexuality is second to the fact that we are all humans first and equals. The word Sikh is free from any gender or sexuality, so are the words sarbat, sangat, gurmukh, and manmukh. We should not judge people based on their sexuality because our Gurus didn't either. I reckon sexuality and the types are older than many religions. If our Gurus thought that there was something to be said about sexuality, they would have. Sikh institutions can start to talk about taboo topics slowly so that they can catch up with the new generation. Otherwise the new generation will paint Sikhi in the same color as other religions had it done to them - 'Fundamentalists' and 'Intolerant'.2019-09-30 16:39:152019-10-01 8:05:23b41ec4bc00
ne2iq7umzbwzl4ekb7c2yne2idsx9fwjMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 Love your wife and have children for panth4 4 4 5 3 3 3 2 Do seminar on age base 162019-09-30 23:44:162019-09-30 23:49:113a4346ec20
kwn4mou2rsjhmdshvxkwn4moj5z8lrxhWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Normal part of life 4 5 7 7 4 5 5 3 Relevant, honest and open conversation can be started online, through blogs and pod casts. It has to be relevant to today’s generation 2019-09-30 23:28:092019-09-30 23:36:56b67d3c3996
phlkvdlm0gwu2typhlkv7vvt8ju89phrMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) Necessary for a healthy married relationship5 5 5 3 4 5 3 2 Bring the norms and understanding to Western practices2019-09-30 20:06:572019-09-30 20:10:451541eba519
nos5wjhqab4vfo93y7znos5wjhxnv4h7Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Work Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation and pleasure 7 7 7 7 4 7 7 5 Reduce the stigma and have open sessions2019-09-30 18:56:122019-09-30 19:00:297809c2a594
b61t86adg0fgrdmref2b61t8225kahijMan 19-25 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 2019-09-30 16:05:082019-09-30 16:10:052c7a3f5c1e
9vouh67o0vpk0rvv9vou1xecgbenyzprMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I believe it strengthens the relationshio5 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 By explaining Sikhi angle on this topic2019-09-30 11:54:322019-09-30 12:01:532571ac4dfa
2awhvjl2hpvy309olvtd2awhvj0g4hc7Man 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 Since we consider that after being amrit dhari we have to keep away from par istri par pursh sang ,so I think that this means we have to refrain from having sexual thoughts about anyone ,other than our better half. So in sikhi i think sexual relationship is considered good among married couples only. 7 7 7 1 2 7 7 1 They cannot. 2019-09-30 11:37:002019-09-30 11:42:39dbfa6809fe
p493db47mcpziblxjxp493dbosmecbewMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Love 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-09-30 11:37:352019-09-30 11:41:04fa4b62f663
9s3wjngc6tdf534mgfb9s3wfm2nzyinuMan 40-60 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation 0 Nij naari ke sang nehu tum nit brieo!4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 By gurmat 2019-09-30 11:18:422019-09-30 11:26:50a5bd7737c5
n9o8l9qhk48ve0wtvn9o8ldx2ytf0kaoMan 19-25 Russia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 it is not a bad thing. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 using seminars , discussions 2019-09-30 11:17:102019-09-30 11:20:270f5bbd02b3
g886truy6jzdn8l57sg886trah82qjevWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It exists 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 To discuss/touch the topics2019-09-30 8:46:192019-09-30 8:51:368cd1670563
36l9gbz0hd7q15zgce36l9gbzzm1rzmdMan 40-60 United Kingdom 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don’t no 1 4 1 1 4 4 4 4 Don’t no 2019-09-30 8:13:562019-09-30 8:18:40459096c9da
n78an0ngdhlfdwhtj8n78an0nlajmro9Man 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 A Sikh understanding is that sex with your partner is a regular part of human life but Kam(lust) must be controlled, you can not let lust be the driving factor for your sexuality.1 5 5 5 1 3 3 3 They can give the Gurmat view of sexuality, they should use Gurbani to relate to the issues of sexuality that we face today.2019-09-30 6:07:192019-09-30 6:13:561f18ef8aef
clazeq8rfn3s45l8uclazeq8uhk9hdgdMan 19-25 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Two fold. First for the purpose of procreation and expanding the Path. Second, to increase the bond between a married Man and Woman who are both committed to deepening their experience of God and their practice of Sikhi.0 If we read Rehatnamas written by Sikhs who lived in the presence of the 10th Guru's physical form, we very clearly see that Sex within the marriage is not considered taboo or a bad thing. In fact it is considered healthy. However when one becomes a slave to these desires, one looses the game of life because it wrests the Sikh's focus from the spiritual plane to the worldly plane.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 If Sikh institutions want to address these issue it must be done by getting 5 Amritdhari Sikhs together to discuss the issue. No other method is sanctioned by the Akal Takhat or the Guru Khalsa Panth.2019-09-30 5:55:152019-09-30 6:08:51aa14dbc586
2qvqckmdtsay9hv7k3yg2qvqb712716vWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love 1 nothinh 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2019-09-30 5:59:082019-09-30 6:02:173a915b7626
3ngq6c462646fpq4tun3ngq6cz3z39prMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Although I don’t know much about Sikhism’s perspective on sex, in my opinion, the idea is not openly talked about and is often resisted. 1 4 4 1 2 2 2 1 Most are mute on the idea.2019-09-30 5:09:522019-09-30 5:17:2788c95fba25
pb9tpjoqtxx1d0ipb9tceoypjipxs3hiWoman 40-60 Canada 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Not sure.  Not silkh 7 7 7 1 3 7 1 1 Not sure 2019-09-30 2:38:282019-09-30 2:51:52 7094811258
tq1sl92acu74srlz1nbtq1saff5u68mxMan 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Sex is between a married man and woman (there are only 2 genders) for the purpose of procreation.7 7 7 7 4 2 7 7 Ban homosexuals2019-09-30 2:07:562019-09-30 2:13:0711b2b9f8a8
spqo4odcn2dccms3fspqo4al2sdee8ysMan 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 1 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 2019-09-30 1:22:352019-09-30 1:29:32c23165e27a
u3s1oao3gu9dov2pkyexbyu3s1oddublMan 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 It’s a part of life. 4 7 7 5 4 7 7 5 With an educational program2019-09-30 1:02:382019-09-30 1:07:46b16907fb8f
z0092wyh08lnq2vl3z0092wybagf65zfWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 0 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love 0 It is purely for creating a family 2 5 3 2 5 4 4 More awareness 2019-09-29 23:34:322019-09-29 23:44:138d2b88e7d4
jrh71sfoxmxqt4ysa095yjrh712i64gwMan 40-60 United States 1 Other Personal intuition and experienceBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex sustains human life - it’s procreation, but Sikhs tend to not understand sexuality beyond that as much as I recognize in myself 1 6 3 2 1 6 3 2 Sikhs need to accept/meet/acknowledge modernism better when it comes to sexuality.2019-09-29 23:00:252019-09-29 23:07:58034f1ee93b
u8jlxe0vcgs2vnv5g4mouu8jlxe0xlsuWoman 40-60 United States 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For love 0 i dont nkow 4 5 4 4 3 3 1 1 2019-09-29 22:18:142019-09-29 22:23:03d207449d9e
hng13hv5smzdxvhng1hd0m9gijthh7wlMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Kam or sexual desire should be controlled and only used for reproduction2 7 1 1 1 7 1 1 Provide religious background of Sikh sexual history in true way not to mislead people2019-09-29 21:58:152019-09-29 22:07:17a3440917cb
dvje98nsi6giv5tkxrtwdvje98nnw4snWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sexual relationship can transcend to spiritual connection when the underlying bases is love.5 5 5 3 5 5 6 4 By having open dialogue that its not a taboo.2019-09-29 21:54:562019-09-29 22:00:41f5d26902e5
sdcjp0fpxmwnlbsdcjpqdwnzozhjsurgMan 19-25 United States 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation 1 Idk 1 7 7 4 1 7 7 4 Seminar 2019-09-29 19:15:592019-09-29 19:20:12 7666332840
3umpkvp6lpsu4t1mxf3umpkvh5t31j7hMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation Other For strengthening the marital relationship - the Sikh Institution of marriage (and all historic institutions of Marriage) has always exclusively been defined as between two sexually complimentary individuals.0 Sex acknowledges the biological position of human beings to be either XX or XY and the ability for the exchange of gametes to occur via intercourse, Gurbani recognizes Rakat and Bind and the production of human life via biological mechanisms - mechanisms that effect the biochemistry of our brain.3 7 7 6 5 5 5 3 We need strongly reiterate that the householders life (pursuing a family) is the only avenue within which a sexual relationship is permitted. Per Guru Sahibs perspective, ones sexuality (whether straight or gay) ought to have very little bearing on our lives -- "Pride" in ones sexuality is not even close to being in the vicinity of Gurmat (straight or gay)2019-09-29 18:19:012019-09-29 18:40:4674629a8859
5cp5bk4pojzv5cp5x1td0eyfav3cnvh3Man 19-25 United Kingdom 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Depends on individual experinece0 Sikhism in it's pure orthodox form is very restrictive and only permits sex between married couples of opposite sex. It has a traditionalionak heteronormative family structure as it's ideal and Gurbani itself demonized any deviation from this norm. This is why I personally consider myself an ex Sikh atheist as I don't believe Sikhism is true or Gubani is word of God. I canbe loosely called a Sikh in the cultural sense. I still keep external Sijh identity due to my family but I believe Sikhism and Gurvani just like any other religion is not based in reality or science .7 7 4 2 4 5 3 2 They need to reform and reject fundamentalist interpretations of Sikhism and adopt newer scientific explanations of sexuality and individual freedom in general. The push on keeping external Sikh eapperancr also needs to be remod as it only pushes youngsters away from sikhism. If sikhism fails to reform it will die out as a religion as it will lose more and more followers over the subsequent generations as people stop indentifying as sikhs anymore in favour a free thinking rational.approcah to life.2019-09-29 8:57:202019-09-29 9:07:192810cc8f15
8pabg2h8lq13smgz0d8pabg07lqw7m1eWoman 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Love 0 I have no answer 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 More youth to be involved in discussions about this topic2019-09-29 8:16:502019-09-29 8:23:1694ec49169a
j87hj0555xpxq0xajkq8pj87hj05e0i1Woman 40-60 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 2019-09-29 6:58:122019-09-29 7:02:577c6535b59f
n2xewkgr5srh03otn2olo5uc1s3biov9Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Na 5 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 Be open 2019-09-29 5:57:472019-09-29 6:01:013311f6cda8
ke9y2qrjh4og26oke9y2daxmazkatai0Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 Married man and woman can have sex, nothing else rest is part of lust 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Read Gurugranth sahib this will help every one being with a directon2019-09-29 5:41:032019-09-29 5:49:40091d77e11f
t82al7gs8fwask5ot82al7jiq490n1sjPrefer not to answer 26-39 United Kingdom 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 Love 4 3 3 3 3 5 3 6 2019-09-29 4:39:272019-09-29 4:43:355a0fadcb85
wwwav6ii314stru1qgkuw4wwwa1kkwcmWoman 40-60 Canada 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman For love 0 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-29 4:24:342019-09-29 4:32:425a4e40338c
jkw3vkgwqad2kd52uvjkw3vz22nzzqfrMan 40-60 Canada 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For love For pleasure or desire 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-29 3:54:302019-09-29 3:58:5460a00d5906
nf0ok4wq3b5un8keqk4cwnf0ok4wq3jpMan 26-39 United Kingdom 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 N 2 3 4 2 1 4 4 3 Respect 2019-09-29 2:27:482019-09-29 2:32:39d7ca5ca5e9
atikoalbo0ed9deqqg6atikoa014qrybMan 40-60 United Kingdom 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 Pleasure 4 2 2 3 3 3 5 1 2019-09-29 2:03:212019-09-29 2:05:51c7f196a3ad
u9jxgnpocz6400i22osow3u9jxgh370mMan 26-39 United Kingdom 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love Other my sex life not good 1 sex probelu 1 7 4 7 4 2019-09-29 1:27:072019-09-29 1:38:42a748f50b3d
gvgy5oouvcogl767op09ngvgy5oz8bdoMan 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 I don't know 5 5 6 5 6 6 6 4 I don't know 2019-09-29 0:52:552019-09-29 0:58:05adce76f429
9014uo2apdve2s2c9014uo228kk0kmd1Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 5 7 6 6 7 7 7 2019-09-29 0:32:462019-09-29 0:38:341f23f22720
w7v2yu74zk58c0w7v2yuvo2pqdizlsc8Man 40-60 United States 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Masturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex  is a life and love chain 1 7 6 6 2 2 3 1 Open and vell 2019-09-28 23:35:012019-09-28 23:47:13a4aa84fb3e
9vj853tyc7dipp9cjhmj9vj85315olzzMan 19-25 United Kingdom 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 No idea 1 7 4 1 1 7 4 1 2019-09-28 22:48:462019-09-28 22:51:4233aa3698eb
zr3mwgv2c8ycd6fypc0ufzr3mwgvnqi3Man Over 60 Canada 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 2 3 1 2 7 7 7 7 2019-09-28 22:23:062019-09-28 22:28:58fb3dccfca6
gtr7ikacaa8iyo33v9gtr7ikau0nyvceMan 26-39 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Other Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Pre-marital sex For love 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Ttfhjoooufgbhj 2019-09-28 21:22:292019-09-28 21:27:22f99b4aba98
7c8186srqwcjzsawgxb0e7c818bytemcMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 Sex is basic animals need or law of Nature.as a Sikh you must have sex with consent of your partner and you must have gutts to openly accept it that you and your partner have relationship2 5 7 4 2 5 7 5 I think sex is personal matter no need to discuss at this level2019-09-28 18:25:112019-09-28 18:42:55a1e87cd05e
0fha26dq91tgqmargx5y0fha0ltjim4iMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 only for the purpose of birthnofchild1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-28 17:45:362019-09-28 17:51:30a07e2c5957
covi1lqszbonsn85lffdacovi1lqszu3Woman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 1 sex 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 2019-09-28 14:44:242019-09-28 14:47:16936f893332
ic0l1rg7mvid0uv24lic0l1rnbolzkp2Man 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 Sex with your partner and respect others , grow as family but it is a material and see One in all and free self7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Scared to discuss2019-09-28 11:19:042019-09-28 11:27:08e9a093f05d
qbr2smp9sw1ug3jud7qbr2smp2sb8526Man 26-39 United States 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 1 1 6 1 6 1 Not sure 2019-09-28 9:08:472019-09-28 9:14:16cabd87cb08
nnltjdir56gcyaywcgnnltjhiyn0ikueWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Not sure 6 7 5 4 6 7 6 4 Guidance 2019-09-28 5:32:022019-09-28 5:39:0446e40b30f4
97kbkmb3kv30ln9ie97kbx9cdwhi2j44Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 1 Happiness 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 2019-09-28 4:48:342019-09-28 4:51:548ff2740ff7
llolm4i97fmf6egycsxllolmz9ohaoayMan 40-60 United Kingdom 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Don’t know want to know 4 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 Don’t know 2019-09-28 2:54:442019-09-28 2:59:327907aad0b5
tmpybmbo22y9rmf65k7vtmpyb24tcbsjMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Its need to extend your generation4 7 5 5 5 5 6 4 2019-09-28 1:35:412019-09-28 1:54:12139466cb0e
nvmook9yvijzn21wpynvm67dpt2tuituMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It helps relax the mind & bring joy to the earth7 6 7 6 7 7 6 6 Be truthful to all 2019-09-28 1:45:572019-09-28 1:49:44307455ad1d
3ynxacust8l7htac93ynxacgbw94qw1gMan 19-25 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 0 A means for procreation. 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 Break down the internalized notions and understandings that sex should be used as a means for procreation, and engage in discussions of (safe) sex as a means of achieving desire, fulfillment, etc.2019-09-28 0:37:022019-09-28 0:41:59dce201196f
vyqrf8ikltfp0qhpu4kvyqrf193tuo1dPrefer not to answer 40-60 United Kingdom 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 6 6 4 4 5 6 5 3 2019-09-27 21:54:442019-09-27 21:58:072e111225a5
kwdbdscgqrwk8wzadukwdbtno0p4cl9nMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 ESSENTIAL FOR HUMAN HEALTH AND REPRODUCTION5 6 6 4 6 5 5 4 COUNSELLING 2019-09-27 21:17:132019-09-27 21:26:5398d970dbb7
0ernyg04wox1bylcn0ern4bctd7stiizWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 An intimacy shared between a consenting couple committed to each other6 7 6 5 6 7 5 4 2019-09-27 21:08:062019-09-27 21:14:49ccf32ae989
pcueq5hxjsd8j2li0i0pcueq5l5mh3zdMan 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Only after marriage 4 7 5 4 4 7 5 3 2019-09-27 20:46:102019-09-27 20:49:02108a40e991
57h0v6fph93vz1yp57h0v61627r3n9xdMan 40-60 United Kingdom 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Appearance Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Lust 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Let them enjoy 2019-09-27 20:11:152019-09-27 20:15:34bb5e6ac83a
oj65ejfiipwyalvnqbhjo13oj65ejfixMan 40-60 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Pre-marital sex For pro-creation 1 7 7 1 7 6 5 7 2019-09-27 19:43:232019-09-27 19:46:49213435d0b6
pkk0e4ty8nbmb7gpkk0kmdkpkf1snlvhMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 The consensual sex is important for human body for physical and mental well being1 7 7 5 1 1 1 1 There is a need for sex education.2019-09-27 19:24:122019-09-27 19:30:45cb87ab4a38
o6537qbmrtu0v4g31wnnmo6537qb2807Woman Over 60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 6 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 2019-09-27 17:11:552019-09-27 17:20:421b6362fbe6
kwesvw4l38hpuputkwes4b4oe7ug3ckaWoman 40-60 Australia 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is important for happy married life and reproduction of human life.5 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 Education as per Gurbani and Guru's lives.2019-09-27 11:14:122019-09-27 11:35:19ddc2e144b8
fnmzz41tz15t45cdgw3fnmzfgr53yx0pMan 26-39 Canada 1 Other scholary work Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other spiritual connection between lovers0 I think the Sikh understanding of sex is one that needs to start with the foundation understanding that our fixation on certain topics like sex are a result of colonial harm and indoctrination caused to the panth which still need to be unlearned.7 7 7 4 3 7 3 3 Help unlearn the unhelpful taboos and myths that are rampant in Punjabi culture.2019-09-27 3:24:002019-09-27 3:34:19e77bd1bd41
vkx3yn7lnoe6awn6qvkx3yya279vp1epMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 required 2 4 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 2019-09-26 22:50:552019-09-26 22:54:34889a094dbb
33ujb8300krot9cbe33u67ajy7o70in7Gender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 7 1 6 7 4 1 2019-09-26 21:41:522019-09-26 21:44:107ca2b5750d
65lc14qdkej2uvxrms65lc1nqqo9vfqvMan 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other The understanding through Jap Ji saheb - HukumBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't believe there is a relationship - its just another thing.6 6 4 2 1 6 5 1 By stopping the portrayal of sex as evil - there are many worse bad things to do.2019-09-26 19:28:532019-09-26 19:32:340466ac92dc
hai6okrj95dzzha38eq6k19qu38td9daMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 5 5 2 3 5 4 2 Reminding the value of 'every person is equal'2019-09-26 18:36:462019-09-26 18:39:437fee8d52a6
nlqy5fjkoks2lkxjxpcsnlqytgjcmwwjGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 Canada 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Myself Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire Other Intimacy 0 It is not factoring in what sex is now4 6 6 1 1 6 5 1 Be inclusive 2019-09-26 18:02:182019-09-26 18:11:15b33154a5c0
awrfgahwapksriia6aawrfgaymbzvx0mWoman 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other College, life experiences outside where grew up Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Consenting sex is for whatever the person/people want it to be about.0 7 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 2019-09-26 14:33:182019-09-26 14:36:380913a2ae4d
p41rrgyvx3rj1ix78ebfgvjhp41rrg7jMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 Necessary for procreation, normal between consenting individuals in the context of love, sinful if the thought pervades the mind constantly outside of the previous contexts2 4 4 3 3 5 4 3 Culturally, it is not spoken about.  It is not a topic entertained in a religious environment but a 'Sikh' view on sexuality must exist?  I don't know what it is but would imagine that it is based on the wider Sikh tenets of inclusion, tolerance and the acceptance of God's will?  This would be a good place to start - outlining the Sikh view.2019-09-26 9:34:582019-09-26 9:49:1727e329a04b
44rnk1miw2v7sk4l44rnrqf7fxqfyhwvMan 26-39 India 1 Other I m divorce, used to have sex with wife almost everyday.But now very depressed and confused, because 2nd marriage is not so easy and I starve for sex a lotBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It is important, but confused that I it right or wrong to do without marriage.7 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 In public speaking2019-09-26 7:43:292019-09-26 8:00:3927d68fbf61
8q5z5dsyxa1ihn8rbv8vu9y8q5z5dv2kMan Over 60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part of creation (of all living beings). It is natural desire/requirement and should not be condemned4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 Consider it as a part of being human and sanctify it as a union of sincere love and affection.2019-09-26 5:01:382019-09-26 5:10:3223c59ab326
x0tzfamq2esiqo58x0tzfap62wlne21nPrefer not to answer 40-60 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 Pleasure 7 4 7 4 4 4 7 4 Don't know 2019-09-26 1:57:412019-09-26 2:02:30bee63b09da
ky8apxff3ws2iznivky8apxa5p87klwaWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Myself. How I wish to treat others and be treated in return. Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is about respecting the other individual(s) which includes consent.3 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 That it is nothing to be ashamed of. Teach younger generations about good touches and bad touches; when to speak up.2019-09-25 22:39:152019-09-25 22:46:0160040340a9
brnvd958pym5rehhzswbcbrnvd9nlbydMan Over 60 Fiji 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 1 It has to be pure 1 5 3 2 1 5 4 2 Preparing the youth2019-09-25 22:16:572019-09-25 22:21:38603cd4b2a9
em3szhab9bj8u4em3sq616bgdxerz553Woman Under 18 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 I believe that its god's gift of bonding two souls to have their children. Nowadays people tend to do this for pleasure and are not understanding the real purpose of sex, which is to have children, after marriage with your one and only spouse. I wouldn't even blame the generation today, because it's not even their fault. It's all media. People learn from what they see, and media shows that it is cool to have sex before marriage and for pleasure. Social media, movies, tv shows, etc show these type of scenes from where the this is encouraged, and the young generation wants to experience. 2 2 4 5 2 2 4 5 They can spread the message by doing rallies, more seminars, etc. I feel that the sikh community doesn’t  have enough awareness of what gurbani says about this topic. The community hesitates in bringing this topic up in front of teens.2019-09-25 21:40:052019-09-25 21:58:22d7fcf5b474
uv3tjz92v028wwbvsdexouv3tjz923gwMan 40-60 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 Act of self assertion 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 Provide Education like seminars.2019-09-25 19:53:332019-09-25 20:04:193ede6948dc
ciwg377wwhskxlupciwg3z1wxlfy9tllMan Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 normal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-25 19:12:402019-09-25 19:21:02c3c9dbf90d
vwwyz0nriwh4laips4ivwwyz0ndmn4c2Woman 40-60 Brazil 1 Other Inner perception Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires Other For pleasure health love and desire0 Love and spirituality 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 In circle of discussions with kundalini yoga tools2019-09-25 18:24:552019-09-25 18:30:27f42570d515
hhyq40p7oahviz8a4x2mhhyq4amt1ua4Man 19-25 Brazil 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Same-sex attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think Sikhs must act according to respect to yourself and the other2 6 6 3 1 6 6 2 I have no ideia. Didn't think about it yet2019-09-25 18:17:572019-09-25 18:26:167fd57b0888
d7hxbx9zhgpxcmsygjcd7hl5m7b7nqjwWoman 26-39 Brazil 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 sex is part of a healthy relationship. Sex is a form to express love and respect but it doesn t create  attachment6 3 6 4 6 3 6 4 articles, interviews 2019-09-25 18:14:542019-09-25 18:25:44 3.35E+78

c8duu4bixzo1ndb5lp78wkhc8duu4bh2Woman 26-39 Brazil 1 Other  I inform myself through readings, observations, and experiences that merge the above options.Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is a part of human life, it must be consented, desired and elevated.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 My community in Brazil deals openly and respectfully. I don't know others around the world. From what I see, on the internet, there still seems to be a rigidity in countries like India.2019-09-25 18:14:052019-09-25 18:24:01f18dbe9006
1swlhg8jjelgp8tmu8wca1swlhgnxp9bWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A way to connect with your partner and strengthen the bonds between each othet.7 4 4 4 7 4 4 4 2019-09-25 15:59:392019-09-25 16:05:135f58ac59e1
pwusjl5n5mut4msqpwusjlwpldol6ungMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Can’t 1 It’s need of human body 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 There are some Granths that can be read in small groups starting age 18+2019-09-25 14:58:142019-09-25 15:10:1706acf7af3c
dmbkr5zto8ymt3yjja3ydmbkrslix5jaMan 40-60 United Arab Emirates 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 3 7 5 1 1 5 2 1 2019-09-25 13:50:202019-09-25 13:54:3874d9874cfe
xqhcefiw5614uvwyk9xqhceoh08fsnylWoman 26-39 Canada 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is meant for procreation 6 7 7 4 2 7 6 1 Speak about it in summer camp, have work shops, engage with radio/TV hosts/write books for different age groups/hold events that allow people of different sexuality  to discuss their experiences.2019-09-25 12:08:482019-09-25 12:18:168c5609751e



y17ur2mku5zxoovjdcofpy17ur2u0pudMan 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 0 n/a 4 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 2019-09-25 9:42:542019-09-25 9:45:524c7d6a6480
jfzcctozo73zydzkycjfzcc1umxdigu5Man Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is  a tool for love making and having children. Over indulgence in it is not good for physical and spiritual health.3 3 2 2 2 3 2 1 By educating them about Gurbani and Sikh characters in history.2019-09-25 8:29:152019-09-25 8:40:15df73e1684d
b8f1cd0dh19n28qfx12b8f18ghwbx9hcWoman 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Between two individuals who have love and compassion for each other4 6 6 3 3 6 6 2 Be more informative to all ages not just youngsters but elders too. Workshops, leaflets etc 2019-09-25 7:17:432019-09-25 7:23:10add2ceb79c
wvezz0aoudv7o7z2e8sewvezz0apbjvaWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A bond to share with someone you have committed to for a lifetime, after taking laavan.  2 5 5 6 3 7 7 1 Eliminating the stigma individuals may face when engaging in premarital sex (safe consensual sex is something that NEEDS to be discussed with teenagers) -- as well as being open to sexual identities that are not heteronormative. I think what limits conversation is the spectrum of tolerance/acceptance within the greater Punjabi Sikh community. There can be a lot of hesitation to open up because of mindsets that may be more conservative and judgemental2019-09-25 5:23:562019-09-25 5:32:12310ff4aca0
7o99qtwwcp1u9twl7o9cw0afl3lvyteoWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To have a family 5 4 4 2 3 5 3 2 Not sure 2019-09-25 3:08:382019-09-25 3:15:52df73e1684d
0b2tghjmc7x9aqf07cx20b2tg3xin581Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love Other For married partner satisfaction 0 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 2 They don’t 2019-09-25 3:03:152019-09-25 3:14:402f5c01322a
a7f2iujpulu0x62dya7f2isyw8anthd0Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don't think its an evil thing in Sikhi. I think it is part of life, its natural and not something to be ashamed of. The fact that the Sikh Guru's lived a family oriented lifestyle makes me think this. I know that lust is one of the 5 evils/sins but I don't believe sex and lust to be in the same category. 2 7 7 2 1 7 7 1 the institution would need to create a safe and open environment. Having posters that show same sex couples or couples of different races/ethnicity would make me feel like the space was an open environment and allow me to feel more comfortable. The speaker would need to be someone who can set a comfortable tone and not be judgemental.2019-09-25 2:53:002019-09-25 3:04:318e77d2e6b3
finyf0396a5yx51wk4cih4finyf03yclWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 2019-09-25 2:58:362019-09-25 3:00:55d8b06a5183
526h6v62b1kp3as0e2526h6v6e7n56j3Woman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To reproduce 6 7 3 1 3 7 3 1 Not make it such a taboo topic or sin2019-09-25 2:49:272019-09-25 2:51:454a1127dace
xvz5zre6t46dz19cpmhrxvz56ei7rht8Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 6 2 7 6 3 1 Don’t be afraid to discuss these issues and make them a taboo topic2019-09-25 2:36:312019-09-25 2:44:154a1127dace
l6k4zqm0mm9c4rrl6klkp3w5dpiqpmdpMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is the means for pro-creation, a means of exhibiting love for a married partner, and the manifestation of lustful desires3 6 5 4 2 4 4 1 facilitating inter-generational discussions.2019-09-25 2:32:282019-09-25 2:39:1879847791eb
kwargba2sm87ndzfwnc5kwargbbxy58xWoman 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 1 Between two loving partners regardless of how they identify and preferably in a healthy marriage5 5 3 1 4 4 3 1 What healthy relationships look and feel like.2019-09-25 2:03:272019-09-25 2:07:1988a4c16495
v484d74qudtywrft3v484d7fbyvfu30lMan 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 1 Everyone comes from sex. But entire life shouldnt be about sex. Only for procreation4 2 5 4 2 2 4 4 Use gurbani references. Its has to be clear that this topic needs to be discussed according to gurbani. Not what individuals feel about it or what the media or world in general tell us about it.2019-09-25 2:00:492019-09-25 2:06:111114dfbcab
9tbgyz4fhy02cv31roi2dpz9tbgyn9gaMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a tool to be used for its purpose (not excessively to the point of distraction from Waheguru or outside the confines of Anand Karaj as shown by the Gurus and in rehat). All 5 vikaars can be used for Waheguru, Seva, or self actualization, but outside of their purposeful, controlled use (as instructed by rehat) they become destructive and take one away from Waheguru. And a Sikh should be personally committed to following Sikhi completely without reservation or hesitation, but can not force any rules on others, especially not non Sikhs.3 4 7 6 2 1 4 2 By keeping in mind Gurmat principles including: humility, love, non judgemental attitude, emphasizing Guru's Hukam (as learned from Gurbani, history, and Sangat and spiritually accomplished Gursikhs, not what someone thinks due to their Manmat or convenience), not capitulating to "modern", Western values, and not desiring validation from people that are "modern", Western, non Sikhs or even Sikhs that do not prioritize Gurmat above every other ideology. Gurmat must be prioritized above every other ideology or group. It's important to keep in mind that humility, love, and religious freedom are integral parts of Sikhi that go hand in hand with the strictness of Rehat and commitment to Guru's Hukam.2019-09-25 1:20:122019-09-25 1:56:156e89eddc31
sxia6tdkbtzwps4dtfsxia6tpgr0c5zjWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is your way of excerscing control over your lust in a controlled manner3 7 7 5 1 4 2 1 2019-09-25 1:29:252019-09-25 1:33:31a6c3cb7251
jll2zr347t5w0bjll2rlt33ptaryiu64Woman 40-60 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part of the human experience and important to the continuation of humankind. It is not sinful or shameful but according to my understanding should be contained within marriage5 7 5 4 5 6 5 4 2019-09-25 1:19:462019-09-25 1:23:56df73e1684d
ng2hjgip0f7j0am01ang2hjd0uecyzeoWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 6 6 5 2 1 1 1 I don’t know that 2019-09-24 22:39:302019-09-25 1:03:36c2112820f4
wrz555qb66s4wr2wy0vo1ery44rnf6s2Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Expression of love, most obvious manifestation of creative energy that can also be channeled into other avenues 3 7 6 5 1 4 4 1 Talk about it in a way that is neither explicit or belittling2019-09-25 0:41:112019-09-25 0:51:5398ce2846bf
jko38wzrnjiip7o4awzhipjko38wgmptWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Should not be done too much, but required for procreation. 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 Explore what guru ji says on this topic2019-09-24 23:17:092019-09-24 23:24:319610a29ede
5tg6g7xmjat5ms015tg6gg3rcj4jfcx3Man Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex between husband and wife is acceptable that took if both partners are willing.7 7 7 4 7 7 4 4 Sexuality is individual concept. Sex between married couple is acceptable norm but excessive ness if it is one sided will constitute lust and unacceptable.2019-09-24 23:07:412019-09-24 23:20:095b1adac530
ywjyfipn48eh9hbbmutywjyfi0r4r09oWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Open discussion for better understanding2019-09-24 22:58:172019-09-24 23:01:18fcf6a10b3c
ibseuw20rdz3lsreh7z6rjibseuwujqoWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 A Sikh understanding of sex is traditional in the sense that it happens between a married couple, meant for the purpose of pro-creation. However, as you can see, my beliefs are beyond this understanding.6 7 2 1 2 5 3 1 I think it needs to be discussed as a normal thing, that the feelings should not be squashed. And that sexuality, sexual orientation etc... is an individual journey/experience. If it’s made to be a normal thing, discussions can be had between parents and children, family members and friends openly.2019-09-24 22:38:392019-09-24 22:51:24dd9c7847e4
nhxhtcaa5iuunhxhsa3yhxxclcpqjnunGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Personal experience and identifcation. Feminist and queer engagementsBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other For exploring. For experimenting. For divine understanding.0 Sex is part of life. To live with love. It's part of being human. To live as a collective. It is experiencing the world in its fullness and embodied practice.2 5 3 3 1 6 3 3 Engage in Education. Use appropriate words, e.g. queer or LGBQTI, rather than terms like homosexuality for those with different orientations. Recognize gender-variant people. Support art and cultural production on these themes. Emphasize safe sex and consent as opposed to rules around marriage.  Update agreements and rules. For example, at SIKHRI's Sidak camp, we sign an agreement that we won't have sex outside of marriage. But this produces unsafe practices with assumptions of sex as being normal only for married couples. These normative assumptions then lead to sexual and domestic violence. Instead of such rules, the emphasis should be on safe sex and consent. 2019-09-24 22:22:412019-09-24 22:41:187fce6da623
fov8j1bviqwagypq9fov8f95nb4sub77Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For love 0 No comments here 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 2019-09-24 22:34:002019-09-24 22:38:2188e7820de7
tto4zhhyuh8x38hvapjtto4zhabrkbnhWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Create life 6 6 6 4 5 6 4 2019-09-24 22:33:472019-09-24 22:36:544c7d6a6480
ypecuk4rbkqbz86et37ypecky5z81qe6Woman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 For procreation 7 6 5 4 7 6 4 2019-09-24 22:30:372019-09-24 22:36:51bcaab79863
ocpvcrz2e4iup9ocpvcf3rjseimxdaw3Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don’t know? I assume with the one you are married to4 6 5 4 6 5 5 5 I’m not sure, but everyone should be welcomed to the institutions, regardless of sexual orientation. Discussions are always a good way to dispel myths and misconceptions 2019-09-24 22:24:492019-09-24 22:33:02290fa8abaf
z4meyzswypudau4rbvz4meyzsby4683yWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Self love Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is part of human life cycle 4 4 4 3 5 5 4 3 Talk about it and relationship between sikhism2019-09-24 22:20:512019-09-24 22:27:460816d4bd01
eug9anb5m6e42nh0elbsrgtw1yrmir2lWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 Intimacy 4 4 5 3 5 4 4 3 2019-09-24 21:33:202019-09-24 22:17:437475de5397
tgtf9ti0hf948ip9xgtgtf9muc29drh5Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 2019-09-24 22:06:532019-09-24 22:10:22df73e1684d
1gxbjmte1evsdv9l1gxbjmjar2ffo2gaWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 6 4 7 7 7 5 2019-09-24 21:42:332019-09-24 22:00:46dcd191f657
2zf6wd4g7yg7ib2zf6w5ig9kj66b667fMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For pleasure or desire Other Being a married to keep your sexual desire and pleasure with your partner only to become family guy .0 Being a sikh two body one soul , sex only after marriage with you partner only to become family guy belive in one , stick with one 2 4 3 2 2 4 3 2 Should raise it on time to time with community  if any issue comes related to sex and educate to community with the of Gurbaani and use the all current advance sources like soicial media, litrature , classes , in Gurdawaras stages etc..2019-09-24 21:10:012019-09-24 21:58:31ce8dea0905
vtc9jpfwhi2jujegm4vtc9jj7uzfeq49Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 2019-09-24 21:26:352019-09-24 21:30:153d359a6ca5
ejcp5ftk5i4p070ztayejcp54e30e3k5Man 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Have sex for love not lust 4 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 Hold forums and give counseling where needed2019-09-24 21:16:322019-09-24 21:19:45132041bc53
io5q8opmjcuu0d8w5hyio5q8op5ezzinWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 it is a necessary oart of human life and a natural phenomenon.5 7 6 6 3 7 6 6 information! to, first, lean away from the notion that above all the vices that kaam is black and white and all sexual thoughts are sin. 2019-09-24 20:52:322019-09-24 20:58:589610a29ede
52n0vuuajr1dq501o41z52n0vuv6g7cdMan 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Kam is 1/5 of energies that drive material life. It is essential to life but has the potential to create havoc. Marriage is an instrument of control over the practice of sex. Culture has integrated sex into love for both good and bad.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Study of Gurbani provides a safe environment for the discussion of all topics.2019-09-24 19:18:202019-09-24 19:30:03a2228fb86c
rkzkvd4jxn0rkzkauos6sjpotavlgw6bWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 My answer is mainly based on what is accepted in my family. Sex is meant to be between a married man and woman to procreate.1 7 2 2 1 5 1 1 Be more open about sex and not make it be a taboo subject2019-09-24 18:51:452019-09-24 18:55:472f7428c250
on6qjsmj8j3kxx8ddsk3on6qjsmeywqxMan 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 Its for procreation only and all other views of sex are Kaam.4 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-24 18:45:002019-09-24 18:49:159610a29ede
ys2bukb9v5vac95eu6ys2bycfy1uhljnWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It's an integral part 2 6 4 3 1 6 2 1 More articles, events, safe space conversations 2019-09-24 18:45:322019-09-24 18:47:459610a29ede
nat1twlpex9rg2rnaz3z6wnaq1yekdmoMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 its part of  human life 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 There should be more awareness about sexuality ,as Sikh prospective  with young ( teen )  kids 2019-09-24 18:10:592019-09-24 18:42:48177384c7cb
2l7k675uxkxrjd62l7k675r32l4qgqe0Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Intimacy is integral to committed or, consentWithin Sikhi, our ultimate goal is to nurture our Naam Kamai and actually live out in daily practice everything that Gurbani instructs us to do. I believe the Gurus wanted us to commit to one partner, someone you are to marry. I believe it's all about balance and perspective. So long as it is not limiting you from seva, simran, sadhana &your Naam Kamai sex is a tool for maintaining a connection to your partner and to have children. However, this could manifest into "Moh" so balance is key, though not always easy.1 4 5 1 1 6 6 1 Focus on gurbani-literacy and highlighting this Christian idea of sin and pure/impure doesn't exist in Gurbani. There is a need to understand that differently-identifying persons have an equal capacity to be sikhs as cis-hetero sikhs.2019-09-24 18:13:062019-09-24 18:34:352d95ff0342
1je8pplu8d874wz1je8pp08hejel78v8Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Being at one with your partner phyiscally, emotionally and mentally.5 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 Talk about it as everyone knows it happens.2019-09-24 18:17:112019-09-24 18:21:2943ec8b9271
ekvgeivowl7lu54t66cfoekvgeirjp91Woman Over 60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 7 7 4 4 4 4 2019-09-24 17:08:542019-09-24 17:18:289085f3045a
mg3va4y39rcxcrtfqspyghmg3va4gnw9Man 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 A consented relationship between partners3 6 4 4 3 6 4 4 By having more discussion panels, open mic events. 2019-09-24 16:49:082019-09-24 16:54:2290a172b6ba
20hml2wv8ay4246mz7w20hmkgxkxn80wWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Other than the concept of Kaam, I don’t think Gurbani delves into sex. Our beliefs are more influenced by social norms. 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 I see more  it as a personal matter2019-09-24 16:17:412019-09-24 16:25:244c7d6a6480
xbyvspwseptx5p8zhvv2xbyv1zj4akj8Woman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex is not bad because it can create human life.1 5 3 1 1 5 3 1 Starting discussions using Gurbani2019-09-24 15:13:372019-09-24 15:18:258eaff9e38a

qndwrfhwtk9qsuwjqndwllnflmke7j4wMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other fun / feel like doing it 0 Part of human life, dont let it overpower you but nothing wrong with it in any form (as long as safe/consensual etc).5 7 7 4 5 5 5 5

Opening private lines of communication/matching with mentors whom youth are comfortable reaching out to.

Can also have a forum / safe space day for a larger group setting.2019-09-24 15:08:262019-09-24 15:11:3537ab66db15
g6u36k6iwq1kr0165fr3fyg6u3rk5yxrWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is a human physical & emotional need . Sex without marriage is not encouraged . Sex in humans is like sex in animals & birds in nature . Same gender sex is not acceptable nor should be encouraged .7 7 7 5 7 7 7 5 Homosexuality exists but don’t encourage or support it . Same sex marriage gives very confusing ideas to little kids .2019-09-24 14:30:412019-09-24 14:36:319610a29ede
66m8fsnmf27hmdxwk1qp66m8fst109flWoman 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is one of the basic biological functions of the body and should not be indulged in but must be satisfied with one's own married partner with his/her consent.It5 5 3 4 5 4 4 4 By conducting seminars and inviting speakers who are well versed in the wisdom of SGGSji and are working in the field of psychology, offering counseling services in Gurudwara, encouraging pre and post marital counseling based on gurmat for would be couples.2019-09-24 8:33:092019-09-24 8:57:362a5911b62f
jgwgf64yzmhhr5zxqrwjgwg8bkq8jw79Man 40-60 India 1 Other This is very personal thing Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex or having a physical relationship with a partner is part of living6 6 6 2 6 6 6 2 We as a community need to relook at this topic with a fresh mindset and not with the viewpoint of 1800s. Modern religion need to adopt a modern mindset2019-09-24 8:10:192019-09-24 8:17:494c7d6a6480
v48uuvb6yvetzrhzv48uhckxsk4qlhaoMan 40-60 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 1 Same as others 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 Sexual literacy to youngsters2019-09-24 8:14:182019-09-24 8:17:207190009f2b

mllesgvb39irc5gp3qhdzca87rra3c5gMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Living the life of ‘jat sat’. It is between a married man and woman only as Gurbani teaches us.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Simply, just talk about it and not think of it as a ‘taboo’ topic. We / and our parcharaks know longer talk about it or how Maharaaj discussed during their respective lifetimes. These are all available in all our Sakhis. We have stopped basic messages to our children and our peers where Maharaaj talks about treating our females as daughters, sisters and mothers(and the opposite). We do not mention or talk about the 4 Bajhar Kurehat or the importance of the 5 kakkaar. Unfortunately, we now follow what society expects but that is not correct. We try to fit Maharaaj’s teachings into our way of thinking so that we ‘accepted’ socially. Unfortunately, as as result we have lost of self respect to please others and as a result Maharaaj’s bachan of ‘Nanak dukhiya Sab Sansar’ are more prevalent today. This is simply because we have forgotten Maharaaj’s teachings and the teachings of our Shrimoni Sikhs. 

Anyways, apologies for the rant. I have faith in my Guru.2019-09-24 7:51:152019-09-24 8:12:144df2134eab
mmfampuozimk4r5rjvcwmmfa8xeeudnhMan 26-39 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Masturbation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Its just beautiful and creative expression of life4 4 4 2 3 3 3 4 They rarely give any lead on this.2019-09-24 7:53:462019-09-24 8:02:10d93da2ba2e
szri0ffydkukv510uszri0fdl96xvkixMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love 1 its required to sustain huma life, it is act of love between a husband and wife but should be controlled 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 there needs to be more parchar on what the gurmat perspective is around sexuality , Ghrist jeevan , the family unit and kaam 2019-09-24 7:42:592019-09-24 7:47:04d9e2e09d2a
yb7ddgae4urlfb6wfdyb7ddob5as934fWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikh makes sexual relationship after marriage!!4 1 4 3 3 2 4 2 Personally 2019-09-24 3:55:052019-09-24 4:09:54e8d1644072
e054oogplpymi71pi061e054oqpopii7Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My personal experiences and my own sexuality which was not “normal “Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Use your sexuality to enhance life and share with someone make sure no harm is happening and that it isn’t “given” away for free6 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 Honestly I don’t know2019-09-24 3:57:422019-09-24 4:03:390593e8da10
o41uwnc4pnuckroodgkq0lrdchl4k2eeMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Enjoyment, healthy relationship and procreation3 4 4 3 3 5 5 3 Discuss it and create open dialogue2019-09-24 3:34:562019-09-24 3:41:06d129e86f73
d42hk29nxqf2y3haxazd42b4drjjj890Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 To be done between a married couple1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 Would be challenging as they are male dominated spaces2019-09-24 3:08:012019-09-24 3:10:4247d8b1a833
r2xaa7r4hy7fvwqbt7msr2xaamdwqaspMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a normal part of human life within a consensual monogamous relationship.6 6 6 6 5 3 3 3 Be more open 2019-09-24 2:18:552019-09-24 2:24:13df73e1684d
5u57bl55pwuo6nq7k5u57w0i159rlbynWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My own ideas and beliefs Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is an act of love between consenting adults, the method of procreation to create human life4 7 6 2 3 5 5 2 Lectures/katha addressing current issues, availability of reading material 2019-09-24 2:09:062019-09-24 2:15:445882843c53
ajtlybu3b6pqj69fz3dd4ajtlybwa1g9Man 26-39 Brazil 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Is part of Love 7 7 7 7 6 7 4 4 Helping people to eliminate prejudice2019-09-24 1:29:052019-09-24 1:35:44df73e1684d
7vottvh8k8sv07voxj42val0ywvtw9unWoman 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhi encourages grihst jeevan so sex is important for procreation. As nature has made this a pleasurable act, it is not wrong to have sex just for pleasure but as with everything in life, there is a fine balance between too little, too much, and just right. (The same applies to other vital activities e.g. eating or shopping etc.)3 5 5 3 2 4 4 3 More events (talks, discussions, workshops, debates) and resources (print, online, audio, video), so the topic becomes more normalised and less weird to talk about. 2019-09-24 0:24:352019-09-24 0:45:030321e23d24
hssa9i7w6p888hhssa9i24tksqtq4ofyMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Marriage, connection and procreation3 5 3 2 2 4 4 2 Don't judge people2019-09-24 0:01:072019-09-24 0:09:21ac7d26cb7d
peyvrz8st3495552j7vzpeyvrz84nasrMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Pro creation 5 5 5 3 4 6 5 3 appoint specific talker's and even private spaces to discuss personal matters id need be2019-09-23 23:42:332019-09-23 23:47:173c21161e11
z5x25psdgsmux4tz5x2143sd3n0q5kprWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Within sikhism, as far as i understand it, sex should occur within the householder stage of life as a way to sustain life. I think that sikhism in general is for austere, disciplined living and sex is part of that austerity2 7 5 1 1 7 6 1 by having diversity of sexual experiences be represented and by not having to justify everything according to scripture2019-09-23 18:13:462019-09-23 18:18:480649a6377f
1m9j0bs8jnxfzsr061m9j0hokxxym8jfMan 26-39 Brazil 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 A sacred opportunity to relate and nurture each other. It is essential for humans that this moment is invigorating, sacred, and loving, and not just to serve momentary desires.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Talk openly without it seeming taboo. Sikh institutions should be a platform for service to all, and it is important that they talk about the responsibilities of a sexual act, and the diversity of sexuality.2019-09-23 18:07:282019-09-23 18:15:18af16a7bc50
oaizi0mec6covroo7kkoaizi0mwq971pWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love Other To connect with your partner 1 It is needed for human life. 3 3 4 3 3 5 5 3 2019-09-23 14:11:242019-09-23 17:57:3698d1946aa8
5qdaf48msk63bns5qdaf4865ei1lwawjWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Part of life. Not to be abused 3 7 7 4 4 7 7 3 Create a space to talk and don't make it seem like they are different. Create safe spaces2019-09-23 16:31:072019-09-23 16:36:59947e802ffe
j63fc9foai5n9g5jldj63fcty1rlndslWoman 26-39 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I believe that the true understanding of Sex and its relationship to human life is what we as humans would like to make of it, not one true definition, as Sikhi does not restrict you, instead allows you to explore yourself and your identity. I believe there is a misconstrued conception that Sikhs have of their own faith, and I feel that it is highly altered by culture, and has nothing to do with the faith itself. Sex is not just a tool used for reproduction, it is so much more. 2 7 7 2 1 7 6 1 Involve groups/organizations that are formed by students to share knowledge/information with younger children. This allows younger children to connect on a more attainable level. Also, make counseling and psychological services available for those who need it, because there are more children involved in sexual activities, who need these services, than we know. 2019-09-23 15:54:172019-09-23 16:23:081a56bb1558
ij0pd2e780jqhd7lij0pnychqqkv09afMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 A part of grihist 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Explain Sikhi perspective2019-09-23 15:54:382019-09-23 15:59:32bf28679d52
eqhumsni0ai1vrqeqhulikpvtz629422Man 26-39 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Procreation 1 7 3 1 1 7 3 1 Stop shaming. 2019-09-23 15:30:282019-09-23 15:38:17b19ab41992
ope49ctb3r8rmdope49c1y6ib2f57y6nWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Procreation. 4 7 6 3 3 7 6 5 Being a welcoming space, support groups, forums2019-09-23 15:01:442019-09-23 15:05:44984a53d507
g772osddhku8qfk5hvtcbg772osvb2k0Woman 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 4 Should have open talks in the form of workshops and also divided in different age groups as each age group is looking for a different kind of answers.2019-09-23 14:50:102019-09-23 15:04:509610a29ede
iji4jd0vcnr0hiucydxleiji4jdy6p5nMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex serves a purpose 1 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 To have meaningful discussions about it. Have sexuality as discussion points in conferences, lectures, etc. 2019-09-23 14:27:362019-09-23 14:33:3753eee2924e
dbf5iqbo8q51l7dbfastapakviyx56iaWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex should be between two people who love each other6 4 5 2 6 5 6 2 They should talk about as a body need and make it comfortable to talk about rather treating aa a sin and talk in a hush way2019-09-23 14:16:202019-09-23 14:22:32dc64299998
uox7zcr6gg2wa502uox3lvglrebcnmvyMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation, pleasure, physical need5 5 6 5 6 6 6 5 no answer 2019-09-23 13:46:412019-09-23 13:52:4939a478e85c
i4v2uurmk4ps73i4vdggiyt7061nvl5rMan 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Dasam granth, chittar pikhyan, kama sutra Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other For whatever the fuck the person needs it to be.0 Without sex there is nothing, with sex there is everything.1 4 3 1 1 6 3 1 Not many 2019-09-23 13:21:122019-09-23 13:25:3684ae2f49b2
de4snsak6jx8zc9sbpne7de4snwimqcaWoman 40-60 Malaysia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part of a married couple's life, to form intimacy between the couple as well as to procreate for those wanting kids.2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 Possibly as part of camps that are held.2019-09-23 12:31:292019-09-23 12:38:13c4486ceb11
x01tmijmuoa9k0kttx01tmlf9x6cvbjyWoman Over 60 Singapore 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other My own views formulated over the years .Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex in a loving, sacred relationship is essential for both bonding and procreation.4 7 7 1 1 1 1 Through a study module on Sexuality in Sikhism.2019-09-23 8:28:512019-09-23 8:58:084347bff9ec
6yk9cgd5o59nibinyg9k14j6yk9cgdkgWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Anywhere Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Masturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Between only a married man and woman7 5 7 4 4 7 7 3 Hold workshops or discussions2019-09-23 8:40:452019-09-23 8:44:44e30fecac3e

komtzp439l0npu0tkomtzpqb3vksflhfWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 1 connection 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1

access to counselling in punjabi 
oppeness/honest discussion of sexual violence within families at the gurdwaras 

2019-09-23 5:35:132019-09-23 5:41:080c0c3199cc
svgi9s5xoc77wi7baqsvgis5x7a1bkp0Man 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 Na 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Na 2019-09-23 3:16:082019-09-23 3:20:15fb0402be39
zdbwuvzssoamn6wv4zdb0etwo95mmgvtWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part of being human, and as such, it is not something to be ashamed of or driven by, but something that one should be able to transcend to when striving to commune with Waheguru5 6 6 6 4 5 5 4 The first step would be to acknowledge that society is currently having a lot of discourse on the topic. The next step would be to understand and provide background on how sexuality has been viewed by eastern societies, including  Indian society before Sikhism, Chinese society etc., to have some historical and contextual perspectives. Then have good data and accurate information on sexual identity and activity (eg how many people identify as homosexual/LGBTQ in the the US? In India? Finally, educate the sangat on how gender identity and sexual activity is referred to and addressed in the SGGS, not in the Rehat  Maryada.2019-09-23 2:42:402019-09-23 2:59:477e6553e42b
ssb87ke4l5i4d4v5dm8ogbwssb87kewdMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other who can say what specifically "informs" ones sexuality. It's a flawed question.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other fun 0 Sikh scriptures are not explicit on that question5 5 5 1 5 5 5 1 #1 embrace humanity and it's spectrum of identities, experiences, perspectives with compassion, with kindness2019-09-23 2:15:562019-09-23 2:22:12b9cc74cde5
zhdl3naifutkhivjgwzhdl3e23quqbu4Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Like anything, it should not be abused or used as a tool for escape. 1 7 7 1 1 5 2 1 Forums, discussions, cultural shift. 2019-09-23 1:15:332019-09-23 1:20:0229ab413edb
79fb2n7kpkfr2ecu0h79fl8i9539rxjbWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other My own perception through lived expereinces Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I've never had a conversation with my Sikh family about sex and have no perception of sexuality through Sikhi, only through my Canadian experience 2 6 3 1 2 6 3 1 2019-09-23 0:57:012019-09-23 1:02:1915365650d2
6bwkoo5vxmrshh06bwkoo5kcfr6pltgqWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Reading, research and reflection.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sikhism is a religion of the common man and the grihast stage of which the sexually active person is very much a part is central. My understanding of this religion is that in spirit it would discriminate on basis of sexual identity or orientation but would certainly want sexual activity to be within committed relationships only.7 7 7 7 4 2 2 2 By holding discussion forums, publishing articles and engaging young people at venues they frequent.2019-09-23 0:29:442019-09-23 0:49:1508d40344a8
a5yxjy17thw4hona5yx3aeb5cfyc91uhWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Acceptance of all forms as long as they 'do no harm'Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Between consenting adults - their motives are theirs to define0 Sex is a natural urge (like a desire for food).  100% junk food is unhealthy - and we should treat our bodies with respect.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Sexual attitudes are societal and we in the US still have a lot of work to do in this area.  Sikh institutions should emphasize gender equality and LGBTQ+ inclusivity2019-09-23 0:13:472019-09-23 0:24:19613a71e940
mgjesd3wb2b4nmgjmxadmlj9sn6jevhuMan 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is for creation of new life. Sex is for having close relationship between two human beings6 6 6 6 6 6 6 There should be open discussion about certain topics as a starting point.2019-09-22 23:53:592019-09-23 0:01:24053c7377ec
hqafis2ro01skbgh7hqafjrd2ttfni7bWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 marital sex 5 7 2 5 2 2 2 1 communication 2019-09-22 23:13:192019-09-22 23:18:34447d2f6b95
2lkog7g6zhktkprbyccc2lkogbn45uyyMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Other Personal Values Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0  2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2019-09-22 23:08:042019-09-22 23:11:12382a5eb53e
3t153z9bif1qcc90gr3t1534m4n616k0Woman 26-39 Canada 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex should have performed with your partner (marriage). It is a bound between yourself and your partner. When you have sex it is not only physical but spiritual as well.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Have community events in community centres, schools, online webcast, work with organizations that discuss sexuality, lust and stigmas to cover a wider audience, Sikh radio stations that talk about various topics, go to schools with Sikh population so that students are aware, and publish articles online or in print or social media platforms. By removing the stigma attached to the topic - within the family/home & community at large. Making members aware of open communication regarding various topics including sex, lust and respecting one's body. Discussing what gurbani says about the topic and talking about history (grooming, the falsehood of a relationship where the individual uses the Sikh individual only for sex (this was done to me by Sikh males!) so that it may not be repeated about (this is not to create hate toward the perpetrators but to make Sikhs aware). Though I am open to discussing the topic openly, majority stop affiliating with you due to your openness, view you differently in a negative light, and those that do talk to you at the time, gossip about you to other members in a negative light because you discussed the topic with them.  2019-09-22 22:34:372019-09-22 22:52:500a5952765a
u3dj2xqxlp6cre7z4pa61u3dj2jrl5pmWoman 26-39 Malaysia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 It is a natural process that is necessary in bringing life into this world. But, it really depends on what energy we put into that moment of sexual intercourse, will it be pure lust? Or awe of even the process designed by Vaheguru, to create a life. 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Sikh educators, preachers and other at the forefront of parchaar, should be speaking about sexuality, lust, and current issues such as porn addiction. Get over the fear of judgement. Design a sex education course for Sikh children at school, in accordance to Gurmat. 2019-09-22 21:51:232019-09-22 22:04:363253a5019b
tolgihf88r4rpvb8tolgpbjzyc8pecoaMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 creation of life 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 4 seminars 2019-09-22 21:41:322019-09-22 21:45:57375dc26767

38zes4ui2pvcl5mn738zes5n1szsnig5Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Love and natural 3 6 4 2 3 6 4 2
More open discussion especially with older people. Younger generations doesnt have problem talking about things i think, olders judge them and make it awkward and label it as wrong mentality

2019-09-22 20:12:352019-09-22 20:19:309610a29ede
rdm3lwv2s5hca4w18rdm3hx0v3dd96vaMan 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 2019-09-22 19:20:312019-09-22 19:22:28c3d1e3ac53
q2rnknfjqebmg8q61l95xq2rnknz3hovWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is appropriate when done with understanding to grow a relationship between to committed adults. Sex is part of a sikh's life but lust can be harmful as it looks at sex in a singular way not as a multidimensional act that can help two adults express their love for each other, show commitment and add comfort.3 5 7 5 3 3 4 1 Mention different aspects of Sexuality such as sexual abuse, sexual lust, puberty, self esteem.2019-09-22 18:41:492019-09-22 18:47:5097fb628aef
gv1u22vu4ja44gk9m193gv1u22c82qmeMan 26-39 Canada 0 Other My own sexual desiresBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 7 7 4 1 4 4 4 By listening to all voices and experiences non-judgementally2019-09-22 18:28:522019-09-22 18:32:25707c722f0f
qjhg3lsi24nqsxxvcqjhg3lsijxwc4h5Man 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 Kaam is considered as a human need, so Rather than being a slave of kam we should learn how to use this emotion in a constructive way.1 7 7 3 1 7 7 3 Literature... awareness and inculcating the idea of non discrimination in the minds of individuals.2019-09-22 18:06:022019-09-22 18:10:337cd8d71e17
zld7l3i1hngd2utp2ozld7l330r5pjakWoman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't apply religion to sex. 1 7 4 1 1 7 2 1 Talk about consent and ways/resources to speak out against violence. Please please please normalize sex.2019-09-22 17:47:122019-09-22 17:51:322f0f5afc9c
42m7al0m839wrmfoz342m7a3sg7sdmlrWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a need for self and to further generations of Sikhs6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 Having hotlines for folks to call, conferences.2019-09-22 17:21:082019-09-22 17:26:33f5d247cb80
sp8eabauzoqk15gpkkxsp8eac9cfbkiiMan 40-60 Brazil 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 For me, from my Silh and Khalsa perspective, sex is a channel for strengthening affective and energetic bonds within the intimate and loving relationship of a couple, regardless of gender. A tool for expanding awareness, the value of human life, respect, compassion, tolerance and pure love7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Respectfully, tolerant and balanced.2019-09-22 16:46:152019-09-22 17:10:029d9431c9d9
pljp0z9ez6od579hrqfpljp0ommdzc27Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Normal part of human life. 6 7 6 3 3 7 6 3 Increase dialog in safe non-judgmental ways2019-09-22 16:24:512019-09-22 16:28:3327bcea4ed5
gezd857mamshjo08gezocc63qre6eehrWoman 40-60 Cameroon 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 To 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 Group discussions2019-09-22 15:10:212019-09-22 15:14:51ef0b47bfcb
9eat43h9j86hc9eat5irenmxo8lc5m8bWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don’t know 1 7 7 2 1 7 7 1 Do think it can be done2019-09-22 14:31:442019-09-22 14:36:36d942727461

yp8r1ynfqpk3c9xhlxyp8r1y0d05bjw4Gender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 i think sex is an experience that happens physically and/or emotionally. penetrative sex, which is what most people usually are referring to, occurs when two individuals wish for it to happen. within sikhi, i think no one aspect of our lives should have overwhelming rule over our decisions, so to me, that is the sikh understanding of sex. consensual and a healthy aspect of life that should no more control your life than one's ability to access clean drinking water. they both needs of the body, and our task as sikhs is to find a healthy and productive balance between our bodily & spiritual need6 7 6 7 7 7 7 7

sikh institutions only associate sex (and sexuality) with taboo, pathology, and lust. there is no healthy space for us to talk about sex and sexuality as a part of our health. so i think the best way to address issues of sexuality is to understand how it is embedded in other ongoing issues (immigration, food and housing insecurity, labor market protections, mental health, relations with indigenous communities, etc). 

western epistemologies have a need to isolate out certain factors/ideas as needing 'special treatment' rather than understanding how they are part of larger ongoing and historic issues. to me, sikh institutions mean rejecting these imposed binaries that these issues are separate. if sikh institutions took seriously that langar is as much about anti-caste politics as it is about a human right to food and security, then we'd have a more truly sikh ethic of humanity and why we are one family2019-09-22 14:05:552019-09-22 14:15:38f6b7ee16ad
twvguu3tjbr6xf57i9jytwvgu9n25j02Man 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation 0 sex should be done between married consenting man and woman. It should only be done for pro-creation.7 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 More parchaar based on gurbani and encouraging sangat to do simran.2019-09-22 13:45:422019-09-22 13:52:575f2127d29d
bid5tdq4mjalepofnbid5n0kz30tsugzMan 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Science Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other To nurture relationships 0 Intimate physical contact necessary for reproduction and cultivating/expressing intimacy5 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 Open dialogue. Become more positive in their message. Lose the taboo mindset.2019-09-22 12:04:082019-09-22 12:13:046e3af4d0cc
ee253wyu7woi9q21ee25xeq8kpmc0kavMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 Do not let desire for sex derail your spiritual journey of meeting God. Keep the love for God always in your heart.3 6 4 1 1 5 3 1 Informing us of what the Sikh perspective2019-09-22 11:47:132019-09-22 11:53:20449ffa2819
y63kxktkxgw0w41ov42sey63kxkt6vmyWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 To connect with the soul of another and get closer to an experience of letting go of your own ego and for a moment merging with another to experience oneness3 7 4 3 3 6 4 2 Open up the spaces for non judgmental dialogue2019-09-22 11:45:382019-09-22 11:49:55d7339b99ce
x05tugxrsf3d6r5cvvuwhx05tug42vmwGender Variant/Non-Conforming 40-60 United States 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-22 10:38:342019-09-22 10:44:365ed990d096
uvj776i0fifocsgsuvj7sxuu6hm3hu1rMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Excess of everything is bad. Go natures way.3 5 5 3 3 5 5 3 Keeping it below normal and not creating hype like it is something abnormal.2019-09-22 10:25:352019-09-22 10:32:32 1486878109
9r2a66r67tgaph9r2nh79p9aytpl2o3jWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Other Society Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 Procreation purposes only 3 7 6 2 2 7 2 1 Informal environments with non judgmental individuals and an understanding of no consequences.2019-09-22 9:16:542019-09-22 9:24:17cccd459c36
gk12pmb4knutzg13gjw209gk12pm7r7uWoman 26-39 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Sex is appropriate for whatever you want it to be for- you control that0 I don't know enough about Sikhism to answer this7 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 Keep an open mind - no 'fear based' indoctrination2019-09-22 7:04:362019-09-22 7:08:276cff1788f0
6xps0fzhukkokunpgeig06xps0fzp2l5Woman 40-60 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Love and progress of progeny 7 4 5 5 7 4 5 5 By educating 2019-09-22 5:53:572019-09-22 5:58:05c12b2b551a
d908wiz841o3xrk6id908wiem538g1kxWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Post marital, pro creation 4 6 6 4 5 6 6 6 Education, support groups2019-09-22 5:29:382019-09-22 5:41:4192d6567784
sya9dm5gg9ui30o4g35hsya9dm5h8lctWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My own experienceBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 I haven’t been exposed to anything that actually connects sex and Sikh understanding of it, but I think there are no restrictions. My understanding is more connected to understanding that if you want to become “one” or a part of the energy for that is Waheguru, then your actions should be such that they bring you closer to being part of the oneness. 1 6 6 5 1 6 6 5 I think a start could be to create a space, such as this, to ask any questions that people have, and then hold a seminar to discuss it. I think it’s also important for Sikh institutions to know what is taught in the school curriculum, and how parents can discuss with their children as well. I remember seeing groups at a Nagar Kirtan asking people to sign a petition to stop a new Healthy Development and Sexuality curriculum from being implemented, without any opinions on how children should be taught about sexuality. Sikh institutions should partner with community organizations that can educate as well.2019-09-22 5:03:082019-09-22 5:23:44bfa5b032ad
3lo0s4ugbnmqz0ntebf07c3lo0s6wl9kMan Over 60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Creation and Desire 7 7 7 5 6 5 6 6 Education in anyway2019-09-22 5:12:082019-09-22 5:16:02b5ff2fe72d
ja4vhb4hpyknpk36h7bl8ja4vhrfhoyhWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is necessary. Without kaam, we would not have human life. It is therefore needed to continue creation. Gurbani talks about the egg and the sperm and is very scientific. At the same time we cannot be all-consumed, which is why we encourage sex within a married relationship because there is commitment, there is a spiritual journey walking alongside the physical journey. All-consuming thoughts and desires use up the time that we could be spent meditating on God and fulfilling our life purpose. 1 2 1 5 1 1 1 1 I think we need websites like sikhri to start talking openly about these topics so that people are not misinformed. I work in healthcare and I see Sikhs (especially women) who are ill informed about their sexuality, and sexual health, who are not comfortable, or topics like contraception. I think we need to encourage some education. This also opens up the topic of sexual violence. 2019-09-22 4:59:312019-09-22 5:06:58b227790ada
l6e5jgc1ntz4cql6erd1vn5thww3tmptWoman 40-60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Important to procreate but sinful otherwise. That’s why amritdaris wear kachera1 7 2 1 1 6 1 1 Practice what they preach and accept all. Don’t focus on learned cultural/social shaming of sex.2019-09-22 4:56:272019-09-22 5:03:21127c0071ca
eu12lfcd3mmnittmeu12l3neg7cnjzfuWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Relationship between husband and wife4 6 3 3 3 3 3 3 Don't know 2019-09-22 4:41:432019-09-22 4:46:2430a4d8d658
vce8q439wx4fsj6mgavce8q49uxsoi1oWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 For pro creation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 People need to listen to katha of Gurbani and it explains all what kaam is. If this is was such an important topic then Guru sahib ji would have openly said it's okay for men to marry men but it doesn't it says that men have friendship with women is bhand jamiyay pauree. We should not be sending our youth to the wrong path.2019-09-22 4:33:032019-09-22 4:41:37791a0f99d2
nabbegrwg1w6uxf9yz6p7nabbegrq3ncMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's necessary for procreation and I feel like a lot of Sikhs only see it as appropriate for its utility in that matter4 6 5 2 2 6 3 2 Be open to talking about it and stop treating it like a taboo subject2019-09-22 4:33:552019-09-22 4:39:366fb52df98d
t6ngepq9jb5hphgp1t6nfo87jc2vlw7pWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation only 1 6 4 1 1 5 4 1 Talk to young groups2019-09-22 4:16:052019-09-22 4:19:19dc84669b6a
hidy7mm930a61ugqkowarhidy7mm9l0bWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Procreation and to express true deep spiritual love1 6 3 3 1 6 3 2 No comment 2019-09-22 4:04:402019-09-22 4:11:42fe88e3512c
0b39mcvxanvkd23ls0f0b39mpw3g86i7Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is necessary and human being should karma to control it to the limit where sex or kaam does not start controlling the human being!!!7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 They dont do 2019-09-22 3:50:192019-09-22 4:00:09ac7aed0b1a
itc0aftonorjk1e8itc0b6b76c1vsjcbWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Other My gut feeling about what is right. Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a normal, healthy, and joyous aspect of a married union. When you reach a particular spiritual level, one will naturally lose interest in it.6 6 5 2 6 4 4 1 Facilitating discussions in a sensitive way. Providing resources from Gurbani to help individual Sikhs navigate their own perspectives.2019-09-22 3:45:152019-09-22 3:57:5643dabfd245
wp1rwzizss2isak09wp1rw5erafvwoi3Woman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-22 3:35:182019-09-22 3:38:548e080ba5b2
vxxhfbsswx5tepwvxxqtsu3gpzqec8lqMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a natural part of life. As long as it's consentual and healthy go for it.5 6 5 3 3 5 5 1 Start by understanding and from the position that all are Divine.2019-09-22 3:15:022019-09-22 3:19:16df73e1684d
r8d7izfjsbzyvtr5s5r8d7i1mzt3tasoWoman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is just another natural thing we have urges to do.1 7 3 1 1 7 3 1 Preach acceptance for all sexual identities because they are natural and deserve respect. Understand that Sikhs are going to have sex regardless of relationship or marital status so providing education on sexual health, safe sex, and reproductive systems is crucial to our wellbeing. 2019-09-22 3:01:122019-09-22 3:05:28de5f602fcb
w0oiiycw78kprhsfevjw0oiiyc2a4flfMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It's part of human nature should be under control7 7 7 5 5 5 5 5 More education about sex2019-09-22 2:03:322019-09-22 2:13:294d0a52c8f0
li7xqgp17aj6uf2zk9a1li7xqgpc1c7iMan 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 5 5 2 2 5 5 1 Offer links to supports in the greater community.2019-09-22 1:52:182019-09-22 1:57:164adc040334
9ybg83abxhtqypb5lhsy9ybg81u0kk6aMan 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Married couple, emotional bonding, spiritual growth5 5 5 2 1 7 1 1 Media (videos, talks, blogs,Q&A forums)2019-09-22 1:05:392019-09-22 1:13:3234e7defeb6
78ctj4eidvcw78u6778ctjojs5ivlhciWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 I am not sure 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 4 Group discussions2019-09-21 23:10:502019-09-22 1:09:484c7d6a6480
lf2i3zux193vqv2nflf2bjhfexnm2odnMan 19-25 Germany 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Its necessary and healthy for a balanced human life1 6 5 2 1 6 3 1 Teach about, include it in lecture, in hukamanamas(explain the meaning etc..) in the Internet /website/forum , Gurdwaras2019-09-22 0:22:522019-09-22 0:32:3262f9f5e77a
mjfoxbt4g4g3nyp9mjfor8fec4jjye49Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Masturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a necessity of human life for pro-creation, but one should not lust for sex as that is considered to be sinful. 4 4 5 4 1 5 5 1 2019-09-22 0:25:062019-09-22 0:31:2355fc0d0386
32m1z7hxtl877vku32m1z7hxpv7zgmndMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Only appropriate after marriage 1 6 3 2 1 6 4 1 Create a judgement free space to discuss it2019-09-22 0:13:312019-09-22 0:20:479610a29ede
g2mjnp48ohptnhw8dkog2mjnx2gkjiztMan 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other 0 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 2019-09-21 23:52:102019-09-21 23:54:2079170bb8de
cwl8p9y2j1zr1jxyrcwl8p90g67307cdMan 19-25 Canada 1 Other Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-21 23:20:432019-09-21 23:23:06629dc6f544
xgra0sd8soghyzu4lxgrz958kslopzztWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 1 5 7 3 1 7 7 5 Have discussions and briefings2019-09-21 22:53:012019-09-21 22:55:43df73e1684d
oip8h3azlc4n4t46653mqoip8hsk2gyoMan Under 18 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 Pro creation, raising bhujangi fauja.1 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 Host online webinars that discuss these topics, alongside an anonymous Q/A session online.2019-09-21 22:39:382019-09-21 22:44:05caee19b3a7
gk029v5jtrmnz4zq7reovegk029vv95eMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Stress Relief 0 Open minded. Committed to finding deeper understanding and consciousness through sex and all things7 7 7 4 4 7 7 7 Freely discuss it. Be open-minded rather than issuing interpretations. Promote unbiased education.2019-09-21 22:22:152019-09-21 22:29:352aa05fe728
7pmzhfsygh3pwyls7pmzvcs7cjadu617Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Having sex is a need of the human body but this desire need to be in control6 6 6 4 6 6 6 4 Seminars 2019-09-21 22:14:302019-09-21 22:20:384e667b129f
ipx7i5mizn50nyiihrwqipx7i5eyskq5Woman 40-60 New Zealand 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sexaul desires are part of God ' hukam and one of the attributes employed in human species. One of the important aspect7 7 7 3 5 5 5 2 Online discussion forums, women groups, men groups, teens groups 2019-09-21 22:01:342019-09-21 22:14:545d5d9fec9f
vapu6ffz45dkjqdvapu63vx4by4ujlb4Man Under 18 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is only allowed after marriage 1 5 5 2 1 5 5 2 Make open and safe spaces where such topics can be discussed2019-09-21 21:54:472019-09-21 21:59:33e3d27343f6
pluqz4dzfcdi22q8e6dpluqz4d2210pbMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don't know 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 Age appropriate educational seminars that are separate for female and male only. It should be a comfortable environment that provides privacy and confidentiality.2019-09-21 21:21:002019-09-21 21:30:592c3388710a
grzxa8iz5yltrds6wgrz7f1thvleyys0Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 I'm not sure 2 5 5 3 2 5 4 2 Campaigns, events, discussion groups2019-09-21 21:20:562019-09-21 21:25:34529a0b6aeb

jid1sd9nesq1fjsjiduub4uf7fyhcsezMan 19-25 Canada 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Courses at school. YouTube pieces by vox. Books on transgender health and lived experiences Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other To explore your own sexuality 0 I grew up going to Guru Nanak academy on Saturdays and learning that sex is only for procreation. that premarital sex and masturbation are frowned upon. Sex is only for creating children but as I've learned over the years, suppressing sexual desire in very emotionally tumultuous teenagers leads to increased social and sexual issues (as supported by the literature). According to my understanding of the gutu granth sahib, it is for procreation purposes only2 7 2 2 2 7 2 3
It started with reducing the stigma. We've lived on a gender and sexuality continuum since the dawn of time, we need to show that suppression of the identities leads to further harm and distress in the community. Instead of bringing us closer to Guru, it is driving the younger demographic away. We all sit on the ground to show we're all equal in terms of caste, but in these modern times we also need to show this applies to sexualities. After all, god is our husband in sikhi weddings, this gender neutral communion needs to apply to our communities. I understand this is a tough task, but it needs to start with this current young generation of Sikhs. WJKK WJKF

2019-09-21 20:45:572019-09-21 20:56:06ba0568ea15
ywrocusv9y4ulrxpgywro8koukgt7fy9Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 7 7 5 3 7 7 7 2019-09-21 20:53:352019-09-21 20:55:46863b8b713b
adad8y007cakadaofagyvkyz94ica7peMan 26-39 United States 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 6 4 3 1 7 3 2 2019-09-21 20:34:002019-09-21 20:36:05f467735bfe



v3d04qgu6otmmtbv3d04z14uf5r6wkw6Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 It is a natural human experience, like anger, ego, attachment.  It is needed in our life experience, but needs to be understood and managed, like all other "5 evils". For example, anger is a reaction to underlying emotions. It can help us understand who we are better and can be used for growth and understanding and its all bad. Same goes for sex - human need it for the survival of the species at the most basic level. However there are also many other experiences and feelings associated with the act. Understanding individual desire for sex can help help one learn more about themselves. 3 5 5 4 3 4 2 2

Education. Openness. Provide a supportive environment that is neutral in its stance and allows others to safely ask questions. Provide resources to other organizations that are specialist in the area. 
Bani-based perspectives are important; what would our Guru's do and where is the evidence? Failing that, Sikh value based perspectives. 
This is a very individual topic - each person is sovereign - respecting this and the differences that come with it. Not taking an oppressive stance. 2019-09-21 20:00:422019-09-21 20:13:27e062f4a5c3

cjr4uwp9wo083fmcjr4uwkkz9gbmg9kqMan 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 As guru gobind singh sahib ji says his father's words in dasam granth , increase your love with your own wife daily , but Don't even in your dreams go into the bed of another woman . 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 5
By posting vedios on youtube and Instagram and  by awaring people about lust and sex according to guru granth sahib ji

2019-09-21 19:42:012019-09-21 20:06:4232dad2c799
bd0cu5nuz6ue0aphbd0cukbe8vdi7t63Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 Sikh is a human being, as a human being sex is only a hormonal need for a Sikh at appropriate age.4 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 The way of teaching sexuality in Sikhi is describe these topics  from gurbani.2019-09-21 19:37:122019-09-21 19:53:39e4f19f1eca
bw9aszo9a5byibw9abxifi78hek03jqxMan 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Same 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 Yes 2019-09-21 19:50:132019-09-21 19:52:399d71f5dea0
ebtq3h3b2pjlrczgqpwrebtqoqtdgvq9Woman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 5 4 7 7 7 5 2019-09-21 19:49:222019-09-21 19:52:10392de3a8eb
cnl6r50xejj4chvnhz8tvcnl6r51qvr6Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For love 0 Relevant text here. 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Relevant text here.2019-09-21 19:38:432019-09-21 19:46:246aa240e4e3
ppavb6ttr5lhdvn3lm6ppa1t2cgyx7wdMan 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 Sikh is needed for procreations 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Seminars. Kathas2019-09-21 19:42:042019-09-21 19:45:0135ed222c9b
a4n5sqiztl7xb4b2nfaf4ra4n5sqi90dWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Should be about love for each other and procreation3 3 3 1 2 2 2 1 Closed forums for men and women separately2019-09-21 19:36:262019-09-21 19:43:0776b873f0fb
s40b5wrcj82oppwmkztts40b5wrp2it6Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation is a matter of biology; connection, comfort, security and pleasure with another human being allows for a feeling of connectedness to life and being in this world both mentally and emotionally. Thus an ability to connect to the oneness in everything and everyone. 5 7 7 5 2 5 5 2 Age and gender based discussions where people can have an open dialogue with others. Safe spaces where they can ask questions and share2019-09-21 19:33:212019-09-21 19:42:256ea2eef688
7d39vses60nf9vi7d39glrlubpod6zt5Woman 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Internal feelings/desires Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 For the sole purpose of procreation between married Sikh man and Sikh woman4 7 5 3 1 6 4 1 Open dialogue forums, broader interpretations of gurbani, NOT just referencing an outdated rehat maryda2019-09-21 19:27:292019-09-21 19:35:22739ad60509
iawfequyu2t8w59iawfnmsa0xa0s44ikMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Research Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Expression of passion or intimacy with someone you have romantic feelings for4 6 5 1 4 6 5 1 Develop education programs held in privacy regarding the issue2019-09-21 19:27:012019-09-21 19:30:3897b1ad7738

r0vstwggbwp346jrn6anr0vstwul3z0xMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other As a gesture of allowing to be intimate and vulnerable with someone0  In my opinion, no matter how deviant they are perceived as, all forms of sexuality are organic and natural. Sex is not something to be supressed or ignored, but rather something that is to be engaged with to experience the human reality. However, sex like any other material desire, should not control and limit one's being or one's relationship with the ultimate being, but rather be a liberating experience that transcends individuality. 5 6 4 3 3 6 3 2

1. Employing sexual and mental health counselors at Gurdwaras (or other Sikh institutions) who are professionally trained to address this issue from the psychological perspective, plus also understand the unique Sikh community nuances and bring in Sikh Gurbani perspective to answering the questions.
2. Giving platform to LGBTQ Sikh individuals who have constantly engaged with and analysed the Gurbani for finding answers to their questions about intersectional identities that involve alternative sexual and gender expressions. Their own personal journey about finding validation and reconcilation can lead the struggle to remove the taboo of sex from the Sikh community.
3. Sexuality and romanticism from a women's perspective is very important in sikhi. Sikh institutions need to pay a lot more attention to the bride-Divine husband symbolism in gurbani!!! 
4. Sexuality and gender are two topics that are closely tied together. Sikhs need to address their internalized sexism and misogyny. 5. Gender non-conformity and gender fluidity is Sikhi!!! Sikhs need to critically think about the fact that fixed gender roles that confine one's journey toward the One their origin in the patriarchal structure. To become the manifestation of the divine's virtue of "aape purakh aape hi naari", they have to allow themselves to inherit the virtues of both feminine and masculine self.
6. More social media awareness on this issue through Sikh channels. Through YouTube, insta, etc.
7. Support LGBTQ marriages in the Gurdwara setting.

There can be many more ways, but what we have been doing so far is not enough. Thank you for making a step in doing this research in this direction2019-09-21 16:45:192019-09-21 19:26:47819da62c16
p6tr8r0se6ckcenkuaelp6tr8r0sm9sgMan 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-21 19:15:272019-09-21 19:20:43eca565723f
r3mjpd3zem1wr3mkpgym7smnlojayufyWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is seem as a part of family life but mostly for a married couple.1 6 2 1 1 5 2 1 I'm very unsure because many of us live in Sikh communities that are polluted with ignorant, backwards views that oppress free thought and sexuality. I am in a relationship (nearly engaged) with a Korean man and my sister who was born in the US like me believes that my relationship is wrong and immoral -- because and so many others in our communities were taught that it is inappropriate to have romantic relationships with non-indians. 2019-09-21 19:02:222019-09-21 19:08:578758111a23
hx6u3pmnxh8abldfhx6u3499fcjc6uzhWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I'm unsure...I feel like this is not discussed enough and it's fuzzy. It feels as though the only purpose is for procreation only.2 4 2 2 2 3 2 2 There needs to be more open conversation in our community about sexuality. There is misinformation and a general feeling of it being "sinful" and that it should not be discussed. Sikh-based organizations and Gurdwaras need to host forums and have discussions so that people (especially young people) are not afraid or feel ashamed to have a conversation or ask questions.2019-09-21 18:51:382019-09-21 18:57:18c3c622663e
cb8synb746wzs71j304cb8syn45ntzbyMan 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 1 5 5 5 1 1 5 3 1 2019-09-21 18:45:252019-09-21 18:48:4199232a04f2
62e5uyq6gzwpizpu52w4pmq62e5uyqbmMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Sex is too small a word. I think this also includes sex-with-self (masturbation) so other layers are evident.0 Please, I speak as a White (whatever that means) English Sikh. Some are Punjabi Sikh, others still Afghani Sikh. From a purely Sikhi position it seems sex is an activity to procreate which should be done carefully and with Love and compassion but without undue attachment or allowing the Mind to release focus of Naam.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Self education with the intent of removing prejudice.2019-09-21 18:31:202019-09-21 18:41:025c2caf28ce

f2wcddmhhtv5b1l16j1jpajf2wcddmhjMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 According to Sikhism, sex has an important part in our life for pro-creation .(ਮਾਤ ਿਪਤਾ ਸੰਜੋਗ ਉਪਾਏ ਰਕਤੁ ਿਬੰਦ ਿਮਿਲ ਿਪੰਡੁ ਕਰੇ ।।) (When the mother and father have sexual intercourse then a body is produce from the egg of mother and from the father’s semen ). Thats why guru ji suggest to get married. Sex is natural proses we cannot ignore it. Sex is also our body’s need as like as food.guru ji did not favour to lust. In view of the fact that the lust can destroy social and mental balance.      Guru ji also explains about addiction of the sex is harmful for a human. ( ਿਨਮਖ ਕਾਮ ਸੁਆਦ ਕਾਰਿਣ ਕੋਟ ਿਦਨਸ ਦ1 4 4 4 1 4 4 4

According to Sikhism, sex has an important part in our life for pro-creation .(ਮਾਤ ਿਪਤਾ ਸੰਜੋਗ ਉਪਾਏ ਰਕਤੁ ਿਬੰਦ ਿਮਿਲ ਿਪੰਡੁ ਕਰੇ ।।) (When the mother and father have sexual intercourse then a body is produce from the egg of mother and from the father’s semen ). Thats why guru ji suggest to get married. Sex is natural proses we cannot ignore it. Sex is also our body’s need as like as food.guru ji did not favour to lust. In view of the fact that the lust can destroy social and mental balance.    

Guru ji also explains about addiction of the sex is harmful for a human. (ਿਨਮਖ ਕਾਮ ਸੁਆਦ ਕਾਰਿਣ ਕੋਟ ਿਦਨਸ ਦੁਖੁ ਪਾਵਿਹ।।ਘਰੀ ਮੁਹਤ ਰੰਗ ਮਾਣਿਹ ਿਫਿਰ ਬਹੁਿਰ ਬਹੁਿਰ ਪਛਤਾਵਿਹ।।)(.O human for a short time pleasure you spoiled your life . you got a short time satisfaction by heaving sex but after that thou feel regret , why i did that. So do not to be a slave of the sexuality). 

To have sex is our natural need, not a passion or addiction. Sikhism allow to heaving sex should be in natural way between married couple or in a permanent relationships. Guru ji said :(ਹੇ ਕਾਮੰ ਨਰਕ ਿਬਸ ਾਮੰ ,ਬਹੁ ਜੋਨੀ ਭ ਮਾਵਣਹ ।। ਿਚਤ ਹਰਣੰ ਤ ੰ ਲੋਕ ਗੰਮੰ, ਜਪ ਤਪ ਸੀਲ ਿਬਦਾਰਣਹ ।।)(O lust , Thou push the human soul in to hell situation and make them bevilderingly in many species. Thou, by controlled on human thoughts and body, you had destroyed meditation, peace, penance and virtue).   

Guru ji also did not favour to celibacy. (ਿਬੰਦ ਰਾਖ ਜੋ ਤਰੀਐ ਭਾਈ,ਖੁਸਰੈ ਿਕਉ ਨ ਪਰਮ ਗਿਤ ਪਾਈ ।।) (O brother if any one save seamen in the body by celibacy to get supreme bliss. If any person  following the celibacy path. Then why a eunuch can not achieve the supreme bliss.

Guru ji also instruct to a hermit:               ਹਾਥ ਕਮੰਡਲੁ ਕਾਪਡੀਆ ਮਿਨ ਿਤ◌੍ਰਸਨਾ ਉਪਜੀ ਭਾਰੀ ।।
ਇਸਤ ੀ ਤਿਜ ਕਿਰ ਕਾਿਮ ਿਵਆਿਪਆ ਿਚਤੁ ਲਾਇਆ ਪਰ ਨਾਰੀ।। ਿਸਖ ਕਰੇ ਬਦੁ ਨ ਚੀਨ ਲੰਪਟੁ ਹੈ ਬਾਜਾਰੀ।। ਅੰਤਿਰ ਿਬਖੁ ਬਾਹਿਰ ਿਨਭਰਾਤੀ ਤਾ ਜਮੁ ਕਰੇ ਖੁਆਰੀ।।
 O hermit you  hold a bowl for religious activity. You have sexual desire in your mind. thou indulged in lust and your mind attache’s to another’s women. You left your family at home for religious purposes. you preach the religion to the people’s. You attract  to a whore. you have sexual lust and poison in your mind, but you pretend yourself as sant . 

To save humanity and nature having sex should be in natural way instead of homosexuality. Homosexuality and rape are the sine of the lust and cruelty. It is against the nature. Which is harmful for a human and Socity. Now whole world suffering from Aids and rapists because of lust.We cannot ignore sex in our life but we have to follow some regulations to improve a perfect socity . 2019-09-21 18:26:062019-09-21 18:35:55534d5af294
m7mkat4l7rqfgtryockkjm7mkpy7u2u2Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Cultural norms/stigma has presented Sikhism’s sex perspective to be bad/shunned, kept private and Loren of a sin and a beautiful thing.  I don’t agree with that but that’s the only way Ive learned of how Sikh associates with sex2 7 3 1 1 6 2 1 Firstly, the stigma associated with sex in the Sikh cultural needs to be eradicated. Then people will start to open up about issues related to sexuality and we can take steps to address those. Right now there’s no talk cuz of this stigma that sex and talking about it is bad2019-09-21 18:11:442019-09-21 18:31:4562c11f65d9
di41pqd3lzeiu6di4h2sxu5dzgmfwn6rWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 Should have counselling avAilable for kids to help them deal with any issues which arise as they become teenager2019-09-21 18:12:022019-09-21 18:17:109c6eac4642
1049qh9i8ovfc051tj7j10ll5yw223etMan 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Moderation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Gurbani preaching in English2019-09-21 18:03:322019-09-21 18:08:555502373d8c
iinq51s4rkdck32qphdmfiinq51xg2b8Man 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 1 4 5 1 2 4 6 1 Arranging Seminars in Auditorium and ask them to write their questions on the chit and let the person answer2019-09-21 17:55:152019-09-21 18:00:50f085ff427e
5u0ag3njrs44tck15u0ant3vygw3ywjfMan 40-60 Brazil 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Relacionamento with love 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Group 2019-09-21 17:52:372019-09-21 18:00:10df73e1684d
d4wij2zgo03jzhyfzd4wijil94xkowezWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don't have an understanding of Sikhi teachings around sex other than a "normal" life of marriage between a man and woman is when sex should be taking place.2 7 6 1 1 5 3 1 1. Help create conversations around sexuality without the shame. Allow these conversations to happen earlier for young kids (as early as 4-5 yrs old) to give them a voice and understanding that their body is their own and allow them to recognize situations if their personhood is ever compromised. 2. Educate parents on how to speak to their children about these topics. Educate them on dangers faced by children/teens when sexuality is denied, shamed, or generally cast aside as a nonfactor in their kids lives. 3. Educate Gurduara leadership on not just sexuality but also inclusion and diversity of voices in committees. Women are generally not part of leadership at many gurduaras which keeps us from growing and becoming stronger as a community. 2019-09-21 17:36:392019-09-21 17:54:47515ead92f9
kjo7lpvybhp3fkjox14qb88cgsakqqr3Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A way to experience love with your partner and to procreate1 5 5 2 1 4 6 5 Open up more about what actually sex is and the meaning behind it and also address the new forms and types of sex2019-09-21 17:43:432019-09-21 17:48:3297621f9ccc
l1y0pbuksw54v9rrl1y0p8m5bm5wt9mwWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 a physical relationship between two individuals tied in a consented relation, coming together to bring a new life to the earth4 7 6 5 6 4 4 1 2019-09-21 17:39:312019-09-21 17:44:169610a29ede
n9142ss4hsdod816rin9142rzna5vkuvWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I believe its just intercourse that should happen after marriage. And its “purpose” is for reproduction purposes4 7 6 3 1 5 4 1 Make groups or events that educate more people on sexuality and have it perhaps directed towards sikh people. But create an anonymous and safe environment!2019-09-21 17:26:502019-09-21 17:34:28f72be5f4ec
q9tav1wws75kcrr6q9ta1im3urcmkh5pWoman Under 18 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) For pro-creation 1 1 3 4 1 1 2 3 1 2019-09-21 17:28:212019-09-21 17:32:01267e8b824c
c31dad46fv82aj7p8dvc31dad47x5izdWoman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Can’t say 7 7 3 2 7 7 2 1 Talking about it 2019-09-21 17:25:502019-09-21 17:30:01cc79e1285a
3nequcbh9nsa4x5ocrh3nequccb7otlyWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 7 7 3 5 7 1 2019-09-21 17:19:542019-09-21 17:23:324c7d6a6480
akijcotl87s8dvc52qa9makijcot1rhhMan 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 sex in Sikhi is meant purely for procreative purposes2 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 show them through Gurmat what is correct and what is incorrect2019-09-21 17:19:112019-09-21 17:21:26885a236358
iswyoxtt343g0h848qus0bniswyoxtt3Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 From my personal experiences, Sikh people tend to think sex is a sin and it is not talked about at all1 6 6 2 1 7 4 2 2019-09-21 17:11:202019-09-21 17:18:160cf060817a
fvuo2diquxjuu72sc85vfvuo2dienfy4Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 2 7 4 1 1 7 4 1 2019-09-21 17:11:302019-09-21 17:15:109bdebafbb3
laikxx1yxet3p3laikkk18fihtmwir9kWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 5 7 3 5 5 7 5 5 2019-09-21 17:11:432019-09-21 17:14:03570acc6edf
lzdz5ok77nsaiffozdlolzdz5oin860jMan 26-39 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation 0 Sex is something that is done for pro creation purposes only between married couples1 5 1 1 1 7 1 1 Hold sex education classes or workshops2019-09-21 17:07:502019-09-21 17:12:17720d65c9d3
5h2wi76g75c530b124o1g94i47f30b12Man 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Can’t reproduce without sex 2 6 5 3 6 6 6 6 More open discussions on it. This is a good start2019-09-21 16:59:342019-09-21 17:04:347de29d8f6b
ap76oeyy6txoihe4gap76oecxr7y82w8Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Exploration Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is like the body's need for water, food, exercise etc. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Don't stress over it. It is normal and just treat it as such. No more and no less.2019-09-19 22:06:172019-09-21 17:02:52900fdf7b57
da0ep5beib83cicsjvxdktda0eu64q7vWoman 19-25 Canada 0 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Masturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 For a married couple 1 5 7 3 1 7 3 3 By holding seminars/discussions in other locations2019-09-21 16:57:342019-09-21 17:01:15abc3ff8380
6zv0ysd7010s9gib7y36zv0gnreuhhlzWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 It is to procreate? 2 7 6 3 1 6 6 1 Rather than demonize it as a "sin" educate on what it is and especially on matters of consent.. such as words/actions by others that are appropriate vs. Aren't appropriate. 2019-09-21 16:46:302019-09-21 16:53:24ace74cab00
weqixwjlp6rhwhhzvweqixld7jmtafyfWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It's part of being human, part of living in society contributing to its growth in a healthy way6 7 5 5 4 6 4 3 To intally educate about sociatal norms, to openly discuss pros and cons of all types of relationships, to educate all about the compassion afforded to all as taught by Gurus regardless of their choices. To be aware of the difficulties of anyone choosing a different path 2019-09-21 16:41:032019-09-21 16:49:354f4bbe1a3e
9f5it4oyq1kazctw9x9f5itp7qe0mu6sWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Other Reading and studying, talking to people, contacting and volunteering in organisations Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sacred, union of two souls who are in a loving married relationship7 7 7 2 1 1 1 1 Support LGBT sikhs and organisations who support and offer advice. Be non judgemental and do not preach2019-09-21 16:34:042019-09-21 16:43:50c3aa9d50d8
ynosnrzj9k9y3v5vpyno1q7vik8f5nyqWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Guru Ji said that ghrist Je Evan is mandatory - so for that purpose, as well as creating a physically and mentally healthy bond between a married couple. 3 6 4 3 4 6 3 2 Education and awareness is key along with being OPEN minded, non judgemental and having patience and attentive listening skills2019-09-21 16:37:212019-09-21 16:43:368b54806018
zaryvwkznr8xowhzaryvol9b387lrm1iMan 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 A sacred act to procreate and express love with your partner only to be done when married.2 5 4 4 2 5 4 4 Create an open and safe place for a discussion2019-09-21 16:33:202019-09-21 16:38:02df73e1684d
hscgqegakxl3zhscgqewtuaoeb4d7a85Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2019-09-21 16:29:152019-09-21 16:33:1663d2ce1842
vt0f3h3kgtnh935pv8dqvt0f3yuehatyWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 .. 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 By openly discussing it2019-09-21 16:28:262019-09-21 16:31:399610a29ede
os8ag534m0tk42xos8ag53etszrnkmgnMan Under 18 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 The Sikh understanding of sex is as an activity between two consenting individuals in a committed relationship3 4 4 3 5 5 5 4 Sikh schools can teach more about sexuality rather than straying from the topic and treating it as “taboo”2019-09-21 16:24:302019-09-21 16:29:565c5c383854
8d41t3io1b0rmjcu2n8d41gd4effi2a3Man 26-39 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To perform actions of love physically with your sexual organs7 7 7 4 1 7 7 3 Open about discussion and that too in a more dyanimc way - inclusive. Although due to my limited knowledge, I don’t know if they need to play a big role or not. Maybe just a health care angle 2019-09-21 16:16:582019-09-21 16:28:02df73e1684d
5mdpczgcos7x14j5mdxqgq73x2v5rqnbWoman 26-39 Brazil 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Personal experiences Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 1 Sex is part of a sexual cohabitation and it must be a person choise with who we are gonna do, no matters if same or different  gender. Love must be the criterio7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Making campaigns to call the atention about the subject.2019-09-21 16:13:492019-09-21 16:26:42ac4a5a4b31
t8htfhvlxng4lsxo4uvt8htup4lrf74vMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 personal choice 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2019-09-21 16:20:272019-09-21 16:23:25df73e1684d
8vdjxwa5ymat7uj9k28vdj9d6uz67yf1Man 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In my opinion, sex is regarded a bad thing only because of cultural norms. I don't know the Sikh understanding but the human understanding would be let consenting adults do whatever they want.5 7 7 1 5 6 2 1 By just having an honest conversation without people getting offended because of tradition/culture2019-09-21 16:12:522019-09-21 16:19:1268e0dce429
0tgcnqyac70izfqujjd0tgcnqy1yy572Woman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 For pro creation only 4 6 5 3 1 7 5 2 Not sure 2019-09-21 16:10:502019-09-21 16:17:231dd9db9338
9l12ge4t3ygnl1d8z9l12g54u6bwe4f5Woman 40-60 Brazil 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think that is a natural expression of the body , it is includes a responsable relationship 7 7 7 7 5 3 5 6 I think that the Sikhs Institutions should address those issues with respectful and open minded manners2019-09-21 15:47:582019-09-21 16:08:194c7d6a6480
64737lat9zfojmx1n64737uz445585inMan 19-25 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 5 3 2 1 6 6 2 Really explain that it’s not necessary the sex that is the problem, but it’s the intent. If you are with your significant other and looking at them with love and performing actions out of love it’s fine. It’s a problem when it’s lustful2019-09-21 15:53:522019-09-21 15:58:194bbc8559a4
t9ia80zzmajzm7bygokt9ia8fx0xvwg3Man 26-39 Brazil 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0  Something that is part of human life, without gender or marital status restrictions, and can never be something that hurts the dignity of people.7 7 7 6 7 7 7 6 I do not have an answer. I would need to evaluate more, understand more.2019-09-21 15:04:522019-09-21 15:54:147a5c707287

wyoiwpwy7h7l6wyoiog3j51zaevjpqk0Woman Over 60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction For love 0 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6
Through seminars and workshops where information is delivered through trained professionals.

2019-09-21 15:41:132019-09-21 15:52:43cf44cc89a5
ttndgdmeffjp1k1ttnd7k32m0d8shtz8Woman 26-39 United States 1 Other My beliefs are informed by my own experiences as a woman navigating life in a patriarchal world. I am a practicing Sikh but I don’t feel my ideas on sex are in any way reflected in the Sikh ethos, nor should it. I don’t think our Gurus meant to police our bodies and sexuality.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire Other To develop intimacy with another.0 There’s no such thing as a universal Sikh understanding of sex. Gurbani is a guide, not a rule book.4 6 6 4 6 1 1 1 By underscoring that one’s sexuality is no one’s business except  the individual’s. Every individual has the right to explore their own sexuality and choose on what terms they want to talk about it with others. As Sikhs, our Gurus did not set up a system to police our sexuality. Rather they provided a framework on how we can endeavor to respect other people and their choices. 2019-09-21 15:28:292019-09-21 15:43:324bbd49871f
una91r7anxwg8251una9hv4tlssmm2ndWoman 26-39 Brazil 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Pre-marital sex For love 0 A sat to developer the concept of 1 soul in 2 bodies2 6 7 7 2 5 7 7 2019-09-21 15:35:262019-09-21 15:39:524c7d6a6480
z1c0t6sswn13jx9z1c0t861l5d2x20b4Man 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's important aspect of life should not be ignored5 7 6 4 4 6 4 4 Very conservative2019-09-21 14:39:532019-09-21 15:30:5571122aaf73
x6rvzdt7ruvmjhjx6rbdxpyhxgyc8mmwPrefer not to answer 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 ? 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 Seminars 2019-09-21 15:08:302019-09-21 15:12:18 1927070721
xzu48wn1imczsd3bbtlnbt8l9xzu48wjMan 40-60 United Kingdom 0 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 To have children and to bond there relationship and enjoy life together2 2 2 1 1 5 1 1 Open minded friendly discussions2019-09-21 15:04:562019-09-21 15:12:007c0a276a9d
1vxmu5gnhicx3l7p1vxmu5w35xu03z1eMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It use to say sikh cant sex before marriage but i feel person can do sexual activity with a person with whom he is in a relationship. But his main motive to relationship should not be sex1 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 Well in sikh relegion sexuality plays a big role their are many rules  that a person cant do sex before marriage and all with any another women but for for other race its a common thing. mind of our community’s  as well me is very bad if we say a beautiful lady visa versa first think comes in mind is sex thats the mentality and i feel thats just bcz of those rules thats all my view points2019-09-21 14:41:192019-09-21 14:57:468ef79e254b
66ysqwh7n4gr5pqhtu66ysqwu5spujghWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Part of a human being's life. 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 Someone who we could go to and talk to about how to centralize our thoughts about these topics, keeping the Sikh ideologies central, without being judged based on these thoughts, as this is something triggered due to hormones.2019-09-21 14:47:032019-09-21 14:57:184d4a78c0af
ouydcnrx7yox3709mgnouydcnj7zxms5Woman 26-39 Brazil 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Union between two people 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Being open and welcoming any person regardless of gender2019-09-21 14:52:372019-09-21 14:57:15c4c352e4a2
n2tn5mjp7y8qan2tn5mflcc5k3r5bnazMan 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's primal and part of life. But we shouldn't get consumed in it.4 5 4 4 3 5 4 3 2019-09-21 14:51:162019-09-21 14:55:329e75e3e870
9iu81oenhr3z9iu8qgocf3n95ljsh1fuMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 Not allowed to have sex except couples as lust diverts or breaks us from meditation or God2 7 7 7 2 7 7 7 I think, in some way if they will become open minded not that open; but they should stop doing difference between girl or boy 2019-09-21 14:28:412019-09-21 14:55:3066b9a8d364
swkbxebytnqcor7xgswkbxebspez4aa1Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 4 5 1 1 4 4 1 2019-09-21 14:40:432019-09-21 14:44:11951a8f00bf
86blte92xt8q2co2xa2c86bltzyzfng7Man 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Having a baby 0 In my opinion, in our Sikh community today most people think (not all) that you should only have sex after marriage, but gurbani does not talk about sex it talks about lust and how it can be dangerous if it gets out of control. Lust is not a bad thing, because it is a strong emotion that is felt by everyone naturally! And you cannot get rid of this emotion because it's nature! But it can be controlled by reading gurbani and gaining knowledge. But as far as sex goes people don't have sex only because lust there are many more reasons such as pleasure, feeling stressed, etc.2 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 2019-09-21 14:03:352019-09-21 14:22:380ed9f6dbf9
fx8phi2bzevsjz6u872mvfx8phi2jilmMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is the mean of creating life. 5 3 5 3 1 6 5 2 By being more open to the idea that a relationship can be between people of same/different genders. Talking about this as a community truly allows the community to progress2019-09-21 14:14:432019-09-21 14:21:368471acea14
mjpg9e6faakpgdi72mjpg9eiqutycnfuWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Not sure 1 6 3 3 2 6 3 2 To show more examples of people who are okay with expressing themselves and creating a comfortable environment for those still struggling to overcome certain pressures within the community2019-09-21 14:11:302019-09-21 14:19:366174db6110
jbyxskzjfemov1jbyo1dbk1ikm0sjkt4Prefer not to answer Over 60 Anguilla 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 1 Marry a nice girl and spend life with her devotedly6 4 6 5 6 4 6 3 Special meeting 2019-09-21 13:01:592019-09-21 14:19:06af321325c3
9bdrjo0x5sjte19bdrj2b6ncrjpamhrlWoman 40-60 Brazil 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Soul exchange 7 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 Open a discussion2019-09-21 14:13:252019-09-21 14:18:249610a29ede
szd0g3exl4muc0lszszd07wv3pmzhgn2Woman 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I have never thought about sex in terms of religion.7 7 7 5 5 7 7 4 I think we need to start the discussion.2019-09-21 14:08:002019-09-21 14:13:5864fc519f61

8aeatxxtxtkta4apul8aeatnivok4cy0Man 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 It is necessary for procreating, an important part of garsth jeevan . It is an important parameter of love but not the most important parameter. It should not be the only / prime thought or basis of a relationship. We should follow the path of moderation5 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

Sikh institutions can play a definite role by allowing expression of this taboo subject. 
By organizing workshops esp for teenagers & young adults so as to address their core issues.
By having counselors to deal with trauma many go through .By providing emotional support.

2019-09-21 14:02:372019-09-21 14:13:222bead80dda
c6uz6lxd0q8hu5u0hjwgc6uz65tgjoknMan 26-39 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Seems taboo to talk about it. But it seems typically only for procreation as opposed to feeling good.5 7 3 1 5 7 3 1 I think we need to have serious talks about it. Otherwise the media will be the goto for most people's insights which can lead to many problems.2019-09-21 14:00:192019-09-21 14:04:2465f7060864
ngexvmialjv4z4nrvodngexvmifz8dp1Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It is a natural way of making love and nothing wronge in it7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Jin prem kiyo tin hee prabh payo2019-09-21 13:51:042019-09-21 14:00:1622a2bc5467
6kaqw1dbp1nrh5sdi1b6kaqw16se2it2Man 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sin 1 4 3 2 2 4 3 2 Not exactly 2019-09-21 12:13:542019-09-21 12:20:174f4dbc0a39
3x0e3kaxue47gdk3x07hbzfrz96qkk36Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 5 5 5 4 1 3 3 1 2019-09-21 12:06:262019-09-21 12:11:26df73e1684d
bcyq1rvpnjk3p9s85wbcyq1p5wubitogMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Never spoken about 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Practise what is written in Gurbani and they’re own interpretations2019-09-21 11:27:522019-09-21 11:31:5739fac9b6af
3ilyrvi5rcxqxqp3ilytfrosm2w8yyuxWoman 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 An intimate act done with intention of love4 7 6 3 4 7 6 3 Creating safe forums and Teaching people to speak about their opinions from their own viewpoint rather than talking about others in  a judgemental way2019-09-21 11:10:172019-09-21 11:18:16c68a537df1

ir1qzp7cjyn6yovjzir1sv7lfb8bib0dMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I believe, love and sex is fine between married partners, but lust is discouraged in Sikhism. 1 4 4 2 2 4 4 2
It should be discussed with people of appropriate age, could be written articles or lecture and or book. 

2019-09-21 11:07:592019-09-21 11:18:1094e4e40194
zq2r4jq2uzc9ze7gclo25zq2r4jidr16Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Other What came natural to me without outside influenceBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 It is normal part of all life to continue4 6 6 4 5 7 7 4 Education initiatives in community centres2019-09-21 11:08:162019-09-21 11:15:29935de8339f
yzdft3r2qugw8z7xp48vyzdft78dgfp9Man 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is union of 2 consenting souls.soul can be a male or female4 4 2 3 4 5 2 4 By giving correct knowledge on basis of facts rather than limiting things with religion2019-09-21 11:09:432019-09-21 11:15:0802a2bc09f1
ogxf5982a3k4p6pmdecwbogxf594b7icMan 40-60 United States 1 Other Self Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 It’s normal 6 6 3 5 2 3 1 2 Come at it from a human perspective. Don’t be restrictive - be understanding2019-09-21 10:52:532019-09-21 10:57:070f48528755
feykvid9926lc71f0q0zufeykvidzfhyMan 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Other Physical/Natural needBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Reproduction 0 Love, Natural Need, comfort, Mental relaxation, a commitment towards partner.4 5 5 3 3 5 5 3 through proper Education2019-09-21 10:03:422019-09-21 10:14:5955d7d7d1ed
8jo1byldat9rb89r8jo1bg2l3cyw08rsMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Who I naturally am Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is allowed between married man and woman  however Guru Gobind Singh had multiple wives, therefore strictly speaking this is allowed though seldom acted upon.1 3 3 1 1 3 3 2 Give right guidance through workshops based on scripture, history and rehit2019-09-21 9:57:522019-09-21 10:04:59926a580083
91x5i0ggs99co9xmo991x5amh3wt0adwMan 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Not sure 1 7 5 1 1 7 5 1 Not sure 2019-09-21 8:43:002019-09-21 8:49:38cee47c6446
qcj6cfr0fpvisfqcj6cfhoh91nqlb1dzPrefer not to answer 26-39 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex For pro-creation 0 A Sikh must know the relationships , that is he must be able to know that the daughter of other is like his daughter, mother of other is like his own mother,  par beti ko beti jaane par mat ki maat bakhane, he must implement this in his own life1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 By propagating, implementing the teachings of Gurus as a role model for Sikhs, sewa Simran, Kieran Katha, path, mandatory attendance of all the Sikhs in gurudwaras 2019-09-21 8:17:342019-09-21 8:36:535e82817ab2
258gft70xi2h1b8o258gft7e7of434zmMan 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other 0 5 7 5 6 3 7 4 4 2019-09-21 8:04:202019-09-21 8:08:50df73e1684d
fuchyp5yhgl3e7509fuchyrjewhdeccjMan 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 A part of a healthy and balanced life, necessary as part of gristi jeevan. Need to keep mindful of influences that could result in lust having control over you, importance of seeing the opposite sex as siblings, brothers and sisters as opposed to potential sexual partners.6 7 3 3 3 5 3 2 Destigmatise issues related to sex. Avoid guilt, condemnation and judgemental attitudes. Accept that for those growing up in the west, they are in a culture with different attitudes to sexuality than in punjab, which will require a different approach to address. Offer spaces for people to come and discuss issues they may be experiencing in confidentiality. Offer explanations and examples of Guru’s attitude to sex and kaam from bani.2019-09-21 7:43:592019-09-21 8:03:05ac800e4ecc
e5q3wjrh8so1xf0ce5q3px9w4tf1i6kaWoman 26-39 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Pro-creation 1 7 1 1 7 7 7 7 Be very open to discuss all sexualities. No shaming. Acceptance  all around.2019-09-21 7:56:402019-09-21 8:01:08321a2a7be0
k1hxf8tab6t3tardc1pgfo8k1hxhaknlWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-21 7:46:512019-09-21 7:49:14df73e1684d
9d0e2wvk1ud2pp06n05ep9d0e2wvkjygWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Unsure 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Openly as possible2019-09-21 7:38:022019-09-21 7:40:444c7d6a6480
67r0kteh36okbt8ta77x67r02lvxy5otWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Other Personal preference Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Masturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Very Conservative 1 7 2 1 1 7 2 1 Just be more open to what desires are and not give the impression that desires are "dirty" 2019-09-21 7:16:592019-09-21 7:20:298b366ab9cb
vcr75ccmfg960ml8vcrfcyjhn5jqexirMan 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is a part of a life but it likes in maryada1 4 6 2 2 2 6 2 Not much 2019-09-21 6:47:262019-09-21 7:14:478d423c9676
7l3e6h6g2xg5tx207l3e6wkoeimxkbngMan Over 60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Within a man-woman marriage for pleasure and procreation4 6 5 4 3 6 5 4 From a health perspective, education on safe-sex practices.2019-09-21 6:44:512019-09-21 6:57:073e4d5ce547
mxsl831y2dgx9jci0imxsl83n58nel08Woman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other personal opinions Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 don't know 2 3 3 1 2 3 2 1 don't know 2019-09-21 6:22:272019-09-21 6:28:294c84a56af7
5llc3fkl55558b5mh5llc3tu6ewc2c6jMan 26-39 Canada 1 Other Science and sociological influences on the world Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Procreation seems to be the main reason for sex that is pushed nowadays7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 I'm not sure, increase education on lgbtqia and safe sex for non married consenting adults.2019-09-21 6:20:132019-09-21 6:23:256fb314e544
9dh0kgkx6lt7xmem9dh0k3qh7rbcp97pWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 In Sikhi, we hear a lot about longing for the Devine - lust for the guru is the ideal, to misplace that onto a person is distraction. Sex is worldly, it's part of the worldly attachment that we're always trying to shake, but it cannot be bad because how many times do we hear about the womb, about the relationship between an infant and a mother - this parent child relationship only exists because of sex. 6 6 6 7 4 4 5 1 By removing the language that places shame around sex and sexuality and sexual identity. By openly discussing and describing it as a positive conversation. By not policing children's and women's bodies. Teaching consent and believing survivors.2019-09-21 5:46:162019-09-21 5:56:0135bb5c4146
ctdxc3rdbpx0uj7huctdxb9dfcmez2ddWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Commited relationship As an act of love1 5 1 1 1 5 1 1 This is a hard question. Maybe youth group, social group, counsellor2019-09-21 5:40:122019-09-21 5:43:299610a29ede
c6hq1x0qcjthfugwwoc6hq16uu91wwafMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex forms an important part of Gristi jeevan, it should not be on over powering thought that prevents other actions or thoughts6 7 7 4 5 7 6 3 Have open and frank talks with the wider community and organisations that can provide further insight so the sangat can ascertain the role of sex in life amongst themselves and other non Sikh groups2019-09-21 5:24:402019-09-21 5:30:46b96af457c2
t0nhy12tp80dbw0t0nhy0satzjudn1skWoman 40-60 United States 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Academic trainingBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Part of identity formation process of individuals and groups0 Heterosexual, within marriage for the sake of procreation and as part of worldly existence 4 6 6 6 2 4 4 4 engender an openness in talking about sexuality in all its different forms and orientations2019-09-21 5:01:062019-09-21 5:11:34daff335998
29l5fi34jz9hpelf829l54b8sk1pobglGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 Canada 1 Other Natural feeling Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Dont know 4 4 4 2 2 2 3 3 2019-09-21 5:01:442019-09-21 5:05:219610a29ede
orrpr8axp8cq8r0orrp041eakv7wu9j4Woman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Part of Life 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 1 Do not know 2019-09-21 4:42:162019-09-21 4:48:159cfa0d6aad
xu1qvoopdmkouebrbc4qxu1qv1nt2y5qWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Marriage in Sikhism is seen as union of souls and soul is seen as genderless and outward appearance of human beings is a temporary state.7 7 4 4 7 4 4 4 2019-09-21 4:21:442019-09-21 4:42:144c7d6a6480
hbcnsiver1w13kfo4krhhbcnsiv2lygdMan 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a recreational activity and it is a very personal space for each one us.3 7 6 4 4 7 4 4 Lot of ways- just for the starters: at least start addressing the alternate sexuality as a legitimate sexuality and start having discussions in the form of seminars or QnAs etc around sexuality and sexual orientation.2019-09-21 4:16:012019-09-21 4:23:198e8095a9a6

wbdzczw459fu15mezwbdz2hwed94py92Woman Under 18 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other
I

0 M 1 7 1 1 1 7 1 1 2019-09-21 4:11:052019-09-21 4:13:23e8d1644072
ihf1bqwk6mvrji1dsy15ihf1bqbhw9t8Woman 19-25 Singapore 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Overwhelming obsession with sex should be avoided4 6 5 3 2 6 4 1 Have more conversations/talks which dissect the topic, various opinions should be presented 2019-09-21 4:09:052019-09-21 4:12:3697d0cf4241
njd0s7k6bqapxr1b7njd0s7c34zyrco1Man 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 We should control our desires in order to become closer to Vaheguru7 7 7 5 4 2 2 2 By providing real sangat that can inspire2019-09-21 3:57:172019-09-21 4:01:3487944a178c
8bkp9xhhnuv2le0r77c18bkpuh6m5d28Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 None 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 More we discuss more people will get comfortable to see it as a topic not as a taboo.2019-09-21 3:47:512019-09-21 3:54:071c7bd11a6a
hi5k2fnqv0tat3u0hi5ku42zttny761mWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Dont be lustful and consumed with thoughts of sexual desire or actions of fulfilling sexual needs. Simply put "too much of anything creates dischord". Its that dischord that results in one slipping off the spiritual path. Likewise, constant religiosity creates dischord and results in a person not living a life in this material world. 1 7 5 1 1 7 7 7 Post LGBTT Safe space signs, offer gender-lass washroom spaces, offer space for youth groups to discuss such topics without granthi's around (youth drop-in evenings or something) facilitated by LGBTT allies or peers.2019-09-21 3:15:512019-09-21 3:29:4009191b7bf0
469ryf03ymd0552v7hh469ri18yoyl79Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 For procreation and love 1 7 5 1 1 6 6 2 Hold workshops 2019-09-20 14:35:402019-09-21 3:20:51caf0a67b41

019nll4bouq28yvg019nllshsqcrblakMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is not just physical, nor just about sacred matrimony. It is about well-being, belonging, love, and human connection.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
women's groups / discussions. men's groups / discussions. married/relationship/couple's groups/ discussions. 
By providing space, respect and a forum to have these important conversations.2019-09-21 3:13:132019-09-21 3:18:01a61e564f15

ewkcrtl7ilxtp84ewkcr3cg9xj37e647Man 40-60 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 No idea 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 No idea 2019-09-21 3:01:002019-09-21 3:06:400dbe2b2929
bkd63zbapggn07pggjj9ebkd6dbnsbyrMan 26-39 United States 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 3 3 2 1 4 4 2 2019-09-21 2:58:022019-09-21 2:59:5453d44446e1
spiuvugc1zg4fimw7cspiuvugn3eq2r1Man 40-60 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Don't know . Need to study SGGS for correct references and explanation6 3 3 1 6 2 2 1 Long call. 2019-09-21 2:51:162019-09-21 2:55:190348bd7665

3b6n1zug70sie0fbo3b6n8ppzw2r7y14Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A Sikh understands that sex is a powerful act and approaches it with requisite respect. Sex is also related to lust/kaam/maya which warrants extra caution and restraint.7 6 6 5 5 6 6 4

Keep in mind the Guru's instruction to not see any as high or low, to see all as One.
Avoid good/bad judgments and harsh denunciations.
Include the wider knowledge of emotional and physical health related to sex when discussing the spiritual perspective of respect and restraint.2019-09-21 2:34:322019-09-21 2:42:39b33f19400f

3ieyz7juwa4lo3ie2gwthce8ugbgqepjMan 26-39 Australia 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 uncontrolled sex is a poison as per sikhi7 7 3 2 1 5 5 1 study more about gurbani and dasam granth2019-09-21 2:35:342019-09-21 2:41:265002a0550d
nhjt82bq0ysdl5pv3nrcznhjt8ds1wk2Woman Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 e h ik pavitar rishta hai te grehasath jeevan nu gurbani vich uttam maneya hai .7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 THEY DIS NOT DISCUSS IT THST IS WHY SEXUAL RELATED DESEAS INCREASING2019-09-21 2:21:322019-09-21 2:28:3959cfe7a5f9
xx0n0sijs15yvq16o21kxx0n0n9p816cMan 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Books Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Human core energy management0 Balance, understanding and managing the energy and its transformation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Education and truly understanding the root energy and how to harness and transform it2019-09-21 2:18:022019-09-21 2:26:26b4bf6be359
eo7679xzivfk3zoalb39geo767xzdaemWoman 40-60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Research Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 From a religious perspective sex is for procreation7 7 4 2 1 6 1 1 Education, counselling support services2019-09-21 2:20:232019-09-21 2:24:4178a0a29d5c
tums9xvf1p6wwlxbtums945vlmx7rbckWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 As long as its not an obsessive need, sex is a part of life 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Be open to questions, address concerns, and provide a safe space to people to discuss issues relating to sexuality 2019-09-21 2:03:102019-09-21 2:10:114c7d6a6480
6axl2junsgrw1k9erk86axlbf3np5vlwMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 6 5 3 5 6 3 2 Support in pride. Social media videos on sexuality by prominent leaders.2019-09-21 2:03:142019-09-21 2:08:3504c6c091ac
hg134hi4b5cedf1omf2vto2ehg134hrtWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2019-09-21 1:51:552019-09-21 1:55:38c02209f0fd
h1pjztt3ckk18berr5a175h1pj2g0zcsWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 It is something shared between a married man and woman. It is not allowed outside of marriage until the Guru has given hukamn after lavaan are completed.4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 Workshops. Sikhi related camps.2019-09-21 1:39:272019-09-21 1:45:45020c592594
xv3xacoxnxu57himcnd3xv3xak5lt4lgWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 2019-09-21 1:39:032019-09-21 1:43:394c51dc3843
n944ilb5wzujmrey4n944ilbbb7v8p7yMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is important part of life and should be discussed openly without hesitation in society. Sex education is important and elders should feel comfortable talking about it6 6 6 5 7 7 7 5 By providing educational seminars on sex education and family planning.2019-09-21 1:14:352019-09-21 1:20:2192a263a7df
owvu3ma95zgz62owvuqmy7i4iyoez0iyWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My own inner feelings Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To experience a union or merge between 2 people and the Infinite.7 7 7 6 5 4 5 4 With openness without judgment.2019-09-21 1:05:552019-09-21 1:14:487a835a250a
ipq65qamxw5iyrzipq3hg4j7k2lo31l5Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 7 5 7 6 6 5 0 2019-09-21 0:56:112019-09-21 1:08:43df73e1684d
spz6v6qbd3enoe1spz6ft6nv1i9vh39vMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Union 0 To love the soul (God) in another person5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Education, promoting healthy relationships, awareness of domestic violence, substance abuse and relationships, holding out examples of happy long term committed marriages2019-09-21 0:44:502019-09-21 0:49:27d253690ddb
qn7tfdgmzkuob6gh6bfoeqn7tfznemuwWoman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Scholarly articles Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex and sexuality are permissible and are a natural part of life. It is only a bad thing when it consumes your thoughts and actions.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Open up lines to education for everyone. Create spaces where the younger and older generations can come together to discuss sexuality.2019-09-21 0:38:572019-09-21 0:45:210ac9fbbfce
ommr9s2ln6vxtom4jidjqa7lxntys7qbGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 nature 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 natural 2019-09-21 0:28:402019-09-21 0:32:552209e957c6
o4hksnntbla8bhnao4hkf6g1ofeknny4Man 26-39 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I am not so sure but i have been with many Sikh Men and they took great pleasure in same sex but we're quite stringent about not revealing it to anyone. They are scared of their masculinity being questioned if ppl know they have same sex inclinations. Even though Sikhism is one of the most liberal religions that accepts diversities yet people care scared to be out or else be ostracized.5 4 7 4 5 4 7 3 Engage age appropriate students in schools and colleges at a ripe age lest they should be misinformed by misguided sources. There could be counseling platform within the community to reach out to the people who want to voice their hearts out but are out of luck as no one is there to listen to them. Community hospitals could be another good way to engage to the larger public in a safe and sound manner. And the community as a whole must be sensitised at regional level especially by engaging in dialogue, discussions and perhaps hand-outs too.2019-09-21 0:05:012019-09-21 0:18:07f6e1af29db



6b1itve7rykgpd3l6b1ly96bv748urw4Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Controlled sex is required and needed for progression of human life.3 3 3 3 4 3 2 2 Create more awareness2019-09-20 22:59:112019-09-21 0:12:17e707b65ef4
8h91buzsm90v4c0u28h91cd1ewoids8sWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Other Myself and my own comfort level Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 7 7 3 1 7 7 2 2019-09-20 23:18:222019-09-21 0:00:4790908f6a11
q1trf97hqdj5jvmq1trff00r9t1kidyzWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikh understanding of sex should be that it always involves consenting adults and is a way to express love6 6 3 1 2 1 1 1 advocating equality of gender and LGBTQ issues and freedom of expression would help move converasation in the right direction.2019-09-20 23:52:592019-09-20 23:59:309ece5c78b9
q9g6ow3gdi15x5gg1acq9g6o5op8q6b7Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 2 6 6 4 1 6 6 4 2019-09-20 23:49:052019-09-20 23:53:58d1304bf5ba
5z2kp3w1vvgwwl4w0bngd35z2kp3w18zWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is for procreation, love, and comfort3 6 5 1 1 6 5 1 Talks/seminars/social media2019-09-20 23:14:172019-09-20 23:38:08be7154b2b6
o4n7a4gybw4mpmvo4n7a4kxkz7wa8ll6Man 19-25 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex must only be conducted between a married couple with consent from both parties2 5 3 1 3 5 4 2 They can't really. Most believes from Sikhism are hard to adhere to in modern society or even follow. I told my parents I want a girlfriend cause my friends have them and I want to hold someones hand, cuddle and have that relationship. They then proceeded to tell me to chose someone, hang with them as a group, then in a small group, then one on one. All while my parents talk to their parents. Eventually, we can date but then that pretty much leads to marriage. Realistically that will take a few years to even get to the dating side of things. I'm also expected to date a Sikh but what if I like someone who's not. I get that in the long run it may be hard but should personality trump all. I'm a materialistic person and also religious but nonetheless I'm a practical and realistic person. I understand both sides but it's hard to agree with so I guess tackle that topic.2019-09-20 23:15:252019-09-20 23:22:312467490d93
ids9ni5u60z0h54swncids9tjta5j6q8Man 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Do it as long as you’re not hurting others in the process. Make healthy decisions. Don’t over do it.4 6 4 3 4 6 4 3 Have a ton of research, examples and be open to share those values.2019-09-20 23:09:032019-09-20 23:15:10df73e1684d
g6g8cjdx6zqf4t1fkvog6g8cxj6zhiqbMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is necessary in life but should not consume your mind or alter your actions5 6 6 4 5 6 6 5 2019-09-20 22:31:382019-09-20 22:34:32bfc66ee335
90ie2ce6zzl50tfhapfmj90ie2ce6qrgWoman 26-39 United States 1 Other self evaluated and experiencedBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 An important part of life. 7 7 7 7 5 7 7 6 create acceptance for a diversity of experiences and opinions.2019-09-20 22:25:262019-09-20 22:29:0867da94fcf9

1sha1nsupz53roga1shc5qpl9ej2ziyzMan Over 60 United States 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I have never heard a Sikh discussing his/her sexuality, or sexual mores in general..  7 7 7 7 4 4 4 4

Gurudwaras:  hire only granthis and gyanis who speak the local language (French in France, English in USA, etc.) and have a deep understanding of local cultural mores.  
Only then can they address young Sikhs who
may be confused about sexuality.

What other Sikh institutions are there?      2019-09-20 22:15:312019-09-20 22:23:42b3bdd29b0c
r2u96v4mg83t1w79xq5tbilfr2u96vucWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex meets an innate biological and emotional need of a human. It is natural and not in perverse. However, an unbalanced focus on it is not natural and would undermine a person's ability to raise his/her consciousness above body and mind to experience Waheguru.6 6 6 3 3 3 3 1 small group interactive sessions; large group sessions explaining Gurbani's messages around sexuality2019-09-20 21:55:532019-09-20 22:09:505bb3cdab26
f4usowsk30gdja3ytuf4usolvrvdqyp6Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a procedure developed by Nature (Hukam) which is preinstalled in human body to achieve certain state of mind. Could be a check mark/ a delibrate obstacle( when it goes beyond procreation and set norms of society) for the purpose of evaluating a person for his/her path of salvation (Mental peace)6 6 6 5 4 6 6 5 To preach it in the context of Guru Sahibs' mindset as per guru granth sahib ji2019-09-20 19:35:382019-09-20 21:47:23c2e7334ab7
ioz6p3t4brf7j0dijioz6p0xs82yz0ftWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 I cannot speak for Sikhs but my thoughts are that sex should be between married couples or couples who are in a long term relationship6 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 through positive messaging so that it becomes more acceptable and normal message.2019-09-20 21:26:072019-09-20 21:35:1663c5cdb21e
clw28nx0jvrcmrsna710clw28n3lhd6kWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Necessary for procreation and happy married lifre3 7 6 3 3 5 4 3 2019-09-20 21:23:062019-09-20 21:27:2479b1187f58
4x0kenf0dbrly9exbwe64x0kenr42jpzWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 5 1 4 7 4 1 2019-09-20 21:17:562019-09-20 21:22:46f8267d9290
xcbhkmxea3h4pks6o73xcbhtrx6oyekbMan 26-39 United States 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 unsure 6 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 education, dialogue, removing mith2019-09-20 21:15:192019-09-20 21:18:22df73e1684d
unk2uhv7h2jr0sg45u3unk2u5p5icbxrMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 6 7 6 4 6 7 5 4 By ways of open dialogues2019-09-20 20:57:202019-09-20 21:03:35a40ed459a1
976en9rdj4q81krrpftlvf976en99n45Man 26-39 United Arab Emirates 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 From what I know and have heard from fellow Sikhs, it's always between a man and a woman! And it done for procreation. 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 Including and giving a voice to the larger LGBTIA community. Acknowledgement is of extreme importance.2019-09-20 20:51:182019-09-20 20:55:40928834a5ee
13yzhqs3pqxztjlqybimn13yzhqmwlbsMan 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Not to be talked about 😂 1 7 6 2 7 7 7 7 Deal with the number of Sikhs attempting suicide because their having natural sexual thoughts. But shamed as if they have committed the worst type of sin.2019-09-20 20:47:172019-09-20 20:54:3546531518d9
l0h55rv6u0brmwy0jzoppl0h55rarwe9Man Over 60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 4 3 5 5 4 6 5 4 2019-09-20 20:43:152019-09-20 20:46:47da9d5ddb31
9chgjzbyyw23hnu9chgj486s9w864kjbWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a part of human existence, within Sikhi we are meant to be truthful in our relationships and sex is meant to be reserved for the married couples4 6 5 3 1 4 5 1 counselling, education for teens, families with teens, young adults courses, anand karaj courses2019-09-20 20:40:552019-09-20 20:46:0418b5665c4a
cbcv4u22mhj5cuhkvcbcvf9jd5kq9ojxPrefer not to answer 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other fun 0 An action taken out of love to create and expand Ik Oankar, as well as fall in love the one. It can become habitual or addicting like any other action.7 7 4 6 3 7 5 5 Sikh camps should have conversations. Sikh leaders and org reps should raise discussions and encourage conversation through  speeches and hold workshops on dialogue on sexuality and the stigma associated with discussion.2019-09-20 20:26:482019-09-20 20:41:41df73e1684d
jep3e303y2txqeojep2s3flwx15qt8q7Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don't know 6 6 4 4 4 6 6 6 2019-09-20 20:33:582019-09-20 20:40:1882eda14d2e
zga4srd0q96y8h2zy3zga4sqqnxarjlcWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Pro creation but also something to enjoy in your marriage with only your partner5 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 More kathas and talks about it on a Sikhi level, the world can do whatever but if you’re trying to follow the path then some understanding should be given to youngsters2019-09-20 20:18:222019-09-20 20:23:29bd6ab4dbaa
gvr013ry5tmi4nib5xtjrgvr013rt63uWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex in Sikhi is between a couple, for pleasure, intimacy, procreation. Not sure if that is in line with Sikh teachings but it is how I feel1 3 5 3 1 1 1 1 Smaller, open-minded group discussions. Creating a safe-space for dialogue, as Gurdwaras were intended to be. 2019-09-20 20:03:352019-09-20 20:09:26c172ee3ff5
olsc2glc26k00mq9holsc2guj8rrp8zjWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Scientific and social science research on sexualityBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a normal and healthy part of human life.5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 19:50:052019-09-20 19:56:010cd0054df1
8dbke2sqfporv98dbkcywhfv3oddyd05Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My personal perspectivesBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 5 3 1 1 5 2 1 Open Vichar sessions with dialog among everyone.2019-09-20 19:40:072019-09-20 19:45:037ddbe6d3aa

zco5u1u1rp5p62zzco5u1ejy8w2uajwuMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
By bringing people of different age groups for open discussions. 
By creating awareness to stop considering sexual conversation as a taboo 2019-09-20 19:24:002019-09-20 19:33:255ddd76684e

bmynzql9vx3o10rojs1lkg8bmynzqym7Woman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think that sex is not always sexual, in the sense that it does not have to be sexual but rather a connection between two people. I think that it can be between two men two women a man and a woman really anything, I think people forget that sikhi puts all at a equal stance. Sex creates human life, it’s a connection we all have with one another 7 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 We can talk about it. Sexuality is something that many people including Sikhs (especially the older generation) refuse to talk about. Sexuality is changing because people are changing. It needs to be talked about. It needs to be unbiased, no pro life pro choice or abstinence but rather just an open place 2019-09-20 19:26:002019-09-20 19:30:27542e4b10dc
uksc1nq5ql0ioy76jwpuksc1nqbm0nhaMan 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 7 4 1 1 5 2 1 2019-09-20 19:23:112019-09-20 19:26:13baa7cc666a
6ig7k8l01ycqekh162kujnq2u6ziex8kWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I am a Cdn born Sikh. My family has been here in Canada for over 100 years. My values and opinions are far different from my great grand parents. I believe that I as a Sikh woman I have the right to choose who I want to have sex with, regardless of marital status, gender and or being in a committed relationship. Its my body and its my right to do what I want to do with it.  If I get pregnant its my right a s choice to make the decison to abort the chold or give birth to it and raise it as a single mother. 6 7 7 5 6 7 7 6 Its a touchy topic....2019-09-20 19:03:382019-09-20 19:23:227a6a35fb98
cj08m5iifdxk79qxn5r9gcj08m564tf0Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Personal preference Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Between married man and woman1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Anonymous question answer forum2019-09-20 19:11:222019-09-20 19:16:460c52c9720d
efhucvhm8vedyr4h0pm2efhucvf1vu3pWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Only for reproduction and only between a married man and woman.1 7 2 1 1 7 1 1 This would require a huge mindset shift in the punjabi culture because so much of what the religious Sikhs in gurdwara settings think of as pure is the complete opposite of sexuality or sex. Those items are prohibited from being discussed. Homosexuality is extremely frowned upon in Gurdwara settings and in punjabi culture overall. A culture shift would need to take place and unfortunately that’s a very sensitive subject that needs to be handled with care and safety. This messaging would probably need to come from the committees of Gurdwaras and the Granthis themselves, but they would all be attacked and fired. 2019-09-20 19:07:162019-09-20 19:15:2239569aa5b8
ausy0e3kiro9octfausyranni2kvoqpaMan Over 60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 According to Sikh teaching Sex is essential part of life but it should be performed within marriage and with consent of both7 7 7 5 7 5 6 4 Any Sikh institution should openly discuss and explain sexuality to interested people. Gurbani has at several  places had talked about sex2019-09-20 19:00:262019-09-20 19:14:008e0ecf6bf9
neqa0r3e145zc2797bneqa0oq5y7atesWoman Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 TO BE UPRIGHT...CARRY OUT YOUR PROMISES MADE TO A LADY MOST HONOURABLY7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Stage group discussions, seminars, workshops in an informal atmosphere.2019-09-20 18:54:082019-09-20 19:04:3648196d4995
ettvxy7sfn8gl5h5f9ettvxy7s64it83Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 2019-09-20 17:01:012019-09-20 18:59:3602d2e5aa6c
ms6qcwzh28fufp40ms66hre8bjli2qn1Man Over 60 India 0 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction For pleasure or desire 0 I am not a Sikh. 7 7 7 7 4 7 7 4 No clue. I am not a Sikh.2019-09-20 18:47:022019-09-20 18:50:482e1df20242
rbwxfvo4tq2g84htsrbwxfvmvcu86cjsMan 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is natural. Don't run from it. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Can't say 2019-09-20 18:42:482019-09-20 18:47:45f4822befc8
22w0m5ssddifrvmpsf22w0mlzq9lkp5eMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 2019-09-20 18:39:342019-09-20 18:45:118e85dcf879
g0p7h453sxa34xygslwrg0p77nehjvrzWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 not sure 1 5 5 3 3 5 5 2 within the community, there seems to be a divide between prudes and perverts, and those of us somewhere in the middle often don't know where to turn for a decent conversation. Also, Sikhi, unlike other major world religions, doesn't appear to focus on sexuality (as in expressly forbidding it nor encouraging it), then again so much of Sikhi is in metaphor and our culture expects marriage at a young age, so that takes care of that. A conversation needs to happen and I'd like to know how the scriptures actually do address sexuality, for starters. From an academic view . 2019-09-20 18:36:152019-09-20 18:41:390f7ff65264
f5y3mxvv6v1jr80t9251df5y3mxvvsewMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 The point at which sex becomes a problem is when desire for it controls the individual, or leads to negative experiences.3 6 5 4 1 4 3 1 By not condemning it.2019-09-20 18:05:012019-09-20 18:09:532640ee5c47
95zbm4hkaywo783r95zba1ha732m0gbnMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhi sanctions sex within the confines of marriage as long as it not excessively lustful.1 5 3 3 1 6 4 1 2019-09-20 18:04:542019-09-20 18:07:52dc364529c6
kzmzqxthbsmooxovzkzmzqxth6yajkeoMan Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 One of the essential for the life 4 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 Hold seminars or chat group2019-09-20 17:57:442019-09-20 18:05:06f41fcca1a0
xq7ww96ede133ptabo5wyqla9vxq7ww9Woman 40-60 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other personal experience and identity Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 not sure- seems like a more conservative procreation marriage based assumed norm - not talked about5 6 3 2 4 4 1 1 separating the concept of lust from the act of sex would be a great start-2019-09-20 17:59:502019-09-20 18:03:00574c49d7b6
zldbrzsdnh4sgxcrbvqezldbrwuo8fpoMan Over 60 United States 1 Other My own experience.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other All of the above. 0 Sex is a natural human activity that bonds couples to each other.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Education and open discussion. Shame is overcome by trust.2019-09-20 17:53:202019-09-20 17:57:159085f3045a
p8fw8sxfqtyep8fw86w0mqhj6v271t93Man 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 3 3 3 1 5 6 1 2019-09-20 17:29:362019-09-20 17:55:55ece7aa097f

48mn7k5jpwbuiprssm48mnpv8yfzmu9zMan 40-60 India 1 Other Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 Full fill mutual sexual desire/ need with your partner.4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4
By quating Gurbani as reference. 
Through open media like Sikh net, etc2019-09-20 17:44:022019-09-20 17:55:11843c82b134

xmcanuncqdfy9kb7vke7wmxmcanlub3kWoman 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Natural dictates of the body...your body will inform you when you are growing up...just like it will let yiu know if you are unwell...etcBetween a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Love is the base...uou can have sex for any reason that suits you both0 There are four aspects to every realtionship - physical, mental, emotional and spiritual. You need to satisfy all four to have a healthy relationship. 7 7 7 1 6 3 3
I feel they should address issue pertaining to love and  tolerance ...and recognizing the Inner Divinity...listening to their inner voice...We are not an organised church..Sikhie is a process.  it is also a way of life demanding continuous progress. The institutions should respect and reinforce that...We need to practise Sikhie not follow it. We follow our Living Guru. Read Gurmukhi...find your path, your process through Shabad.

2019-09-20 17:36:552019-09-20 17:54:39df73e1684d
spbie6i51so13ud80hcspbi97qvutaxzMan 19-25 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 discussion 2019-09-20 17:28:452019-09-20 17:52:5948a74ead41
cfftvbozctbwc5ezykrocfftvbozpzcsMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a natural part of life for both humans and animals.4 5 3 2 1 5 3 2 Not making the discussion a huge social taboo so that it eventually desensitizes the topic of sex down to a normal conversation to the sangat rather than erupting emotions of anger, lust, or embarrassment because it isn't talked about.2019-09-20 17:37:442019-09-20 17:45:19c745d04076
xr435oeuoy362eywdixqxr435owdu4syWoman 26-39 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Love between married couple 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Educating young adults about how gurmat preceives self control and grehast jiwan2019-09-20 17:34:562019-09-20 17:39:42b8d18504ac
2pvkhrc9bld9gwf12pvkhofiefscpfv0Woman 26-39 United States 1 Other My own experiences Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Physical intimacy such as sex is an important part of a relationship just like emotional intimacy.6 6 6 5 6 6 6 5 LGBTQ support groups be a nice start as well as informing the general sikh public that sex or homosexuality is not a sin.2019-09-20 17:28:302019-09-20 17:37:2402b58e22b7
dg2vq5gvan84yy9zi1j1dg2vqw5v3hhgMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I'm not sure. 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 Start discourse in a healthy and open minded manner2019-09-20 17:32:342019-09-20 17:36:579610a29ede
4ntqg2pvzzipqer274ntqu2bpjg95czqMan Over 60 United States 1 Other Social activisim Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction 2019-09-20 17:29:462019-09-20 17:32:4625f2eadf89
n6zx6aes5od6mvkfrj06n6zx6aesuepiMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 6 4 4 3 3 2019-09-20 17:23:472019-09-20 17:27:281aac2f9a53

276z0pewatzhs33emhrr276z0pewabytMan Over 60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other 1 TALKING TO FRIENDS  2 LEARNT IN MEDICAL SCHOOLBetween a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Company,repose, satisfaction, etc. 0 1 In human life sex plays an extremely importantt role.  2 By many it is considered 4 It should be taught in school from a younger age. 5 There should be discussions about it.  6                                                                  a taboo. 3 In adult life it is a norm. 4 I think it is   t role. 2 My understanding is this topic is1 3 6 6 2 3 4 2
1 Your questions are good. 2 Your typeform is very poor. 3 You must change it to a different format : try to improve it and simplify it.    4,Sikhi can be discussed in Guruduwaras or Langar halls or spaces outside like rented spaces. 
 5 There is a tremendous potential for digital and on line learning these days ; to the appropriate audience.2019-09-20 14:04:242019-09-20 17:27:025f125113d4

mc03jaq3zar5wu19h5mc03b6v4lus8t0Man 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 sex is part of the world we live in. we are to live in this world and fulfill our worldly roles2 7 6 3 1 7 7 1 it is often treated as a taboo topic. i think more open discussions regarding it can help or maybe smaller discussions in the sikh perspective2019-09-20 17:18:042019-09-20 17:24:06d787ee9897
h482pnhmew74zx9cmcrh482pnrzdve8eMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 personal decision 5 6 6 4 3 6 7 5 provide idas 2019-09-20 17:15:372019-09-20 17:18:099ec9da8c37
i8lkhe92ldqsdqrqgsi8lkhue8fzpnn7Man Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Education 2019-09-20 17:10:062019-09-20 17:17:494730feba90
p184hqoeyxkltq40nnp184hqooqjemkhWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Natural part of human experience4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 Talk about the natural process instead of just being man and wife2019-09-20 17:04:222019-09-20 17:11:40e7f8aac811
flt5i5u5cchv7ooa8s8flt5i55zffkwxMan 26-39 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction For love 1 Sex is improtant for human body and for increase population,4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Organize awareness programme2019-09-20 17:00:312019-09-20 17:09:46ade4b7cf60
y60gk01pqmhtzlqy60mglcspehhij1y9Woman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I think kaam refers to negative, overbearing thoughts of desire for anything - not just sexual encounters. We are to live in the world, to engage, to experience the "normal" and sex is a part of that. But, we also have to be careful to not allow any one thing to interfere in our lives in a way that hinders our progress and positive impact on the world. So, I don't think sex, masturbation, or other sexual acts outside of marriage are wrong. Re human life and sex - sex is not only for procreation. In that case, people who are on contraceptives, are infertile, or homosexual would not have sex.2 5 4 2 3 6 6 1 I think the fact that discussion with sangat is not a part of many our Gurudwara services is awful. There are no themes oftentimes. If there was a calender - this week we are discussing violence  in the home, or alcoholism in the community, or gatekeeping within Sikhi, etc, we would have the foundation to approach more "controversial" topics too. Having a Guru Granth  Sahib Ji based katha about the topic first, kirtan next, and then an actual collaborative discussion where you turn to your sangat and talk would probably help. There is no space, currently, in many of our traditional Gurudwaras for feedback or suggestions, and that just pushes people away from even attending, let alone having any sort of meaningful discussion once there.2019-09-20 16:49:272019-09-20 17:05:1092223dd776
39x9yems1r5qglt339x9ylczgrbimgyrMan 26-39 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is important part of life as provided by God but there is thin line between lust and love. Having said that once “I” goes away, this desire will also go away. We need to rise above our thoughts on sex6 5 5 6 4 5 5 5 Well focus on Naam and everything else falls in place. Sikh institutions should focus on Naam and once people get themselves in Naam, sex will of no importance. Guru Granth Sahib ji focus on Naam and not sex. This is not a topic to be preached about. Even if you want to address lust, you should do all five vices together. The problem with society is that we are doing everything possible except bringing people closer to Naam2019-09-20 16:53:262019-09-20 17:03:55391f97274c
2n1bqtir3lcd5res2n1bqxcqlkdjtqspMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex can be okay as a Sikh, but in moderation.3 7 5 3 3 7 5 3 Important to have open discussion2019-09-20 16:51:442019-09-20 16:56:44df73e1684d
vo1i89yj7jgs6nqk7skvo1i8eo6me4xpWoman Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Since I am Sikh, I need to be open and understanding the perspective who don't feel that their biological and emotional needs, why they dont' fit the norm.   I would be curious to know how Gurbani supports various forms of sexuality, such as homosexuals and, transgenders, Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is normal aspect of human life, as long is it is in done consenting couple, in committed relationship4 4 4 2 5 5 4 2 It is very important topic, through seminars and youtube, TV, healthy sexuality is importnt2019-09-20 16:36:592019-09-20 16:56:120fc90880c3
ut52ulioyh8sis3l4ut52o3op9jztg74Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is appropriate & necessary for a, consenting heterosexual married couple, as you live as a householder. 5 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 Face the realities of how young people address and engage in this issue. It is more prevalent than the community is willing to accept.2019-09-20 16:44:542019-09-20 16:55:51d78c445098
m0oykxn6nmau8z247twtum0oykxn6zqhMan 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 No idea 1 5 4 1 1 6 4 1 Please tell us what guru wisdom instruct Sikhs on this topic. We friends feel helpless on this topic. No body is there to guide us. Do something for your younger brothers. Thanks2019-09-20 16:42:132019-09-20 16:52:04 7599751396
3qfcdhlhwqdqklbadd2613qfcd1ozoylMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Family life & natural 5 6 4 2 1 1 1 1 Outreach and remove stigma attached to sex2019-09-20 16:45:092019-09-20 16:49:546a2e9c47e5
4r5wnn2i7arl9ieps4r5wnn2h2b0t3j3Man 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 2 2 2 locality 2019-09-20 16:27:172019-09-20 16:43:4599b5addf74
zzvq2sfnekkg74guarnzzvq7nlowuxcgWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 It's only for reproduction and only appropriate after marriage.4 6 5 3 2 6 5 4 To provide tools that speak on the topic and inform the youth. In now a days, kids will find sexuality online or tv. It shouldn't be hidden but be spoken about with the appropriate family member to explain why, how and what questions the youth might have. In my experience it was taboo to speak about it as it's something you do when you get married.2019-09-20 15:24:382019-09-20 16:42:504c7d6a6480
v1le8g9d2tc5hmd6ev1le8g9ei6yxx9hWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is necessity for one’s well being and necessary for nature/offspring building3 2 3 3 5 2 2 No discussions ever seen2019-09-20 15:57:062019-09-20 16:42:38d8fb6ef7a0
dp18q7c0b0hv1nn5bl2ckdp18q7cz5lvWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 For love and creating a deeper relationship with your partner.3 4 3 1 3 4 2 1 not sure. 2019-09-20 16:34:592019-09-20 16:40:38 9265152971
7kov30x2bb9ccd917kov3gek5nsj1a8gMan 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 communication in a sacred relationship4 5 6 3 2 2 2 1 sure 2019-09-20 16:23:332019-09-20 16:26:0563e2755147
2g89piag3izd5yge52g89pi5r4juhvpfMan 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 1 Kudrat / maya 2 6 6 4 1 1 1 1 Learn from vidvans. Learn our history.2019-09-20 16:18:432019-09-20 16:26:04d617f50381
2u2bftao3ud1r88bj32u2bft4sz3frhtWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Rather than an expression of love or desire, it’s a tool to procreate. It’s something one does in marriage to begin a family. It’s not considered to be an expression of love or desire because we should be trying to control our lust and attachment.  2 7 4 1 1 3 2 1 Like Punjabi class and gurmat class at gurdwaras or camps, there should also be a class that allows kids/teens to be in a safe space to ask contemporary questions, such as sexuality with a Sikh lens. We learn gurbani but not how to implement it realistically in life. Kids feel shame, guilt, and embarrassed while growing up because they have a lack of understanding of what it means to be human and a Sikh. There should also be a class available for parents/adults as well. So many south asians don’t know what healthy relationships look like or have proper knowledge of sex-Ed. Children grow up without having “the talk” and this form unhealthy relationships with others a and themselves. A lot of times parents also exempt their kids from sex-Ed at schools as well. The south Asian community has a long systemic history with alcoholism, abuse, violence, sexism, etc etc so when children aren’t taught what healthy love is or have seen healthy love, how can they be free to be who they are and establish healthy behaviours themselves? Parents/adults should also have classes where topics of sex, gender, dating, marriage, love, acceptance are all talked about. Another way to get express their information could be to create a website that expresses all these things that parents and kids can use as a reference. 2019-09-20 16:06:552019-09-20 16:21:45eb8c20d759
ssfqrwncftbu7nhdbe7vjwr7khssfqrwMan 26-39 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 For sikh sex should be a part ofmaried life to reproduce1 6 7 3 2 5 7 4 Today hardly any sikh institute discuss about sexuality and if start discussing about it then many problems of rural Punjab could be solve like drugs2019-09-20 15:50:092019-09-20 16:11:42179f79e76d
ubc0k6e4huoi3dmubc0gc0zu32erbbj5Woman 26-39 Ireland 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Reproduction and loving relationship4 7 7 5 7 5 4 4 Show it’s not sinful2019-09-20 15:59:392019-09-20 16:03:56b6d6708102
hug3d6fruatqnoiuifuahug3d6e9srm6Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In my opinion Sikhi accepts the role of Sex in life and rejects fanatical abstinence. However, this all needs to happen in an environment governed by the institution of Marriage. 2 6 5 1 4 7 1 1 The subject is very much a Taboo but needs to be moved into a more acceptable area to discuss as it affects everybody in some way or other. In the first instance Institutions need to be sensitive to what the key issues are that people are dealing with on a personal level and possibly take tentative steps without touching on the controversial topics immediately.2019-09-20 15:49:102019-09-20 16:02:57bb1c9ec464
0yhhjjyv2r7baroantp0yhhj5qnj1ms1Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a requirement for human life, but it also allows people to express themselves. As long as it does not consume your thoughts/being, it is not only good but healthy between consenting people. 4 7 7 4 4 4 4 4 Other non-Sikhi, cultural events2019-09-20 15:55:052019-09-20 16:01:133fc71a5327
r8zjenw5tqhenr633r8z0mi1lqs5ap39Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think this answer varies from Sikh to Sikh. However, I think the traditional religious answer is that sex is for pro-creation and that any other sex is an expression of kam. I strongly disagree with this traditional viewpoint. But recognize that it exists.  2 7 6 6 2 7 6 5 I think Sikh institutions need to break the silence around sexuality and just start talking about it.  Create safe spaces that are non-judgmental and non-dogmatic for people, especially young people, to talk about sexuality. It IS a major part of our lives and our silence as a community is very damaging. So having groups and/or classes at Gurdwaras, camps, tele-classes etc. we need to open it up and stop pushing it down. 2019-09-20 15:51:542019-09-20 16:00:5466ffcc67c0
b02em8suakoyrtnbvdxsb02e71u7d352Man 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhism doesnt look down upon sex. It is considered a part of human nature, and so the Gurus never asked people to shun sex.7 7 7 7 5 6 7 By being more understanding and knowledgable and accepting2019-09-20 15:55:492019-09-20 16:00:03a3c88632de
6yapr75xvk0tni6y2nfppymag8mxuow2Woman 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 FRom what I have understood from Gursikhs is that, sexual relationship in Sikhi is acceptable in a husband and a wife after Anand Kaaraj. Further, from a Bhagti perspective in Sikhi, sex must be seen as a means of pro-creation only.5 3 4 3 5 5 5 5 Since, Sikhi allows a sexual relationship only after Anand Kaaraj, the discussion should actually begin around a healthy relationship between the couple. Today, nobody especially in India, talks about Sexuality in general. By not discussing, you are allowing room for confusion, fear and misunderstanding in growing teenagers and eventually in adults with no knowledge about how to understand it just like principally like anger or greed in normal Sikh life.  2019-09-20 15:48:182019-09-20 15:59:3318881ae3ff
shk60lkgwulspt4681shk67ao4f72pz4Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) For love 7 7 7 4 4 5 4 3 2019-09-20 15:55:232019-09-20 15:58:47fa3cb36d9a
d5bp7r3l8hok8jed5bpb59vi55qmlmnfMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Other Can be appropriate for pro creation, love, and at times pleasure depending on the scenario 0 It's purpose is pro creation and one should not get caught up in it and that is when it becomes a sin. Lust is bad not sex.4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 They can create discussion even in small group settings at an event or even get individual thoughts on it. Or through powerpoints and slides issuing how it relates to Sikhi and how it should be applied in Sikhi concepts.2019-09-20 15:46:432019-09-20 15:56:454e832aa530
dccnmzhx5a5nkligj7ddccnmzh28mfwoMan 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 It’s an integral part 3 6 4 2 2 5 4 1 2019-09-20 15:47:322019-09-20 15:50:19ae35d3a107
qaqr5tt100w3puoe7qaqr5huuwugs8dfMan 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 N/A 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Create conversations at large Sikh gatherings2019-09-20 15:42:492019-09-20 15:48:469154b73055

azu9ar6duz5e7ofzya0tv8mazu9a5xnbMan 26-39 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Bani from Dasam Granth which highlights the symptoms - telling what happens to you when you fall prey to sexual desiresBetween a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Important part of our life and something beyond sin or guilt. Beyond two bodies and not an object.5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5

Honest and open discussions are required with reference to contemporary world. Relevance is important and person educating should have clear knowledge of topic - both from Gurbani and scientific (hormonal changes, puberty etc) lens. We often take sex as taboo, make gender base decisions e.g. something wrong for girls vs right for boys and believe that enforcing culture, honour, gurbani, fear etc. will help people to understand and curb their desires. Deeper wisdom of Gurbani and experience that gurbani wants us to have is required to be idolised. Often folks lecturing on gurbani also feels uncomfortable discussing these issues and even when a question is asked, it's shot down very quickly or taken offline.
Often I feel that once one has tasted the "Ras" sublime sweetness of Gurbani then other "Ras" are "feekey" tasteless. But larger question would be - how do we impart experience of gurbani when the experiencers are few and often those who preach are 
Iike someone who hasn't experienced sweetness is selling sugar.
My personal views - 
Bhul chuk maaf
🙏 2019-09-20 14:55:362019-09-20 15:48:324c8c0c75ee

3lxjn8s6wr4s3y2zo73lxjnd4sjx6unhWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is necessary to create human life.2 7 4 1 3 7 5 3 More awareness such as this survey2019-09-20 15:26:572019-09-20 15:48:069610a29ede
p3pj9rlpdwlvww6p3pj9rz4cxbxtt408Woman 19-25 Australia 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Would like to learn about it 1 7 7 2 1 7 7 1 Educate more people. Its a natural thing not a taboo2019-09-20 15:34:412019-09-20 15:38:10ec928f3db4
0crrwy2fa61emkl10crrwvbun0qn3v7uMan 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I know what my understanding of sex is and can be, I am unsure of what a “Sikh” understanding would be.2 6 6 4 3 7 6 4 Sexuality is a piece of the larger pie called life.  Part of sexuality is having a safe place to be open and discuss.  Taking a hardline stance like Catholicism has May drive away an open discussion.  Allowing an open an safe environment is a start to a complicated question.2019-09-20 15:29:562019-09-20 15:36:3211915889c5
91xagewc0qvfi5o8waef1k91xagzc2jaMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other introspection Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other non-purposive 0 6 7 7 6 2 3 3 1 2019-09-20 15:22:002019-09-20 15:28:29df73e1684d
n9nj1b5hiyo2axon9nj1ae58ippishcqMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Companionship and love 5 5 3 3 3 5 5 3 Just be open and accepting. We are all god's children.2019-09-20 15:23:512019-09-20 15:27:50df73e1684d
cc2pjlkrhapooxhgnilcc2pjlhyoasd8Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 Sex is for procreation only. 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 They can start by not looking down on it or giving it negative association.2019-09-20 15:19:222019-09-20 15:27:39a7f2489567
8lmi81d9j4sdmn3mq8lmi81vy2u4bmk1Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a part of life, as are the concepts of sangat, marriage, etc. It is an exchange of loving acts and energy, and human connection. We are sexual beings, just as we are spiritual beings. 3 6 6 3 3 6 6 2 open discussions, content build around this subject, references within Sikhi2019-09-20 14:49:132019-09-20 15:10:08388164e663
8k99uejgmwqsl325fz6r8k99uego7bn0Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not Sure, for pro-creation is one reason, 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 More reference to gurbani, Its difficult topic to discuss as it's been some suppressed in our community. Sex and Sexuality that is something prevalent in mankind... but I don't think we have much of an understanding other than Kam is something we know we need to overcome. 2019-09-20 14:56:082019-09-20 15:04:530eef15983e
g653df1tvihffdk26y7iyexg653dq2wfMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Own ExperiencesBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 A Sikh understanding of sex is that it is a natural part of life, and we shouldn't run from it nor should we be controlled by it. Our Guru gives us the tools to recognize that sex can be a proponent of lust and we have to use the tools to understand that we shouldn't be consumed by lust. Sex however is also a beautiful part of life shared by two committed souls who want to express their utmost love and union with one another - or it can be. Sex is also necessary to procreate and be a part of this world, also as our gurus advocated. I believe that our community can conflate sex & lust.7 7 5 4 5 7 7 5 I'm not sure, this is a bigger issue and there's a lot to tackle. Women shouldn't be objectified is two fold. Men as a whole need to break away from this old notion that men are "owed" anything by women, and that's some sort of cultural thing that has roots in Indian culture for thousands of years in general. I see it in my friends and it's disappointing. For some reason, our youth see sexuality as validation and place value on that validation. Boys are chasing girls to feel valuable and girls want to feel valued at a young age due to all the body shaming and other stigma that young girls face as well as protecting their own bodies and sexuality. Then they grow up like this and he behavior continues as a deep seated culture.2019-09-20 14:52:192019-09-20 15:04:42da31599d8f
xozcvgrwhezljiop8xozcklt7ntproavWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a natural human  desire and needs to be channeled into a committed relationship so we are not preoccupied with it and do dangerous immoral things5 6 6 4 3 6 5 3 They can recognize that it exists and that people especially young people are having sex and have an open safe place for them to talk about it. They also should embrace their LGBTQ Sangat2019-09-20 14:58:522019-09-20 15:04:39727935bc5d
4wi05uxnj6wgj3d4wij7f7x76by7qkk0Man 40-60 United States 1 Other Personal perception cumulative information from various sources over time.Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a bodily function. That has it role in procreation, love, and pleasure.  7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 Spread the correct message through available means of communication not limited to in-person only.2019-09-20 14:57:332019-09-20 15:03:525442f7c07c
dyjuc05bwdhl92itvdyjuc0ngu7yyrd1Man Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 natural for procreation in all species4 6 6 5 3 6 2 1 education from SGGS perspective2019-09-20 14:53:142019-09-20 15:02:40fee98fbddb
nah9daogfjpwuw9nnah9dcw77a4z5qk7Man 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is just a way of proving 2 bodies with 1 soul and creation of next generation.7 4 4 4 6 4 5 4 2019-09-20 14:55:482019-09-20 15:00:4736f3ceb0b0
87f60d5u4hyymya8x87f60t4356rkwzbMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 To pretreate 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 Seminar/ discussion2019-09-20 14:51:362019-09-20 14:55:0455ac3516fa
jkcxsivg2p3lmmpyjjkcxx37km0j1lgtWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Its a way of connecting with your partner5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 Have open forums and seminars related to genders2019-09-20 14:43:032019-09-20 14:50:129f19b218ef
1w5194ibn71ljryagwy7r1w519k1fru6Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex should be between two consenting adults who respect one another and recognise the presence of the divine in one another.1 5 3 3 1 6 4 2 Listen to community members who are LGBTQI+ and give them a platform to speak about their experiences, and take a firm stance against discrimination against LGBTQI+ people and people with atypical, consensual sexual lives.2019-09-20 14:33:072019-09-20 14:38:445fb2d3cdd9
mz0lokggc27r3sffitlmz0lok1wn80d7Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 For procreation and creating a deeper connection with your partner.1 5 4 1 1 6 4 1 Educate community that sex is a natural part of life and should not be a taboo subject. More needs to be done as well for better engagement on LGBTQ issues.2019-09-20 14:33:052019-09-20 14:38:13a2333da901
poe1gh8s3tk4oj55hjpoe1gr53v346qhMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It’s very confusing to me. Only in my forty’s I try to keep sex and Sikhi separate. Listening to Sikh preachers has only brought guilty feelings about sex.1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 I learned everything about sex from pornography. I was not allowed to take sex education classes. It’s a big taboo in our culture and perhaps religion. I feel we are an ultra conservative culture where discussions about sex are not simple. But nobody has explained what GGS perspective on sex. From what I heard from preachers is that it’s sin and should be controlled or tamed. It’s a topic that’s very disorienting when looking at it from the perspective of sikhi.2019-09-20 14:20:012019-09-20 14:36:46d129e86f73
v3spygsvfqr4ssmthv3spciven481iiiWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 1 5 5 4 1 5 5 4 Speak openly about these issues2019-09-20 14:27:332019-09-20 14:32:13193946d1cf
3ub68ah6zxlqdocko3ub68aaz1x6bmmeMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Education and interaction with societyBetween a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 For a Sikh, sex should not be able to override a Sikh’s character and integrity5 5 5 4 6 6 6 5 Sex education should be compulsory for all ages2019-09-20 14:15:482019-09-20 14:25:19305ff199c0
zmfqe6ulzz9c2zmfq1trff8v7zill05sWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 ? 2 3 3 1 3 3 3 2 ? 2019-09-20 14:16:002019-09-20 14:18:53d7eda03c7c
uesz963yvquyuppud7pe3xuesz9rv2otWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman For love 0 4 5 3 1 1 4 5 3 2019-09-20 14:13:332019-09-20 14:17:2830fc44e0cf
xxsn8k5gt10y6gs9w3xxsnpmbi6j45xnWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhi is more related to pro creation and love for another human being7 7 5 4 3 7 5 2 I believe they can focus on healthy and unhealthy relationships, thoughts surrounding consent, and educating the youth especially of dating violence. 2019-09-20 14:12:342019-09-20 14:17:1221f82ce4d2

3zyu6se3zpcqafx6waial23zyu6s809iWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part of the natural order of creation. Sex and sexual desire are ethically neutral. How they are expressed can be harmful or life enhancing.7 7 3 4 5 5 3 3
Because Sikhi derives from the Guru Granth Sahib and is explicit on sexuality only (as far as I know) in Asa di War about respect for women, I would say that any “institutional” stance would be derived from cultural norms and therefore fraught with personal preferences. There seems to be a trend toward “Sikhism”, away from “Sikhi” because human beings love to pontificate, love to glom onto "one answer fits all". Sexuality is complicated. Sexual issues of individual Sikhs can be discussed in online forums or in small group settings. Each Sikh has a personal relationship with Waheguru and their life reflects this relationship, a life of virtue--love of Waheguru and service. How sexuality is expressed with flow from this love.   

2019-09-20 13:37:452019-09-20 14:14:156d948b1047
8kd515uelbouwxi9e9e6b8kd515ug1g1Man 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Pass 3 5 4 3 1 1 1 1 Pass 2019-09-20 14:00:342019-09-20 14:05:158d3b443881
qokkf0ysqt5e4fj1kpqokkz7gqdf1wirMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Sex for pleasure is wrong 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Be non judgemental but explain the rationale behind our beliefs2019-09-20 13:52:012019-09-20 14:02:119cc37d185c
0lp76rg23uftwagwx0lp76r3f9qetxrhWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 13:55:032019-09-20 13:58:562f4c236461
1ahtt4y5h6y3kqi6yrdn1ahttxokq5tmMan 40-60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Other It's a need of the body 0 It's a need of human life 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Through discussions (not seminars)2019-09-20 13:42:222019-09-20 13:50:07b178e8a723
l3cne7nu8opsc794chall3cne7dstiveWoman 40-60 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sex between a married couple but there shd be mutual love and respect6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Through Gurbani and open mindedness2019-09-20 13:40:582019-09-20 13:48:1061af10d59b
2y1zirrgrf4mvk1yvaqlfdj2y1zirrgiMan Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Married people and to pro-create and between married people.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 We don't have Sikh Institutions. As a result they are little or no discussions. We are still in the dark ages when we discuss these issues.2019-09-20 13:37:122019-09-20 13:44:08dfa0e749f4
pbapul55gqfgcs9efapba9idjlprf0x5Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 2019-09-20 13:36:422019-09-20 13:39:35bf44e49830
ym8b5d1ozj9m8ixpcg3ym8b5d17ewe34Man 40-60 Kenya 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a spiritual act, an experience that should shared regardless of an individual's gender.  5 6 6 1 5 6 6 1 Not to treat it as a cultural taboo or a sin especially when it comes to an individual's gender.2019-09-20 13:18:092019-09-20 13:37:20d294357800
gikt42kibomaau72ktm7tgikt42kifi3Man 19-25 India 0 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Thought, desire, physical need etc1 I don't know, I'm not a sikh 4 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 I don't know much about it2019-09-20 13:24:272019-09-20 13:34:259610a29ede
afor1g3785xs9toojisafor1gs3k21sgMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Science Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhi values of love, tolerance, equality and inclusion should extend to sexual relationships5 6 5 5 5 6 5 5 Provide information, counselling and support. Create safe spaces for discussion.2019-09-20 13:20:222019-09-20 13:29:59d5a6aa24bb
xrn8a49uxpdpzxrn8a9xwvk0qv02z76eMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 my understanding of gurbani, sex is for pro-creation of life5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1 everything should be lead from what gurbani tells us, after that it should be a clear line of what is someone personal feelings related to the subject2019-09-20 13:22:062019-09-20 13:28:29b058c9899f
u2megfqyqoy4m63g87u2megf1coy0uoyWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Via consulting adults. 6 6 6 6 1 6 3 2 Talk about it more openly; workshops, discussions, websites etc. 2019-09-20 13:21:052019-09-20 13:27:10c03b45d0fe
pz92n1r53qv9866x0s9upz92n1rubu01Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2019-09-20 13:19:452019-09-20 13:25:24c7c9d1f1e3
0xmdbjrdy6kl3n0xmdbjiba2vd0ouwh0Man 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other NA 0 Read Gurbani, don't ask me. 3 6 6 5 3 6 6 5 Good luck 2019-09-20 13:20:542019-09-20 13:23:3679a79275c0
n34wkslx49d0e4gn341n0n54u5izg1n0Woman 19-25 India 1 Other My knowledge. Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Sex is a part of physically intimacy between husband and wife, it can be a beautiful experience and it's also how families start.1 5 4 2 1 4 3 2 Discourse, discussions, counselling and support groups.2019-09-20 13:17:092019-09-20 13:22:319e0c375b69
0hvxczrasjr42xh4z0hvrwna3z01gdf2Woman 40-60 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love 0 Need it to procreate 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 have forums for open discussions if needed2019-09-20 13:05:302019-09-20 13:21:4029be8f4b00
3qj44b9igecxnk8oz7d3qj44b99yygo9Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex is integral part of human life. But it is becoming more and more a subject.4 6 6 4 4 3 4 2 Wisdom of Gurbani should be the source of our understanding and sharing.2019-09-20 13:12:012019-09-20 13:20:10822fe232c2
m4aqeskuy8h0hxoijay0utm4aqest1bdWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is for love, procreation, to be treated with respect, thoughtfulness, with respect to your body and your partner's body. CONSENT6 6 6 3 4 6 6 2 Talk about it! 2019-09-20 13:14:092019-09-20 13:18:52ec9e8c876c
ct4a897xsd5yez7ct4ayq5x8ogetovftWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a healthy component of life. Guru ji encourages us to live a family life, not be a celibate hermit 4 7 7 3 4 7 7 3 2019-09-20 13:10:012019-09-20 13:15:34a58e169235
izmcufvczrjdc4guqszrizmcuifnai37Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other It would be useful to define what ''perspective on sexuality' means. Does it mean my conception of sexuality as a biological, cultural, spiritual construct? My own sexuality? That of others? My views on sexuality have developed as I have matured and engage with myself on a spiritual level. Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 5 this is my answer to the former question 13 In its plurality sex can mean many things, identity, practice, culture, communication, biology, spirituality. For me the first place to start thinking of sex is its relationship to identity and ego, since these are the preoccupations of sikhi and gurmat philosophy. If fundamentally, sikhi iis a practice enabling us to know and govern the ego, to realise what is beyond identity and beyond identification with ones self, then the idea of defining oneself according to a sexual orientation, any sexual orientation that is hetero/homo/bi sexual is reinforcing some egocentricity. I don’t think sikhi asks us to transcend sexuality, but to see it as a practice that must be framed within commitments to the spiritual journey of a sikh. So I eschew being labelled hetero or homosexual, I don’t identify myself according to sexual orientation. Identifying as such conjures an identity I just don’t feel exists. To declare myself as having a sexual orientation feels false. In a way I suppose that is why I see a lot of truth in discourses of queerness or sapiosexuality or asexuality where people do not submit to pre conceived categorisations of sexuality and try to go beyond being identified according to a polar orientation of attraction to some form of ‘the sex; be it ‘opposite’ ‘same’ or otherwise.  However this doesn’t mean I don’t think we can do without these labels, as much as they are discriminatory constructs, they also help to avoid discrimination by helping us to be conscious of structural prejudices and oppression e.g. equal opportunities HR policies. There are so many other things to discuss when it comes to sex, we really need to define what the questions are first of all.  2019-09-20 12:57:052019-09-20 13:14:31ac3402dcb5
gud2qrjn6gsrzzefbgud2qti9no7iol2Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 Gurbani supports and encourages grihsti life which includes marriage, sex and having kids. It also warns us about kam or lust which is prevents us from connecting with Divine.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 It's a personal matter.2019-09-20 13:06:462019-09-20 13:14:040be81460be
bv5dho0vp1c5l52s0jbv5dhork60r707Woman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is one’s choice, and one’s sexuality is one’s connection to self and others. Sikhi is all about being inclusive of others so it is counterproductive to exclude people for having sexual relations before marriage and for being in relationships out of heteronormativity. Sikhi is about one’s connection to their own spirituality not about gate keeping. Sex on the surface level can be seen as procreation but in a deeper level can be seen as intimate, connecting with others, and building trust. 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 Provide proper sex Ed that’s not biased and based on shaming and resources for those interested in having sex. Be inclusive of the LGBTQ+ community. Be against rape culture and abusers. Sikhi institutions need to stop enabling abusive men in our communities to allow sex and marriage to be seen as more than just a power dynamic for men to gain from. To talk about sexuality is to protect survivors of abuse. A lot of work needs to be done.2019-09-20 13:01:022019-09-20 13:07:05745c7bb5bc
gbau685848altuitgbau68horpg27gbeWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 it should be consentuous and for human growth and for fulfillment of desires and needs7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 have more open discussions and give the platform to young individuals to share their thoughts and opinions.2019-09-20 13:01:002019-09-20 13:06:533c0f08dbcb
i4ugtynx9hnwb0s00y5i4ugtyt59qu9uWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sikhi teaches us that sexual desire is a distraction because all of our earthly attachments and desires are Maya.2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 It would mean a lot just to have an understanding that people have human desires and that they are natural.2019-09-20 12:57:392019-09-20 13:05:403534d37f9f
l1uv4kjlqm0wlh13v9ml1uv4kjd4bgq3Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation 0 Just a way to bring another life to the world2 5 6 2 2 6 6 1 They don't and that's why they really need to open up and talk about it.2019-09-20 13:00:302019-09-20 13:04:57c72dc0a8e1
kq5f4y04rlybfbgdmckq5f4j13i8px20Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other To fulfill a need 0 Not sure about the Sikh understanding. From what I know, we are all about body under water, head with the guru. In grishti jeevan, we eat, sleep, work, fulfill our needs but don’t let it consume us to the point where we forget the guru. So I would say sex falls in that list. As a married couple, you’re going to be attracted to your partner and you can’t always just turn it off. So I think one should engage in sex to fulfill their desire and turn off that voice in their brain, but not engage in it so much that that’s all they do. 4 6 4 2 1 6 2 1 They haven’t, other than saying same sex couples can’t get married. 2019-09-20 12:55:452019-09-20 12:59:416da6558ef0
8cuxpksqq6bd7v7f3f98cuxpkphx9upaWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Books, Research Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Between consenting adults 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Be open and non judgemental.2019-09-20 12:49:042019-09-20 12:54:1765b3eb5a6a
za5mr3096ejgx59nza5mqptiphx4fm5rWoman 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love Other Intimacy with partner 0 Sex is a beautiful expression and gift of having this human life7 6 7 6 5 5 6 5 Through questioning and being offered an open, egalitarian  and loving Sikh alternative to the colonial Christian sexual culture that was adopted 2019-09-20 12:48:222019-09-20 12:52:19a4b0f5e72d
zpc4b260y3anxzy9jbxzpc4zo5t4lwq0Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Where kaam is under control. Not kaam controls you.4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2019-09-20 12:47:412019-09-20 12:52:00 4277796669
75h7o1wdmyo0pgprb75h7o50ehz1sqj3Woman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 1 Guru sahib says to stay in grehsti4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 Not at all 2019-09-20 12:39:242019-09-20 12:47:392f3d7a476a
mse7k32tsuo65dj380jmse7keqzg9i0rWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-09-20 12:37:542019-09-20 12:41:037227ac30f0
mjuiplqgdxpuyo1uztmjuipl3vwz82bdGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s a natural process. 5 5 7 6 3 4 7 1 Seminars 2019-09-20 12:35:522019-09-20 12:40:53d500e70dc0



osb6fjcsyuvlbi0mezzosb6fjc68aioyMan 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other My education: foray into critical theories and understandings as to workings of power / hierarchies in our society.Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Honestly I don't know how to articulate this. But I would say that sex isn't framed as an 'issue' whereas kaam is the underlying issue. Kaam, for me, is a question of power - who is being reduced / objectified in a situation which will then lead to one feeling overpowered by lust - it's a question of power.6 6 6 4 5 6 6 4

- Provision of Sex Ed classes (school ones are rubbish)

- Provision of CONSENT CLASSES (this is integral, sex happens and we must ensure it's consensual)

- Provision of sexuality / gender safety classes (education for those who may identify 'different to the norm')

- Actively teach history of LGBTQIA+ rights, e.g. Stonewall, thinking about projects related to LGBTQIA+ Sikh. 

I appreciate not all of these will be appropriate in a Gurdwara setting but can be forwarded by various healthcare/educational institutions affiliated with 'Sikh' groups.2019-09-20 12:31:262019-09-20 12:38:49ef75fa7a4e
5p58nm2z80ajz4g5pvb5ms3udh69bvf7Woman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My own thoughts and experiencesBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 I can only answer for myself, but I believe sex is a beautiful thing when consensual and is something that has varying degrees of importance in various stages of your life1 7 1 1 1 7 1 1 By having younger people available to talk about it with in confidence and without judgement.2019-09-20 12:14:242019-09-20 12:19:173d2ca40fd9

cn92rph075zpdkbyz7cn92rp8actesycWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Academic literature Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Humans were created with the intent to receive pleasure from sexual simulation to encourage procreation. Pleasure serves other purposes as well for humans, so sex is also important for sustaining humans7 7 1 2 1 7 7 1
By having a Q&A where myths are debunked and people are informed

2019-09-20 12:02:332019-09-20 12:11:26cd890a7db8
j8gvtzyreh8fasoe2lj8gv0c5txk4oa3Woman 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 1 Gurbani defines this 7 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 They should only do this within the constraints of Rehat Maryada and Gurbani2019-09-20 12:04:012019-09-20 12:06:25e747c5ff28
6ae2vhe77151rypyee76ae2vgdibcc55Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Between married man & woman 4 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 Discuss the good things and what not to do.2019-09-20 11:59:292019-09-20 12:05:166dc153fa83
xittbjpzy401qgxittvvstkiq8nx0utiMan 26-39 United States 1 Other Personal convictionBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a natural part of life. 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Do bios of Sikhs with diverse orientations. Ask Sikhs their oppinions and publish them in a video.2019-09-20 11:57:432019-09-20 12:03:41460b6ad666

zcdygj763wfm74tqnzcdygfqe6zbv4rbMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 It is an activity important for body like anything else3 2 2 1 1 3 3 2
Include lgbtqa+ members in the commitee of sikh institutions and let them participate in the activities.

2019-09-20 11:54:592019-09-20 12:00:2985b32095aa
yb5pss631whul37ouc0yb5pstbfn8hnsWoman 40-60 United States 1 Other thought leaders, scienceBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 it is a form of energy exchange that can be a spiritual practice of God connection7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 talks, events, share writings and discussions on social media2019-09-20 11:49:392019-09-20 11:54:25a529a8e67c
vt70rhfcg8lwqwhvvt707zl77962i3u5Man 19-25 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's good 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 They can make understands parents2019-09-20 11:37:352019-09-20 11:44:210695bc3497
j2hpmr7ecn4vu274z0qj2hpm0j1qwb7wMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 3 2 1 2 4 4 4 Just be more open2019-09-20 11:40:452019-09-20 11:43:439311991cd3
gpeo32r7xoszggpeovvgtzaca2ypigs2Man Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 11:34:122019-09-20 11:39:006db09fd4d7
7nyzj5fgaztqyfjsyj57nyzj5f091h42Man Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a nature's way of procreation within the confines of morality.6 6 6 4 3 6 6 4 2019-09-20 11:29:442019-09-20 11:36:4624dad9eee6
cbq2aih1vla1ls7bcbq2azyj4oaaozewMan 26-39 United States 1 Other Reflection and observation Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other All of the above 0 A natural part of existence. 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Decouple the idea of sex from lust. Remove guilt and manipulation from the conversation. Sikhi is about learning. But much Sikh discourse around sex is infused with repression. I think people need the freedom to try things in life and learn.2019-09-20 11:28:052019-09-20 11:34:23a9e7459661
2mq4mfjj0plxikxnj2mq4mffuwle9q2qWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Intuition and inner thoughtBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It should be considered as a sacred act and you should care for your body, mind and spirit and be sure to not cause harm to anyone involved. It should be within marriage and yet I think many committed relationships these days model quality of marriage and not all marriages do.4 6 6 7 3 5 5 5 More open discussion and open dialogue within realistic situations and not just aspirational or dogmatic standards. Also addressing it with younger children as well as with couples married or not. Addressing as many possible situations as possible.2019-09-20 11:21:232019-09-20 11:32:071d2ebaf8d0
803za97odkmcwty5gssxjz69803za97oGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other What's in your heartBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Guru ji made creatures sexual. It provides both procreation as well as a way to allow those in relationships to express commitment.4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 With kindness 2019-09-20 11:23:412019-09-20 11:28:20e6860bed91
07z8e2djcd15bu3ya07z8j06yehxz1z6Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is part of Grihast life and is not to be avoided. It should not be all consuming and overpower your actions though. It is appropriate in a relationship based on love and respect.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 By doing vichaar  of sexuality from the basis of SGGS this becomes possible.2019-09-20 11:18:262019-09-20 11:26:40076a0ebba4
10tw1m3uhjy8c11gf10tw1m9bf682pckMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a natural part of the human life. It serves both a procreation and recreational purpose. It shouldnt be treated any differently then other natural body functions, like eating, sleeping, walking, etc. However, it comes with a certain sense of responsibility. Evading consent is morally wrong. Performing it and then not taking care of the result is wrong. Its a sanctimonious act. I dont think gender or marital status matter, but commitment to each other(s) is paramount. 3 6 3 3 2 2 2 1 Making it less taboo. This by the way is not a sikh problem. But a punjabi problem. Our gurbani talks about it openly, our people are close-minded.2019-09-20 11:12:272019-09-20 11:26:20da299c7c6d
uf7b25lqvwz35zxxq6huf7b25mqpq970Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Is part of a loving relationship between a husband and wife (married heterosexual) couple7 3 3 2 4 2 2 2 Provide information via social media platforms and more formal gatherings2019-09-20 11:11:042019-09-20 11:15:5805066ff677
ou01ulylo4magzn0eou01ulyyvm6yqqhMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For love For pleasure or desire 0 A 6 7 7 5 6 6 6 6 A 2019-09-20 11:08:222019-09-20 11:10:274a48e44f76

25uwlvtdwfg4su25urigkph21ybf418oMan 26-39 China 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a part of human life. But do not let yourself be controlled and defined by it.3 7 7 3 2 6 6 4
Be open and accepting of all opinions. 
Sexuality has not been identified/discussed by any sikh institution due to the stigma aspect and is usually done behind closed doors if any. This does not work with the 21st century world. Institutions have to change themselves and re-define what sikhi means when it comes to sexuality.2019-09-20 11:01:322019-09-20 11:08:411ce109224b

ykcwndfzjbhdam5ehbt09ykcwndl6zaiWoman 19-25 Australia 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A means to not only procreate, but to have a healthy understanding of one’s own physical needs and sexuality, and s means to strengthen one’s relationship with their partner.4 5 3 2 1 2 2 1 Have open and critical dialogue about the topic, educational sessions, collaborating with health professionals to educate and engage the community so that the taboo related with the topic is reduced 2019-09-20 10:34:312019-09-20 10:40:559610a29ede
ywaevrc0hof76anhywajmpybv2b6xtjpWoman 40-60 United States 1 Other Self... for me and everyone else, I would hope that this is one factor they decide based on who they want to be. Not because of someone else’s perception.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Anyone should be able to practice what they deem appropriate4 4 4 1 4 4 4 1 This should be a topic discussed through forums in Gurdwara and community setting to educate and bring about awareness2019-09-20 10:26:442019-09-20 10:35:58edebbec458
nty8e1hym5d60w5f05nty8e1q4732tk6Man 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 It's a need, irrespective of religion. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 One should be educated on subject and aware of wellbeing.2019-09-20 10:28:112019-09-20 10:33:133aa7b4f198
qi0ceyl81emd80tjg51lxqi0ceyl8uugMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Western culture Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Intimacy with partner 0 An action that is performed between consenting Husband and wife for various reasons6 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 Not sure that they can2019-09-20 10:26:192019-09-20 10:32:165ddd948164
tb02gqm0odtfh31mpt9tb02gqmeuqcffMan Over 60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 Sex is the most intimate expression of love between a couple which may result in pro creation.5 5 5 4 3 2 3 2 2019-09-20 10:11:442019-09-20 10:29:13f6def6f576
3mztoc2h1qwr9ihvvr53mztochbgrmmoMan 40-60 Brazil 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A connection with the infinite, with the unknown.3 7 6 6 3 7 5 5 Promoting groups of discussion. Bringing to larger community stories of lgbtq+ people. Promoting understanding through love, promoting relations.2019-09-20 10:14:342019-09-20 10:21:3954dfc0b674
gxqg8ms5sndlqzdmktgxqg8msxljwbwrWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 My exposure to sikhi has been culturally mediated by Punjabi norms and less by the actual religious scriptures. From a cultural perspective, sex has been understood as something not to even discuss or consider so it has been presented to me as not related to human life.4 7 6 2 2 7 5 2 I am stepping away from identity as Sikh due in part to gurdwaras being harmful spaces. They need to modernize...eg consider youth councils made up of Sikh youth along along spectrums of the faith.2019-09-20 9:51:312019-09-20 10:13:040804b569fe
92shtlm7cpd8ho3kpsj892shtlml4ymmMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Perceptions on sexuality literally come from everywhereBetween a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Sex between a married man and woman can be whatever they want it to be and should be something whereby they can talk about it the next morning0 Sex is everything and sex is nothing4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Read and churn Gurbani as it is tackled head on and in detail2019-09-20 9:48:452019-09-20 10:04:18b0e4476774
abjebcddryvvkpqt5abjeg2qrc6boar2Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is an intrinsic part of human life.  It is the means by which we procreate, but also a means for expressing love and for forming a closer bond with someone.3 7 6 2 2 7 6 2 Be less proscriptive about sex2019-09-20 9:58:282019-09-20 10:02:1542ed97e3ff
000nfm2nzisi3l14f000nfmyaqo2so0lWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 For pro-creation but also not shameful to use it as a way to express love and emotion as it is a human part of relationship building and thus grisht-jeevan.5 7 6 5 2 7 6 1 Be more open to those who are not heteronormative, stop creating roles and positions based on heteronormative ideas of sexuality.2019-09-20 9:52:442019-09-20 10:00:54e900d43ad8
tncjd2w8s76a8ie4ptncj08vt5u9p6j9Man 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 1 Married life and procreation with in marraige.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 By explaining what allowed with in gurmat. What doesn't have a place in gurmat needs be called as such2019-09-20 9:52:372019-09-20 9:58:484c7d6a6480
7i60vcfprphfz1hgi87i6pdj2jgke878Man 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-09-20 9:50:312019-09-20 9:55:4447042428f5
omxl9c9r6bw7hrqmom9hj1igyl5p4461Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It is a physical expression of love1 5 1 1 1 5 1 1 Provide open spaces for discussing and reflecting reality of sexual experience2019-09-20 9:45:562019-09-20 9:49:12df73e1684d
fii6zt8g7d7tcwio6natasfii6zt86hrMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don't know 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 Education 2019-09-20 9:44:132019-09-20 9:47:015d9231d43d
mp5jh2jieeulump5jh2raewhkycjsfr1Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreate and to control ones urges to stray2 3 4 2 2 4 4 2 2019-09-20 9:36:452019-09-20 9:40:42d6df8f4f9a
s0qewnrut0efhfn3s0qew6h8nvdt36wwWoman Over 60 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 love and family 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 open discussion 2019-09-20 9:35:002019-09-20 9:38:32b957960831
wk0s5zcy338le8ltt8vwk0sh8wzydm3yWoman Over 60 1 For pleasure or desire 0 Enjoy life with your marriage partenarer and have family and bring them to Sikh life wsy2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 If some one have problem can discuss with docter2019-09-20 9:22:402019-09-20 9:36:48b5133dafd3
9n92dyb0279tbm6919n92dowturipupaWoman 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To procreate 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 2019-09-20 9:31:142019-09-20 9:35:09cbd25ca00a
yhparqgwgbmaa6zhavtyhptgj0klcavrWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 2019-09-20 9:29:002019-09-20 9:32:112de85170ee
a0qv5gc7ac20yvhg09ia0qv5gc4zj9lxWoman 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Generally and culturally, I feel like Sikhs think it is just something that should be had between a married man and woman, and nothing else 1 7 1 1 1 7 1 1 I mean I want to say introducing it as a discussion in youth camps etc but even then, I feel that said discussions would be fuelled by homophobia and further alienating LGBTQ+ Sikhs so I’m not too sure2019-09-20 9:25:162019-09-20 9:29:1000b2962518
ritrb4sayunbw30s7ritrbyh2kwtu0mmWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's for the purposes of procreation and maybe desire/affection within a married heterosexual relationship1 7 6 1 1 7 6 1 Sikhi in the UK diaspora has been shaped by quite Victorian values, shared too with the UK population at large, although to a lesser extent. So breaking down those kinds of social taboos would be a start, although I fear that at least in British culture it's deeply ingrained to understand sexuality as taboo and relate to it in only superficial ways (compared to, eg, mainland Europe). Sikh institutions could make an effort to search for sexuality within Sikhi prior to British/Victorian influence and promote indigenous texts which discuss sexuality in a more open way, as this may be a new perspective for many established Sikhs here.2019-09-20 9:18:412019-09-20 9:26:415fceb98474
agl6tovkz50ebwagl6to7x62ap5uhuhnMan 40-60 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It is a type of sharing your inner feelings with someone you admire/ Love/ feel deep concern4 3 4 1 5 3 4 1 No Idea 2019-09-20 9:19:062019-09-20 9:26:28d67bff10f8
3zhfxkf61l78qij5ub3zhfxy4wuhsph7Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Yes 2 1 3 4 5 4 3 3 Yes 2019-09-20 9:19:072019-09-20 9:21:52ce629bf32b
vsu92mkpjb26hjooxl4vsu9wl9xvi8c2Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Natural act 4 7 5 3 4 7 4 3 Adopt a policy on sexuality2019-09-20 9:12:592019-09-20 9:16:59e0cb8542e9
98tbynfvwiltzsl49y70d9c7maequ8seWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Other Life, my own experiencesBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Rather than sex, gristi jeevan is for the purpose of maintaining life, maintaining a control on your lust and for a orderly social structure.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Actually acknowledge it for starters!2019-09-20 9:04:502019-09-20 9:09:01435e29bb64
sqv6uj705dnt9dxgsqswlyavlma1k9usMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 part of grist jeevan, gift from Vaheguru, to be enjoyed with your married paretner5 5 5 4 5 5 5 3 education through gurbani2019-09-20 9:00:412019-09-20 9:08:18df73e1684d
ztksvjslurqqa9s9n3ztksvjji3iagy7Man 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Other god Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other it's not, bias question this. 0 there isnt one 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 don't 2019-09-20 9:04:152019-09-20 9:06:13f9edd77ce2
v9f4ypl1s2z3eru5cv9f4dm7s6654t3oMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 procreation and to keep anger at bay. kaam is mentioned first then krodh. if kaam is not controlled, krodh will set in. Therefore sex in a lovong marriege between man and woman is important so it is balanced, thus reducing krodh6 4 6 6 6 4 6 6 high quality publications and books and youtube presence2019-09-20 8:57:402019-09-20 9:02:0634a48368bd
jsz51v59rlrnzlmkog40z49jsz51v61cMan 19-25 Netherlands 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 . 1 5 2 3 1 3 1 1 2019-09-20 8:50:132019-09-20 9:00:27795ca616eb
fniu1tgoq3szooippodyyh84fniu1t6aWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I believe that Gurbani does outline that sex is for pleasure and procreation between two married souls.1 7 5 5 1 7 6 4 By forming diversity communities and possibly holding educational events2019-09-20 8:43:462019-09-20 8:47:333259bfdaa5
2rgv220yowjx6md2rgv22nzmzxyazqbdMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 To be enjoyed but in moderation and not obsessively.1 6 3 1 1 2 1 1 By looking back at our pre colonial history of India. That sexuality and issues around it are not all bad. Victorian influence on sexuality has clouded the way sex was viewed not just in India but around the world. Needs to be more open dialogue about sex in Sikh community.2019-09-20 8:41:522019-09-20 8:47:14a112253375
e5s7qny1o3qh0piv2e5s7qwbe8h9xqqkMan 26-39 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Not too sure 1 1 4 2 1 3 4 1 Through the use of social platforms2019-09-20 8:41:322019-09-20 8:45:50bec820bf58
fg1xyvjnml8demgs6dohfg1xyvjnjfwyMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 In my opinion it is a very powerful force which can be controlled but not easily5 5 5 3 1 4 2 2 Someone needs to talk about it and address it though it will be very uncomforting2019-09-20 8:35:122019-09-20 8:43:15593310300c
l5v1xp0embuztm6muk75fgl5v1xayy98Man Over 60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Procreation 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 understanding 2019-09-20 8:34:462019-09-20 8:39:4077657a25bf
qs9phywlb94q30jhf6osqfiqs9phvwunMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desire 1 4 4 5 3 1 3 5 5 2019-09-20 8:24:152019-09-20 8:34:30013e0565d6
f9j5qyqepgjzkcdrbf9j5q38dpoc9nk9Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Other contemplation on the matter Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other all of the above 0 that it should be between two consenting adults, regardless of gender, however it should not be the prime focus of a sikh's life and should not be led astray by it's gravitas4 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 I believe we need to address sexuality for what it really is, in it's entire spectrum. We should be honest with ourselves as individuals and as a community of what it serves as in our daily lives and recognise that it's not the be all and end all of our identity. Considering how powerful sexual desire is it should be respected, not shunned in either way, whether to treat it as nothing or as a taboo subject. I reckon it'll be a hilariously enlightening experience for the community if we want it to be. Hilarity has it's dark and light sides. 2019-09-20 8:20:252019-09-20 8:31:36b96e7e7add

7b459i6z724mljga7b45b11i3xmm36ajWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Gurbani tells us that all-consuming sexual desire is to be avoided. But history and our gurus lives show that sex in itself is not a bad thing at all. And Gurbani doesn't make reference to gender. Therefore anyone who defines sexuality by gender can't justify this based on Gurbani.5 7 7 7 5 5 5 3
Gurdwaras can't even discuss Gurbani in English thesedays so this is a tall order. However ideally Gurdwaras should be advertised as safe spaces for LGBT meetings for the Sikh and non-Sikh community (which might actually bring in income too). 
However the only way Gurdwaras can address issues relating to sexuality, is if the people running the Gurdwaras address their own knowledge of Sikhi first. 2019-09-20 8:14:402019-09-20 8:30:190ae7601311

yx4ylbxl7d5yx4yl6zgce5bvdtd8jwi8Man 40-60 Kenya 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Between married couple, for love and procreation.4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Involve experts in this field (sikh and non-sikh)2019-09-20 8:09:192019-09-20 8:16:37a47761b303
1po6459ojbv0rfox1po64ukjfl9nu9ysMan 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0  Sex is need of body. It is not and should not be bound by gender or society. That restricts and is different than one's Love for God in Sikhi.5 7 6 2 4 7 4 3 Even if someone has belief in Waheguru. Someone feels more incline to God in Sikh faith and if someone is Gay like me, they are bound by many restrictions imposed by society. The society comes after my love for God. I am Sikh as well as I am gay. 2019-09-20 8:12:032019-09-20 8:15:499610a29ede
yqk7ovdz794vd0wm351gdyqk7ogym9foWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 just A normal part of life 4 3 5 1 2 3 5 1 2019-09-20 8:07:272019-09-20 8:13:42585b3f7b5e
gcnqpova1w72psllgcnqpy9d6keyatveMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sex is to bring two souls together and share their love5 7 5 4 3 7 4 3 They need to have open discussions with the community so people are comfortable in dealing with the subject2019-09-20 7:59:072019-09-20 8:04:539df814bf06
4kwqjdzd0mvsbrud54kwqjpyefvyobe1Man 19-25 India 1 Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction For love 1 no 5 7 5 5 10 2019-09-20 7:55:062019-09-20 8:03:58d7fabece90
exel64tr81mnjc2f7v4q8i7exel6ghv4Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Essential aspect of the creators creation4 7 7 6 4 7 7 6 With honesty and courage, relying on Gurbani and Gurmat, delcolonising European understandings of gender and sexuality. There’s a lot written on the subject that familiarity needs to be built with. Sikh orgs need to build capacity to address this topic, the most powerful conversations I’ve seen in the UK have come from NSYF.2019-09-20 7:44:562019-09-20 8:01:161cb3513bf3
rrnvnen7vsunwhl8rrbts1pl5s9yeqweMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Normal function for evolution and intimacy5 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 Workshops on love2019-09-20 7:50:472019-09-20 8:00:4870b31a8cfa
c2m2kzxlm5157of7nv1bqc2m2kn8x358Man 40-60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Pre-marital sex For love 0 Is part married kife 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 By referring to What is written Guru Granth Sahib ji2019-09-20 7:49:592019-09-20 8:00:15cad62b30ff
79bfjtknr8jsga266x79czchp4uia2qxWoman 40-60 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 An act that is performed in a monogamous relationship. Like other animals in the animal kingdom: sex for procreation. But being a human our purpose is not just procreate and leave but to nurture our young towards Consciousness and you with the Creator4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 Explain what the message is in the Bani;  how modern world's ideas of sexuality  can be largely a reflection of the dominant cultures's norms (I am not even speaking about LBGTQ issues ... just man-woman relationship alone is enough to see how culture can colour views/perceptions/actions) rather than wisdom.2019-09-20 7:33:282019-09-20 7:59:52f91ddc2de8
k37qsqeho235hvp8k37qjkn0oz8r5cirMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a natural act 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 Offer one to one counselling2019-09-20 7:55:542019-09-20 7:59:31c2eb3bea4b

jhzhtmfbqavd38hg2jhzhtm1gf5gc4jbMan 19-25 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 not sure 2 5 5 1 2 6 6 1
Talk openly about it. create safe space for people who struggle with sexuality or may have been victims of sexual assault.
Open dialogue with young people and discuss the dangers and benefits fo sexual activity. Foster a culture of consent and of inclusion and safety2019-09-20 7:54:062019-09-20 7:58:032491a36b87

b2ltk354xkoy8spqb2ltk35953b8phsuMan 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Book Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It is for married life only 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 To promote More open discussions2019-09-20 7:49:182019-09-20 7:56:16508499fe86
1ip7vnvnp93u5fr37x54ez0ew1ip7vnuMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is another pleasurable power center2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 Find a need to, rest will come.2019-09-20 7:47:332019-09-20 7:51:571d9baaf768
s1ygz6vhz5aygrvd6rd2s1y6hre3fkk0Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is to be used for procreation rather than personal pleasure7 7 5 7 6 7 6 4 Show that it doesn't matter who someone is. Practice acceptance2019-09-20 7:37:072019-09-20 7:42:432a93fedfc3
8mfblu6wdlynbggqo8mfq2s9pes61d3aMan 26-39 Sweden 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation Other A harmonious  married life carries mutual consent.0 Sex in Sikhi is way to create a path for souls lined up to get rid the cycle of birth/death by taking Bibek budh and become ONE and then ultimately that One to unite in Sachkhand with Guru's Kripa.6 5 6 6 6 5 6 6 It should be the same way we address other 4 vices.2019-09-20 7:08:162019-09-20 7:35:062ec000d578
s2i4nztgj4urimbpid5s2i4n9izldewbMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sikhism believes sex is only for pro-creation2 7 7 4 2 7 7 6 Run media campaigns. Go into schools, etc. 2019-09-20 7:29:142019-09-20 7:33:35df73e1684d
1edn1oh3gtfvxkxujj1edn1k6ev1a17zWoman 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Fulfilling of your biological needs so that you can concentrate fully on your spiritual needs2 2 5 5 2 2 5 2 In a friendly talk 2019-09-20 7:24:542019-09-20 7:30:3465544c3fed
tguifyigwrwn7x8tktguifofxfpbpezzMan 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 i think sex as sikhi understanding is necessary for pro-creation and to full fill my physical desires and needs. it also provides me the opportunity to strengthen my bonding and love with my wedded partner5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 by giving references form gurbani and relating  with the problems of current times with out being intrusive and judgemental2019-09-20 7:13:482019-09-20 7:28:104c7d6a6480
6vo6hmi8oit8gx0o0kx516vo6hmilt05Woman 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 To create life 4 4 4 1 2 4 4 2 Emails, have more talks where sex is a topic so it's reached to a wider audience. Have a younger person doing the talk (male and female)2019-09-20 7:23:492019-09-20 7:27:2866c21ceba3
sa89rd9dh6wxywk8ynfsa89rde2xd875Man Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Love 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 5 With open mind, keeping in mind "Manas ki jaat sabhe eake pahchanvo"2019-09-20 7:13:172019-09-20 7:25:5927a4683ea4
v3u37ittfhzo6fawsyszv3u3y8laip05Woman Over 60 Singapore 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Future generation. Love between a married couple.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Create awareness2019-09-20 7:19:062019-09-20 7:25:171718f6792a
xve19k32u833hefexve1oowh8ihs74c4Man 26-39 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 For generating offsprings 2 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 No idea 2019-09-20 7:18:342019-09-20 7:23:577eccb2a971

47ct8iff4wiusgi5o47ct82stuqrtmv8Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other My libido Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It's confused amongst most Sikhs. It's like food - one can enjoy it but when one becomes obsessed like a greedy glutton..then it's a problem...7 7 7 3 7 7 7 4
Stop being so repressed and understand Gyro Gobind Singhs writings in Dasam Granth

2019-09-20 7:12:172019-09-20 7:17:45454003656b
28mcb5ko9kke0lyibu228m8kox0unbz5Man 26-39 Germany 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 6 6 5 6 4 3 It shall be disscussed and propagated. There is no literature or talk about sexuality in sikhi. Whatever we learn it is through various interpretations of "Kaam" by various schools of thought in Sikhi.2019-09-20 7:05:512019-09-20 7:13:57a7f388c2f0
7lo0kqqijbyind77lo5qg0bht3zv2a04Man Over 60 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 A sacred relationship 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 Counseling 2019-09-20 7:04:532019-09-20 7:13:52bc1063a594
0e6c4nqvcj8yu86lw0e6c7atd03i99h5Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation 0 as per Gurbani summarised by the Reht Maryada7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Make it clear that if one likes someone else's shit on their dick they are not Sikh2019-09-20 7:03:152019-09-20 7:09:45fb7634c25e
6uxcykok2xkvg87r2desczl6uxcykjwdWoman 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I am not sure on what is a Sikh understanding on sex. But as per my understanding, it is a natural human instinct that needs to be addressed. Right knowledge of sex can lead to better society (lesser rapes, lesser teenage pregnancies, lesser no. of STD). The more open we are with our children about it once they reach a certain age, the better it is. Else half-cooked knowledge obtained from media or peers can cause more damage.6 6 6 4 6 1 1 1 Most schools have sex education as a topic from Class 6 onwards. Awareness activities on similar lines can be planned in the Sikh institutions as well. We could gather kids of similar age groups and address the topic as appropriate for their age. Kids, youth, elderly - all will have different questions, experiences, perceptions on this topic. Hence bifurcating the audience is a must! Also, with such awareness activities, difference between Sex and Kaam(Lust) can be explained better.2019-09-20 6:41:192019-09-20 7:01:535be27d2ae9
ai8rlds1aryuqwu86dlai8rldwtcguicMan Over 60 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 Sex is not a sin it is needed for reproduction & welness.4 4 4 3 2 4 4 3 Sikh institution should discuss the sex related issue in scientific way.2019-09-20 6:40:052019-09-20 6:59:08e24be6b07e
a5cw7aj175i2m2710ya5cw7npdfvx5znWoman 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I, as a Sikh, understand sex as an intrinsic part of love-life. It is not meant only for procreation but also in cementing the love-bond with the person one loves. Lovemaking is an important aspect of love life which is again one of the most interesting part of life.7 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 Sexuality is not more a taboo in the current society and it has to become part pf interaction with the youth so that they understand it critically and in the positive light of faith as well as in general.2019-09-20 6:51:232019-09-20 6:58:00a20dfd07fb
hi7un1fd7gem3khikd22dk8oacputua6Prefer not to answer Over 60 China 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Part of life, natural. Don't let it overpower your mind.1 4 2 2 1 4 2 2 Articulate what the issues actually are. What are they?2019-09-20 6:49:502019-09-20 6:54:2755abbe979d
l4u6s2ljw07but8dkntaql4u6s2ugxp1Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is part of the human life but should be kept under check/control. It happens between a man and a women in a married relationship.3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 It should be talked about & discussed in a forum and how is it taught by the Gurus.2019-09-20 6:26:562019-09-20 6:53:50bc1be321ac
0do8hsqbqk2hq3f84j4vf0dofcetr5mzMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 for procreation 5 5 6 6 5 5 6 6 have discussions 2019-09-20 6:46:202019-09-20 6:52:431628f5e379
891phauhgig95mdl50bq1891phaumqeoMan 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't know many references to sex in Guru Granth Sahib Ji, but I know it is discussed in Dasam Granth. I understand that sexuality is part of human nature, it has its service for good (e.g. Well being, love and procreation), however it can also be destructive. At this point in time, from what little I understand of the Guru I think it is one of the beautiful gifts of this life and should be enjoyed between husband and wife as long as there is no coercion involved.2 6 4 2 2 5 4 2 We need to look what Guru Ji has said about sexuality and make it accessible to as wide an audience as possible. I would talk about both the positives and negatives of sexuality, it's role within Sikhi and most importantly this should be taught to children with an emphasis on what is appropriate (e.g. to warn them about sexual abuse) and young people should be taught about sexual health practices (e.g. Contraception).2019-09-20 6:35:052019-09-20 6:52:14c64fe8a629
b864kytae39t5j5b864o3ykkdpwjz35qPrefer not to answer Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 Between married man and woman,with in frame norm of religion.1 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 Is essential to explain as per our religion.2019-09-20 6:42:482019-09-20 6:50:38fa6bf4cc71
u1zbc9w6mkwjhu1zbaq1l2zwoazphgagMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Love and relationship 5 6 6 4 4 4 4 4 Openly 2019-09-20 6:41:022019-09-20 6:48:551655df0565
7g465mgshey0fj3h37g46kbb4c9vmgraMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Personal experienceBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Health. Men need to ejaculate periodically to avoid inflamation of the prostate0 Sin, vice, avoidable topic 4 7 7 7 4 7 7 4 Guru Sahib wanted Khalsa's education to be well encompassing. Chritropkhyan is an example of that. Take Yogi Bhajans lead and address it whenever needed. We live in a sexually charged environment.2019-09-20 6:36:262019-09-20 6:46:409610a29ede
k3zh0nn6cbo18u8kzyk3zhhmas8dvzckMan 40-60 Kenya 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 It's a sacred gift that must not be misused or transgressed against divine virtues.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Educational Publications and Seminars2019-09-20 6:41:062019-09-20 6:46:260258a0704d
vjnfcme1qxoq931s0k9rvjnrpaw7mkm6Man 26-39 Sweden 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 2 7 5 3 1 6 2 1 2019-09-20 6:40:562019-09-20 6:45:18df73e1684d
k9riql1jqwq7zqnbxk9riqjbjvumejgvWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Pro creation 2 4 2 2 3 4 4 4 Dialogue and openness2019-09-20 6:39:462019-09-20 6:45:0959b154bba3
hngomioudoihkrx2hng2nd59c5q366gsMan Over 60 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation. 5 7 7 6 4 4 4 5 Difficult to say. Peoples minds need to be brodened, especially young parents.2019-09-20 6:34:122019-09-20 6:41:435a395c09d8
q7v13a4tveozzrwbxabq7v13a47vvxs6Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is essential for love, care, comfort, intimacy and procreation.5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 Via education 2019-09-20 6:34:092019-09-20 6:41:23b45a7ea660
786c10mczos02qcjbl0786c1cw5hi6s5Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Just for creation of life 1 5 6 1 2 6 6 1 Stop being judgemental. Listening2019-09-20 6:33:232019-09-20 6:36:3320465a02e2
sx34r2vaa2rxn8ukvmysx34r2j56hewpMan 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Same-sex attraction Masturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 0 MIssing the options :) 7 5 3 5 3 1 2 2 Wattsapp 2019-09-20 6:26:392019-09-20 6:30:534f92ab89b0
0hcxz7826zydm20m0hcx6p00bj43txegMan 40-60 India 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Kama is one of the Purusharths a men must pursue to attain his or her goal of lifeBetween a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is not appropriate word to express my feelings about Kama,  Sri Krishna said in Bhagwad Geeta,  I am Dharma adharit Kama.  Kama is part of Dharma 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 4 Need to discuss and understand the Kama Sutra and traditional art of Kama .2019-09-20 6:12:252019-09-20 6:22:40bbc7eed9c3
zfbw28t1o86vdr5zfblm62yh5rcbif7rMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Part of being a householder (gristi jeevan) sex is for procreation, comfort and in some ways could be a form of service (seva) of the One through thespouse5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 Use the multiple references in Gurbani regarding union with the One2019-09-20 6:15:132019-09-20 6:21:308310dca0da
zjdd3zuo1bs7ftx9zjdd3wmn5pv7wu2uMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Pro creation and union of mana and woman5 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 Media, schools. 2019-09-20 6:08:252019-09-20 6:14:18011c75b147
n1yymj4nq14mgcahn1yymvsetn8nxzhuMan Over 60 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In sikhism family life is the accepted norm therefore sex between husband and wife is well accepted and no violation.Sex beyond this is questionable.However given the current trens sex between two consenting adults may be accepted. But any form of force or unfair means to trap any person into a sexual relation is a crime and a sin.4 6 5 6 4 6 5 6 2019-09-20 6:06:142019-09-20 6:13:459610a29ede
9khm8znit5wb8jrvrjht9khm8zni2mi5Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Same-sex attraction Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 For procreation. Sex outside of marriage is forbidden. The thought of such is Kam taking you away from your spiritual focus5 5 6 4 3 5 5 4 Carry out surveys as this. Also have open dialogue to discuss sex and sexuality in context with adult Sikhs and help them make choices to aid their path towards Sikhi.2019-09-20 5:51:292019-09-20 6:05:34feebbe49dc
g44a878lexbmngbx714k4tg44a8agq1pMan 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 In my opinion, talking about sex in a Sikh family is considered as a taboo. I am not eligible to answer this question.6 6 4 1 1 6 4 1 Perhaps, discussion in Gurbani about sexuality needs to be preached. What is kam? Is it appropriate to choose your own partner as per Sikhism? 2019-09-20 5:51:292019-09-20 6:01:562ba9372732
lziymxjhdi65hxsmdiwoalziymxbeojuWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Necessary and normal 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Just talk about it to make it less taboo2019-09-20 5:53:092019-09-20 5:57:19549c566097
5avzoqd85c6yldtega45avzq8a5pso6uMan Under 18 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 1 7 5 1 1 6 2 2019-09-20 5:52:582019-09-20 5:55:2619f118a81e
6qtt9i2czqsjhou82ntzh6qttatl42g7Man 26-39 Kenya 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is very important within limits. Within guidelines in terms of who one can have sex with.3 6 6 1 2 5 6 1 Be more open and discuss2019-09-20 5:39:482019-09-20 5:55:094c7d6a6480
4meb2c75se1vd0jk1i0c4mebkuzxny53Man Over 60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s a humanly act and need which shouldn’t be suppressed or avoided whereas it should be a part of healthy being7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 In an open forum with educationist who can answer all parts of sexuality2019-09-20 5:47:032019-09-20 5:55:05afd597facd
9rt2gv8vsnpia6skh9rt2g4ennrkjj9qMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 na 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 2019-09-20 5:49:322019-09-20 5:52:42fa0ca32e70
amgym4gwx8gkamgym4v19pzseb5lbuwoMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Consenting sex between a married man and woman is fine for any reason as long as it is not excessive.  Sex in any other situation although not prohibited, should be evaluated to determine its purpose and intent.  Overall, sex is overrated as are other worldly pleasures. A true Sikh should strive and struggle to rise above such desires to attain higher state of consciousness. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Talk about it. 2019-09-20 5:38:232019-09-20 5:50:2304658b55ee
vhgi0ly0p7skvhgi0j9qvc8trt06ztcvWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Personal beliefs Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 n/a 1 5 3 1 1 5 3 1 n/a 2019-09-20 5:45:102019-09-20 5:48:5292740627c2
mwxobws0esu7otmwff5mfcb9bck2vo2aWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is fundamental to our survival as a species. As long as sex doesn’t take over our lives and minds we can engage in sex in a healthy and divine way that elevates our state mind rather than constrain it to the existence of the world.6 6 5 4 5 6 6 5 I think sexuality should be addressed through a philosophical perspective in sikhi with relation to connection with the divine. I don’t think sexuality needs to be addressed in a political stance for sikhi, as it should be left more open-minded to the individual choices as the topic is so personal. However, I do think it should be talked about in terms of social sphere like  discrimination against sexuality and violations of human rights should be spoken up against as it’s our job as a Panth to defend those being persecuted and treated unfairly. 2019-09-20 5:30:522019-09-20 5:46:394c7d6a6480
cph0mz5rzwncboeb96cph0m16p853wdmMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 For pro creation and love with a committed marital partner3 6 4 3 3 5 5 2 More workshops and awareness2019-09-20 5:41:052019-09-20 5:44:54fa018ac38c
b3nbe50dkxwazkn6bu28bld748b3nbe5Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 As per gurmat, a sikh needs to overcome five enemies and merge its soul with the almighty. This one sentence seems very simple and easy to understand, however it is very difficult to do so and as per gurbani- only virlai jann (one in billions) can do this. As per some gurmukh pyaare, Defeating kaam is the first stage and considered the easiest task as compared to overcoming the other four thieves. As per gurmat, a sikh needs to understand that sex is only used for family progression. When someone is in a high-kaam avastha, there is no chance that the soul is connected to the almighty. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 The only institution that can be the guide to sikhs about Kaam is gurbani. If a sikh seriously follows gurbani, he/she doesn't have to seek any other sikh institutions.2019-09-20 5:36:522019-09-20 5:39:5663fa4d7c5a
c2vh5g36q4amorzblox3c2vh5fufkfejMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 My understanding is that sikhs do not shun what are considered worldly pleasures or desires. It is the insatiable desire and attachment to such things that is rejected. There needs to be an understanding that such pleasures are in a hierarchy and pale in respect to spiritual enlightenment.4 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 Discuss openly. Sex is a basic component of human existence. The Guru’s did it! No need for embarrassment.2019-09-20 5:23:092019-09-20 5:36:08 4862881918
3pxv1d3ks3dg3es02dabi63pxv1d3ujaPrefer not to answer 19-25 India 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love 0 for pro creation,love 5 5 2 5 5 5 1 by parchar and having disscussion every week about sikh rehat2019-09-20 5:17:102019-09-20 5:29:2386943f14ef
pf5z2i375bk3yhwhxpf5z2i7xqq98ksbMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 5:19:392019-09-20 5:26:57309adab045
menihgwyveavge9hsyq0amenihgokammWoman 26-39 Mauritius 1 Other My own experience and preferenceBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) For pro-creation For love 0 As a Sikh I believe that sex has an important place in a couple's married life. But I also believe that people should be given the option to make their choices without judgements about how they want to live their sex life.5 7 7 5 5 7 7 5 By teaching across all ages about sexuality, assuming sexuality and not feel ashamed as it is part of life and an educative approach towards sexuality can remove many barriers in real life2019-09-20 5:17:182019-09-20 5:26:48ad7cdc615f
7sjmeclhi6lfo7c0rq7sjq5eqbfcdtggWoman Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Reading and thinking. Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhism talks about equality. So both women and men should have equal access and choice.4 6 6 5 3 3 3 3 open discussions and fora2019-09-20 5:20:422019-09-20 5:25:18457c369c11
gd11k2ya1m3fzg6zx0gd11tqrkui2c17Man 19-25 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Spread awareness about equality2019-09-20 5:20:442019-09-20 5:24:32a0f2f3c4e6
o4orhkrw5qybrnybww2o4orhkrwp5amgWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Pro creation in its most simplest form. But in terms of feelings and emotions sex can be linked to these human experiences5 7 6 3 3 7 5 2 Sexual advice clinic. Education on healthy relationships rather than just the biology. No victim shaming. Men need to realise their priviledge when it comes to the freeness of being in relationships or having sex. There are less implications for men. Sexual assualt and harrassment in sikh institutions (and sikh homes) needs to be addressed and these men need to stop being protected by their families the larger sikh community’s2019-09-20 5:16:002019-09-20 5:23:081c412b0ac5
rxlo34let9yi9arxlo3g60tgkx6y2w0uMan 40-60 United States 1 Other Reading Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is natural and appropriate in married relationship5 7 7 6 5 7 7 4 More education especially at young aged children2019-09-20 5:16:142019-09-20 5:22:12e83aec0b91
jhn74bw1avbq6e9jhn79yl5zcedl6oz5Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 NA 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2019-09-20 5:16:462019-09-20 5:21:01c7f65bcda2
h97ppvevt1hv0heivh97pp9rxcghky7cWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Don’t do it 2 7 5 1 1 7 5 1 Don’t know 2019-09-20 5:14:342019-09-20 5:17:3135127f24f4
rl2i3hwzqgl1drm22rl2i3hwngpin2z8Woman 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 ? 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 ? 2019-09-20 5:06:082019-09-20 5:11:06df73e1684d
fih6nli1o7q7iuxq8j1effih6h7d613hMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For love 0 love 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 not sure if there's a need2019-09-20 5:04:322019-09-20 5:10:39b89a9d6175
4fzusctwiilbw44mxy254fzubpg6a8akWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea 7 7 4 2 7 7 5 1 I believe it begins at childhood. Our culture tends to sexualize relationships and actions (we don't teach kids their proper body parts therefore making it a taboo subject). We don't promote healthy relationships and when it does come to the gender one is attracted to we give it the wrong kind of attention. We also jump the gun and don't promote healthy relationships of which sex is just a piece of. In terms of sexuality, I believe we should model better behavior, have the right discussions and talk about the importance of the union of two people in a healthier more pragmatic way.2019-09-20 5:04:302019-09-20 5:10:104c7d6a6480
qck1jcjbio0sjlzfqck1jcj5n6c8dy9xMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 There is none, only Punjabi culture4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Stay neutral 2019-09-20 5:03:472019-09-20 5:09:108c130b9c57
9bapwoo1bh0quv7dh9bapkhlm76kyfyrMan 26-39 Oman 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is need of human, people should take it serious for nature creation,with loved ones and consensual.1 4 1 1 1 4 2 1 In Sikh religious institutions, our seniors should make aware our brothers and sisters to keep control on themselves make them aware to make relationships within Sikh community, be kind and helpful  to others in other prospects but they should make sexual relationship only within our Sikh community. Especially Muslims are targeting Sikh girls for sexual relationships, this would be very bad for community's future. They targets Sikh girls and later on post such videos on Twitter,facebook etc to degrade Sikh values and pride. As a Sikh boy I didn't think about sexual relationship with any Muslim girl ever ,so why they targets Sikh girls and why Sikh parents do not making aware their boys n daughters to care of. one thing I did hear or watched any Muslim girl whom made any sexual relationship with any Sikh boy.2019-09-20 4:47:522019-09-20 5:08:1634110a8af7
nhcwfnczmt5zv1ihz4dnhcwfnj1x75jmMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 2019-09-20 4:52:162019-09-20 5:08:0163ab751756
b10ylum8yy8egwhyi2jb10ylub3llzyqMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other My education of science, the animal kingdom and nature Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Good Exercise 0 I don't think it is mentioned much in gurbani, it has a purpose for reproduction and we are not to be celebant as some religions are. Lust and sexual desires taking your mind away from God are considered not good. Our religion does reinforce the nature of life and sex is a natural part of life so is acceptable especially if to reproduce and continue that cycle of life.5 7 7 5 5 5 5 4 Seminars held to discuss these issues2019-09-20 4:56:532019-09-20 5:07:084c7d6a6480
ji90vwa7gxpwxckkfji9nngjflx45nfzWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation Other Helps control and channel kaam- realease of these emotions through married partner (who is one and the same as you anyway) - so together you use it to a) create a family) but also to keep kaam under control0 To create life and in husband and wife setting channelling desires together to avoid kaam2 5 4 3 1 3 1 1 Have gender based q&as2019-09-20 4:59:522019-09-20 5:06:200569d7f308
gyqugzunemnk0sroxgyqutz7d5aaa2dxMan 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Procreation 3 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 Discuss what is sexual energy (lust) and how to divert it into naam and other energies2019-09-20 4:56:062019-09-20 5:04:429610a29ede
xid1dnhvoh6m6t6zymxid1v9gjf88iqqMan 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 According guru sahib we have to be in Gharasat jivan and with that life chant naam. Then we able to full fill our cause to this human life.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Seminars opening to all sikh community2019-09-20 4:53:282019-09-20 5:02:05676fff4efd
gauwziz3h82e4b8wgauwziz8n49q296sWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 1 6 4 1 1 7 4 1 2019-09-20 4:58:452019-09-20 5:01:34 3391664159
lhi947t9mvsrk4lhi9jcglpwnawfp1ihWoman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A basic body need like other needs. Its fulfilled with consent by your partner6 7 5 4 4 6 4 2 Talk about it 2019-09-20 4:53:442019-09-20 4:58:56e56976aa16
q8zefzvg795v1t03ftq8zeffgzp5w3j1Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I think Sikh understanding is between married man and woman2 6 5 2 2 6 6 1 Needs to be under the guise of an education, in an educational setting, ie a speaker at a university2019-09-20 4:43:372019-09-20 4:56:5249aa2ffd5b
8fcnpbepnpbvc2v6kvj58fcnptw7jk2eMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions 0 sex is scared and extremely important part of human life2 6 4 4 2 4 3 2 I don't believe the community is ready for it. The younger generation are looking for answers but the older generation are not open to discussing it2019-09-20 4:41:502019-09-20 4:48:065205484a57
mlczd8dq9sljtnzx7tumlczd8di48xf9Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 sex before marriage is not permitted. Sex should be between man and woman which naturally contributes to the cycle of offspring and reproduction.7 5 5 4 7 5 5 4 The taboo subjects should be raised and discussed. This can be in the form of lectures, seminars and on Gurdwara main stage to creat awareness.2019-09-20 4:33:522019-09-20 4:43:208f694adaf3
781t2fjxrkaja88lxpbx781t2fdo57hoWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It’s an essential part of life and something that isn’t seen as shameful. I find Punjabi culture turns it into a sinful act. Many gurus were married with families.3 6 3 1 1 7 5 1 Bring in professionals to conduct seminars and create a safe and open space to communicate in without judgement.2019-09-20 4:33:452019-09-20 4:38:01a3f9256b06
cvhh8intro9knv8d4cvhhe7czq2itk1nWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It’s a part of any healthy committed relationship2 4 4 2 1 4 4 2 Not sure... 2019-09-20 4:30:072019-09-20 4:34:24347c63f188
5rympbhcrmal8i298t35rympbh17o381Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Never have I been schooled in the Sikh understanding of sex except to hear over and over that our gurujis were family men6 6 2 2 1 6 2 2 I don’t think it’s matter for institutions except for being of open mind, non judgmental and non bias. Religious leaders need to be careful who they invite to speak in our gurudwaras. I have heard many speakers use examples that cast bias against women. I don’t know how or if these issues are addressed. It would worry me to hear our youth being addressed about sexuality without speakers being properly vetted and versed in the knowledge that is needed2019-09-20 4:20:432019-09-20 4:33:5315e2778408
rm73jhial1sfa48g5x9hrm73jh8bl786Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 For the attempt at procreation and love relations between a married man and woman5 6 6 6 1 1 1 1 Youth aimed mentors and talks / conferences / camps with a defined Sikhi understanding.2019-09-20 4:23:482019-09-20 4:33:3028e58a8e41

ztjwndguga5je6uehyk962ztjwndgpb6Man 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Having Sex is a way to procreate and satisfy one's desires in a solemnized relationship4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
By not relating Sex with stigma or shame ,rather encouraging openness

2019-09-20 4:25:292019-09-20 4:33:14c92c66b1ed
f4wxquug5oy4y8gi5vcf4wxobcftwhxjMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don’t know 5 6 4 3 3 2 2 1 I don’t think they can2019-09-20 4:28:472019-09-20 4:32:432af1893774



89m1b7whs3ghoogjfye3ye89m1bwanwqWoman 40-60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is  important part to combine two different souls as one being and to help each other yo fulfill  the  main goal  of life.4 4 4 2 5 4 5 5

Seminars
Surveys
Seminar for young  people2019-09-20 4:18:142019-09-20 4:28:53df73e1684d

aioj26xv63p4iasp9c0aioj26xxs96goMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s never talked about subject. 4 4 2 1 3 6 4 1 Give a better understanding on Kam/lust.   Right now I don’t even feel comfortable talking about sexuality and marriage.2019-09-20 4:15:412019-09-20 4:25:04608ed50821
6xtqdp9bl1iz24gr6xtqdkmlmj6ofe6vWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Not very clear. Possibly for procreation.3 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 Combine religion with scientific evidence and be open about it.2019-09-20 4:18:422019-09-20 4:24:28ae5b0ab853
4dw63da10obqsv5oeyxai4dw63dvhi2vWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 you should only have sex in a committed relationship (no matter gender) but you shouldn't judge people who have one night stands etc7 7 2 1 1 7 2 1 Just say it's okay to love who you want as long as you respect them and are monogamous and delay sex until you both are emotionally ready and don't hook up a lot2019-09-20 4:19:002019-09-20 4:22:5707a5c8cee2
qyabnnlguuxu59swvad2xqyabn8mefl8Man 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Not sure 2019-09-20 4:13:032019-09-20 4:20:15e22c7e0237
bnd4a34cnze9yjw2rxbnd41zbab9xeskMan Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is an integral part of life. One can maintain a family and still lead a healthy spiritual life.3 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 May provide one on one counselling when asked for by someone.2019-09-20 4:09:482019-09-20 4:18:34174ccb5322
y8khzms0uf8ia580y8khzmsuz7rrc28bWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a union of two bodies and two minds in a union that is highly respected and valued.4 7 5 1 1 6 4 1 Make it less of a taboo topic, but also approach it structurally, with learning outcomes and goals in mind.2019-09-20 4:14:182019-09-20 4:18:07f44698de28
5cc6c3t0s3kz2mkv1gm535cc6cb9q3hhWoman 19-25 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 it is for procreation only and for married couples only1 4 2 1 2 2 2 2 have a separate men and women group where discussions regarding sexuality can be held2019-09-20 4:08:102019-09-20 4:17:57d8c7f9df4e
ojgvokk4kkemwcl1500yojgvkhgaq0wiMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Not sure 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 1 2019-09-20 4:05:152019-09-20 4:10:58a37399836b
890v7o6xa7k7uk6elu3890v7oq4s4gcpWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 6 2019-09-20 4:08:042019-09-20 4:10:0020a825e601
w6fo13nv1j93loawlw6sfmyh5quudn7iWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 not clear 4 5 5 4 2 4 4 2 info in English, be open and non judgemental2019-09-20 4:03:112019-09-20 4:09:2781525f9f49
zufryw4l3kxbi98jilt9hzufry9sluvqMan 40-60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Enjoy Sex within marriage for love and procreation6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Discussions 2019-09-20 4:02:332019-09-20 4:08:4123339924f1
9yqbev7ob54v45pi2meqe9yqbev7oi6dWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Other Sexuality (for me) is informed by many variables including my own sexual preferences; and while my social-political-cultural context and family shape my perspective, Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhi is a very practical religion that acknowledges sex as a normal part of the human existence7 7 7 7 5 5 5 5 I think we need to be more inclusive of lgtbq 2 spirited plus communities within the Sikh community2019-09-20 3:57:452019-09-20 4:08:023fef1182e1
umbqjdyw1cr83lheumbqjdywoezxipztMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To develop an understanding of mind and be aware of the rising and subsiding nature of thoughts and feelings6 6 4 6 5 5 4 5 Understand Gurbani as a whole and not be too narrow focused on sex and sexuality.. it's all part of growing up spiritually2019-09-20 3:52:582019-09-20 4:03:30a6eadd5bff
7ecue2fq07qzy1abfmkvwo7ecue2kediWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other 0 1 7 5 3 1 5 4 3 Normalization and knowledge2019-09-20 3:59:142019-09-20 4:02:5971ce024400
jbvmgiu0npp6gjjbvmgphvcpyr8jbvsgMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 3 5 5 3 2 5 5 3 Seminars pamphlets2019-09-20 3:55:072019-09-20 4:02:07b722c04dd3
tf9luy65rwro00dkcp3rgv9gtf9luy66Woman 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not necessarily essential but necessary for procreation.7 7 5 4 7 7 6 4 I don’t think it is being addressed2019-09-20 3:53:102019-09-20 3:58:06712bb1d642
nlzfgqe6kfjvqi4idunlzfghvun10ah9Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 N/a 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 Sessions 2019-09-20 3:54:462019-09-20 3:58:06bd764391ce
sip4uo2rvbaptdcpsip42ucy7yrylxfhPrefer not to answer Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is required for pro-creation 4 5 4 4 3 5 4 4 Should be discussed as brought out in Guru Granth Sahib2019-09-20 3:46:012019-09-20 3:54:53214453cdee
h0jqv09odo9nlkqtk56mh0jqvmxagkrwWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex should be for making babies.1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 Awareness and listening to individuals2019-09-20 3:46:132019-09-20 3:54:43d941b1fd1c
ub6gfr65x86ssgrc2ph3ub6rg3cxwpn5Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Between a married man and woman, and to pro-create and love one another.2 6 4 2 1 1 1 1 Making it comfortable to talk and ask questions about it, but not feel ashamed to do so2019-09-20 3:48:192019-09-20 3:53:41e9ac69c45b
l3cjzl3nw2wi4ikvspej7l3cjzt5c2kaWoman 19-25 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex For love 1 n/a 1 5 4 1 1 4 4 1 2019-09-20 3:46:582019-09-20 3:50:421e0b4f5969
wwrkcgpjbvhvtzyxp4wwrkcisc9cv175Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is important aspect of your life as long as lust does not overpower your mind and subsequent actions. Your mind should be under your control and not under the control of sexual thoughts4 7 6 5 4 6 6 5 We are very far from environment where we can discuss sexuality in a sikh environment, it is still a taboo. I would suggest that we discuss these topics first without involving the religious aspect first and be comfortable with them before we see it in light of Gurbani2019-09-20 3:30:482019-09-20 3:45:544f30369e74
utjqrce9fwgbhec2utjqrplx49gemzsrMan 26-39 Canada 1 Other Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-20 3:39:522019-09-20 3:43:23cc4501eea7
vjypl8142wciteax9hpvjypl8sxy5ufpMan 19-25 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don’t know 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 Don’t know 2019-09-20 3:39:402019-09-20 3:42:1104758ee37e
eyun9xohih3380eyunx2znycw0igdxhwMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is natural, and must be between consenting adults6 6 6 5 6 6 6 5 Creating an open dialogue about it. Also including LGBTQ+ sexuality within the conversation2019-09-20 3:32:362019-09-20 3:38:473c04e04e83
m4b6hfesellkhot36qjm4b6hmnjqd3d2Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is a natural part of life. Discipline should be exercised with all aspects of a Sikh’s life including sexual desire.2 4 3 2 1 5 3 1 Starting the dialogue that discussing sexuality is not a taboo topic.2019-09-20 3:33:042019-09-20 3:38:044c7d6a6480
m4u5r0pznc5atks1wd2dtx4zm4u5r0ceWoman 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Only and only with the married partner .1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 They should advis people to practice to see guru (the soul of god)in all rather than the body....even in your married partner..2019-09-20 3:31:192019-09-20 3:37:34df73e1684d
0e26t3lpxzykh4sl3z0e26dk21gxpc2gMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 NA 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-09-20 3:27:362019-09-20 3:32:4325171e5c9b
5hc5pa7t4xtpo0l5hc5pvljltttshcwkWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 4 5 3 3 3 6 1 2019-09-20 3:28:412019-09-20 3:31:55af35a952af
ukaa70mrpgpxloenhukaa3luni9pg8z3Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is necessary to create human life; gurus were householders and had children themselves3 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 Writing articles and then having discussions; this may be best through a message board initially2019-09-20 3:23:092019-09-20 3:30:4513e7231e30
5vla46vipv2htsf5vlqjbjupc0fuklneMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's is important for human life because it is natural energy5 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 No one want to participate in this because of Indian culture2019-09-20 0:04:382019-09-20 3:27:0769720a169e
zf3kyvmpmeow1nyi3xzf3k5klf3b9efjWoman 26-39 United States 1 Other Subconscious Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhi isn’t concerned with sexuality, as long as you believe in one God and being a good person you’re a Sikh5 6 6 5 5 7 7 7 Being accepting 2019-09-20 3:21:102019-09-20 3:26:399511f19041
gq18exsp0edkezhx3gq18exvgeza5yccWoman 26-39 United States 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Romantic relationshipsBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is a natural part of intimacy and procreating I can only imagine it being a relation between yourself and someone who is on the same level of love physically spiritually and emotionally as you.1 3 5 4 1 3 5 1 Very cautiously with a lot of hypotheticals,examples and discression in regards to using scenarios rather than speaking matter of fact2019-09-20 3:17:212019-09-20 3:25:56db7355bc12
cql6gm8qh4ydj3kilt7izcqlwmarz2gfMan 40-60 Malaysia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 A natural part of life. 2 4 6 4 2 3 5 4 Through online forums,  social media awareness initiatives. 2019-09-20 3:16:462019-09-20 3:25:239de7bf727f
85z4i9wuccvf7l263dh85z4i91fks8vnMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is for procreation and love, and the Guru recommended Grahsti Jeevan where marriage is encouraged, hence sex is integral but not all consuming. 2 6 5 4 2 5 4 3 Be open, conduct programs and provide sex education and the Sikh perspective of sexuality.2019-09-20 3:16:592019-09-20 3:23:19d206e9666c
vvq504z1olowjdyvvqhs1y7itagd44cuWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 arrange more webinars and seminars in public place2019-09-20 3:12:582019-09-20 3:20:5190bb8289b6
fj5h4kx3ho1wfw506cfj5h4esuquppjjWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sex is natural and important for human life1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 No 2019-09-20 3:13:532019-09-20 3:19:488f3f3c4a08
z4gw7f1of0znasyrchz4gw74o3ikekjhPrefer not to answer Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other My conclusions based on my experiencesBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 A committed relationship should be the purpose of sex.5 5 5 1 5 1 1 Clear communications and dialogue.2019-09-20 3:09:432019-09-20 3:19:0551ab766339
fasrncv1qjpbjvuc9xzfasrr8zy4z0exMan Over 60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 Eka nari sda jtti par nari dhi bhen vakhana “5 5 5 4 5 3 4 3 None 2019-09-20 3:07:142019-09-20 3:18:53c6ff50de1f
dw41t884dj2qxnqoujjpwrdw41tit0drWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To procreate 1 7 7 3 1 7 7 3 By holding classes/seminars where individuals feel safe to go and discuss differences in sexuality and such2019-09-20 3:11:312019-09-20 3:15:01d511a998e7
4jnb8y9misee9xwi449ics4jnb8y9ygcMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Partner 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 I do not know 2019-09-20 1:59:182019-09-20 3:11:04dcb7183a36
xzsmi3q29dq6aawsyxzsmi33aguah37eWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 For procreation only 7 7 4 4 7 6 6 4 Take away the stigma of talking about it. Being able to ask questions2019-09-20 3:06:272019-09-20 3:10:50076a530c3d

0svpqsvh1vf6q9kfp5p0svpqsdm3wkfeWoman 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other
Some people eat for living and some live for eating. Is it ok to ear without a purpose sometimes and just for tastebuds? Eating for tastebuds once in a while is OK but it is not when it becomes gluttony.
Difference between Sex and is not about the act, who is it with, how often it is about obsession, not being in control. Same sex, martial sex can be rape. No sex but obsessive thinking can be called kam. The vice isn’t the act, it is what is going on in the mind... obsession, no control, objectification of the other gender/sex , addictive sex is Kam. Pure expression of love without obsession isn’t kam. 0 Sex is a part of life, it shouldn’t be the primary focus of life. When we are not in alignment with the source “nam” we feel a lack. The lack we feel can only be filled by our connection with the source. Sex is just a part of life, it becomes lust when we try to fulfill our inner lack with it. If we keep it in perspective and develop our inner relationship with nam there isn’t a desire or longing or obsession for anything outside and then sex is just a sex , just another part of life.  5 6 6 6 5 6 6 6

De-stigmatize sex, give right knowledge to young children. Educate men about ego and power struggle. Empower women.
2019-09-20 2:39:232019-09-20 3:03:216ad7aaa7fe

1vq7tlt3wimvhqf9q8a1vq7tlt3s0wwgWoman Over 60 Pakistan 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ For love 1 it is essential part of life 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 2:50:362019-09-20 3:01:035eff2bb072
iokugmp22we7i86s80fqoiokugm76ef1Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Feminist and queer theory, books /articles Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I'm not clear on what a Sikh perspective on sex is3 7 7 2 2 5 4 1 There is way too much taboo around the subject in general. Heternormativity is also so embedded. So sikh institutions could play a role in shifting the conversation and opening up real conversation and space2019-09-20 2:55:442019-09-20 3:00:338292c06687
cmvfe7dslqojtr69cmvfe7e8kaze5pmuWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It is no different from a human understanding of sex. It is an expression of love and intimacy and the ultimate commitment in a relationship.6 6 6 4 4 5 5 3 summer camps could be a good starting point.2019-09-20 2:47:142019-09-20 2:55:470bf49da5c3
sjdh3xpvvjp0z52c5u0sjdh3xpr7gu4iWoman Under 18 United States 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I believe that sex is natural. I believe that it is important to human emotionally, mentally and physically. Within Sikhism, I find myself concurring with the idea that sex should be between a married couple because of the value of that kind of intimacy. I also believe that marriage/sex in Sikhi shouldn't be limited to a heterosexual centered narrative.  1 7 4 2 1 5 3 1 I feel like this would be another thing that would cause a divide in the Kom. In order to be effective, it would have to be very private. I almost feel like any information put out won't be well received unless it comes from a medical approach.2019-09-20 2:35:012019-09-20 2:53:31497389fe32
hxr0jlbbbcec55hxr0jlbttz1icv7aduMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 It is a part of the animalistic character of a human that needs to be controlled so it does not interfere with your ability to elevate your consciousness.3 4 4 4 1 1 2 1 Online forums. Possibly anonymous for those who need help understanding how to improve self discipline.2019-09-20 2:35:082019-09-20 2:51:21ffe5825876
n9tb18eipam8zrvn9ttuu8okx99w7310Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Important for procreation and important to be in limits after which is harmful3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Addressing issues related to sexuality with teenagers and younger adults2019-09-20 2:42:352019-09-20 2:50:125ee3638c78
793opj2fh6r0z4tk9flpf793opj2fho4Man 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 2 7 5 4 2 6 5 4 2019-09-20 2:45:132019-09-20 2:48:34cb25105949
o4yrtkn5rrg01xo4njnezmungx4rct8xWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Relationship between 2 people as per God’s plan 5 5 4 1 1 1 1 I don’t think they ought to2019-09-20 2:42:262019-09-20 2:47:058bfc10a086
dhwihu0guma7qb54of5j86dhwwcii014Woman 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other love, lifetime companionshipBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Affection, 0 Sex between a loving couple can bring new Sikh life and generations.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Just announce a talk about iy6, a private group, and then juststart talking...2019-09-20 2:21:442019-09-20 2:46:0230d8ae91c2
5hya3gcs4crkq5e1dpcg75hya3gc6n2xWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Natural instincts and science.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Natural instinct 0 Part of being in the human realm7 7 3 3 7 5 1 1 Offer non-judgmental education, separate Punjabi cultural norms from Sikhi2019-09-20 2:37:412019-09-20 2:42:38fcdb52db2e
7yia93f1tps85kmda87yia93d6g1wzy1Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other I believe it’s based on one’s personal feelings Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 unsure how to describe it 7 7 4 3 4 7 5 3 Have open discussions as I currently feel like the Sikh community as a whole are in complete denial of any sexuality except for heterosexuality2019-09-20 2:32:462019-09-20 2:39:468cd23b80f7
w2uotap83dbgkebyb67dw2uoav6juz20Man Over 60 United States 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Not Sikh, so no opinion.2019-09-20 2:36:122019-09-20 2:39:429610a29ede
2l3tqq44pmzuke7e69sl2l3tqq4h4gpoMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think sikhi recognizes that sex is integral to life. Which is why sex and kam are different things but kam can encompass sex. In my view, which has recently been enlightened by a video by the nanak naam YouTube channel, kam or lust is not simply the act of sex or sexual desires but rather obsessive or overpowering thoughts or feelings that one can have. These feelings can include sexual feelings and desires but can also be more vaguely attributed to other life activities that one can obsess over. Ultimately its about being aware of your actions and not allowing them to be obsessive.1 7 7 7 1 3 3 3 It's important to give people a non judgmental sikh perspective and it's reasoning2019-09-20 2:22:462019-09-20 2:39:001e6f4cc973
5oohpzk9tf30cw5oohcw3rg4yf9ev7yjWoman 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s a natural human need which gives you pleasure, feeling of emotional well-being7 7 5 4 7 7 5 4 By having discussion groups2019-09-20 2:31:212019-09-20 2:37:46c052e213fc
gdda6fhgfsgkrqs4aagdda6rerls3m26Man 19-25 India 1 Other I don't think you need any external force for this, sexuality and it's perspective is all ingrained into you even though now the media tried to portray homo as normal but that's just not normal Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 As a human sex is to produce children, it's pleasurable that's why we do it, but the make reason is to make children so that's why God make it pleasurable so that people go for in and procreate 1 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 I have no idea, I never focused my attention there 2019-09-20 2:26:132019-09-20 2:36:129d0ffc571a
ylwttriwaenw1qnvn8xsylwttri271n5Man Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 For continuing Sikhism 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Sikh foundations and research organisations2019-09-20 2:25:482019-09-20 2:35:368a52a7729f
z3glln5mmtp3h45tkz3gll0767siz8ggMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Marital behavior 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 Reduce stigma and normalize appropriate sexual behaviors2019-09-20 2:24:342019-09-20 2:35:030ca907fae1
u2br1l2mt02wshlvnxiscu2br19s8cp7Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 4 6 5 3 2 4 2 2 2019-09-20 2:29:012019-09-20 2:33:1252b9aeb2f2
iyukux5kcqgz6s92gbykiyukuxtwj3awMan 26-39 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 I don’t know 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 I have no answer.2019-09-20 2:23:192019-09-20 2:32:59 5.12E+55
iafuaf3a4j34hazoiafualwpdvygdf1bMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Necessary for procreation 5 5 4 4 2 4 5 3 2019-09-20 2:30:172019-09-20 2:32:59932e19ff4e
kc3mt1wbvtq6qkc3mtetx1qxdyciajmwMan 19-25 Canada 1 Other Connection, feelingBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 7 4 1 2 7 5 1 Talk more openly about it. Provide non-judgemental, safe space to everyone2019-09-20 2:18:582019-09-20 2:30:314b369f97e1
cbogamzqlxok29hcboga8azand08b8ikWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Another means of connection between two beings.7 5 2 1 1 2 1 1 Making it not taboo to talk about sex with your community, sangat, & family. Normalize sex.2019-09-20 2:23:102019-09-20 2:29:0421b7a419e6
leryx6umiv05vtler0uq42iacq75jmdvMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Married life was promoted by the gurus and sex makes that relationship complete. So its an integral part of it.7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 As part education in class. Kids need to understand this is not always sin but lust shouldn't take over mind also.2019-09-20 2:23:172019-09-20 2:27:5209fb4c1717
327r266bo8ufonywmk4tara83vfhfonyMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Chemistry between the partnersBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex as other physical and psychological need  is one aspect of life. It’s should never be allowed to overpower the overall though process of individual6 7 4 6 7 5 4 We need to talk about it to make sure that young generation can feel comfortable discussing their thoughts and potential issues or concerns in a healthy way and with sikhi lens2019-09-20 2:16:592019-09-20 2:26:525e03cb7849
r3xw9luapekgucr725zar3xw9b10lhgrWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is meant for procreation in order to pass on your values, religion, and beliefs to the next generation according to Sikhi. But you are meant to love all.4 7 5 2 3 7 3 2 Approach it in a way which doesn’t seem condemning and rather understanding. Everyone has their own journey and preference, the gurudwara committee needs to understand that times are different and being gay in any form is not a sin. Love is love at the end of the day.2019-09-20 2:18:402019-09-20 2:23:20a147228e04
39wp2btuwy2r7gmf39wp204m27a2nwnoWoman 26-39 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In it's most basic form, and the rhetoric that is fed in the mainstream, its only for pro-creation.4 7 5 1 4 7 5 1 create safe spaces where one on one conversations can only take place, within a trusting environment.2019-09-20 2:17:422019-09-20 2:22:369610a29ede
vfr4m59bupn3nvfr4m59q82g0w9rmwz7Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 2 5 5 2 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 2:17:222019-09-20 2:21:536247df3e21
i4gsv4b6dj5m3l4b7i4g25kjrox29w8pWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 As a Sikh, I think of sex as a natural part of life, which gives you joy and satisfaction and strengthens connection,  when it is accompanied with devotion to this person, deep spiritual bind and respect for each other.2 7 5 3 2 7 6 4 Don't know 2019-09-20 2:14:162019-09-20 2:21:1723d8e09fef
dhcotpmre18d57vg4prdhcoywgabq6j7Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex has a function - creating life, but it is also the highest manifestation of intimacy between two souls. When shared in a committed relationship with each other and Akaal Purkh, sex is the strongest connection you can have with another person. So while I respect everyone’s choices to have it however they choose, in Sikhi I believe it’s reserved for after Anand Karaj. 7 7 5 5 7 7 5 5 Speakers and mentors, influencers and teachers need to be from all walks of life with varying histories, and be brave enough to share them. We either have single men/women who are Amritdhari and are idealised or we have non-Amritdharis who are there to serve strictly as a cautionary tale. We may say “thank you for sharing your truth” but we judge and we don’t actually want our kids to be friends with them. The shame and stigma is taught and it starts at home. We need sex Ed classes available for parents!2019-09-20 2:11:372019-09-20 2:19:35029b86fc22
2j6tze3zm2f3bndp2j6rarrni7rgzs1qMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 It's a excersice 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 It's a excersice . 2019-09-20 2:12:312019-09-20 2:18:22ac208890d0
rs0yu5wum90cc8drs0yuk45pm9hnu5hrWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ For love For pleasure or desire 0 1 5 3 1 3 5 5 1 2019-09-20 2:15:012019-09-20 2:17:21df73e1684d
j0892a49wjctzgjiby4mj089pj35zkaxMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex is okay if you are building a relationship that is long term and not just a strictly sexual relationship.4 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 Through discussion and education. Allow everyone to question all aspects to promote discussion and and be respectful if someone's opinion does not align with yours. Sikh means to learn and you cant learn if you cant ask questions. Create an environment where questions are encouraged and not mocked. And when an answer is given, make sure it is logical and not just a this is just the way it is type of answer.2019-09-20 1:35:132019-09-20 2:16:28f624d98be1
qwrn7p8zcncjv932qqwrn7p1p9ehug25Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 Expression of love between two committed souls. Requirement for the procreation of life2 4 2 1 1 4 1 1 It's difficult as their is a lot of misunderstanding, shame, awkwardness wrapped around the topic. Would have to be done very sensibly by a very knowledgeable person. 2019-09-20 2:10:212019-09-20 2:15:4360aa310fdc
b1327vbt9h44f1c5fjb132po4pjrhd7sWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is necessary to procreate we are meant to have a healthy sexual relation with our partners in order to live a fulfilled married life5 7 5 5 5 3 1 1 Talks, online workshops 2019-09-20 2:09:372019-09-20 2:15:2782fa667a5b
suhuvv12hp3rxf93ve76suhucqsw5dy7Man 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is an important part of the Sikh life, but like everything else it must in balance with the other aspects of our life. 7 7 7 7 4 7 7 5 We need to do a better job empowering our youth to ask questions and feel safe. Growing up many Sikh children do not know what healthy sexual relationships look like. This is why we see so many cases of sexual abuse/assault in our community, because no one talks about it. Children should be taught early one what areas of their bodies are private, and what to say/do if those areas are violated. Moving forward Sikh youth need to understand the role/power of sex. It is a way for two committed people to show their love for one another, but also to bring new life into the world. There is a balance between pleasure and duty, and it is one of the most sacred acts one human being can share/do with another. 2019-09-20 2:06:332019-09-20 2:14:25df73e1684d
n06pgo3ald308miqc4hn06pgojnb763xMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Faithfulness 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Get educated first2019-09-20 2:06:502019-09-20 2:12:42161910b891
lbbnkqjz8pdk6k5c51ojyfdlbbnk00qpMan 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I have never thought about it subjectively, In my friend circle and from media I understood that it is an activity essential to humans because of the experience one gets from it ; When I was in punjab completing my high school it was a taboo but according to my viewpoint it is an activity which needs to be transcended not by over indulging but through name of divine grace .1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 I don't know. 2019-09-20 1:58:102019-09-20 2:12:294f2351ac97
zyrrgtoyo8z3hc3rmvckdskf3hc3r9l5Man Over 60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A sikh understanding of sex: a commital relationship of love where no exploitation or selfish motive that result in hurting the person in question.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 in group discussions2019-09-20 1:58:082019-09-20 2:12:10b3cea7a5d0
h57pzah7rr50dwjk1d6auwoh57pzah7rMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 3 6 6 4 2 6 5 3 2019-09-20 2:09:052019-09-20 2:12:10be8a34c41e
pu5fmu4owevieqtmpu5fn6aiq0lysjd6Man 40-60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Procreate 5 7 3 5 6 2 1 1 In an ideal world....Have sessions amongst peers with no parents or local adults present.....getting visiting presenters who have no connections ....youth will not tend to open up n talk freely amongst known ppl present2019-09-20 1:50:342019-09-20 2:11:1382d5372675
mt9jtiuwbag84srs2hqmt9jti7adn91lWoman 19-25 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 It’s a part of hukam for pro-creation.1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 Make it a more accepting topic that people should discuss2019-09-20 2:06:252019-09-20 2:11:12fba93f3c7b
2p36ehbkbxnsqu8r9l8g2p36eh70jzw9Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Education Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's between a married couple 5 7 4 2 3 7 3 2 Host workshops / classes /discussions / panels around the issue2019-09-20 2:05:282019-09-20 2:10:547ced6ea8ba
02x7vh7y33vdfban02x7vh9t9u2i22nmWoman Over 60 Singapore 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 For procreation and love 2 4 4 2 2 4 4 2 Have forums or talks conducted by informed individuals.2019-09-20 2:00:042019-09-20 2:07:35b28b35c5ce

b8afu2qi6ftbfmsgvuohb8afu2qftndgMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 As a Sikh sex is just a matter of a procedure to help the reproduction part. But today it has been incorporated as a fun activity.3 5 4 7 3 5 4 7
Just first of all increase the awareness about what Sex really means and what was the purpose of generating a feeling of attraction between opposite sex through visible means of sexual interaction.
How interaction with more than one sexual partner is going to affect spirituality or your mindset. 2019-09-20 1:58:412019-09-20 2:07:27b45cb6a02d

vci22gji0kn3ijj732pcagrwvci22fiuMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 It is a creation of God. 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 Sikh institutions should start seminars about sexuality in and outside of Gurdwaras.2019-09-20 1:55:462019-09-20 2:04:58ac54cc290e
x0uugj57puxoyc5aettx0uugj5sp7ewqMan 26-39 United States 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is basic necessity of life and it helps in bringing the partners more close to each other.3 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 Don’t address in an effective manner2019-09-20 1:53:452019-09-20 2:04:02bef3108298
b5eduq7pt1wexr2ub5eduq1x5sisvcd1Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Consented between two people committed to each other4 4 5 2 5 4 4 2 More open discussions, encouraging dialogue, and answering questions for clear understanding!2019-09-20 1:53:152019-09-20 2:03:44c4c1876a00

h5fva4vqssj2bn790kh5fva4kl408cw1Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is natural and shouldn’t be policed. In my opinion, cultural meanings have been placed upon sex and turned it from something natural and human to policed and societal. 1 6 5 1 1 6 4 3

Make sure parents don’t demonize sex in their everyday talk. Children internalize this, get raped/molested and then think it’s their fault and that they are now dirty. 

SikhRI should have interviews with influential Sikhs regarding sex and consensual sex. 2019-09-20 1:56:192019-09-20 2:02:22e4943908ed
tbg5wso0qoz20jxu77tl7cqtbg5wsoryMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is often looked upon as a way to procreate. In Sikhi love of the other is identified synonymous with a bride or bridegroom.6 7 7 6 7 7 5 Open up the dialogue and start conversing with today and yesterday’s generation.2019-09-20 1:52:312019-09-20 2:00:340783d06884
ijhjsm7yb736oijhjha9lmsvxl8p167qMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To continue his family 4 4 5 2 4 5 5 4 Teach people how it deal with it gurbani and dasam Granth and resources2019-09-20 1:08:122019-09-20 2:00:217e8054ce56
z1wc90e8gs3ecmvz1wceh32xyeeq3p1uMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikh married couple should have regular sex5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Be open to discuss topics related to sexuality2019-09-20 1:44:062019-09-20 2:00:20df73e1684d
odtyok3cmkt1bzmhqpodtyok2w4u4mpyWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other I am a gender studies scholar, so my research informs my views. Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don’t think there is one single normative understanding. Certainly however sex without the consent of any party involved would be against Sikhi.7 7 7 7 5 5 5 5 Discussions of sexuality begin with gender equity. Once that is achieved people in those institutions need gender sensitive training and a willingness to be open and non judgemental. Also make efforts to have Lgbtqi* people involved and be allies.2019-09-20 1:53:232019-09-20 2:00:117906b96a26
bzopb14q8uoom5cjybzop736lzwmcsz9Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2019-09-20 1:51:182019-09-20 1:59:40edebbec458
mh05q9o3ejv8skeb2oomh05q9kryegolMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Love 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Be more open and get with the times. Sikhi is meant for everyone. So why are we going backwards2019-09-20 1:53:302019-09-20 1:57:320e6f8c2e7b
jz2pl41vphq3eyiccjzn6b4tfwxgwlhcMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 it is a normal part of life as long as it is not all consuming7 7 6 7 7 7 5 4 they should not have taboos regarding discussion2019-09-20 1:51:072019-09-20 1:55:13691486aa3d
aub2flat5calddpmaub26ze5gmoic6qnMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is beautiful gift by God to human to reproduce itself and to have pleasure.4 7 7 3 4 7 7 3 The adolescents should be given fair and transparent knowledge about sex, we should not neglect it, in addition it should not be shown as demon.2019-09-20 1:47:422019-09-20 1:54:3912f9ab03ae

d1fv0uoulp2ckzvj6xcd1fv0cxerqv45Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My own personal values / beliefs / perspective on what is right or wrong & how life should be lived individually (not related to my religion / society / how my family raised me)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Not sure? I only know my own understanding.2 7 7 1 1 6 6 1

Recruit Sikh speakers that are comfortable discussing their experiences & are open about their sexuality. This can reinforce that it's okay for "us" to talk about this topic and gradually build confidence in doing so with those we feel intimated by. 

Thank you for this survey, glad to see someone's taking the 1st step! Really enjoyed filling it out :)2019-09-20 1:34:052019-09-20 1:53:0750c7ddab13
pipbe2k81ln5400pipbe2lohlgrkk3dbWoman 26-39 United States 1 Other Medicine and science Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a normal part of life but should not be abused4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Talks meetings educational material2019-09-20 1:49:162019-09-20 1:52:282d774e8565

jfk6q63yev6f31i86zejfk6q63s2vohkMan Over 60 United States 1 Other Science Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Other The highest level of intimacy 0 Sex is a very personal thing and does not define ones spirituality7 7 7 1 7 7 1 1

Stay out of it. Sexism a very personal thing and as far as I know the basic tenants of the faith are what makes it attractive/universal. The focus should continue to be on the core principles and issues such as these should be left to the individual. You do not want to provide guard rails where they are not warranted as you risk turning Sikhi into a guilt based faith of which there are already plenty! 
Discussions and heathy but aggregation of opinions to form a consensus view can be dangerous 

2019-09-20 1:32:272019-09-20 1:51:177dbbe8be09
fbbi7an7k2s3my2ztmwitfbbi7an40wwMan 40-60 Malaysia 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pleasure or desire 0 Sex in a married relationship is healthy. Sex outside marriage is based on lust. "6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Sikh institutions should spread the message of Gurbani that " nimakh kaam swaad kaaran kot dinnas dukh paave"(403). That sex outside marriage leads to lekhas.2019-09-20 1:40:322019-09-20 1:50:15d9d5e183c2
66sgwai3s9yf9oht56w66sgwac1061swWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Part of married life and play role in creation by giving birth to next generation2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Have no idea 2019-09-20 1:42:562019-09-20 1:48:286576960cc5
lh30slzkatze4uemlh30sdiaa1eg0lc2Woman Under 18 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 That sex should only be done when you are married and want to have kids3 7 6 2 2 7 6 1 Be more open to them and talk about them without becoming really uncomfortable.2019-09-20 1:44:502019-09-20 1:48:12fb5d8037ff

c9h0bty9djwa1gwcquyi41sc9h0bty7oMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sikhs have varied understandings and misconceptions about sex and it’s relationship to human life.  Sikhism, however, maintains a more “common sense” (yet no so common) understanding.  Sex and lust is one of the most effective methods to take us away from God, yet it is also a necessary act to procreate.  Thus, sex is not forbidden but it must be used for the correct purposes (not that this generally happens).2 7 6 6 1 7 4 2
Ignore the hateful, traditionalist, sexist, noise not well-versed in Sikhism.  Listen closely to the modern, fair,
 well-versed Sikhism voices (which is rare since most modern individuals only have a social perspective and not a great understanding of Sikhism).2019-09-20 1:29:482019-09-20 1:47:4993a0422928

ubmbweqgu5ubmcgh08ssigah73ftmpacMan 40-60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Interacting with individuals as an individual Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Essential to well-being 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Be open-minded, empathetic, and understand that it's an essential part of life2019-09-20 1:38:442019-09-20 1:45:20e2b63939f1
j6u1lt9ylheb55sj6uhwo7n41nombx4jWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 6 4 1 6 6 5 1 2019-09-20 1:42:232019-09-20 1:44:17bfbb4137ef
7qsx7aznvm35gbwonpu7qsxd3if5nf7wMan 40-60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 To get liberation 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Forums 2019-09-20 1:39:492019-09-20 1:43:194c7d6a6480
4mg45ee6se1i66l64mg45eekiyqrv6ajWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 4 3 3 1 3 3 3 2019-09-20 1:38:242019-09-20 1:42:466d8b548977
ym3muf4bkcl474sym3mumbkx6cxqyvwjMan Over 60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I feel a sikh should get married and have sex with the married partner for love and well being of the family.4 3 3 3 4 3 2 1 hold seminars on the subject2019-09-20 1:27:442019-09-20 1:41:4372a9c43863
3iekhlj7yrh4gb583iepkovcm1pmidn5Woman 19-25 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I’m not entirely sure but I think it has a lot to do with love and procreation.3 7 4 2 1 7 3 1 Raise awareness and quash misconceptions.2019-09-20 1:36:502019-09-20 1:40:3394d844a2b4
2ma0ua39hyc0zv2tevrs2ma0u74q2pn6Man 40-60 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a way to form deeper connection with other(s).5 7 7 6 2 3 2 1 Have sessions at Gurdwara to talk about it. It should not be a sin to talk about anything that is part of life there.2019-09-20 1:32:332019-09-20 1:38:55a6c21f0afd
yp0bsi5c5t6ut1oavyp0bhi197tdb6tgWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a natural part of life and our gurus exemplified this by living a married life. There are shabad where the longing for god is compared with the longing for the beloved. So it is a beautiful relationship not to be ashamed of. I believe the only time sex becomes  negative is when we have greed., which can be bad in any form.. be it for money or food or sex. 4 5 4 4 3 5 4 4 Gurbani vichar, social media articles, simplified messages of our faith in form of mimes etc. 2019-09-20 0:15:112019-09-20 1:38:229610a29ede

mc9tcfnz8ohaqp221bomc9tcfbtkurmnMan 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 One should have physical relations with one's husband/wife only. And only for purpose of giving life.3 3 3 1 2 3 3 1

Firstly, DONT JUDGE!
listen to understand not to reply.
Then solve someone's problem by putting in place Guru sahib's perspective.
Have maybe one on one sessions or group sessions(depends on person's choice and comfort).2019-09-20 1:28:422019-09-20 1:37:39ba20d40948

jz5adlgwnutr6pl4otw0jz5adv0mfnshWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Education (University) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Souls connecting spiritually, in love.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 Schools, pre-marriage counselling, youth programs, connect it to Gurbani.2019-09-20 1:31:082019-09-20 1:36:477b48bb24af
ottsi7i6eb957qvfvmnottsc21qozyoiWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I believe that it's intended for marriage, for procreation as well as for the married partners to enjoy each other with love and committment.7 7 4 4 7 7 4 4 Stop treating the subject as a taboo, and talk about it openly as a natural part of married life and allow it to be talked about openly and honestly, without shame. 2019-09-20 1:30:082019-09-20 1:36:222b3ed3d59e
mp8hsfxte4n70i36mp8ubm1hsy158qgeWoman 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is necessary to make human life. It’s a natural human desire.5 6 5 5 5 6 5 5 Talk about it more, especially with pre teens and teens. 2019-09-20 0:58:192019-09-20 1:34:399e0cd90419
9ukgovpkxuhu0o0ki079ukgoctnqexlrWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 To do what’s best for our kaum. If having sex leads to procreating then that means increasing the number in our kaum1 6 4 2 1 6 4 1 None that I know of2019-09-20 1:27:322019-09-20 1:31:45d199c218f5
5wlu6qhndx44wywnqdief5wlu6zcfkx0Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 As I understand, practicing sikhi means living in this world as a part of this world is what is expected while striving to meet vaheguru. As a sikh man/ woman, we are supposed to honor all our responsibilities and commitments in our lives.5 5 3 2 5 4 2 1 2019-09-20 1:20:532019-09-20 1:29:589610a29ede
mcpias3nzsa2dfb1mcp0dl01nuv4ytdtMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is the act of blissful union of lovers to procreate and cherish creation, life and family.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 It should always be addressed as a component of blissful union( Anand Karaj), an intricate act and expression of love between a male and female to advance procreation and continuity of life as an institution of family.2019-09-20 1:16:012019-09-20 1:29:09d8b32c098a
x32wt6f7x978qfox7gx32wt604s2lo94Man Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Between man and women in love.1 5 5 4 1 4 4 4 Group discussions2019-09-20 1:23:592019-09-20 1:28:5332d1cf31b1
qf4z7dx636111h6m3kqf4z78ie2e8l6cWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In sikhi it says not to be taken over by lust and sex and lust are not synonymous. Sex is used for fun, for release as well as getting closer to another. Everything in moderation is a good thing and doesnt mean you are being taken over by lust2 6 6 2 2 6 6 1 make posts, share on social media and explain what does the bani say about it2019-09-20 1:24:152019-09-20 1:28:06aa69dbaaae
x0nrcbqcn16dc8rnkpx0nrcbhygk5ub8Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I think that most Sikhs view sex mostly as an act necessary for procreation.6 6 4 3 5 4 2 1 I don’t believe that it is a Gurdwara’s function to discuss or not to discuss sexuality. Gurdwaras should play a non judgmental role in all matters. If Sikhs seek counsel regarding sexuality or sexuality through their Gurdwara, I think it is the responsibility of Gurdwara leaders to point them to the right professional and reserve any judgement. If other non Gurdwara Sikh institutions deem themselves professionally qualified to speak on sex and sexuality then by all means go for it! But no institution should feel they have the final say and let alone to be the judge any Sikhs interpretation of their own sexuality. In this day and age, there is no right or wrong way. Any path chosen by Sikhs should be a path that is only between them and their understanding of their theology, their spirituality and their God. 2019-09-20 1:08:552019-09-20 1:27:044f995d70fe
ntca4eqq3331hhol2tlrntca4ecqjjcsWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Social norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 We are free to enjoy sex provided that it doesn’t consume us6 7 6 6 3 7 6 5 Start talking about it in an open non-judgmental way. But the problem is that most gurdwaras are run by older, conservative Indian-born men, who are extremely sexist, conservative, and ignorant. 2019-09-20 1:17:522019-09-20 1:24:49017f897719
s1ad829tva1zstntbh0p03wrjqjmfitnMan Over 60 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ For pro-creation 0 It helps to live a well contended and respectful place in the society.4 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 Katha and kirtan surely can link the society in a suitable way.2019-09-20 1:17:542019-09-20 1:24:482956d66a57
c0jkkowzqby6gzrc0jgocdiiwxvibm3mWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Waheguru created us with a strong desire to pro-create, and so I don’t think it is wrong to feel that desire and express it. That being said, sex can be something that has the potential to be harmful, for example, sexual assault, or rape; it can create jealousy, or an affair can tear a family apart. With sex comes responsibility, and as a Sikh I believe we need to recognize this and be responsible.5 6 3 1 5 6 2 1 Talk about it ! 2019-09-20 1:14:532019-09-20 1:24:13e7444452f4
85jyoe1qzjdojgpa0o85j69a9whk992vMan Over 60 United States 0 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 No idea 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-20 1:18:092019-09-20 1:21:370f0bd4238e
7ual243deixuyt7sa7ual5zz7b4sd9e9Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is integral part of grastha jeevan and is essential to reproduce.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Should be discussed with reference to Gurbani2019-09-20 1:13:382019-09-20 1:20:5501aa064210
gihf35t14ifmkyituxtagihf3znui3fqWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2019-09-20 1:01:182019-09-20 1:18:2501d0b199f0
9y65l5kj6jne8l8hc9y65mru4ifee47kWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Other Myself Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Acceptance and respect 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 2 Preach acceptance of everyone’s decision and respecting others both emotionally and physically.2019-09-20 1:09:052019-09-20 1:13:22ef0b47bfcb
n68o6iopl8ec8xgru4pqv1n68o6iopm7Man Under 18 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 The purpose of it is solely pro-creation, and it is the result of, controlled or uncontrolled, lust2 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 provide inviting, open spaces where members of the community that need a place to discuss their personal sexuality can do so with other members in similar situations.  Knowledgeable members of the gurdwara should also always be available for questions involving sexuality and should be checked to make sure they are spreading accurate information.  2019-09-20 1:04:052019-09-20 1:12:19d629deb68f
0p9wrz3mc4s9dv4u1u2d20p9wrz3vu4lWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Forming my own opinion Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don’t believe the Granth specifically speaks on sex. It’s speaks to relationship of with the Guru. We don’t need to be ascetics to achieve oneness with the guru and we can become a brahmgianni if we choose to whilst married with children.6 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 Seminars, discussions, an expert taking questions, youth groups in the gurdwaras. Listening and not judging 2019-09-19 22:27:452019-09-20 1:11:16b0e9cbf3bc
fc5n60yym5i0qvonrfc5n6ulssg6t1m2Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is about reproduction. 7 7 7 1 4 4 4 1 Never thought about it2019-09-20 1:05:322019-09-20 1:10:2274a26b1c60
2vxhyk8h5ziub2ifl9ik2vxhy9n1mssvWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Uncertain 1 4 3 1 1 1 2 1 I don't know 2019-09-20 1:02:482019-09-20 1:08:3214d204a99f
sxy6gqb97tr4tlo81zsxy6ggg739zwieMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 3 3 3 3 6 5 5 1 Not sure 2019-09-20 1:05:022019-09-20 1:08:059610a29ede
pgxuk7t80og2v0kia8pgxukgca83u6oaWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 I do not know what a Ikh understanding of sex is. My own understanding is that it is an expression of love.3 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 Not sure. Perhaps by talking about it not being a taboo, and a beautiful thing when it is used to express love.2019-09-20 1:04:002019-09-20 1:07:388245366f37
g60hhousar651m6g60hhohazjvs9e16nWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 Important in life 5 6 2 1 1 6 1 1 2019-09-20 1:03:262019-09-20 1:06:40e475462d59
ra71b3yii9r5s5zjfdckjra71b382c6qMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Totally acceptable in a conceptual martial relationship4 6 5 4 4 4 5 4 Keep increasing the sangat’s awareness of it in an open and honest manner.2019-09-20 0:57:462019-09-20 1:03:274c7d6a6480
hpo0nxq4qv3zny0uahpo0nxvcug7xuzkWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 3 3 3 2 4 2 2 1 2019-09-20 0:56:302019-09-20 1:01:483f130cb51c
hr07lu7ktoilq4a8tiphr07ad0w4q7s2Woman Under 18 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Will be unable to to answer this due to a a lack of knowledge5 7 7 3 1 7 1 By having workshops especially for youths on sexual health2019-09-20 0:55:492019-09-20 0:59:4561ed751602
grdbayjxzpnywfgngrdbayip90dlrrcrMan 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 One way to pro-create nowadays, which leads me to believe it’s not only for procreation. Perhaps showing love physically or for desire. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Penetrate colleges and universities’ Sikh youth clubs and build alliances with camps or targeted “influencers”2019-09-20 0:48:362019-09-20 0:55:5755a02f39c2
tlh5cyuj0sop6yfbctlh5wcmtqp61ir4Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 My understanding of sikhi is to have sex within marriage without looking at potential sexual partners outside of your marriage, and not over indulging in sex either7 7 7 6 3 7 5 1 Sikh’s are meant to stand up for any marginalized communities. Therefore, it’s important to have a united from that we support LGBT+. My belief is that a relationship with God precedes puberty and is this mutually exclusive from the sexual journey that we spend the rest of our post-puberty lives trying to figure out. I would like to see if a sweet Sardar little boy ends up realizing he is attracted to boys after puberty, then I wouldn’t want the panth to strip that boy of his beard and turban and excommunicate with him just because of who he is attracted to in the privacy of his home. Same goes with any other scenario. As long as LGBT community continue I.e. to respect and represent Sikhi by being good people, we should be supportive as a panth2019-09-20 0:44:092019-09-20 0:54:299f04c25610
024pfh1w64b7whmvqg024pfh8sledjrmMan 26-39 New Zealand 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think it’s a relationship between two people who are on path to be one soul in two bodies and then trying on  their path to merge into Devine light.7 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 In my opinion we need to discuss it more openly by webinars or workshops. From what I have learned growing up in village in Moga district (Punjab) that it’s labeled as Sin at cultural level. LGBT people are still ashamed or abused by community. Maybe more can be done in educational levels. Girls don’t have much freedom as compared to the boys growing up and even they don’t get to say much after marriage.2019-09-20 0:39:312019-09-20 0:54:12df73e1684d
jvowzwz25dcxp1mjvowzdmffefeigv76Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a pleasure shared by a consenting couple and one of many gifts from the Ik force of creation.5 5 5 3 5 5 5 3 Discussions through social media relating to current topics.2019-09-20 0:46:582019-09-20 0:52:36fa92fa0453
hn8jcsarikhegv3t22sm8ehn8jcs188yWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Genetic predispositions Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex should not consume ones thoughts, however it is a basic human need. If it consumes and interferes with our spiritual life it is kaam.2 5 4 3 2 4 4 3 Discussions with smaller groups, would allow for more personal conversations, and method/terminology/ and delivery of discussions can be tailored towards specific demographics.2019-09-20 0:41:502019-09-20 0:52:164ff35b16be



mvt4k95arwmar0vvmvt4k5pguv3z3gqeMan Over 60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0  https://bit.ly/2HQMfkK  https://bit.ly/2HMKm8O  https://bit.ly/2HQMc8y www.gurmukhbabul.com3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

 https://bit.ly/2HQMfkK
 https://bit.ly/2HMKm8O
 https://bit.ly/2HQMc8y
www.gurmukhbabul.com

2019-09-20 0:33:332019-09-20 0:51:1608bd8953a4
ah4bywsl0byy5d2cbfah4byws2smyyeqMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Don't understand the question 5 6 6 4 5 6 6 4 Sex ed 2019-09-20 0:46:432019-09-20 0:50:0424bd550ce8
f7w15n10wryep0px02hot4f7w15trmjeMan 19-25 Canada 0 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a tool we were designed to use. It can be misused if we have bad intentions like with anything but otherwise it doesn't matter.4 7 1 1 1 7 1 1 Bringing it into casual conversation.2019-09-20 0:42:512019-09-20 0:48:374d9905743b
ah1j1ptb21delfkah1pt38lxzb9j1xr4Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s a part of normal human life . It’s like food we desire .2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 0:42:462019-09-20 0:48:278914df5846
awuqudlm5nr3lmawuquowhuds8ms2vovWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-20 0:45:232019-09-20 0:48:08e276c50e94
djyn5y8yvmkcmwvmdjyn4556jhjgi39wMan 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Glimpse of union 0 Oneness and procreation 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 2019-09-19 22:51:432019-09-20 0:45:350f0bd4238e
akzggoe5mtt1o5bxtakzggox8uhp7f66Woman 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Same-sex attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Physical relationship between 2 committed adults for self love , love for partner  and procreation. 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 Have seminars , forums and add it to curriculum taught at mission schools training kirtanias and Sikh camps2019-09-20 0:31:512019-09-20 0:45:01a442ef0ab1
flph0bth331zfh3flphjgjtj9ndmv1joMan 40-60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Interacting with individuals, as individuals Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Essential for well-being 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 Be open-minded, authentic, empathetic 2019-09-20 0:20:592019-09-20 0:42:50e2b63939f1
8mixncmtumjd494sobf8mixn4ln48z6uWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Not sure. 2019-09-20 0:37:012019-09-20 0:42:34701d5d811a
a2ba3u0gz6i6fj8a2ba3844b9e6p2dsiMan Under 18 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Enjoyment and reproduction 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 0:37:592019-09-20 0:41:089679cc9f91
w0jlrrn00n1z5nmkhopw0jlrrniiurvdWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I would say that Sikhi views sex as mostly the means to procreation. However, it also seems like sex outside of that context, whether it's thoughts of sex or the act of doing it, it seems to be thought of as lust and something that should be avoided.3 6 3 3 1 3 1 1 By creating forums and discussions that would allow people to speak about the topic openly, in a safe environment. Also initiating dialogue about sexuality would be a start, making the topic less "taboo."2019-09-20 0:30:212019-09-20 0:40:258617b17165

7nolqlnv7d7olbtp7ad6yf7nolqlnkz5Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 7 5 2 1 6 3 1

Sport groups
Educational classes
Presentations
Counseling 2019-09-20 0:32:502019-09-20 0:38:44f50728311f

yy26nsq7jih40jenbjwyy26nso0d6b2jMan 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part and parcel of human (animal) nature. It is perhaps more stronger of the humanly desires. A Sikh perspective of sex in my opinion is that one needs to seek guidance from Guru Granth Sahib to be in command of this desire so that it remains a healthy part of our life without it ever taking control of our lives.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1. Provide better understanding of guidance provided by Gurbani. 2. Provide forums for civil dialogue and discussion within the community to understand sexuality based issues in Gurbani's light.2019-09-20 0:23:432019-09-20 0:37:457ea033b637
7ibc9bsldd458giu7ibchdo9k79oqsm0Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 Human need and desire 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 2019-09-20 0:27:552019-09-20 0:32:37233571e81e
k01sr4sdk8orzn5r4k01srlntmbq4d2aWoman 26-39 India 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Important part of life and basic need of every one5 6 6 4 4 4 4 4 By meeting with the family members and by giving literature to them2019-09-20 0:12:542019-09-20 0:27:3815ffae4b89
ebs9skhpgbylfxwfb4ebs9d3weltg876Woman 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sikh understanding of it is that it one should not over indulge in it. As food , sex is the basic need of the body.it should be only done with the consenting partner with whom one would plan to spend life together1 3 4 4 2 3 3 4 Difficult but can be done... through Guru’s life2019-09-19 23:55:122019-09-20 0:26:5899ad53bf6e
w130s1sh4njqpxxi6f5w130s1dkn77z6Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 3 6 7 3 2 6 6 2 2019-09-20 0:21:262019-09-20 0:26:428fe2a98bad
nnbwwtx6rvya6tghnnbhqrwzackqcd1yMan 40-60 United States 0 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To participate in natural process and contribute so that next generation could continue. To culture and nurture sikhism in new generation7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Nurture the culture2019-09-20 0:18:002019-09-20 0:26:3214c3bb8e47
wsdewmnzdwzo9dukjxwsdew39y7xt6ezMan Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 4 4 3 4 5 4 4 Through expert professional way.2019-09-20 0:11:462019-09-20 0:24:167278c24a8d
8mmofbsweeilw8ld8mmoephvvx0xnqmyWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 0 a sikh has a clear and healthy understanding of sex and its relationship to human life7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 be honest and open about it2019-09-20 0:03:412019-09-20 0:22:473b893c3c48
m12li7nqiluom12mb9959d96vsa5ymb9Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other 0 6 6 4 3 6 6 5 2 2019-09-20 0:09:522019-09-20 0:21:540473f7b514
6zv36v6blnr6zv9x7y7cl8gwr3lmq5g9Man Over 60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 1 A married life helps to control your lust and one can contribute to the well being of the society you live in.6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 It should be through an open dialogue with the people who can discuss the benefits in an intelligent way.2019-09-20 0:09:502019-09-20 0:20:34701d5d811a
fjjs9waqris74hywvuxnqfjjs9waq5irMan 40-60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sex is a beautiful relationship between man and woman.4 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 As a Sin 2019-09-20 0:06:532019-09-20 0:20:2133da967657
0a26sadgiuxdbd80a2v70w0rekr8u2otWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 6 6 6 3 3 5 5 3 2019-09-20 0:16:002019-09-20 0:20:194fb96b5e14
b2831hqbwszoehrqb28315sd8j7vxyg1Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Education Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think sex is understood to be a part of human life and normal but kam is when it takes over your mind just as alcohol or drugs or any other vice: when you can’t stop thinking of something and are chasing greed or Desires or being angry etc can’t connect with your real self ie waheguru5 7 7 4 4 7 5 4 Not sure . Difficult with the punjabi cultural influence and mysogyny in community2019-09-20 0:13:372019-09-20 0:20:02e0664d08a6
q516xcrhga4n1l2q516vn103x0p650j5Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Happy and healthy family life 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 In enclosed gathering with same sex individuals2019-09-20 0:10:232019-09-20 0:19:34a2a99ad3e9
q7xyivy0tbv2kr02glstq7xyivy0c6qwMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a choice that we get to make as humans and like all choices, it has consequences. When thoughts or acts of sex become overpowering, distracting from the path of hukam or used to hurt others, had negative consequences. The act of sex itself is not good or bad - the context, partner, thoughts and motives make it so. As per my understanding of Sikhi, sex is not taboo (given that it is a natural phenomenon) but Gurus have taught us that Lust is bad for our spiritual growth.6 7 5 4 4 5 3 3 Remove taboos around it, explain it in the context of social make up of the society people live in, help differentiate between lust and sex, provide an easy access to open-minded (not judgemental) people to discuss these complex topics...2019-09-20 0:10:252019-09-20 0:19:26512c0d594f
wpgzrw1uxwfefzg1l9wpgzrphoyfb83eWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 A beautiful act within 2 loving people4 2 4 2 2 2 1 1 Talk about grishti 2019-09-20 0:13:532019-09-20 0:18:03f6e1db810a
5u80p3fwfhv7tokcv3w15u80p3fpv1fjMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don’t think there is a “Sikh” understanding of sex. Culturally they seem to be mutually exclusive topics.1 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 Not sure, good question. I have little to no faith in most Sikh lead institutions though, not sure if I’m the right person to answer this question. 2019-09-20 0:12:472019-09-20 0:16:45f30593d8b9
av98k1fdvuzm59uv0jppvav98ksfry8kMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 1 3 3 1 1 6 2 1 2019-09-20 0:13:072019-09-20 0:14:304c7d6a6480
zc9xud98vxrfpvryzc9xuq46dxhpe54fMan Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex with only wife is viewed as pious and acceptable. But there is a widowed person (male or female) then remarriage is the only option available. But in modern perspective of globalisation and inter reflexive missing of cultures, we can say two consenting adults. Thank you very much. Blessings. 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 There is need to educate the Sikh younger minds about the plus side and minuses of the sexuality. Indian school system still lags far behind that of Western world.2019-09-20 0:02:312019-09-20 0:12:55d317ab78b5
aq8s8857f222wzybedbsbaq8s88j6loyWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other I am a psychologist so i am educated and informed. Respect and accept human beingsBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 Intimacy and sexual relationship with someone you love is precious7 7 7 3 6 7 7 3 Educating population to accept and respect individuals with different sexual preferences2019-09-19 23:59:232019-09-20 0:12:399dace44185
3y2md48g015ao8i43y2mrgrvs3rynr1jMan Over 60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 Bhaand Jammie 2019-09-20 0:06:332019-09-20 0:11:25ad5de4c07c
n15u9a5h8sklrn15u9sxxn39m82p2wsbWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I'm not sure. 1 7 7 2 1 6 6 1 Take away the stigma.  Introduce sermons in English and by young people who've had the same experiences we've had.2019-09-20 0:06:302019-09-20 0:11:09b1c4178e3d
8uh2jj0aw5uyiyf8uh25zp6wdlnfv72vMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part of human life. Sikhi guides my spiritual life and my journey and does not conflict with understanding of sex as long as it does not become overpowering emotion like lust.6 6 5 4 6 6 5 4 engage honestly in dialoague and treat folks with differening views with same respect and as equals. emotional health within sikh diaspora is still a taboo issue.2019-09-19 23:58:492019-09-20 0:10:379dace44185
b84h8vat806lcb84hk94pot99o5z1u5mWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Overall, for other people, I think as long as people are safe and get consent (don't cause harm) you can do whatever you like. For myself personally however I really struggle with what exactly is karm. I think it's when you let it take over your thoughts, which may or may not involve sexual intercourse. However, I also feel uncomfortable having sex pre-marital personally, but I don't think I can point to anything specific to Sikhi with regards to that, I think that is more informed by cultural norms rather than Sikhi. Overall, I'm not sure.  5 7 2 2 1 2 2 2 I think there's so much stigma, shame and judgement. I'm not sure how that can be addressed. Maybe in smaller affinity group spaces? Then slowly build up to larger conversations?2019-09-19 23:57:572019-09-20 0:09:51 8923180730
4d8kksrhzcqt57wi515m5z4d8kksrhs6Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Remain married grahast ashram but in guidance of the divine4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2019-09-20 0:03:192019-09-20 0:09:4785c08e7b1d
yi3ncjv1v876a3bryi3ncjhj53a5s4vrMan 26-39 Australia 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It is important 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2019-09-20 0:05:532019-09-20 0:09:3378a1067949

3qrcdj4lkfevgoa01rxbpetnu3qrcdjiWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other medical and psychology perspectivesBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Like the other 4 passions, kaam and in turn sex has a place.  It's problematic when a preoccupation with it consumes a person's thoughts/energy.  It is for a married couple (husband and wife)1 5 5 4 1 3 3 1 I have never expected this from them except to provide information to victims of sexual abuse, or those with problematic sexual behaviours as to where they can get help2019-09-19 23:53:162019-09-20 0:07:06bc50d5b739
ymt3fxrymrxu7vfe6ymt3fauvimft9avWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-20 0:02:282019-09-20 0:06:08a323151ec9
t1hrv9fb0henvlz15t1mvu92vz6lj54dMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 We are body, mind and spirit all combined. Sex is one component of our being and having a balanced view of managing our needs and desires in a safe setting and being respective is important 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Great a forum or setting where people can get non biased advice that is truthful and within Sikhi principles2019-09-19 23:59:122019-09-20 0:05:57900f91cfda
478zo0f8er5txccu3jj4c99x3478zo0xMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Important 3 6 5 4 4 6 5 4 I don’t know 2019-09-20 0:01:032019-09-20 0:05:52e8ae08f293
tepz5lk06mddtxtytepz5ldkh542zm1nMan 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 1 2019-09-20 0:02:292019-09-20 0:05:2255fdbba77b
dv6k89lk0am3kjtvwdv6k89lok77uo4lMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 7 7 4 1 5 5 4 1 One should be able to discuss the topic, any topic, in an open way, without judgement 2019-09-19 23:51:422019-09-20 0:04:1443dabfd245
wx8j7ye47ehpsm7wx8kudqs1u0nd8xxiMan Over 60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is a nature given psychological process for a physical activity to maintain the human species2 7 4 2 2 7 5 2 Very difficult! 2019-09-19 23:55:122019-09-20 0:04:02bb45583681
xn35uuoqnqrdbb2xn3528qhhbikg9v1hMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It is a relationship between man and woman who are married.5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 Not necessary to discuss in gurudwara2019-09-19 23:55:362019-09-20 0:01:5703eb401d31
vnmhuokrgdw05evnmhuokr7q9dqcpeoiWoman 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other My educational experience. Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire Other physical need 0 I have not read any specific bani that references sex except the precautions of lust described through lust. To my understanding, kam, krodh, lobh, moh, ahankar are essentially 5 vices that must occur in moderation. Meaning, they are not 'outlawed' per se, but them in excess can be toxic. For example, lust may be "needed" for pro-creation if you consider the intercourse you're having to be a result of lust, not love (e.g. arranged marriage). But lust in excess (ex. cheating) can be incredibly damaging to your family and your own character.  1 5 2 1 1 4 1 1 Make sure that those moderating these conversations have done the internal work to be fully aware of their own opinions and/ bias, be able to differentiate these from what Gurbani actually states and one's personal interpretation, and then in a conversation be able to separate the two. This can help bring about a non-judgemental, open and inviting conversation.  The individual leading the discussion should understand basic goals of (1) understanding people where they are at (2) make them feel heard and comfortable (3) build a foundation on which to integrate Sikhi into the conversation. 2019-09-19 23:40:192019-09-20 0:00:571dcc23b785
y5xnwcn3bhqf7dy5xnwbrilw4l7clubdWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 4 7 7 3 2 7 7 1 2019-09-19 23:56:452019-09-19 23:59:59df73e1684d

f9f0f9wk4owhw65f9f0f9nsrv105a70nMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Person’s hormonal,physiological dispositionBetween a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation Other
Physiological wellbeing n hormonal balance

0 Sacred Marital binding with extreme care n respect leading to receive the bounty of family life and an opportunity to fully healthful human living.5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1
Having Sikh medical professionals addressing generically ( thru YouTube type presentations )prevalent or potential  sex or gender related problems with reference to Gurbani guidance.
e.g. one of our Sikh professional was asked in a Jewish forum..what does Sikhism teach about same sex relationships...he gave two references..marriage is only sacred between husband (GOD) n wife(our soul), all humans are equal ( maanas kee Jaat , sabhe eke pehchaanbo...)2019-09-19 23:39:432019-09-19 23:58:25eab2d68d36

3kvlp6ft31plrbq8fosmo3kvlpa5bnn1Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 N/A 2 5 5 4 2 3 3 3

Provide a space or resources that builds education and information about sexuality. 

Has to been done in a safe environment. 2019-09-19 23:52:182019-09-19 23:58:10e062f4a5c3
rv7x7xbnwxjm8illykserv7x7abdscs6Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a natural form of expression, not just lust4 7 6 4 7 7 7 4 Just talk about it more2019-09-19 22:50:212019-09-19 23:57:51a6cae9388f
71kqrxmu3kdh2tmo71kqrchs24dkb7azWoman 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It’s part of life 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Make it more acceptable and normal2019-09-19 23:52:442019-09-19 23:57:45a59de4660f
vhniuhg0vr8p5ecxvhniuzrmtsfirxjkWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Expression of love 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 Counsellor 2019-09-19 23:51:572019-09-19 23:57:350ce3d7c8ed
cll9ms5zpjqgdhucll9msq7allu6my8vWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 4 2019-09-19 23:40:282019-09-19 23:56:118a23d57026
bh2vx06spq5lc4zu4uu6hbh2vx0rnxl8Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It's a part of life. Just like anything else, too much is a no go. Enjoy it, but don't become obsessed with it6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Have open conversations, meet ups,lectures events. Make it less taboo2019-09-19 23:49:232019-09-19 23:53:50c83650e06e
o5v6kvtuops8irinuzihho5v6kvtuozrMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a need and pretty important to life but it’s not everything3 6 6 2 4 6 6 3 Not sure 2019-09-19 23:49:312019-09-19 23:52:2956a80190f8
pruyoqccooyzpruyo8yb3w23opq2gc40Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is something which should be performed only as a means to procreate. Sex beyond this means becomes a sin and should be avoided. A Sikh should refrain from any sexual desires.7 7 7 5 1 6 6 4 Through discussion.2019-09-19 23:46:022019-09-19 23:52:03bbc33ac605
q9ge77swainctowt2q9ge77us6xdke9rMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Integral 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 3 Creating a facilitated forum for it.2019-09-19 23:46:162019-09-19 23:49:45621be79833

3p1yen8usokl3pa0cdx5ynqx9u74tza0Woman 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 It’s a natural emotion created by God that is experienced by two people in love and it is a natural process that keeps world growing when two people are committed in a serious relationship4 4 4 4 4 5 5 4
Talk with your family and friends first and then form groups of friends who can proactively talk about it in schools, colleges through written material based on Sikh values as prescribed in Gurbani. 
When it is based on Sikh principles, it will not be controversial. 2019-09-19 23:30:062019-09-19 23:48:17d8b8b77a0b

4sw1w7s85q4scaww3usyy7k97a4sw1w7Man 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 sex produces human life. sex can also provide life to a relationship.2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 highlight achievements, provide resources (incl anon options) for those who may be struggling. 2019-09-19 23:43:152019-09-19 23:46:458e46be7454
oqgbegrz15irb6c4mi6boqgbegr0nnobMan Under 18 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Pondering on my ownBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attraction Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other I honestly am very confused, because if all types of kam is sinful why isn't marital sex for sole reproductive purposes? 0 Again, very confused 1 5 6 4 1 5 6 3 They can discuss it more openly, because there are Sikh youth blatantly indulging in Kam keeping them from being one with Waheguru, and do not have a platform to help them because of the taboo.2019-09-19 23:34:222019-09-19 23:44:24ecb1d25066
evs7t4t2bitcqdn4vbiyzaevs7t4r4eeMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Philosophy Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Natural human behaviour 7 7 4 4 5 6 5 5 0 2019-09-19 23:41:142019-09-19 23:43:432ba480a341
4qduks8r2fnnq8jqnd5k4qdukswhxyumWoman 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Have open discussions2019-09-19 23:38:162019-09-19 23:42:4213e7231e30
cimd9510lbzs88mbcimdli4bq5jwqgffMan 40-60 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 One can have sex by legitimate means of sex - with your regular married partner. Premarital and post-marital sex is not in order.2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 By organising interactive session with youth.2019-09-19 23:28:152019-09-19 23:42:288ab4b52ce2
pq8q913rwfly0l9vnsxpq8q9kkfgsk87Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 6 6 4 7 6 6 3 By having forums and open minded ,educated healthy discussion .2019-09-19 23:23:032019-09-19 23:41:4071c6928fe5
hep1x68gan8w9q5n8yubxhep1x685am3Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's a natural phenomena to procreate and your cellular structure is already program to achieve its potential, you can't help it to stop rather control it gain spiritual sense2 7 7 4 2 7 7 4 Make them understand the concept and divert that energy for your personal gain2019-09-19 23:32:052019-09-19 23:40:35430da9a7fc
56chc6k943uykupzo6ys56chcghxtpsgMan Over 60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is an essential component of human existence and has to be managed as such .  It is not a “sin”5 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 They can address the questions raised by youngsters- eg homosexuality, pre- marital sex, consent, rape etc.2019-09-19 23:32:592019-09-19 23:40:11c694ea36a5
evi4fk81v0q63jfwjmevi4f46o67cgaqWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For love 0 5 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 2019-09-19 23:32:452019-09-19 23:38:525870164f92
x7vphjhbxieiaqh5j0x7vphjbln5ffaiWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Sexuality is a natural part of who we are. Humans are sexual beings. Each of us must figure out own sexual truth and practice that. Because truth is great and higher still is truthful living.0 it is a natural part of who we are. each person must honour their own sexual truth. most people have such shame and guilt that they sexually pretend to be something they are not. sex is important for any human who is not asexual.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 By understanding Akhaal Moorath. We say Creation has infinite faces. This means diversity is the default mode of creation. Therefore there is not one type of sexuality or one way or being a sexual being. We need to be open to the diversity of sexual practices and beliefs that are out there. And instead start addressing what is predatory sexual behaviour and how do we effectively deal with it.2019-09-19 23:05:302019-09-19 23:37:52aa41978bff
snja897tgk4z6dsnjaeef5ehk5le5bpkMan Over 60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 To have two bodies but one soul4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 Teaching Guru’s rehires by precept and example I2019-09-19 23:33:002019-09-19 23:37:28a2d9abb275
y4hojmpw5lpbryv5090y4hojmw858exgWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is having a physical relationship with someone your commit to. With or without the title of Marriage.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Be accepting and respect others views. Encourage open discussion.2019-09-19 23:31:142019-09-19 23:37:19cd2bbed622
pgs5ps6mg343zx3zpgs59k3fmxpd0prrMan Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 After marriage with wife. 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 Booklets based on modern science about sexuality may be distributed among students.2019-09-19 23:26:552019-09-19 23:37:08d3e4f13b97
62rzgcvzl5eb1dj0762rzglmy5zowxlmWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part of life 6 7 5 5 6 7 5 5 Being more honest2019-09-19 23:34:202019-09-19 23:36:36dee170f219
g86648u5nacde8sg8668jupqu0rcuy2gMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 In very simple words, sex is a part of love bond that 1 super has created between man & woman. And the same has been shaped in the form of culture in various traditions and faiths in the world. In married life,apart from procreation which is must for the existence of mankind, kaam and sex can be simplified as desire to have pleasure that strenghthens the bond of love between married couples & should be taken as other type of pleasures the couple have together  & desire in their life - its sex & if that desire is too much that its in every thought interupting normal life its " kaam". 1 4 4 1 1 4 1 1 Gender based seminars in the begining for different age groups . Providing Guidance on sex , its need in the human life & limits as per sikh spirituality & in a society in general to live a life of virtues & values..2019-09-19 22:23:002019-09-19 23:35:5141c45af814
w78mxhgwqz4pg53r8lw78mxhgw31rdehMan 26-39 Singapore 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex is an expression of our creative energy. However, it is special and thus if shared with 1 partner will be awesome. When you think of having sex all the time with your 1 partner, than it becomes lust. Else if controlled and accounted for, sex is normal. But to control is the tough part, media has implanted a very liberal view on sex. 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 1 Have talks on such issues and at the same time provide 1 to 1 sessions so that you the person can open up. Provided you create and open and non-judgemental environment. Else no one is going to open up.2019-09-19 23:26:302019-09-19 23:35:29df73e1684d
iwbp7u1u26bglfb2iwbp7ug2uof55rgoMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2019-09-19 23:32:582019-09-19 23:35:2579dce07bce

b0qdmx70uf6ts57ygt7b0qdmx74v879qMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 Respect, appreciation. Wish I had this perspective growing up. 1 5 2 2 1 4 2 1
Discuss our history of sexuality, where marayada came from, what it means. 
Sex is no different from the greed we teach our youth, to succeed and get engrossed in this worldly success. 2019-09-19 23:24:192019-09-19 23:33:17d206209632

b36t17t7rkwouoob36t1dxf18gevi14oWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a part of marriage. It is a part of love. It is important for procreation. Feeling lust towards one's spouse is not a sin.4 1 4 4 4 1 4 4
Workshops
Incorporate in Katha2019-09-19 23:28:302019-09-19 23:32:584ffb6ddb71

0id59owc0g4gzaxxda0id59z6nfgm1ksMan 40-60 Canada 1 Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other For fun and entertainment 0 Companionship 4 7 5 3 2 6 5 2 That it is normal and should be addressed in our community.2019-09-19 23:25:592019-09-19 23:32:453e8f203361

7btyzg0a8w3x06l4nl4d7btyrpt36ukxWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In sikhism relation should be pious in society.prohibted to see another ladies.ਪਰਾੲ◌ੀ ੲਿ◌ਸਤਰੀ ਨ ੂਗਲਤ ਸੋਚ ਨਾਲ ਨਹੀ ਦੇਖਣਾ.redpect to all.only make relation with own wife not others.in canada oeople made relation before but in sikhism sex is allowed aftet marriage.5 6 6 4 5 5 5 5 They should explain with the help of bani2019-09-19 23:13:392019-09-19 23:30:419610a29ede
tvyaoj69xsoj1hfenqtvya577cnkew32Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a normal part of life and is not itself sinful, but when overly influences choices/actions may become harmful i.e. Maya. 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 Stop conflating sexuality, sin, gender fluidity and homosexuality. 2019-09-19 23:23:432019-09-19 23:30:05c697334ac8
nbv3jm0jkxqjwvanbv3jm0ggp5o5ncekMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Part of being householders and marriage or intimate loving relationship7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Probably not appropriate for Gurduaras but forums and counseling environments2019-09-19 23:20:512019-09-19 23:28:187f0a1aa876
tt3hd7nyl4q9fyehpett3hbslk8m83d8Man Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Sacred expression of intimacy with partner.6 6 5 2 4 5 1 1 Raise for gentle discussion current sexuality related topics which are not addressed directly by Gurbani or Sikh Maryada. Clearly articulate whether current SIKH diaspora beliefs and practices are cultural or religious.2019-09-19 23:15:522019-09-19 23:24:454cec0060a3
nrsi9s69x24fmxnrsir6by05s39ueugiWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire Other For when you want it (no reason needed)0 To procreate and not related to pleasure1 6 4 1 1 6 1 1 Workshops, literature, online forums/info2019-09-19 23:20:462019-09-19 23:24:35adfa12cff4
aniwe9sledvd0k618aniwt0usecuxqeoMan Over 60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My own observations, my own reading, my own research and my own interpretations of Being A Sikh.Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other While progressing in a hetro relationship with a view to marriage.0 Procreation is Number One, cementing a loving relationship,  6 7 7 5 7 7 7 5 Talk about these, preach about this topic, discuss these at forums, train our uneducated and narrow minded granthis to speak about these during their katha sessions, raise these as themes at Naujawan Semalans. Why are we as Sikhs shy to discuss the topic of " Sex " and regard this as taboo ? If Sikhism is to survive we MUST build up our numbers, not lose our young to other religions. Look at Islam - The fastest Growing Religion today by far, a man can have up to 4 wives at any one time, divorce any wife by reciting "Talak, Talak, Talak, having temporary wives of unlimited number, bring into their faith their d-i-l or s-i-l when their son or daughter marries someone of another faith, forced conversions of infidels into their faith etc. Why are we surprised that their numbers continue to grow while ours are in step decline ? Look at Catholics, they do not practice birth control and pay lip service to the Rythmn Method. The Catholics constitute over 75% of Christians. Surprised ? You shouldn't be. 2019-09-19 23:02:472019-09-19 23:23:5730b53639ba
uo5og9vedtq3joh1guo5og3ky2z28zedMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation and also to fulfill ones needs.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 More friendly workshops2019-09-19 23:15:202019-09-19 23:22:56258c66bf01
0g9065l75wjtjfnjrr3wlxi0g9065juvWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 It's a bond. 6 5 6 5 6 6 6 5 Having youth clinics.2019-09-19 23:14:362019-09-19 23:22:37b0a279533b
l52cykm08d0452uv8rml52cykq2t0xk6Woman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My perception on things should be shamed lessBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex can be meaningful and also not. It is a means of connecting to someone else and in doing so, having a reference point for understanding the divine and ones relationship to It. Sex can also just be for fun which is fun as long as it is not obsessed over and one is not sacrificing other priorities for it on a regular basis. But this is true with anything that is consuming—drugs, Netflix, food, etc.3 5 5 4 6 6 6 6 I think Punjabi school teachers should offer sex/dating Ed. Or at the very least learn to not say homophobic things or things that force people into traditional and harmful gender roles2019-09-19 23:13:482019-09-19 23:20:419d3bbbbb64
tnhvnuyk2qfdbavarymuotnhvnuwrfp0Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Its part of a human being and one should see as part of loving relationship with their partner4 4 4 2 4 4 4 2 Open discussions and be acceptable2019-09-19 23:15:122019-09-19 23:19:560787568d7d
cabywd270hhqje49ocabyw6nuw6hitcgMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Only for pro creation 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 SikRI better understand Hukam and do not try to address matter its incapable to address .By doing these survey you are doing more harm than good. People who indulge in alcoholic stuff should not be at that top of organisation affairs not matter how much money they denote.2019-09-19 23:11:592019-09-19 23:19:27dec128c652
owjzuhiw3ulmb1knqowjzujflglsy074Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Bonding, Communicating, Intimacy, Procreation1 5 5 2 1 5 5 1 Scholarship & Tutorials2019-09-19 23:14:202019-09-19 23:18:4990537f17d6
n0kz6zea22tflp7nh0n0kz6u0pdlyhfvMan 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Masturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 4 6 5 1 5 6 6 6 2019-09-19 23:13:252019-09-19 23:18:03fe29173171
fhg98dapxb9u0flu6zfhg9qvlrl7bmb3Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desire 0 To stay committed to one 5 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 Not sure 2019-09-19 23:13:252019-09-19 23:17:235fdbeb1db0
6xcbupftydt9q4t6xcbupfaanqvbqzj0Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 it is a necessity for human form and continuance5 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 bring together a single voice from sikh community (in accordance with gurmat) on topics like gay marriage, LGBT etc.2019-09-19 23:08:582019-09-19 23:16:543d7029e11d

vc0pidvc3b7fav40hovc0pii11l89h7gMan Over 60 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Sexual energy can be used to enhance your spiritual practices.0 Married couples can cultivate sexual energy for their spiritual growth. Gurbani saysएका नार  मचार4 4 5 4 4 5 5 4 It is almost taboo for them2019-09-19 23:03:182019-09-19 23:13:461a95ccc111
ivo6i85e75v189as7sgdivo6i8501mppMan Over 60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation and mutual pleasure between husband and wife7 7 7 5 4 3 3 2 Based on the interpretations of gurbani2019-09-19 23:10:252019-09-19 23:13:43369caded4f
celscivd1457j1lfsulcelxvylxu1g39Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 7 4 5 7 4 1 I think this is difficult to answer because so much of Sikhi is based on personal interpretation...but I guess anything that opens up non-judgmental space for discussion2019-09-19 23:10:542019-09-19 23:13:354c7d6a6480
b7rhzo3w1dipl8ywzf6pb7rhzi3xvdqlWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 That it’s only for pro creation 1 6 4 3 1 5 2 1 Create a open safe space to have a forum.2019-09-19 23:09:002019-09-19 23:13:122011d84dab
q0aq9c98fz3nmb3c3zhxokhq0aq9cw8bMan Over 60 New Zealand 1 Other My own experiencesBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 To strike a balance netween sexual desire and spiritual responsibility7 7 7 4 3 4 3 1 By moving away from Punjabi/Indian attitudes towards sexuality towards a greater understanding of the power of sexual energy. Not just denial of everything to do with sex.2019-09-19 23:06:172019-09-19 23:12:32a4cc6c7e7b
9mf9hj3bltlzec1r9h8zr9mf9x1aowjqWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 One woman or one man relationship7 7 4 3 5 7 2 3 Holding seminars2019-09-19 23:05:222019-09-19 23:12:0992c5457c8d
lq8zwfzu9495rdt5lq8z1qs0xyo6st5gMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 My opinion on sex is that it's a normal, healthy, and necessary part of human life. Sikhi states that you can only have sex once you've done an Anand karaj and with the person you did anand karaj did. I don't completely understand why this is a rule. Lust and sex are not the same; lust is uncontrolled attraction which consumes your thoughts.7 7 7 6 7 7 7 6 Educate on safe sex, consent, healthy sexuality for those unmarried2019-09-19 23:03:532019-09-19 23:11:253b874977a4
urzbt74zdhmyeplo8urzbt79gqol5k0xMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other 0 I don’t really know - nobody told me about this1 7 7 4 1 6 6 4 Seems like any conversation would be a good start2019-09-19 23:05:362019-09-19 23:11:19afefee5822
gwxjbx6zv8emugov5ok63ywgwxjbx6csMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 is they way to show you love your partner feel connected on an intimate level7 6 6 6 4 7 3 3 2019-09-19 23:02:232019-09-19 23:09:503dddb8489f
9y4qavwjx5fdtc0u96d59y4qav9qzy70Man Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other books Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is needed for procreation and relationship, but it should not overpower/control the individual.3 2 3 3 2 1 1 1 May be at conferences. But should focus on  the sikh specific issues with sexuality2019-09-19 23:01:292019-09-19 23:09:385f6a1d0e3f
62n13jlnaylvzfa5n62n13jjzmynytz0Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex is between two loving partners. It is for procreation between heterosexual partners as well as expressing love.3 7 6 2 1 6 4 1 Need to have a psychologist, therapist or a Sikh scholar on hand to help with these conversations.2019-09-19 23:02:272019-09-19 23:09:233e8f203361
lxlsj958tb1xm3t10blxlsjrc7gj06tgMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Pro-creation 1 6 4 1 1 6 4 1 N/a 2019-09-19 23:04:162019-09-19 23:09:039610a29ede
dwi1gzqrfcfaz7cavqgrdwi1gzt8xl43Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Other My inner guidanceBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a natural outcome of the body we were given and should be discussed without shame. Like any maya, we each need to be aware and mindful of our relationship with sex7 7 7 2 6 7 2 2 2019-09-19 23:02:562019-09-19 23:08:54aec3ef9da9
7bxjz5wdfi6wok0rfc7bxjzv9sc7pegfMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 In my opinion sex is between two consenting individuals irregardless of their sexual orientation. In terms of human life well it's pretty simple to understand, human life is created by a male and female.7 7 7 5 7 7 7 5 Don't make it seem like a bad thing to talk about. As a parent, have open and honest conversations with your kids. We need to take away the mystery of sexuality and sex and provide our kids with proper information and facts. That way as they get older they're not wondering what sex is and then they can make an informed decision or even better they can come talk to you.2019-09-19 22:47:412019-09-19 23:08:43f8b342bf22
cr60fd5n98n4p22cr60kugu0o36qjxoqMan 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In my opinion Sex is just as pure a thing as Love which if confined within marriage with only your partner acquires a whole new dimension. Apart from pro-creation sex within marriage with your partner also strengthens the bond of love between the two. But as Rehet of Sikhi goes , one should strictly keep away from pre-marital sex, extra-marital affairs which has been declared as a bajjar kurehet by Maharaj.7 7 5 4 7 7 5 4 By spreading awareness regarding all the disadvantages of lust and kaam. By clarifying that pre-marital sex and extra marital affairs are a bajjar kurehet and every sikh should try to avoid them till last breath. Also by educating the sikhs the message of Gurbani that leaving the one with whom your marriage is destined every sikh should look at other women as their mothers,sisters and daughters.2019-09-19 22:55:382019-09-19 23:08:3376e84bfe2d
slknrir1xcugucslknt428j7g9q3tkf7Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My own feelings about how I view it, and how I experience it.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think it depends on interpretation. The narrow, more literal understanding is procreation. The broader, spirit of Sikhs I believe links it to love, self expression, wholeness. The key for me is no judgement.6 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 Having talks, guest speakers, introduce topics that are about embracing and not judging others. And more specifically about gender expression, sexual orientation, and sex.2019-09-19 22:59:052019-09-19 23:07:18d03b3b5981
vj6b71ca7p7y0h9b3uv59vj6b71cqyneMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Only should happen between wife and husband7 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 I don’t believe it is on religion to address issues related to sexuality2019-09-19 22:59:092019-09-19 23:04:244e4cc29816
812ja0kw3z8rnt8zl3hm1hm812ja0jn3Woman 26-39 Malaysia 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 We are spiritual beings on a human experience. Sex is part of the life of a “householder” (vs. ascetic). There are many references to it in Gurbani from a divine love perspective as well. It is a sacred union hence should be a conscious and committed act between two people (regardless of gender) on a spiritual path together.5 7 6 5 4 6 6 4 Give Sikhs with various orientations a platform to participate in whatever way they may choose. By standing with them in the face of any opposition or unwelcomeness from any community member. The acceptance and expansion of the principle of Ek Oangkaar has to start at an individual level.2019-09-19 22:58:202019-09-19 23:03:5327bd3b08c0
1cbv45gj050nd4l71cbv40dksvrcpefiMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Necessary for balanced creative human being5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 2019-09-19 22:43:212019-09-19 23:03:02fd7beff800
en05jasi6xejo1qen05jrpi9g8tovxwkMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 D 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 Talking about it from the perspective of Gurbani.2019-09-19 22:57:562019-09-19 23:02:40836f8b99ef
006ydwmuhy7mjsgnh006ydgkj4t7imjfWoman 26-39 Australia 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is between a consenting husband and wife, but not to get obsessed by it/consumed by lust6 6 5 3 3 6 1 1 Health seminars available to men and women that provide factual information2019-09-19 22:58:012019-09-19 23:02:36607f1862c5
51dzigkqkysrcw7851djtt4311uarck4Man 26-39 Australia 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 It is part and parcel of married life. Generally pre marital is forbidden. But in my opinion as long as you are in one realtionship at a time and truly value that relationship it is ok. Also it has to be consensual.2 3 3 2 6 3 3 Well Gurudwaras are not the answer. Essentially Gurudwaras shud b gender neutral. We see this in the dastar can be on any being i.e human being. So they shud open to anyone visiting. As for educating people on sexuality that is not a Gurudwaras job. That is taught in schools etc. But Gurughar can play a role in promoting equality by having any being lead kirtan, read from Maharaj SGGS. 2019-09-19 22:54:212019-09-19 23:02:056f7332d301
8rx252eytf3usih768rx2r7xdcqmt5x4Man 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other For pleasure, trust and emotional intimacy0 It is important part of our existence and learning.4 7 7 1 3 7 7 1 Educate and talk about it more in society2019-09-19 22:49:122019-09-19 23:00:114c7d6a6480
i62md24zfbbxf5ybl43i62md3op2q6c7Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Required and essential 5 7 7 5 5 7 7 5 Maybe delink physical and spiritual2019-09-19 22:51:312019-09-19 22:59:29be513ada41
f5cr54g9q952q5y6df5cr29bkeplgbroMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A natural and necessary part of life. Like other appetites, it has to be moderated6 6 6 4 6 6 6 4 Education to Counter taboos and misinformation.2019-09-19 22:50:322019-09-19 22:59:0678875b1fba
6fzmpno4yd0pssyga6fzmpnoti0aldbzWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhi teaches me to be human, partake in humanity. Sex is part of being human. And part of being human is connecting, feeling, and loving. Sex, when consensual, is one way we can connect with one another.  7 7 7 5 4 7 7 4 Promote/recruit/welcome LGBTQ Sikhs into Sikh academic and professional spaces (I.e. conferences). Incorporate LGBTQ issues into Punjabi school/camp classes on basic teachings of equality in Sikhi.2019-09-19 22:16:042019-09-19 22:58:47e976702b4e
ekw4mdyz122wg43y10ekw4mm5q4da6quWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 0 Normal desire 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Normal desire 2019-09-19 22:53:042019-09-19 22:58:18b6e0e2a653
30imzxtg86qf3981yff730imx28h1vt9Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 1 2019-09-19 22:55:462019-09-19 22:58:1890caff9691
zexyi17nifmekeqcodtgpmyxqpzexyi1Woman Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 very vague. A topic not openly discussed by parents and caregivers.4 4 4 1 2 4 2 2 not really sure. 2019-09-19 22:53:362019-09-19 22:58:08bfcf27c13c
c70stkoqp5198veurkwc70stkpw4j6sjWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It is physical and psychological need of human if this in commited relationship and married life it is right and in between both man and woman should agree7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-19 22:43:232019-09-19 22:57:03aad8c7853e
mu25nezdid5dazyv3ymu25ne34vf1kdjWoman 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is for the purpose of pro-creating as well as strengthening the bond between a married couple.5 7 7 6 4 7 6 6 By creating larger and more accepting methods of communication and discussion among our communities. Whether that means having discussion groups with certain age/gender groups or by creating an open space for exploration and discussion.2019-09-19 22:52:312019-09-19 22:56:5638e3374947
itzxorq4134i6pxwh7g8titzxor82m0cWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Part of ek ong karma. Something a householder balances while remembering the Eternal4 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 Normalize it 2019-09-19 22:51:252019-09-19 22:56:4456ccb45d7c
pxwm98y2uo1f8io5epxwmfxqwxguzae8Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 7 5 3 7 7 3 2019-09-19 22:50:362019-09-19 22:55:274308cdb0e5
hipd69fyrjei2sk6hipd7y7wj6wqt1hzMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 That it's part of human life, to live in the world and be part of it. It encourage balance, not extremes. 2 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 Start small because it's a difficult subject to talk about. Goal should be to develop a judgement-free environment, where people are willing to listen with an open mind. It may not be good to include parents and children together, when discussing this, so it would be good to tackle age groups/generations separately. The approach taken should be cautious, in the early stages. 2019-09-19 22:40:302019-09-19 22:55:099610a29ede
zheyp74fdi3vrhrapfczheyp529rb3nzWoman 19-25 United States 1 Other My own sense of what feels right to do; informed by spiritual experience and plain old common sense Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other It shifts according to the context and situation at hand. I do not see a one answer fits-all type of scenario here0 A natural function which can enhance one's experience of life if utilized in a resonant way, or a destructive action which can be fostered by a sense of pleasure seeking and lust5 6 6 4 4 6 6 4 Acknowledge the fact of this as a part of life instead of ignoring or demonizing these urges2019-09-19 22:49:482019-09-19 22:55:016a0f5673db
s6p0ngwxcpol5rgf7s6p2xbh3kqtln07Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-19 22:52:352019-09-19 22:54:30ff59e266f7
n5p7bq3qv2o5qrgx9n5p7bhlrlidlwkbMan 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Very important 7 7 7 6 7 6 6 6 Hiring doctors 2019-09-19 22:49:022019-09-19 22:53:2560e2ff0762
jfsdxqw6kv93yb7jfsdbrrvx3hm9o46aMan 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is only for pro creation 1 5 3 1 1 6 4 1 Actually talking about it2019-09-19 22:51:062019-09-19 22:53:05dfda20e146
jwnltzndy9mbxq4q1m9hjwnltznil6t6Woman 40-60 United States 0 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No thoughts 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 no thoughts 2019-09-19 22:50:152019-09-19 22:52:515b868224f0
mg32v11rhevm9oej4osrmg32v99ef73xMan 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a basic human need, it's all a matter of controlling the impulses4 6 2 1 2 6 2 1 Engage the youth and get them to lead2019-09-19 22:47:052019-09-19 22:52:1598d961a760
x15xb18pl9fkuqorjwztx15xb16n0weqMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is an integral part of married life. It brings the couple closer and enhances the love between them.6 6 5 5 4 3 4 4 Encourage open conversations and embrace differences of opinion. Not make it a taboo topic.2019-09-19 22:43:142019-09-19 22:51:5563ebece979
5skn2m3pp5uieafy1t5sk2dgwlnq19l6Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 . 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-19 22:49:162019-09-19 22:51:4918cf01f7f0
5goikx3b85ub2hb5gozfrgt8kawvq3qlWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 It is part of grahisti just like any other joy, responsibility and duty. Similarly it is part of human existance6 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 Make it integral part of eduction for kids, and address this topic t Major gatherings. 2019-09-19 22:20:312019-09-19 22:51:433213a2d0b4
h0zzqplqhzhcah0zzgukcvyy52u7ewy9Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Lust 0 A sikh’s duty is to take care of there family, which I believe would include emotionally (sexually). I don’t think the act of sex is fully defined6 6 4 3 1 5 4 1 Our priests need to be educated not in just gurbani. They need to be able to reach our youth which right now is not happening. Topics should be real and explained in English without biases and opinions. Sexuality is a very difficult subject to speak about and mostly because cultural values teach those who are sexually abused to be quiet as they won’t be supported. But the foundation starts from education. Educate our religious leaders and change will follow.2019-09-19 22:39:492019-09-19 22:50:179acb112abd

vjar464shhnbl6r1oit363r4vjar46u3Woman 19-25 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Books, literature, history, need of the hourBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is natural. Gurbani instructs us to be restricted to marital relation for sex, but nowhere it emphasis that it is wrong. Sex, scientifically, releases "well- being" hormones, which is essential in life, especially within marriage. Therefore, within marriage, having sex is not restricted to procreation. However, it should not take the form of lust and overrule the aim of marriage and human life, which is becoming One with Akaalpurakh ji. Also, consent from both the partners is important.  6 7 7 7 4 4 4 4

-It can be taken up in Gurmat and life Camps.
Khalsa schools, especially, must hold sessions by professionals (counselors, Psychologists, health professionals, etc.) to discuss the issues

- parenting sessions can be held to make parents, first of all, open about it. Parents being not-so-open to talk on such issues is one major problem in our community. 

- leading sikh organizations can also talk about it on tv shows, YouTube videos and support other organizations working for such issues. (Kudos to Basics of Sikhi for supporting Binti.)2019-09-19 22:19:312019-09-19 22:50:01233284fccb
9xxtgi2iq1pc7dc79xxz1yjl9xl58z7gMan 19-25 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other college, gender studies, etcBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 one to make love and the other to procreate, but only post anand karaj. 6 7 4 2 6 7 5 1 they need to understand the difference between marriage and anand karaj. They also need to support their claims with evidence of SGGS and various panthic maryadas.2019-09-19 22:46:332019-09-19 22:49:594e5918f073
mxbfjwhn4cpsjdq4mtmxbfjwxh30oj1mWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Masturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I believe in Sikhi sex is meant for en expression of love between married people. But I think even between committed it should be avoided but it's okay3 7 3 2 1 7 4 2 I believe they shoulda knowledge that it is an ongoing issue within our community and  safe sexual practices should be discussed in a safe environment2019-09-19 22:43:332019-09-19 22:47:39dbe3199efb



441vjzp1n0cdhz11urul441vjzz2ipdzWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Psychology, science, research Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I never bothered to look into it. 4 6 6 5 3 5 5 5 I am not sure that is something that they need to address. I kind of appreciated that Sikhism is not so dogmatic around things like sexuality as Christianism or Islam. If anything I think that if they do talk about sexuality it should be from an equality point of view.2019-09-19 22:40:422019-09-19 22:47:20af92c5d1d3
7vb44tzedupscd2pcpkov7vb4i7xrw8fMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other I am a journalist and worked in newspapers. So I don’t like pornography and social mediaBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and woman Heterosexual attraction Masturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Faithful love to wife 7 7 4 4 5 5 5 4 Better to teach young kids about sex2019-09-19 22:33:532019-09-19 22:46:586fc5b25eef
fsqvp92jwnhio2fsqvp98fk3fmhqhy7hMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 1 5 4 2 1 5 4 2 2019-09-19 22:43:132019-09-19 22:46:45b62e4a2fbb
itblmurl3axmvr5awal2eitblmurl9r7Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To procreate 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 Talk about it from a young age2019-09-19 22:42:182019-09-19 22:45:474c7d6a6480
qv1n3hoq9erq23qv11i30d58imr967rpWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 5 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-19 22:41:582019-09-19 22:45:1210a2fe93c3
ate93y8r36bq6ulate2anrhm3ars4a78Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is for child rearing. Sex is only part of married couple. Sex talk is not good when you are saying your paryers or you are in a Gurudawara. There are many myths around sex in Sikh community. There is lack of education about sex.7 4 3 1 7 4 2 1 Have age appropriate dialogue with children in family. Make it a same topic as we discuss children's education, finances etc. Allow your children to actively participate in sex education in school. Make yourself and children comfortable to talk about sex. Community based organization take the lead to educate the community. I do not have any hope from Gurdwaras that they will be open to talk about sexuality, until the management is open minded and young generation. Conduct TV and radio talk shows or webinars. 2019-09-19 22:32:392019-09-19 22:44:23fb4659e88d
5e70ym7p6q9a6pajt1bp5e70yd9vp1egWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 Educate people and not make the topic so tabu2019-09-19 22:40:162019-09-19 22:44:09b15e4fe6dd
5sm3u00907r8c5sm3u0bjxkflp903l8zWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 between 2 committed people (regardless of gender), for love and/or procreation. 5 5 3 1 1 3 1 1 First be comfortable discussing signs and symptoms of puberty and menstration with young boys and girls in an effective manner and without shame. If shame can be reduced with these topics that's a good start to progress to discussing sexuality, preference, sexual activity etc - these areas require more trust, care, sensitivity, and deep reflection of the self. 2019-09-19 22:20:102019-09-19 22:43:3272cebdf66d
b85cg5lg33pw3lszcj41nsdb85cg5ewvWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 It is a natural part of living a human experience.1 6 4 3 1 6 3 1 No idea! I am still so confused about it.2019-09-19 22:38:512019-09-19 22:43:2770b31a8cfa
14516lv7ouyam2s6i145168vi55f9qccWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Myself Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love 0 Not sure. 4 7 6 3 4 6 3 3 Promote more understanding and guidance pre-marriage to couples.2019-09-19 22:38:072019-09-19 22:41:44d62ac2f8d6
fei9bwb9mzxax7qjsinzfei9b37b0e26Man 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 sex is see as a natural process that is not seen as a negative, but Kaam is.5 6 6 5 4 7 6 4 2019-09-19 22:39:062019-09-19 22:41:43ff2cf22fbe
84f7h2wyyvkmy75lpql84f7hhqotr0onMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Love and reproduction 7 5 5 5 7 2 2 1 Volunteering doctors would help2019-09-19 22:31:152019-09-19 22:40:08ac8f926880
m8wcqquir5hmsurp8fdm8wcqg2n1fhe4Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think sikh values and Punjabi values often get blurred together. Punjabi values dictate that sex should only occur for procreation or at the desire of the husband in a heterosexual marriage. I think sikhi puts more emphasis on kam as lustful desires and does not solely single out the act of sex. Pam is as much sex as it is "wow look at her legs in that suit." Kam is a part of life that we work towards cleansing ourselves of but understand that it is part of the nature of moh. In the end detachment of kam and understanding that our true purpose is a bride of our Lord is the ultimate aim.4 7 5 2 3 6 4 2 Thoughtful blogs, inclusive dialogue and open armed compassion 2019-09-19 22:28:522019-09-19 22:39:18e9a4e64b49
gggoph4seb5cpq09ak5gggop7gblgzcxWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-19 22:36:352019-09-19 22:39:12df73e1684d
d870qfqhvu6orcd870m997x2osme74ebMan 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don't know much about that. 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 Be open about it (your survey is a step in the right direction). Base recommendations about sexual behavior on scientific research, and not on an imposed value system.2019-09-19 22:34:352019-09-19 22:38:5553bee4e48c
xk678fyoc99k2ibnh3xk678fyono6yj7Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s the only way to create. If it was such a sin, it wouldn’t be made enjoyable by God 6 7 7 3 4 7 4 1 2019-09-19 22:34:272019-09-19 22:38:500789fb1adc

p7rsyigpdqfwracc4cp7r3d9vg7g0jj4Man 26-39 India 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 kaam krodh loh moh one of the statement in gurbani where it says try avoiding any kind of affection for all this things. Guru is the male and we all human beings are female  :) Guru never against sex as its a natural phonemona or a process to bring a beautiful living creature into the world.3 5 4 2 3 5 5 1

By stop judging and listen the persons actual problem may be ,Telling people to be open minded and spread knowledge about sex when kids move into teen age. By trusting and respecting an individual choice of whatever they want to be hetro ,homo or bi sexual. I think sikhi suppport gursikh people and there is no place of discrimination and we should resect all.
By asking questions to a community like this survey - how bold and open they can be to have a discussion on Sex related topics.
But i do believe we should respect elders as they grown up under different circumstances and they may not change but the new generation is opening up  .2019-09-19 22:19:282019-09-19 22:38:20df73e1684d

cqq4136g41mdcqqtgm1k9zolmeb3n1ivMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Public policy work, youth programs, community serviceBetween a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 In my understanding, the Gurmat perspective is that sex should be reserved to occur within a deeply committed relationship, with Guru's example being between Man & Woman. While sex is certainly the natural means for pro-creation, it is also an expression of love and should be reserved as a sacred bond between a man and woman. Thus far, I have found no evidence that Sikhi supports anything beyond heterosexuality.2 7 6 6 2 5 6 4 Certain controversial topics simply shouldn't be brought to the Gurdwara stage. It could create conflict and unnecessary discomfort in an environment where Unity and Oneness should be paramount. However, Gurmat Camps, Sikh Retreats and Conferences have the ability to frame these discussions in healthy ways for all to hear. Only individuals who have truly studied Guru Granth Sahib have the ability to help guide those who have not, and our institutions / organizations must begin proactively addressing these topics for the greater good. Youth have been secretly discussing these topics for generations behind closed doors, and while it is good to see more discussion online, there should be better platforms for youth to learn and grow. Without the guidance of Guru, our collective Panth can easily fall into the influences of larger Society and simply adopt the views of those around us. Guru's path is distinct. We must do our best to promote Gurmat, especially in the most HUMAN of issues, which can arguably be sexuality.2019-09-19 22:17:432019-09-19 22:38:116dddff4663
0ty5rc5dl2iqqkoe4k20ty5rfsbp1ls7Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2019-09-19 22:33:552019-09-19 22:37:41cad9140ff2
8iglb6ide0c0nl59w268iglb6yl35fysMan Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Recreation of human life 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 What ever Guru Granth Sahib have dictated2019-09-19 22:28:302019-09-19 22:37:03acdd92e29b
b0xaodbqlm19fv6eb0xaoz2c4zv093dfMan 40-60 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Depends on each individual 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 Its depends on the country a d the culture2019-09-19 22:26:472019-09-19 22:36:54baab70eb8c
c2dbn6sw10nnjnedc2dbnis8fkvghlnuMan 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Spouse, and previously girl friendBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Same-sex attraction Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Sex is required by most people to be fulfilled. Therefore it is critically important for any consenting individual to connect without being concerned with society or religious views0 Sikh in general are hypocrites.  Traditional sikh families consist of many siblings, yet children are not allowed to learn about or discuss basic feeling of attraction? this makes no sense. As a male, I have been aware of all the women in my family who have likely been forced to conceive..this is terrible yet condoned behaviour that needs to stop. 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 simple, state how many people there are in India, and be open about discussing how they were created.  IT'S so obvious that sex education needs to be front of mind. 2019-09-19 22:30:062019-09-19 22:36:219c6c63c4dc
ec1hw42gw9q8ewqy4h5vec1hww0z0sghWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is an expression of love and also a form of pro-creation.1 5 3 1 1 5 5 2 Talk about it 2019-09-19 22:31:352019-09-19 22:35:52d5cd296f34
qlzhw4gdb590g03qwmqlzhw4l8pfn3f8Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 Part of human nature 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Provide guidance2019-09-19 22:31:382019-09-19 22:35:444fa6a08561
lna16on1js0qy6oblna16ovv2yf0ccukPrefer not to answer 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is desire which you can't get away from (normal being ) so being family person /married is the best way to satisfy it . When you have sex after that the mind free of that desire even for short time you get to use your mind for being at peace that may is simran sewa or any other hobby youau have which makes simple and sehj while you do it because unsatisfied body from sex won't let you enjoy anything else In life be that anything ...and this all is for a normal human being . So nit shell it very important aspect of your life which needs to be recognized as important as health6 7 6 6 7 6 6 6 As  community we need to bring the individual to a level where atleats one person is in one family is approachable for this to that family because trust is the key to share your sexual life/health/issue with someone. Awarness that sex is as important as discuss your health needs to be brought up so that we don't see it as shamefull to discuss or talk about it2019-09-19 22:17:522019-09-19 22:34:2943de8d1c01
qoxofa4xrnk5egvmuzqoxofa499739wkMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't know 6 6 5 3 5 5 4 2 Create a more open environment to have conversations2019-09-19 22:30:512019-09-19 22:33:49c6933c3f88
oserbijd51iujiis6g2fgwoserbijdibMan 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 in my opinion, as a Sikh, i do understand lust is one of the forbidden sins and lust leads to sex or masturbation. Sikhi does not promote premarital sex, or dating. As a human, I am a very sex positive person. Sex is one of the important aspects in a relationship with your significant other. It defines how do you guys connect and it promotes health, longing and love among each other. It has been an integral part of human development over millions of years and should not be treated as a sin. Healthy and safe sex should be promoted. Sikhi does not tell what/how to have sex when married, but what4 7 5 2 2 7 6 6 Be respectful and open. We as sikhs/punjabis/indians/desis judge our people a LOT. Judgement should be left behind at your home and an open mind should be encouraged2019-09-19 22:10:092019-09-19 22:33:09cc1e0a3607
n41ynvv57qs3ej4qrn41yvj09jturcthPrefer not to answer 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other nothing specific Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 its a very broad question. it depends on how you define Sex. Sikhi does not address 'Sex' as modern education/media/etc7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 It's already addressed in Sikh Rehat Maryada2019-09-19 22:26:562019-09-19 22:33:00fdd6d96950

b9g8vd88h08lf0w8b9g8n0jbfgt7l9b5Man 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 From a sikh perspective sex is a spiritual act of love. When two individuals are spiritually grounded in each other and Guru,then it becomes a form of physical expression of love. It is highly recommended to maintain this between a martial relationship as it keeps you in a committed boundary.4 7 6 5 2 5 6 4
Have more workshops on male and female sexuality which are not bias and non judgemental. Practical sikh rehab from addiction of this sort. Break down barriers and taboo

2019-09-19 22:22:172019-09-19 22:32:310f97d4fca2
gtb1o5kobou7vv00xgtb141ev1acxm0fMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 2019-09-19 22:28:562019-09-19 22:32:13a0368b52df
kdmr2qj7d9yhf8wprx0n2kdmr2q6yy98Woman 26-39 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 7 5 3 3 5 4 2 2019-09-19 22:28:032019-09-19 22:31:1803ef78d329
7u01wkbak7uhiiwp3x5hlu4f7f3xx2hiWoman 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Expression of love 7 7 7 5 5 7 7 3 They can educate themselves on the topic. I’ve never come across a Sikh leader who can speak eloquently and sensitively about the topic. I do remember even speaking with SikhRi individuals and they had close minded opinions at the time, which may have changed by now but is a sad reflection that of even the most well read aren’t able to speak sensitively, what are the expectations on those within conservative social structures to speak or learn how to apply concepts of sexuality to Sikh thought or advice-giving.2019-09-19 22:25:062019-09-19 22:31:17ab97068a4c
r1yn4xg6gog030r1y4y037akv7sor00rWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It means sex should happen between married mand and his wife and it is for love and producing children. But no pre-marital sex or extra marital sex.4 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 Sikh institutions should stay out of person's sex life as this is an extremely personal and private issue between 2 adults.2019-09-19 22:24:212019-09-19 22:31:08d7f79c5c10
nfi8lnokkbuvlwvz2nfi8lnbhcre8dg5Man 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 7 4 4 6 5 5 5 2 Not very good. We need open discussion on this subject. We are few centuries behind.2019-09-19 22:24:462019-09-19 22:31:02f8ea037731
pv3z3v9m4utupv3z2sgclcglmbcnfehdWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I'm not quite sure since it is not really discussed. i guess the guru's taught us you can be of this world while still on a spiritual path, therefore i dont think you have to give up sexual desire.2 5 4 4 1 5 4 2 i honestly dont know. i think providing safe places to ask questions is key. youth, especially, need guidance with natural hormonal changes and associated feelings. 2019-09-19 22:23:522019-09-19 22:30:263c35e98f20

8f44i2qwnoctrljw7ntyr8f44i2am2gpMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Extra "benefit" of a married life that allows a couple to procreate as well as feel pleasure with their spouse allowing for a closer "attraction" if you will1 Extra benefit to married life that shkuld only be performed within the confines of marriage1 7 5 7 1 7 5 7
Talk about it instead of disrupting the Sangat whenever someone tries to speak of Kam
Open discussions in youth camps as youths are more willing to speak on the subject2019-09-19 22:22:432019-09-19 22:29:428b7154e447

ic85sg006zh51b16200uedic85sgbnykMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Natural. Ideal in monogamous relationship1 7 2 1 1 3 1 1 Looking at it as something natural and not sinful or impure but just something that is a part of existence. Dont really see a Gurduara as a place where sex or sexuality needs to be discussed.2019-09-19 22:24:242019-09-19 22:29:331878010d11
rgmc347rd4bvusne2ergmc34dsip8lk9Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 1 2019-09-19 22:26:012019-09-19 22:29:229531e195da
o9lsxrhai9w74jv16hpo9lsxr6t5utvnMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's just a part of life 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Discuss it, spread awareness about sex. It's not a sin2019-09-19 22:22:542019-09-19 22:29:084c7d6a6480
bjnsfxrrb7n6tdbbjnsub4hsj6hhzfsqMan 40-60 Canada 1 Other Personal point of view -Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Guru Sahib practice dhram within family ... without sex there is no family & without family there is no Dharm or reason of right path of life ... Guru Sahib never shunned sex or any virtue of lives but rather keep it within its limit ... Sex is part of life.. Big part ... killing one desire is not help one achieve anything & if it was not important then Akal Purakh would have removed it for his creation ...7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Stop making what is not.. A Sin... & promote good healthy value sex relationship vs. Shaming it ... & treat men & women with same measuring stick ... women should have as much as right for sex, for practicing sex, for choosing sex as per her relationship as men ... Sikhs says our Guru value women but our men or society does not really practice it 2019-09-19 22:19:192019-09-19 22:29:078c9b5a2a90
a71gwslko509uolgyv2f9gia71gwaym6Man 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other Societal values (not necessarily captured in media) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikh or Sikh society? Sikh society it’s procreation and that’s it.1 7 5 1 1 7 5 1 Talk about it a lot 2019-09-19 22:25:032019-09-19 22:28:23fec02c3703
e95q9608bwnxmgote95mgrmrqlhm2prwMan 26-39 Australia 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Unlike Catholics, contraception is okay. Sex should be between married couples for pleasure and offspring.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Sikh teaching should be discussed with kids in early teen.2019-09-19 22:23:202019-09-19 22:27:29e1e952f1fe
ohshtsd853bp4kjzlh3ohshtsdc2pmenMan 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman ‘Sin’ Same-sex attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2019-09-19 22:23:562019-09-19 22:27:247600c97332
uxiijtivi23ky2apfuuxiipgmx19a7g5Woman 19-25 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Ovewhelming lust should be avoided, as anything nothing is helpful when it is all consuming. But all consensual sex is good sex. Policing sex should only be happening when there is abuse, or absence of consent/absence of the ability to give consent.7 7 7 5 6 7 7 4 Allow space for people of varying sexualities and genders. If dialogue is open then those who aren't cis and heterosexual will be comfortable speaking. If they have to pry the space open for themselves, without allies, it will be a much more restricted conversation. And stop telling people they aren't Sikhs if they've had premarital sex.2019-09-19 22:22:132019-09-19 22:26:56a4f7b5d379
op3qgqnwykjbeu5yt97op3q40oz8efpnMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure. It’s not something the Sikh religion provides much guidance on other than sex for purposes of procreation within a marriage.1 4 4 1 4 4 2 Not clear. It would require acceptance of sex outside marriage which I don’t think the institutions are prepared to do.2019-09-19 22:20:102019-09-19 22:26:5635e0e21ee5
hd7zo2upm3cbu0mb5dhd7zi8e3j78g5kWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I believe true sikhism hasn't discussed "sex" and its relationship to human life as its never come up in Gurbani in directive words. From my understanding Sikhism would call sex a natural part of life, nothing more or less. Where as the culture within the indian community how identify themselves as Sikhs believe pre-marital sex is a sin and cant be practised between any other, only a married man and woman. 4 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 Good question. I believe sharing phamplets on this topic as individuals part of Sikh Institutions becomes more comfortable to run workshops perhaps. Individually for men and woman especially for ones grown up in Indian culture ideologies of sex being a sin.2019-09-19 22:05:482019-09-19 22:26:46120043b42c
t10hckb44zrjllluyawot10h8zbv8vs2Man 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is one of the needs of a human being. As with other needs, over-indulgence can be harmful.6 6 6 5 4 4 6 An effort needs to be made to remove the taboo over anything sex-related2019-09-19 22:21:332019-09-19 22:26:34edbfb62974
a1aepu10z0bscdh06a1aeptyouxpegqtWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Not good 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Youth groups / literature2019-09-19 22:23:152019-09-19 22:26:155a075c39aa
wow8ygobzwimwj9er3wnwxwow8ygotacMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 2019-09-19 22:19:522019-09-19 22:26:1163c5cdb21e
0fkwc0qir4t6814050fkwc9z0lyjzy7eWoman Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Caring for another & procreation 5 6 5 3 4 5 3 3 Becoming more open minded & acknowledging a need to help congregations2019-09-19 22:19:472019-09-19 22:25:39 8701027098
9h3xnxxgym7ul5kn7wu032239h3xnxxwWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 3 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 2019-09-19 22:21:452019-09-19 22:25:0282b3e48d9f
54y2biy4rorq7f754y2bbjkal9aa2h8bMan 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 5 7 6 4 5 5 5 1 2019-09-19 22:19:322019-09-19 22:24:48df73e1684d
vmiznvix6phn4ec8sqfvqvmiznvimhi7Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not supposed to happen before marriage1 7 6 4 1 7 4 4 Youth groups and camps2019-09-19 22:22:352019-09-19 22:24:457cbd9d974f
kg1g4intc3lzrhxa2e68ykg1g4intn8vGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a part of life, and the Gurus acknowledged a healthy sexuality as part of the human experience, not shaming it, as we see through metaphor and the celebration of procreation. They did, however, warn of how sex can overpower one's self and cloud their larger self, in turn, harming others.  1 5 3 4 2 6 3 4 Provide thought pieces and content on healthy sexuality, form voluntarily support groups for lgbtq people, provide workshops on healthy sexuality and preventing harm2019-09-19 22:17:092019-09-19 22:24:42620d7a7822
1xozb32jhfxsvbo26d1xozb32rlmnr5wMan Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Greedy about tasty foods. extrovert clothing.Show off . more and more wealth .goods .show too much knowledge    etc;etc0 sex is meeting of 2 people and copulate for all good reasons  ie  procuring and forming family unit.6 3 5 5 6 2 2 4 In social gathering intended expressedly for the purpose like a separate meeting in gurdwara after gurdwara function etc.2019-09-19 22:09:442019-09-19 22:24:394fdb662a0c
yoqj86jpo02smvj1sh0yoqpkcmkpx8iyMan 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 A Sikh reach its higher form of consciousness then the thought of sex has no form to hv a thought within him6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Social media. Seminars2019-09-19 22:11:042019-09-19 22:24:0565a4fe9d8e
ucsymjvv9iydk8a4lllucsymjvfp0s51Man Over 60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Pro creation 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Have more discussions2019-09-19 22:16:512019-09-19 22:23:29c9960b6e97
o5r25ojnwggbsn4go5r250b5cpcr54e8Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex is an essential part of married life. As Sikhs we must treat all people equally even those in same sex marriages. However sex outside of marriage is clearly lustful and must be frowned upon.6 6 6 5 4 4 5 2 Be open to listening2019-09-19 22:05:322019-09-19 22:23:254e2d771e1e
mowzdl5e2e75y0mm1a889nmowzdl5sp8Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikh understanding of anything has to be what Gurmat says about that topic. So what does Gurbani say on sexuality? Are there even Sikh historical records of any sexuality based conversations, deliberations, etc? Rehat is pretty clear on conduct surrounding sexuality. There's some pretty clear shabads talking about the immersive surrender with Ek with the example of intercourse. And yeah... The amount of trust and surrender and letting go that is required to actually have sex, especially first time... Yeah it's pretty spot on. I'm short, I don't know.3 4 5 4 1 1 1 1 This is a BROAD question. There are many issues related to sexuality that need to be addressed. Do we start with the ones we have been historically adept at dealing with ie rape, abuse, etc? Or do we prioritize- based on what? public health, patit behavior, lgbtq existence within the community? I'm answering you with questions, sorry.2019-09-19 22:01:142019-09-19 22:22:49fdf52c6c74
0dtnm25yja9cc0dtnrv0o7z3e9uuz27oMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 its needed. theres nothing wrong with it.1 6 6 1 1 5 5 5 not be dumb about and look at from an angle of sex being a normal thing2019-09-19 22:19:502019-09-19 22:22:4986be6fcb5a
drt19lm3gcd3ozya8gdrt19lm3doogbsMan 26-39 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Necessary to pro create but dont allow it to dictate your thoughts4 4 6 3 4 4 4 4 Explore the concepts and example within Charitro pakhyan and focus on lust and how individuals have fallen in its traps. Dont focus on same sex sort of topics. Sikhs dont dwell on these things. Controlling the 5 is more important.2019-09-19 22:12:312019-09-19 22:22:041b2d0f4419
vu6mxbvrcvvi931gjp3wqvu6miid9p52Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I don't really know that topic I have never heard talked about in the sikh community it should be buy its not1 4 4 2 2 4 2 2 Start by talking about it with kids at a young age say 12-14 years and if they have to bring people in to help parents to how to talk to kids about sex2019-09-19 22:14:132019-09-19 22:21:46a0ef6d5777
fjmqi8r4ykbaalr4ws9fjmqi8r46a5r5Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 . 1 5 3 1 1 5 3 1 2019-09-19 22:19:142019-09-19 22:21:34dd8b4cb48e
2474wqxl8ze5j3el2474w0cgp7cksiijWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is acceptable between a married couple7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 Radio or print 2019-09-19 22:18:042019-09-19 22:21:3375b4f99484
30aizd0m6g4rxc4b1z30aizd0mc4fdyuWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 7 6 5 2 3 3 2 2019-09-19 22:04:262019-09-19 22:21:12a0cfac3117
rmia4zgb87l6bermiaa6qwyr0aa24pzaWoman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure if gurbani addresses it specifically . It is cultural . And open minded will include science and biological science to understand it7 7 7 7 7 6 6 4 Pretty sad . 2019-09-19 22:13:092019-09-19 22:19:549385c79d4f
z98fhymb7us5macat3z9r2h0lxfa8xo3Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don’t know 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 Anonymous Support Groups2019-09-19 22:14:052019-09-19 22:19:394c7d6a6480
9tiqq3qwl8y9xpnny39tiqq3td2gyi54Woman 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 In married life,commitment to do sex....some people dont know love making6 7 6 4 5 6 5 4 2019-09-19 22:13:182019-09-19 22:19:3155a011fabd
2qelxespjha7o2qel1dn227t7tt8zi3jWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Other My own views Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Purity 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 4 Talk about things make them normal with no taboo attached2019-09-19 22:14:182019-09-19 22:19:231a1b7f4963
j2jy1d5r6sv1iykqiyqj2jy1x5ojb72qMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 n/a 4 7 7 7 4 4 4 4 n/a 2019-09-19 22:16:582019-09-19 22:19:0552a77d4e13
xpbolgjvp1t3mktmhr54xpboakbjk306Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Its a part of life no matter how you choose to define it, the definition is up to you2 7 3 2 1 7 2 1 Teach healthy sex ed to kids at a teen age, teach about consent. Just be open to the discussion rather than stigmatizing it generally.2019-09-19 22:14:172019-09-19 22:19:000151fd61ba

oym3tmsg4yerxlkqk3mhauoym3tmsg4eMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Awareness Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 For me it is the love bond between a Male and female to complete their relation. To get attracted to each other for whole life. A physical activity to lead a happy married life. To plan their next generation.4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3

1.) Sikhs should be taught the gurbani perspective towards it
2.) To teach how people are misleaded towards sexuality 

2019-09-19 22:08:372019-09-19 22:18:4392a47fc5b4
9zwbxnsgiec2mnn9zwbrr24gnfy7qseoMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Done for procreation and between husband and wife.1 4 4 4 1 4 5 4 2019-09-19 22:06:542019-09-19 22:18:35bd3a3ce211
9ocp0hhe6416kl7xm99ocp0hq9vslohlWoman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 Sex is to create life 1 7 5 1 1 6 5 1 Have better leaders in gurdwaras. These are corrupt and often the ones inflicting disgusting views on sexuality. As well as abuse against minor girls.2019-09-19 22:06:532019-09-19 22:18:268eaedacbae
89lc7tvcf6b4tdgmgn15189lc7td6sqlMan 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation Other dharam 0 Read Charitropakhyaan 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 they should limit anand karaj to man/woman who are amritdhari2019-09-19 22:14:262019-09-19 22:16:45523dfab5d6
zp0c1cc2fn6c9gtwh5rl1zp0c1ch2gjhWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 1 3 4 2 1 3 2 1 Classes / workshops / discussions2019-09-19 22:13:492019-09-19 22:16:407488e1b9af
hd04zf9ox3no9cjm2p1hd04z3yrfwdpfWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 2019-09-19 22:04:522019-09-19 22:16:00c1364195de
sdsc6sdkj5c5avzcgksdsla6aovxfa4zMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Normal biological function. 6 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 2019-09-19 22:05:052019-09-19 22:15:55ac84a3ce9e
qntu1r5ogn53tqntujjm5xxlhmmlat0fWoman 40-60 United States 1 Other my own sense of selfBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a normal human drive and need, to be enjoyed without excessive focus. If sex takes you away from your connection to Guru/Waheguru, then it has lost its real purpose and place in life but if it does not interfere with your divine experience of yourself or divine experience of life, then it is a normal and enjoyable aspect of life.  Perhaps it could also enhance one's divine experience, but this could be a personal experience that cannot be judged by others. In my opinion, sex should be personal and should be treated in a sacred way, so to speak. 7 5 6 1 7 5 6 1 Hold discussion sessions for people to attend2019-09-19 22:03:382019-09-19 22:15:28b0a5c950e8
pi3mh3t6gh7os1za3fpi3mfvszxhwviwWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 5 6 6 2 2 4 4 1 Open up discussion in non-judgmental way so that the topic is not so taboo.2019-09-19 22:08:032019-09-19 22:15:158af56eb051
hf6ynn5r3nvoci7r2sshf6ynnrtwmodnMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Research and talksBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I think it's a healthy act between adults which is a desire given to us by the Devine.4 6 4 2 2 6 4 2 I don't think many religious institutions are on the forefront of this topic. But with that said, it's it their responsibility to either?2019-09-19 22:08:502019-09-19 22:14:52df73e1684d
9hnc4it5b0eoh8p09hncpcg25u4k3s9lMan 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 4 4 4 2 1 4 4 1 Educational seminars or discussing it privately with counsellors or anyone that can explain the topic of sex openly and without bias. Provide a safe and comfortable environment to discuss sex2019-09-19 22:10:452019-09-19 22:14:508e77d2e6b3
wlictoffpxnf1wwncd7wlictk4lmj3tqMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is an integral part of life. 7 7 7 7 6 7 6 6 Talk about it 2019-09-19 22:11:012019-09-19 22:14:39af2c8a0d4f
3vlvd2mtectuzpup0c3vl0vzm3yzaid5Man Under 18 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other logic and biology Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Depends on personal preference0 probably pro-creation 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 I don't know of any significant issues. Maybe comfort with one's predisposition can be addressed by people sharing stories or perspective/support and someone to talk to2019-09-19 22:10:072019-09-19 22:14:16574beb2833
gtqupw05bdt7rzkggtquenbnbjkripl1Man 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love 0 Guru Gobind Singh ji made it clear in his bani that one may have sex with their spouse, however, he/she must never look at another's spouse with lustful intentions. 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 Hold more video discussions with Gurmukhs with more knowledge of Guru's hukam about the various subtopics related to sexuality, and have them posted on social media.2019-09-19 22:06:492019-09-19 22:13:56a2fc757dcc
1akavhhxc5ucicov0wx720c1akavhhxmWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is important but it should over encompass you4 6 4 1 1 6 4 1 By being more open to discussing it on a bigger platform2019-09-19 22:09:542019-09-19 22:13:4187c76d982d
jfcvjhxg6t9i6qzjf1d0fft0v2cjcwkiMan 26-39 Canada 1 Other My own observations and experience in life.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other 0 its a part of life, a natural organic act that needs to be understood in order to manage it4 7 6 6 4 2019-09-19 22:02:462019-09-19 22:13:0786be6fcb5a
92lfk8880xnll2ffl3c92lfo8ednkn04Man 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is a natural human behaviour that is needed to procreate and maintain a loving and healthy relationship with your partner. There is nothing sinful about it, as long as it isn’t pre or extra marital.3 7 5 4 1 4 1 1 Open up dialogue surrounding it - focusing Guru Sahib’s viewpoint of healthy relationships and sexuality rather than individual ego-centric perspectives.2019-09-19 22:05:302019-09-19 22:13:0268c7393315
amme4hm7h7reh1hwmamme4hlcqk3834pWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a necessary part of life in this world for purposes of procreation. However it is an intimate act to be performed between two people as a form of physical connection and for well being.4 6 5 4 2 5 5 2 Talks, posters, social media, also resources to provide one on one private communications, because we are a conservative community and people like to keep things private. 2019-09-19 22:05:372019-09-19 22:12:565831d1c709
cbv4j1s2v7tjosdkfisoizocbv4j1s2mMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 1 It is necessary in human life 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Should make arrangement for sex education2019-09-19 22:03:122019-09-19 22:12:495542b71abf
gcq589g0y2exmcmlpswgcq58wjm849w8Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other My own feelings Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikh understanding to sex is very limiting and generally only between the opposite sex to procreate1 7 3 1 1 7 3 1 Not be limiting and be all inclusive as the Sikh religion states as loving and accepting all beings2019-09-19 22:07:162019-09-19 22:12:2467dd51e248
mdyl8mi0rt5if6zmdyy8lqy8s8yj8i5xMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It is subject to interpretation. 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Have professionals available to address case by case situations as someone seeks clarity.2019-09-19 22:03:312019-09-19 22:11:3612718a1828
r4smv08dk6mjudge43385or4smv96blgMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Is it a natural action one does in their lifetime for several different reasons. As long as you are committed to one partner, I think it is fine.5 6 5 2 7 7 7 6 Have private seminars or camps in which this topic is discussed in a appropriate manner. Have a parent/guardian meeting where the parents should be told to have these conversations with their children etc.2019-09-19 22:06:452019-09-19 22:11:35eacedfbe7d
mjwel7529jgvlpas0g0mjwel7pzs26xhWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 To promote a family lifestyle and encourage children1 7 6 4 1 7 4 1 Support groups and mediation/ counsellors2019-09-19 22:08:292019-09-19 22:11:341c4ae85e68
s8ptbziwxhlqojlks8ptbzin9sc7k07vWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In my opinion, Sikhism uses profound analogies of the soul bride which are often misinterpreted or taken literally by the unaware population. I believe Sikhi teaches us to be aware. Awareness of our actions, thoughts, speech. Our living. Just as we tend to and observe all other parts of life with curiosity I believe it is just as okay to have a healthy exploratory relationship with one's own sexuality and their sexual relationships with others. 7 7 7 4 1 5 5 1 I believe Sikh institutions would benefit from being utilized as community centers where academic and society discourse is encouraged and organized. There are many topics within/related to sexuality that our community avoids talking about: safe sex practices, abuse, molestation, consent, orientation. 2019-09-19 22:03:412019-09-19 22:11:31daf1754127
udg6zddp55udbzow8ym7uqeckbh17yjkWoman Over 60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pleasure or desire 1 Love and creation of generation 7 7 6 5 5 6 5 5 By group discussions2019-09-19 22:05:242019-09-19 22:11:25c76979d731
71p86fjea6t1uvy7atreqp71p86fjeazMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Be Liberal , do not give too much value to sex because it's just a physical process.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Just stay out of it, don't oppose any sex life styles2019-09-19 22:06:222019-09-19 22:11:125718b7243f
l8ac1s82fd5hg9n82p5l8ac1s8iwqir9Woman Over 60 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 None 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 They should make it less taboo2019-09-19 22:07:072019-09-19 22:10:494a913c0ac6
1rdvlia3u49kan1jkqi827v1rdvliu4lMan 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other anything 0 naturally recommended 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 2019-09-19 22:05:112019-09-19 22:10:32ff24b3929d
5reh4sk6rbr4vpl9wg5reh4ai34ahw4lMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other  None Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other None 0 Spouse 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 None 2019-09-19 22:01:582019-09-19 22:10:13df73e1684d
sk3p0x571740451uj1sk3p0ifpy2b3u5Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To pro-create And express love for one another 6 4 4 2 5 4 3 Have seminars an email open discussions2019-09-19 22:01:072019-09-19 22:10:122adeceefe7
je6tad30rgdvz8t7je62rm3d5mglj1bjWoman 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 It doesn't address the issue 4 4 1 4 2019-09-19 22:04:142019-09-19 22:10:10699b521fbb
4lyj77n2qj4082wx93kx84lyj77n21x5Woman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I believe that Sikhi views sex as something necessary to create the next generation. I'm not aware of other specific guidance beyond that.1 7 3 2 1 7 1 1 I think Sikh institution need to realize that this is a topic that the youth are thinking about quite a bit. Sikhi should be welcoming to all genders and sexualities. Being a Sikh isn't tied to a single gender, sexual preference, or virginity.2019-09-19 22:04:132019-09-19 22:10:03b06ff9ee8c
t48vmuf6e8lk2vyp2vt48vmuzqulyqs4Man 40-60 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 Biologically necessary process which can hinder you in your spiritual journey unless you actively try to rise above it and find your true self3 7 7 6 1 1 1 1 Take away the stigma on this issue by holding workshops which differentiate between gender, sexuality and lust. And you use Gurbani, rehatnamay etc.  to back up Guru ji's views on it2019-09-19 22:01:022019-09-19 22:09:26f6524a9b1c
j8o7bgdq3r9oxjpu4co8jqj8o7bgdqs6Man 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 . 1 7 5 1 1 7 5 2 2019-09-19 22:05:372019-09-19 22:09:19891b026cf8
atz7fmku55ubh3ui23jrgatz7fmkaeg6Man 40-60 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Perfectly fine between married individuals; unacceptable outside the confines of marriage.4 4 3 2 1 2 2 2 This shouldn't be within the purview of the Gurdwara, best left for families to decide. 2019-09-19 22:04:292019-09-19 22:09:14da14dc48f9
ywvjpfyoac3e73xywvjpfn4uzzvmczvvMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 NA 1 4 4 1 1 1 2 1 2019-09-19 22:06:052019-09-19 22:09:13b2a58eebab
cgx8cmff6vz3h3corjxcgx8cmnl91e0fMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is mainly for procreation and binding relationship between couples.7 7 7 7 4 5 5 6 They can have age appropriate lectures on various topics relating to sexuality.2019-09-19 22:02:422019-09-19 22:09:10f05d402203
gzbg6xvg6qdofe7omigzbg6xvoc0v2h0Man 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think it is a relationship between a married couple, but not just for procreation.1 3 2 1 1 2 2 1 I think there are two main extremes in the viewpoints.  The elders with very conservative views and the youth with much more open views. I think bridging the gap and opening an exchange between these extremes would be good.2019-09-19 22:02:272019-09-19 22:08:428c488eb8ef
kgsd953k3on91c3w3kgsdfx7z9q4lf0hMan 19-25 Canada 1 Other Science and biology Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 A form of reproduction. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Be realistic about how to treat women properly2019-09-19 22:06:262019-09-19 22:08:36eac701feb7
6c7x05ipbmg990vq6c7x0pu54rn59kdnMan 26-39 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No idea, but i would think as long as there is honesty and integrity of human rigths all is well7 7 5 4 5 6 6 4 Perhaps give guidance/support where appropriate to individual sanga and preqchers2019-09-19 22:02:202019-09-19 22:08:3172e29218f3
unjutrq1oqv6yvjunjutqkejyj7nh7p7Woman 19-25 United States 1 Other queer theory Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 7 7 2 1 7 7 1 2019-09-19 22:03:422019-09-19 22:08:28b02f3a660d
e6dg0vc1osy47e6de0fdsvsv4rp89m5oMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other my spiritual thought processBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Dont know 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 Start with talking about menstruation. provide sanitory pads via vending machines2019-09-19 22:02:372019-09-19 22:08:222cebad4f93
r7e3zw1l02qpfhma7or7e3y0n9g2biynMan 19-25 Canada 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Sex after marriage is fine if intentions are to produce a baby6 7 7 4 4 6 6 5 We can have people that identify with the minority sexual groups such as lgbt community answer questions(if they're comfortable) or just have them show how similar they are to everyone else so it can clear any misconceptions and stereotypes people may have2019-09-19 22:01:162019-09-19 22:07:55e9ddb4b040
0vgps07adnuaod7o6ag0vgpsulvhk9mcMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sexual energy is creative energy. The function of sexual activity is procreation. Sexual pleasure must only be enjoyed with ones spouse.2 6 3 4 1 6 2 1 Teach people what healthy sexual behavior is. I don't think the majority of people know (too much repression and taboo in the culture)2019-09-19 22:02:152019-09-19 22:07:34dc72aa8b25
wkl1lkx0hyqhfwvt3c3eggvowkl1lkxeWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 7 4 2 2 6 4 1 TALK ABOUT IT.2019-09-19 22:02:322019-09-19 22:07:33d539625e83
bzatis2qcqlbz78obzacid8y5iqrsmzhWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Personal values and preferences Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is more than just creating life. Its the most intimate and vulnerable moment between 2 souls who are 100% committed to each other.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Just be open, non judgemental and a safe place2019-09-19 22:02:492019-09-19 22:07:18218dc5fc4b
x21vtx9jts13dpnpqbitx21vtivwtc8xWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Not fully sure 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 Open up the dialogue, Start by providing information for young growing Sikh men and women about puberty, and safe sexual practices2019-09-19 22:02:542019-09-19 22:07:045a5cec84a8
gba3drqcexo2s68fgba3ww38c403eyvqMan 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 it holds value when its between 2 people in love.4 7 7 3 4 7 5 2 2019-09-19 22:02:152019-09-19 22:06:24ff1a2710ff
p0o3zvjkg8l22q1xrilp0o359ald7v52Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Unsure. As religion hasn't defined my sexual life.2 6 6 2 1 7 7 1 Be more open to discussion and not be quick to judge people for their choices in life.2019-09-19 22:03:212019-09-19 22:06:08dd3d77d0a3
81c1jpo4xwemkep81c1jpyfo685iy0ffWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other My own truth Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Part of a fulfilling life 0 Between 2 consenting adults. Not being overcome by thoughts of sex and sexual desire.5 7 5 1 6 6 6 2 Be more accepting and inclusive of non heteronormative relationships and orientation. Currently it is exclusive2019-09-19 22:01:112019-09-19 22:06:025967ad9b1f
n30z0gwqfpdtfilnqn30z0hx59bv2dtwWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 . 1 7 3 1 1 7 3 1 2019-09-19 22:03:332019-09-19 22:05:33f87c05c902
f59klpugy7ps588rf59klpzvfowei097Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 No comment 1 4 1 1 1 6 4 5 Have people of authority talk about it2019-09-19 22:01:312019-09-19 22:05:20b2a1c4317e
gdkr90t6cslij5wweeugdkr9hld8c8uhMan 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 1 4 3 1 1 4 3 1 2019-09-19 22:01:122019-09-19 22:04:069613cb3a2c
ruejhh57tlfm73fdhzh0rueqikbjxs1pWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 2 7 4 4 1 7 7 5 2019-09-19 22:00:412019-09-19 22:03:41df73e1684d
mr0q3l8hxd0qktsycqxmr0q3l8sz5ag7Woman 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Coming from a conservative family, sex is seen only as a way to procreate. The sikh community and preachers and everyone only talks about it in the sense that you only have sex for procreation. No one talks about the love or intimacy a couple can have. No one talks about how masturbation can be comforting and healthy. Physical intimacy (even if non-sexual) is percieved as sexual and not talked about, even though it provides comfort to us as humans because we are social creatures that crave affection through touch (hugs, cuddles). 1 7 3 1 1 7 2 1 provide sexual education resources so that people can make informed decisions. Gurdwaras can provide the spiritual aspect, but the biological and medical side needs to be discussed too. Then people can come to their own conclusions on how they relate to sex in relation to sikhi and themselves.2019-09-19 21:39:112019-09-19 21:50:24ed9d547558
q9a1z1sg16l79ycpq9a1z1s2j6cfucieMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 Grisht Jeevan, so only in marriage; can be for love and procreation1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1 Provide information and support programs2019-09-19 21:45:482019-09-19 21:49:084c7d6a6480
ued51ybyse50azgj8kued51yvwe5vrw7Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 4 2019-09-19 21:45:182019-09-19 21:48:02f50daf6108
v6wqfcpxg0isv6wqf2n1jo4282z0166tWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s basic human need and a beautiful expression that brings two people closer in their relationship5 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 Opening channel for discussion on sexuality, Standing up for LGBTQ rights2019-09-19 21:40:092019-09-19 21:47:4737fe610c9a
vd29r376ra65h0ol5m5f7vd29r3t4e5pMan 26-39 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Married people's expression of committed love before ek Onkar as a way to connect to Ek Onkar2 2 7 4 1 1 7 1 We need Sarbat Khalsa to be established for Gurmatta to come on this subject2019-09-19 21:37:372019-09-19 21:42:3293b4674476
tnxupbeumsko0x2v25tnxun7onbd61qaGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Other Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 \ 2 7 6 4 1 7 6 2 be open, teach sexual health, teach consent, no wrong sexuality unless without consent, be lgbtq positive, be gender inclusive and open with gender non binary or non conforming people, be accepting of trans people, be pro choice. teach boys and men how to be better and learn what is enthusiastic consent. dont have double standard based on gender. 2019-09-19 21:34:362019-09-19 21:41:0140ae67c828
x8ge9zviwr37wktpmwxbx8g9mav15fpaWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other School Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Natural part of life, fulfilling a desire1 4 5 1 1 4 4 1 Sex education in the teenage years for Sikhs2019-09-19 21:11:072019-09-19 21:40:194c7d6a6480
92obuq318gapjnis92obqj76wa5w8c9zMan 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Blessing 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 No need as Gurbani does it beautifully.2019-09-19 21:36:172019-09-19 21:40:09e9368199cd
8cv0riynytg140cr8cv0ridqvhstjdowWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Heterosexual attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 To stay in bond with each other especially husband and wife4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Through schools or discussions, organizing programs that teaches about sex 2019-09-19 21:29:082019-09-19 21:34:2580928690d0
qwbtyfxqaehm41o1xqwbtu0fcsvqu8giWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 4 5 5 2 4 5 5 2 2019-09-19 21:26:332019-09-19 21:29:446cc6899f56
af10p7yo8phmtm3ooaf10p7zpmvdzx1hWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think sex is another part of life similar to any other worldly pleasure. Is it necessary, no but neither is travelling or leisure activities or the movies.1 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 None 2019-09-19 21:25:012019-09-19 21:28:189610a29ede
s8897ay4ljump8i2s8897lwfj04xjmupMan 26-39 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s part of human nature and completely normal. Over indulgence of any desire is bad4 7 7 7 2 7 7 7 No idea 2019-09-19 21:22:102019-09-19 21:26:46971bc9463d
ubqzriu3xkarvff68gwfl2ubqzriu349Man 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Balance, necessity, advancement.4 6 5 5 4 5 4 5 Walk the talk when we claim to be a progressive and equitable faith... we are hypocrites, starting with Harminder Sahib and women not allowed to perform Kirtan.  Women sit on the other side to the stage, women don’t make up any % of gurdwara committees, etc etc. We need to take a look at ourselves before we shout from the rooftops as to how progressive we claim to be...2019-09-19 21:17:162019-09-19 21:26:334c7d6a6480
rb1wmo5o816aio3psoe7rb1wmod7900pWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 0 Other Me Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is what married men and woman do. Sex before marriage is frowned upon. Sikh man can do it before marriage, however, woman are not allowed! Sikh don’t believe sex and it’s relationship to human life.3 7 2 1 1 7 6 1 More woman speakers(Sikh or not), outside of the gurdwaras and community. Maybe visiting school/colleges/universities. 2019-09-19 21:14:252019-09-19 21:25:11af5df73051
7s2itmwkgl4tjuip7xog7s2itwlnwi54Woman Over 60 India 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction For pro-creation For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikh understanding of sex  is to maintain the sanctity and wellbeing to continue the race. As Guru Gobind Singhji says " Aurat Iman, Daulat Guzran and Puttar ( son )nishan.and its relationship 5 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 Sikh institutions should bring awareness about Sex in the modern generation so that they don't go astray2019-09-19 20:59:232019-09-19 21:23:141dd1624a7f

udokvgp184g8g9sw8udokvztppkrdnkbWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other my own feelings and what feels right based in emotion Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think sex is a normal part of life and within sikhi there is emphasis on how lust is bad but not necessarily sex. As long as you are not always preoccupied by it and it does not dictate your life or control your decisions, it is healthy.2 7 5 1 1 7 6 1
Instead of making it a taboo topic, actual adress the subject. I know many sikh peers who are struggling with their mental health due to their inability to find a balance between their personal beliefs about sex vs what the community sees.

2019-09-19 21:13:062019-09-19 21:21:5652d63ae052
run26bnnlsimf69a4gyysrun26bunbcvWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Other reading, especially about the history of sexuality and gender expression in various places/cultures Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 I understand sex as an important part of some people's relationships (aware that this isn't the case for everyone) with others or themselves. As such, I think sex is important to human life (whether existing or in terms of procreation) because of the significant it holds for some people.7 7 7 2 2 7 3 1 Creating a culture of inclusion, love, and acceptance is necessary for anyone who falls outside of hetero-normative identities to feel comfortable and welcome in any space. In my experience, issue related to sexuality are not addressed or discussed in Sikh institutions in a way that could be considered positive, healthy, and open in any sense of those words. It's always been treated as a topic to not be discussed unless in the context of marriage, and even then, hetero-normative and patriarchal views are the standard.2019-09-19 21:10:432019-09-19 21:21:37ed0e2ac277
ujcualgwee63mdjx2ujcua52y20sr72cMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Heterosexual Procreation 1 4 2 2 1 4 2 2 2019-09-19 21:10:172019-09-19 21:12:53db0e7a3a31

l3f326sufydzdoto8l3fxb837uqt9dpvGender Variant/Non-Conforming 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other for your mental health and wellbeing0 gristi jeevan 3 7 5 3 1 7 4 4
Discussing the foundations of making informed choices; Informed consent culture, 
misuse/abuse of power and privilege2019-09-19 21:04:212019-09-19 21:12:39f2874fc583

iewqq54qsve17uobleiewq0s5fvg8h7vWoman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 My take is that sexual drive is natural, normal and a part of it. Like the other “drivers” it is neither good, nor bad. The struggle is in being in control of it rather than having it control you7 7 4 3 6 7 5 1 2019-09-19 21:05:222019-09-19 21:11:12525c31dd34
j8bojwz0ba7gmyqui8vj8bojnxqcvf0sMan 19-25 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It isn't a sin or something wrong. Bhai maskeen did katha on the subject and the way he put it, if one doesn't understand kaam, theyll be unable to experience naam. His analogy was that kam is a pool that everyone will swim through, but if you don't get out of it, you'll drown. Once you cross the pool, you can truly experience naam. He gave a lot of gurbani examples to tie it with this analogy. My understanding could be very flawed but what he said made sense more or less. Sexual attraction vs sexual obsession. Sexual obsession is what is kaam and will hold you back from naam. 5 7 7 5 6 6 6 5 Beginning the conversation with gurbani and what gurbani has to say about it. Without attaching our opinions and cultural norms to the idea. When we list the 5 vices, kam is the first one in the list but also the least explored topic. There is nothing wrong or unnatural about sex, discussing what our guru has to say about it shouldn't be a taboo. 2019-09-19 20:57:242019-09-19 21:08:3814db627d52
pja5vd9wgilb9stonpja8vfbit6hff7vGender Variant/Non-Conforming 19-25 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's a matter between consenting adults to decide and no judgement of gender etc.7 7 7 4 7 7 7 4 Beore open and less judgemental2019-09-19 21:01:342019-09-19 21:08:12e2c4c81ef1
o1xpmf6x3ekgsgho1xpm0vhhwy76viq8Man Over 60 Netherlands 1 Other I do not know but non of the others.... Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is part of life 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 More openess 2019-09-19 21:01:552019-09-19 21:07:27964e67911f
5173zj8ty3f34kgngu951737363ulnl2Man 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Necessary but should not consume you.3 7 5 2 1 4 3 1 Be open about them and tackle issues rather than circumvent them2019-09-19 21:03:242019-09-19 21:07:149ba8e5cbf8
qc313r7xdlbctggm91oqc3kafvr4lsz3Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 that sex is for the purpose of helping build the human species and that it should be controlled along with other of the basic emotions ie anger, sadness, fear, joy1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 A better understanding of what is sexuality when it comes to Gurbani.  What does Gurbani say about sexuality, vs lust, vs consented sex vs sex only in marriage2019-09-19 21:00:212019-09-19 21:05:17b1ee6b055e
yog9ndpooqt6b4oagyog9kzv2bcuzcp8Woman 40-60 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I dont know what a Sikh understanding would be but in my personal opinion sex is an important part of life. Its gets really complicated when marriages/relationships dont work out but the need is there. Right and wrong becomes a gray area4 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 Not sure. 2019-09-19 20:53:042019-09-19 21:04:15c9b8781946



h98191dm5zu8uuld8f5h9819phcqxn4uGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 United States 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other I think there is a natural human response that is more align with the core human values that Sikhi also offers. We have a lot of superficial influences but if we are to be free and think more from "oneness" then once we shed these superficial viewpoints we can focus on sexuality from an enlightened perspective.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other It can be for any reason the consenting adults involved see fit. I believe Sikhi is naturally sex positive.0 It's an expression of your humanity just like everything else in life. If a human is operating from being honest with themselves and what they want they are closer/within the "oneness" understanding. Rather than the manmukhi of reacting to superficial external policing on sex (post colonial, misogyny, male toxicity, marriage pressure, etc).5 7 7 5 5 6 6 4 Separate external influences from Sikhi at its core with is devoid of societal nonsense. This will destigmatize the topic and open up healthy discussions.2019-09-19 20:53:142019-09-19 21:04:024c7d6a6480
rtfxmnqjlyi8li0abfrtfxxr2lyok1xjWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a part of healthy human relationship. It should not become obsession or addiction.5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Being open and discussing topics related to sexuality. Having youth leaders to talk to.2019-09-19 20:52:252019-09-19 20:57:57e1a7f8d07b
1449wlklt20dlp61449wldqthj8l5duyWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 2 6 4 3 2 6 4 5 Be open to simply discussing it. Don’t get weirded about it. No one is looking for answers right off the bat. Just be willing to listen with no filters.2019-09-19 20:44:092019-09-19 20:56:30fc9a6db731
u3ykzbf3ggubi0q2jgl3n1u3ykzb7eauWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Other A mix of all those options - family/ culture,  education,  social media Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Bond 2 6 5 4 2 6 6 4 In an academic way,  we have to acknowledge that it exists in many forms. With education and dialogue we can create the safe spaces the community needs2019-09-19 20:51:242019-09-19 20:56:156ebcc49dbb
topdeejz3ueh3gi7tyldktopdcoupudkWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It is used as a metaphor for full integration with the divine.5 5 5 5 1 5 2 2 Harm reduction! 2019-09-19 20:51:462019-09-19 20:54:49a28336b173
10vqm2trw7pzuopye10vq9u8keb772j1Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love 1 Procreations 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 They can’t 2019-09-19 20:52:182019-09-19 20:54:21fda9883f1e
6glqgl62it9nooq3k6glqrztwh25u9mqWoman 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure. 2 7 5 3 1 7 4 1 Talk about it.l in different settings. Don’t treat it was a sin2019-09-19 20:44:042019-09-19 20:48:1172dac993c6
wliacdms4g70r86ovwliacdgu83uzmmyWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For pleasure or desire 1 It’s part of if human nature and living life pro creating in this material world5 7 5 3 6 7 5 3 I think it starts within discussion and open honest opinion being shared on the topic especially within families2019-09-19 20:32:572019-09-19 20:38:1308dc21437e
ad7am2v3n80fs6ot9vgad7am22k4ls8mMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 3 5 4 2 2 5 4 2 2019-09-19 20:18:262019-09-19 20:21:1115300b3565
x0rzdch6ns248x5x0ty9hjqzurhn0seqWoman 19-25 United States 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Sex (most of the time) is a result of love. In the same way you can give someone a flower out of love. Or die for them out of love. All byproducts of love1 4 5 2 1 4 5 2 I think Sikh institutions need to push that you don't do it with everyone. I notice alot of Kaurs who are in college don't get that2019-09-19 20:16:462019-09-19 20:20:43c664644f2f
zapuk5t689gfh0issdduol1nwzapuk5tGender Variant/Non-Conforming 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 It's necessary, but shouldn't be indulged in7 7 2 5 1 7 5 4 Unbiased education about the different types of sexuality is a good start. It opens the door for more conversation.2019-09-19 20:09:452019-09-19 20:14:596199e70448
lfp6fug8me06ufr5lfp6fug51hg6z7bnMan 40-60 Canada 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sex is one important mode to keep two people together for life together.7 7 6 6 7 7 6 6 By opening up the issue for discussion.2019-09-19 20:07:372019-09-19 20:12:44d226377225
pnx4lgqerypwts3pnx4l32prevkl4t94Man 26-39 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Masturbation For love 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-19 20:08:282019-09-19 20:10:48df73e1684d
zsl4paym5viwrrzsl4p4a3468ny5ppytWoman 40-60 Sweden 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It's a part of life, for bonding and procreation.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Hold classes in sex education, as in how the body functions, what is consent, how to be respectful to your partner in everyday life etc.2019-09-19 19:56:592019-09-19 20:06:1872d199841e
c42qaloy8i6bcdvwv05lhohc42qalo5zMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 2 7 4 1 1 7 2 1 2019-09-19 20:03:252019-09-19 20:06:1644ffa86d52
xmqsei42x7qsr4laxmqs2enqr64gsk39Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 Creation of other life and stopping you mind wonder outside5 5 5 2 1 5 5 2 By talking and getting seminars and open talks in sangat2019-09-19 19:56:022019-09-19 20:04:28df73e1684d
vad8lbgpj3kv6hc2gdk9vad8lbgxe0w3Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Same-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sex should be between married couples, and you should avoid lust 3 7 4 4 7 6 4 Community gatherings, same sex and mixed, talks, somewhere safe in the Sikh community to discuss issues with on a one to one basis. 2019-09-19 19:53:462019-09-19 19:59:428a289c58dd
pt1wjbpdzdolrmpfkumijppt1wjbkxvuMan 26-39 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 From my understanding, there is no explicit decree from the Guru Granth Sahib Ji that dictates sex as an explicitly heterosexual act. Even in the cases of creating families and stability, we tend to follow more "traditional" heteronormativity that is heavily influenced by patriarchy and exacerbated by colonization.4 7 2 1 1 6 2 1 Create spaces for intersectional conversations between gender, sexuality, and faith; maintain a more inclusive understanding of the Rehat Maryada as it pertains to relationships and the Anand Kaaraj; LGBTQ+ reading materials, resources, hotlines, and more that create safe and brave spaces for vulnerable and recently public individuals2019-09-19 19:49:212019-09-19 19:55:232ec3e46d50
95tvob62dunz2p1eoyzbxu95tvob65mbMan 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 2019-09-19 19:51:282019-09-19 19:54:18f5d26902e5
sabvhynlmgdsabvy6i93acp1tox0vhagMan 19-25 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Have to do more gurmat based research3 5 1 1 2 5 1 1 More research 2019-09-19 19:48:072019-09-19 19:54:0636fa21fd91
lcjho2ibbizhtmvb7ok61plcjho2iby2Man 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 1 7 1 1 1 3 1 1 2019-09-19 19:48:092019-09-19 19:52:53df73e1684d
2vsfmpe0s16fh220rs2vsfttf6caeew2Woman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 For procreation 1 3 2 1 1 3 1 1 Foster a culture in which people can voice their feelings without fear of repercussions2019-09-19 19:49:302019-09-19 19:51:5787619b82d7
m84rhx9x9jmkwhumm84rhttysw9acp0tWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 1 7 4 1 2 7 2 1 More awareness 2019-09-19 19:43:482019-09-19 19:47:2340657b6309
vu2cah8dmlkxxftdop8fsvu2cah8mx7rWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 1 For pro-creation. It is a sin to carry out the act outside of marriage.5 6 6 5 2 3 2 1 Have a platform where people that need or want to discuss the topic can. Avoid biases and displaying judgemental attitudes or behaviours.2019-09-19 19:30:452019-09-19 19:44:374c7d6a6480
mo8vyusx73xy6dgyjmo8vyumokc8qfriMan 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It obviously is necessary to creating human life but serves beyi2 6 4 1 2 6 3 1 Acknowledge that it is neither necessary nor sufficient for sex to be within heterosexual marriage to be acceptable2019-09-19 19:34:432019-09-19 19:38:355748bd177b
t6i09kxo8vk2t6ja3c09b9xs8ze2ac2bGender Variant/Non-Conforming Over 60 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 1 No comments 2 1 4 4 1 3 3 2 2019-09-19 19:30:592019-09-19 19:36:384c15444218
8tdukw3ltgbw3xvajo8tdu8zvn9rhf6qWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Reproduce 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 We're not there yet2019-09-19 19:32:512019-09-19 19:35:21f180950d68
2demmjnpn800w33z2demmahruw5fq057Man 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Heterosexual attraction All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Stay commited, need, don't forgetting the creator in drug of lust4 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 Explain the teenagers that just for a pleasure of few minutes do not ruin sole purpose of life do not enter the dark world and forget the path towards enlightenment of soul.2019-09-19 19:21:292019-09-19 19:34:43e3bd20627e
3l1qn0an2rg0oog64ko63l1qnmsebwqwWoman 26-39 United Kingdom 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Procreation  - leads to the continuation of the human race.6 7 7 7 6 5 4 5 2019-09-19 19:23:392019-09-19 19:27:16be8c62cd40
opaz3fhboobqtjt05ar4vopaz3fko3juWoman 19-25 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is a vehicle of intimacy and closeness. Those themes have been expressed in countless Sabads related to the Divine "ravishing" "enjoying" bride-beings; or the Lover awaiting the Beloved by preparing a bed. At multiple levels, intimacy can be physical, spiritual, and emotional. 5 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 Building spaces where sexuality can be understood in a healthy and empowering way. Work together with the LGBTQ+ community to understand the nuances of gender identity, sex, sexual orientation, and build some resources for the Sikh community to understand the difference. Create books and resources that illustrate healthy intimate relationships. Make space for employees and volunteers to share their pronouns and have inclusive hiring practices that welcome people of different sexual orientations.2019-09-19 19:16:012019-09-19 19:27:15a2b0817060
37l0ncbtc0pwiafjtbjb37l0itkfeczcMan 40-60 Australia 1 Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 6 5 5 5 6 5 5 There should be open discussion and education from Sikh institutions2019-09-19 19:20:362019-09-19 19:27:067e07b32a15

5ajmhksyej0zyh15ajmhql6m55x80k4tMan 19-25 India 1 Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pleasure or desire 0 Without anand karaj know every girl as you mother and sister6 7 5 4 5 7 6 4
Social media

2019-09-19 19:18:232019-09-19 19:23:04 9.07E+40
wtx26remsjd2mubwtx26r3qgr4c24fz5Woman 40-60 United States 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Pro-creation 4 7 5 3 2 3 2 1 Safe and open discussions with sangat through courses and classes that feel non-threatening.2019-09-19 19:14:522019-09-19 19:22:17e14a5daed1
0w0yufgd0whaed4n4sb80w0yuf5p2netWoman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I feel like as sikhs sex is a form of intimacy that is supposed to be shared and explored once you are married. How a couple approaches their sex lives will vary due to different perspectives. However, I feel like when a couple keeps the teachings of the Guru as their anchor they will be able to find a healthy balance when it comes to the intimacy they share and not let it consume them.  1 5 4 4 1 5 5 7 They can create safe spaces to open dialogue about these issues. Whether it be seminars, workshops, small discussions and or incorporating these issues into already existing events.2019-09-19 19:01:042019-09-19 19:14:42 3391664159
ojgmn8fk89faksizao8ojgm3nbeto9n1Woman 26-39 Canada 1 Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Should do it for the right reasons4 7 5 5 3 7 5 5 Discuss and present2019-09-19 19:09:122019-09-19 19:12:3435127f24f4
ht4fjx7fqdtfbk5rht4fjxev3axbg5mjMan 19-25 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 For procreation in marriage and to have fun in marriage1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 Talk about it openly and stop making it taboo2019-09-19 18:39:272019-09-19 18:44:213ff66f5fa0
p0gf2bpqmxwv39swth2p0gf2bp6xi0pvMan 26-39 United States Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other For any reason so long as the people involved are consenting individuals0 Sex as a source of pleasure, life, power. I’m interested in metaphors of sex in Gurbani and in thinking about Gurbani as sex-positive. 4 7 7 2 4 7 7 1 2019-09-19 18:26:122019-09-19 18:29:57522cc07253
jc6iszdhnd6rpy22hn0jc6iszrfcm16zMan 26-39 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 1 Way of expanding the creation 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 One to one discussions2019-09-19 18:22:462019-09-19 18:28:54cf2821d192
e2hu4skctkk7sj0mt6e2hu43prvyfxi0Man 19-25 Canada Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Have sex 7 7 5 1 4 7 6 1 2019-09-19 18:18:402019-09-19 18:22:1488c95a21d7
0cv3lhfsjdvzm7r0l4n0khe6tszdpqleMan 40-60 Canada Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)Other Physical activity 0 Part of life 2 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 2019-09-19 18:11:472019-09-19 18:13:51363da0b0f6
qi23693dmjsx9q9ghqi23693dmwoksxiMan 40-60 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 6 3 2 5 6 2 2 Be more open and have educated discussions about sexuality.2019-09-19 17:48:142019-09-19 17:55:12761e5e942c
dtrs5ldda5cojxedtrs5lc651a3mhf2zMan 40-60 Canada Other Knowledge that I have gained Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0   5 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 2019-09-19 17:39:142019-09-19 17:44:07919c9f5973
jydy8wn9qi2lijyd4f44948mwd3n8phuWoman 40-60 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is for pro creation and otherwise frowned upon7 5 2 1 6 6 2 1 Open no judgement space for discussions safe space to be honest.2019-09-19 17:35:452019-09-19 17:41:36e4d7638ec4
jr1zjhifm7zv5eujrnlmdp711vkgolpjWoman 26-39 Canada Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 5 7 7 5 5 7 7 5 2019-09-19 17:34:202019-09-19 17:36:424c7d6a6480
o522xf91zbn9uwto522xfzk9leyf6lupWoman 26-39 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 I’m actually quite confused and don’t have an answer. Part of me believes it’s a healthy part of relationship between 2 consenting people but it’s also attached a very primitive desire. Not sure if it’s something that should be controlled and abstained from. Even procreation can’t occur with some level of desire. Sex, desire, procreation are very much intertwined. Procreation isn’t a mechanical process. 4 6 3 5 1 6 3 2 Workshops on body positivity, consent. Take away the shame from the act, as it is a normal human experience. Allow for same sex groups to discuss topic. Use Gurbani to take away judgement 2019-09-19 17:18:322019-09-19 17:28:154eb6af25f2
03txeoympwmsiezxlts03txeouzot9myMan 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is part of life. Sex is important part of a committed married life.5 5 3 2 5 5 3 2 Create safe spaces to talk about it.2019-09-19 16:40:052019-09-19 17:27:206715c3f548
ai88j9to9dtbywncq47xg0ai88jr8cusWoman 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0  Close connection and bond between a couple6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Being non judge mental and embracing differences2019-09-19 17:22:302019-09-19 17:26:03075fb0d46d
s84jclyj8twd9vus84jct602zg6rez4jMan 26-39 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Only for procreation 7 7 1 1 1 7 1 1 Open discussions from people of all sexual backgrounds with no judgement2019-09-19 17:21:472019-09-19 17:25:072811727d3d
lndtfd3mn7wgcc61lndny7c0x17om07dWoman 26-39 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Self restraint 5 6 5 4 5 6 4 4 Not the setting 2019-09-19 17:17:322019-09-19 17:20:468e4c09b661
vn1gpkj8q8rdltmal20egvn1gpkexuqkMan 19-25 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ Masturbation Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 To continue the next generation and to express love with your life partner.7 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 More presence online2019-09-19 17:10:592019-09-19 17:16:10f3b63b8715
grsx67pttni5bf911grsn8dlzvgfisn3Man 19-25 Canada Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attraction Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Physical , sexual relationship with one and only whose married to me.5 7 7 5 6 7 7 5 I have no clue . 2019-09-19 17:05:212019-09-19 17:13:00f1713dac48
q3iwtbd2enhzqw56s2q3iwiyb2wqxoblMan 40-60 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Expression of love and connection between individuals that may or may not result in procreation.3 4 3 4 1 2 1 1 Provide Gurmat-based content to inform individual choices and support spaces for community dialogue.2019-09-19 16:58:352019-09-19 17:02:084c7d6a6480
h7fla9lwiieqfqijakqh7fla9lwdlpxsMan 26-39 India Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is an unconditional surrender of two bodies connected to each other with deep bonding and love.7 7 7 5 6 7 7 5 Charity starts from home. I believe we should start openly discuss with our kids and help them understand deeper aspects of this natural instinct.2019-09-19 16:50:192019-09-19 17:01:1017235a814e
xq7d8ffsorqaen7rxq7dd992oikqly86Man 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 5 6 5 5 5 6 5 5 Making it a non taboo2019-09-19 16:47:472019-09-19 16:52:0781b6d7ea9b
i6bhy02vgldmi6bycabtdi1c0lydxjodMan 40-60 India Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Guru gobind Singh ji says..nij naari ke sang nehu tum nit brieo!! Par naari ke sang bhul supne hu na jieo!! I got this understanding as a Sikh from gurus teaching4 4 4 1 4 4 4 1 By gurubani teaching2019-09-19 16:34:112019-09-19 16:44:35ae5d19a8f2
m6g5cf3ew2rs41dm6gc1oqehob4nhh9tWoman 40-60 Canada Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desires Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love 1 Love, and pro creation 7 6 6 5 7 5 Articles 2019-09-19 16:40:592019-09-19 16:44:313f7cafbab2
icjl1rz22n9nxg3psicjl1rbn10onttpMan 26-39 United States Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Procreation 4 7 7 4 4 7 7 4 Gurbani references and practical application into daily life.2019-09-19 16:30:542019-09-19 16:36:3091bf286023
xhq8lmd1rxlvqihc2w5gbayajxhq8lmdWoman 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is necessary. Lust is not. 7 7 5 7 7 7 1 3 They can have more women and men in ministerial counseling positions - or at least trained.2019-09-19 16:31:062019-09-19 16:35:40982104542d
8uxbkg7wwlq7p5pis8l4kc8uxbkg7wygMan 26-39 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sensualism (including sex) is described as a fundamental drive for attaining union with another; the Sikh Gurus, much like the rest of the Indian philosophical schools, believe that this drive can be utilized for Union with 'Brahman'. This metaphor is captured by the constant use of maritial & gender poetics whereby Union with the divine is achieved in the Union of marriage (divine Husband and the submissive lover). Much of the metaphysical views of the Gurus about sex appear to follow from ascetic beliefs about the necessity of self-discipline and self-control to achieve a higher Union7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Absolutely avoid and respond intellectually and philosophically against current efforts and shame campaigns by LGBT groups to silence traditional views about sexual liberation. Sikh institutes in the West need to stop using Christian language, like love and sin, when discussing Sexuality. I believe we have a very different history and tradition of psychosomatic ideas that are more sophisticated than the views about sexuality being offered by traditional Catholicism or Secularism. Lastly, public opinion and statistics are not representative of Gurbani, but only of Sikhs. So regardless of the proportions of Sikhs feeling particular ways about any given topic, Sikh institutes should never conflate consonance with competence (I have in mind the Manmukh vs Gurmukh distinction made by the Gurus).2019-09-19 16:02:232019-09-19 16:28:29e8cc428e92
vqcz252z1a7ohle2vqczynj67jq0cx5lMan 26-39 United Kingdom Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex is a normal part of human interaction. Just likes other acts of affection/intimacy/love -EG hugging/crying/verbal expression etc- sex is not something to be shared with all. My Sikhi (spiritual base/ethical guidance) helps me recognise sex is something for two people to share as a way of furthering a connection between themselves & the divine. My life experience tells me that this does not come through mere action but must go hand-in-hand with an understanding that sex is not a linear act with a pleasurable end, but part of endless moves for connection.7 7 7 7 1 7 5 5 Dialogue in safe spaces, open talk from leading figures2019-09-19 15:10:512019-09-19 16:19:17df73e1684d
tz6cikvzzelphbndqgtz6cikvc1ov8piWoman 26-39 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0  7 7 7 6 7 7 7 6 2019-09-19 16:06:002019-09-19 16:10:30aa5344593c
6z0htr4tubr9n1n6k6z0htp3fp98p8stMan 40-60 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Natural part of life. 6 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 Discussion groups maybe2019-09-19 15:50:512019-09-19 15:58:41a778100b78
z2n0tqxnrzk4p3ubjx4f0az2n0tqqv1qWoman 26-39 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) ‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 2019-09-19 15:41:562019-09-19 15:46:192bead69f5c
3pmcazv56frdaj013pmcaupd51aui47vMan 40-60 Canada Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ For pro-creation 0 Sex is important element of grehsth dharam in5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 By organizing workshops with information sessions followed interactive dialogs.2019-09-19 13:38:002019-09-19 15:31:52d9f1264904
rvbiq2swwx8k07jbag9vbhlqrvbiq2saWoman 26-39 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 3 4 4 2 2 4 4 2 2019-09-19 15:19:442019-09-19 15:23:55baecc0c0c5
3kiycgwbq46afsgkpde3kiycu74p69u0Man 26-39 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex in sikhism is only allowed in hetrosexual marriage based relationship.5 7 7 1 1 7 1 1 Education in our community. Majority of our community still lives in the past and is closed minded. Unless they have a personal experience with the matter they can only learn through education.2019-09-19 15:09:402019-09-19 15:19:56df73e1684d
m87h2efxp115s1obyjm87hjgnhtx120zMan 40-60 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love 0 Survival of human race 5 5 4 6 4 4 3 3 Educate people about importance of sex in human life.2019-09-19 14:56:112019-09-19 15:03:04ade3da040b
o0gdd8mg9sy80f4zqy8o0gdd8pphdwhnMan 26-39 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a part of human life. But not whole life. Get over with it and get on with your life journey. Very hard though since western culture and media does not want you to forget about sex ever.4 5 6 3 4 5 6 3 By making Sikhs understand purpose of life and proving that they themselves follow it. And dont let Sikhs learn their purpose from western media and culture. Life is not just for seeking pleasure and enjoyment. Individual pleasures are not important.2019-09-19 14:47:322019-09-19 14:59:16ca6d6064cf
whm0u3uq7wanzx7jwhm07hphr6qcy6hyWoman 26-39 United Kingdom Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 N/a 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 Encourage education and awareness sessions2019-09-19 14:52:422019-09-19 14:55:288a98f76132
umbaetcepxkky1gek92umbaer8gy7kphMan 26-39 United States Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Pre-marital sex For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Love, sincerity, creation of new life4 5 5 3 4 2 2 1 Seminars, education, classroom discussions 2019-09-19 14:32:072019-09-19 14:43:32a694406a54
e11vhzpwxbtj09b6d3e11vhx0cxn18ikMan 19-25 United States Other All of the above choice have shaped my view throughout my life, but I want to include my own personal preferences.  At the end of the day, for me it is my decision and any potential consensual partner's decision and preferences that will dictate what shapes my view on sexuality.   Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other All of the above, depends on the situation...? As long as it is consensual. 0 I don't have enough understanding of the Sikh Perspective to make an informed opinion on that topic.1 4 1 5 1 6 3 1 Be open minded and accepting to other's perspective and appreciate the differences we share rather than enforce conformity based on personal beliefs.2019-09-19 14:32:352019-09-19 14:40:315ed990d096
w9ldegrgy3njuxmw9lznwdes3w86bg3vMan 26-39 Canada Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 sex is forbidden before and outside of marriage. We should be in control of our five vices. Kam being the most difficult to control.7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 As a concerned sikh, we have much bigger issues to deal with than sexuality.2019-09-19 14:30:062019-09-19 14:38:57f42eeae91b

lnx0htbe2dqblnxzaimw8mhjng5jesveMan 26-39 India Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation 0 5 5 5 3 5 5 6 2
sex education is must..talk with anybody without hesitation.
some lectures, seminars to be held on this education to aware the society as a whole including all community2019-09-19 14:24:452019-09-19 14:32:20edd3a9c012

panlpvkhsiqu20kpancvfl4qds6phz87Woman 26-39 United States Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is between consenting individuals who have a complete understanding of the risks as well as the benefits5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 By not making the subject taboo.2019-09-19 14:27:112019-09-19 14:32:13697ee5cbc4
xpk4uo7uytquppzxpk4uxepjjy072wjfMan 19-25 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 It's just for procreation 4 2 1 1 4 4 4 4 Don't encourage or discourage anything. Just tell the people in the community to respect other people regardless of sexuality. But I don't think we need to emphasise it in religion.2019-09-19 14:22:242019-09-19 14:26:23 3132646493
667ogi96ai9uvkziw667ogicno8emcekMan 40-60 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Have no idea 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 Talks that are not in Punjabi2019-09-19 14:18:052019-09-19 14:21:53ca8c92a6ad
eqfbeas1fttogjcvpeqfbe19mkr8mmrzWoman 19-25 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I think sex is just another aspect of the world we live in. And as Guru has told us to live in gristi it’s something that comes with that. to me lust and sex and completely different and sex can actually deepen bonds with people3 7 4 2 3 7 4 2 build more awareness. many sikh groups teach children things like “sex can only be for procreation” which reinstates purity culture and can be v harmful for people who are SA victims2019-09-19 13:46:072019-09-19 14:12:12335195be3a
b761wk4pdtzrfa6r831irb761wnhk6ilWoman 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 I don't know 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 With a very open mind.2019-09-19 14:06:082019-09-19 14:11:32 1805635650
v1v3w4j12yfpm90oxq5yv1v3w4gjw3aoMan 40-60 Canada Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 That it is a natural part of the human experience. Perhaps to be treated as a sacred act2 7 6 4 1 7 5 2 By creating safer spaces for discussion to be had with out judgement or fear of being ostracized2019-09-19 13:47:102019-09-19 13:53:32a288b90e89
6j1ryw203hguo0wos8u66j1ryway1q8sWoman 26-39 Canada Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 4 7 7 5 4 4 4 4 2019-09-19 13:49:152019-09-19 13:52:32f125adf269
o8l42x8nw50g15hlk2o8l42hytwdaebmMan 26-39 Malaysia Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Health consent for one and generation 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 Have a forum of discussion on this topics2019-09-19 13:40:112019-09-19 13:48:240138b11ad0
2jvnzpxgf875y852jvnzbq8rtq3uk4hgWoman 19-25 United Kingdom Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 my community express very clearly that sex is a taboo topic of discussion but it should be reserved to those that are married. sex is only ever semi-acknowledged in terms of pro-creation, sex in terms of pleasure within marriage is not at all discussed but is implied.  2 6 3 2 1 6 2 1 seminars have been great.2019-09-19 13:29:272019-09-19 13:41:193a07f6b939
ooef6q9kctkva2brafx32ooef6q92faaWoman 19-25 United States Other Identity, justice, SikhiBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other Proactive connection (connecting out of joy and care, not out of feelings of inadequacy or a need to self-validate) 0 Sikhi values living in interconnectedness, and creative power, sex having a connection to both. However, it is human tendency to be ego driven and attempting to soothe our feelings of shame, anger, injury to ego, powerlessness, etc through sex. Acting in those mindsets is kam, and fundamentally destructive. Only when we address our inner ills can we begin to appreciate sex as a creative and connective power. A committed relationship/marriage may be a helpful framework for most people to exist in while working on achieving a stable mindset. But it is not mandatory or necessary. 6 7 7 5 3 7 5 2 Dismantling a culture of shame, open and honest sexual education, radical acceptance of the LGBTQ+ community, nuanced discussions on kam. 2019-09-19 13:16:572019-09-19 13:25:286f2443e481
0764nt4uzoirchgj8c8txo0764nt4ejuWoman 40-60 United States Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions Other For whatever reason the person deems the reason to be for them.0 Honestly don’t know. 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Provide forums for open, safe and ongoing discussion for all age levels. Ensure separation and understanding on cultural and spiritual beliefs.2019-09-19 13:12:372019-09-19 13:19:00f263716345
sconid3r3ghaowjsconiexc3nov4svrcMan 26-39 India Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Na 2 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 Na 2019-09-19 13:07:452019-09-19 13:11:244c7d6a6480
w0lvmcbb2pc75szxjudw0lvmcbiwrv9gWoman 26-39 India Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Masturbation For love 1 Yes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 No idea 2019-09-19 13:02:482019-09-19 13:07:166f4f2cc233
zadly848hm7shibvg59zadl5gov7kxlmWoman 19-25 India Other Media and books in generalBetween a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 The very same understanding of sex as any other human being.1 2 2 1 5 6 6 6 By talking about topics that are considered as taboo, but they shouldn't be. But, we should also start addressing more sexuality related topics in our homes simultaneously.2019-09-19 12:54:472019-09-19 13:07:0616c396cf24
pi1bnvfglw5o2cppi1bnvbv2eyzpqj6aMan 26-39 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Other Everything from our basic needs such as Home,Food,Clothes to more sophisticated needs such as leisure activities are based on our sexuality in society.......However i can understand that purpose of the survey might not be go into these details or i might be wrong.....it could be an area of study for the subject...nevertheless that is my opinion about sexuality.Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Having Sex for reproduction with your life-time committed partner.6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Setup workshops with highest and the most respected Singhs of Sikh Jagat(living in India and Abroad) who actually have all pre-text and study required for this sensitive topic and most importantly by having a certain code of conduct which i believe is a huge task in itself.2019-09-19 12:37:302019-09-19 13:06:08ba1f81d3ba
jyjolveakvu0lsbjyjolvzrgtevcnz9bMan 26-39 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship‘Sin’ Any sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 Not sue 1 5 4 2 1 6 3 3 Teach what Gurbani says around sexuality2019-09-19 13:01:392019-09-19 13:05:417f8c1f5fd7
u87okb5oidd5idviu87ok3orlouzhf5oMan 26-39 United States Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desire 0 Not sure but without it there will be no future generation of Sikhs2 6 5 3 2 6 5 3 Education and Presentation2019-09-19 12:57:122019-09-19 13:02:10c2ee0bb8dc
86izi0h212cssa2g142tdi86izi0h2deMan 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 - 5 5 5 5 6 6 4 5 2019-09-19 12:49:462019-09-19 13:00:19baf19a6919
l2wabso2j52vvl2wackde6aaxxbr2v45Man 40-60 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 0 Natural part of human life 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 1 Not sure at all...such a taboo2019-09-19 12:53:392019-09-19 12:56:41ec2c1d7809

865hlrfm1l0ei67qe865hl2y6bxf1leaMan 26-39 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s a physical need for man and woman but it can be replaced with anything if we put our mind at it everything depends on our thought process, with thoughts there is no action 1 5 1 1 1 5 1 1

Education, awareness.  
Besides teaching history and Gurmat we should also teach realistic ways to our small kids in our gurughar schools , stuff like 
How to mend our minds towards other things or how to control or teach about other fantastic stuff 
Sports , music etc 2019-09-19 12:37:542019-09-19 12:49:0319d708ee3a

o1ot8nvnbm5vmluogro1ot87gujsbe37Man 19-25 France Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 1 It is a need for mankind, though it is part of Maya and a distraction from your path to spiritual purity1 5 5 3 2 7 4 1 By being more open-minded about it and seriously addressing it.2019-09-19 12:41:212019-09-19 12:48:4809a2ecdf98
id5ggbd64mdmrdt8ogzuid5ggbdp129pWoman 19-25 Canada Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 It’s a normal part of human life which should be embraced,  but there is a need to be conscious of the difference between sex/love and lust. 7 7 7 4 5 5 5 3 There is a need to foster more discussion by holding workshops and panels which present a variety of views while also finding ways to connect the discussion back to gurbani2019-09-19 12:12:252019-09-19 12:17:48bdc6f92394
my0zmtun4w952d0mygyoddlyo288iv15Woman 40-60 Canada Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 In Sikhi, if you are married then you have a relation with your spouse.  4 6 4 1 4 1 5 1 By addressing the older generation first then the younger generation.2019-09-19 12:07:322019-09-19 12:16:39ab492b4849
xajqhc45fmg2vnn6g6z0erxajqhc4nkpMan 26-39 United States Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Don’t know 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 By talking more openly about it. It’s such a taboo in our community which is unfortunate2019-09-19 12:05:592019-09-19 12:09:30f1adedadc9
ayd6yhl22cxes55cuy1rayd6yhlcwt6jMan 26-39 Canada Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love 0 Pro Creation and sex as spiritual experience. Expression of love with your wife.2 6 7 4 2 6 7 4 Seminarss at schools or in the community. Focus groups in social services2019-09-19 11:58:102019-09-19 12:05:570f70b2cdf4
jlfmytakmdhckot30e0dx6jlfmyt7jroMan 26-39 Canada Other Christianity Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Same-sex attraction Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don’t know 5 5 3 2 2 4 4 2 2019-09-19 11:42:082019-09-19 11:48:300b55434271
ln8afiymoadylmoln8afprspobkx0hjtMan 40-60 United States Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 Sex need of human and experience it in this human life.7 7 7 1 3 4 5 3 60107 2019-09-19 11:37:522019-09-19 11:47:36a364b68df2
h7rs4q53zrxnw3yhcxd0wlh7rs4qzomsMan 26-39 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Important component of married life3 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 Producing output outlining Sikh perspectives of contemporary sexual issues, with rigorous reference to Sikh history and doctrine. Talks at the Gurdwara.2019-09-19 11:11:052019-09-19 11:44:3034d0d233ac
ammvtjoaan1huncammvt3zbjzh76tfbtMan 26-39 New Zealand Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desire 0 It is an act to Express love with your spouse.  Without this, a new life (off springs) is not possible in humans.5 5 5 4 4 2 2 2 By registering Sikhs, then send them material like this survey 2019-09-19 11:28:252019-09-19 11:43:09409d013d04
3t32ss6sc2berybf8qsy54j3t32ss66oWoman 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)‘Sin’ All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Didn't know Sikhi addressed it 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 7 Have seminars 2019-09-19 11:39:092019-09-19 11:42:07119e2bee9e
zazmljshc1djpzazmljgapdz8cc2weu5Woman 26-39 Malaysia Family life/Cultural norms Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For pleasure or desire 0 4 7 7 4 3 7 7 2 2019-09-19 11:36:462019-09-19 11:40:25faf40ce7f4

j636od3ilvmcurxkhwypqj0j636odkr9Man 26-39 Canada Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 I don't think there is a "Sikh" understanding of sex, or put better, there has never been one presented or provided to me2 7 5 6 1 7 6 6
They can create peer groups and anonymous question forums to allow people to ask and discuss. The key to this will be ensuring that those involved are completely open, aware, and non judgemental and are sounding boards vs being prescriptive

2019-09-19 11:31:052019-09-19 11:37:44043398164a
2ji8ew0xbkwhcqxl2ji84rldhcz0vospMan 26-39 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire Other 0 Multifaceted. It's a part of life in the most intrensic ways. From its creation to sustenance3 7 6 6 3 7 6 4 Complex cultural shifts. I am not the most knowledgeable person on what the Gurmat answers are. But our Gurus equipped us with the tools to discuss this in a way that uplifts all.2019-09-19 11:25:172019-09-19 11:30:18f24c7c1379
33zs29yswk0buoi33zsjcxzmum8k9owwWoman 40-60 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor love 0 It is important between 2 people who respect, love and committed to one another6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Being honest 2019-09-19 11:24:472019-09-19 11:27:297d4542c9a0
zz5htsvegq75xc5iboianzz5htsizb4yMan 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 1 It’s a basic necessity 7 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 2019-09-19 11:22:592019-09-19 11:26:18172bd0540d
1r1pfig6lp3oia5pywqs1r1pfyuv6pxoWoman 40-60 India Family life/Cultural norms Between a consenting man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 0 Sex is a physical need which should be filled according to the norms set by a particular religion and society to which one belong5 4 4 4 4 4 4 Should conduct educational programs2019-09-19 11:15:562019-09-19 11:25:08a415f2b34d
ih7izpves9gb6ejkih7fwflxxyls1eybWoman 19-25 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 0 Sex should be an expression of love and attraction between two people who are commited to each other. The sexual desire is needed in order for procreation, but once these feelings become overpowering - that's when it becomes 'sinful'.1 6 6 5 1 4 1 Hold discussion sessions - eg womens/youth workshops2019-09-19 11:13:122019-09-19 11:19:30a61872df54
qnha3bonsmcnbv2oy2ovqnha3bonufogMan 26-39 India Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation 1 sex is a form of energy . when rise from root towards upper chakras one feel divine in itself4 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 discussing n distributing matter n stories related to it . specially those written in many indian n sikh holy scriptures.2019-09-19 11:03:362019-09-19 11:18:09932205ff29
f4bhsx2p9fknfsdbsx3bf4bhstg2ql7cMan 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural norms Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sikhism teaches us that sex is appropriate within confines of a relationship and for both pleasure and procreation. It is not a taboo or sin as long as it is within the social and society norms which means stay within you committed relationship. In terms of send beteen same sex or LGTBQ , since the basic tenant is equality, Sikhism if not should embraces other kind of sexual relationships as long as they follow the same guardrails for heterosexual relationships. 6 6 6 5 4 6 4 3 Since half is NRI diaspora is willing to discredit Dasam Granth due to mere mention of sex , I feel this cannot be addressed in diwaan halls. Maybe special workshops for Sangat who is open minded and willing could be the only way out. More importantly we need to enlighten our youth who are left their own explorations or media. 2019-09-19 11:04:562019-09-19 11:16:40ca8ba0eeca
wi67vhwaa42iyhzjidewi67vhlfzne6yMan 19-25 Malaysia Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and woman ‘Sin’ Heterosexual attractionSame-sex attractionAny sexual thoughts or desiresMasturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Sex is a method of procreation. It is only for that purpose sex serves1 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 By first recognising sexuality in parchars2019-09-19 11:07:412019-09-19 11:11:5692f241da52
p38lgy1nzfh8qm5lr4k9p38lgsjgzvsiMan 19-25 United Kingdom Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Same-sex attraction Masturbation Pre-marital sex All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 7 7 3 1 1 7 1 1 Through Sex Education in the light of Gurmat2019-09-19 11:08:352019-09-19 11:11:43b731a6af08
v4sbni31l6ukehdm9t5dnv4sbni8mhreMan 40-60 United States Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between two consenting people in a committed relationship All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Part of showing love & caring; natural7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Create awareness of the topic with respect to spirituality & well being of an individual & couple.2019-09-19 11:01:242019-09-19 11:11:1712d738f934
jic7yra1vho9r5kodjic7iez7yjv9xf4Woman 26-39 United Kingdom Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married man and woman Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love 1 Should happen in married couple5 5 5 4 4 6 5 4 Be open, have discussions 2019-09-19 10:59:172019-09-19 11:03:18de01630cda
auzmao885l0auz50j41f25h5u7sdyimcWoman 19-25 Turkey Family life/Cultural normsFriends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desire 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2019-09-19 10:45:252019-09-19 10:47:57ecd05cec9c
d7syg376x17wansw6ud7sy7cvtnceg6tMan 26-39 India Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationship Any sexual thoughts or desires For pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 Not sure 1 4 3 2 2 5 3 2 Not sure 2019-09-19 10:38:452019-09-19 10:41:213fd7ff0a13
lsg60vvp497n13ehrrjt6bc1jolsg60vOther Over 60 United States Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc) Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)Between a consenting married man and womanBetween a consenting man and womanBetween two consenting people in a committed relationshipBetween two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+) All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actionsFor pro-creation For love For pleasure or desireFor a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security) 0 6 7 5 2 5 7 4 1 2019-09-18 15:34:352019-09-18 15:37:27cef578be44


